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in an ather place. I desire to' assist him
in this matter because af the undaubted
interest he has taken in the ca-aperative
hausing saciety legislatian. That interest has made it passible far the
han arable member to' bring befare the
Cammittee. recammendatians that might
nat have emanated fram same ane whO'
had taken less interest in this scheme.
As there seems to' be same daubt, I suggest that the clause shauld be agreed to',
and that the Bill be passed and sent to'
anather place which, in turn, cauld recammend any amendment that might be
faund necessary after the examinatian
af the Treasurer and the Parliamentary
Draftsman has been campleted.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine).-On behalf af the Oppasitian, I am prepared to
accept the assurance af the Minister af
Lands in the hape that it will be passible
to' eliminate the clash that wauld otherwise accur between the twa pravisians
in the legislatian, which wauld make the
posi tian farcical. If the Bill were passed
in its present farm, it may be unworkable.

The clause was agreed to'.
The Bill was reparted to' the Hause
withaut amendment, and passed thraugh
its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
CHILDREN'S
WELFARE
DEPARTMENT:
INCARCERATION aF Twa GIRLS IN GAaL.

Sir ALBERT LIND
Lands).-I mave-

(Minister

af

That the House, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next at half-past Three
o'clock.

The matian was agreed to'.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister
Lands).-I mave-

af

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. GALVIN (Bendiga).-I regret
that I have again to occupy the time of
the Hause by speaking cancerning the
gaoling af the two girls in respect of
whom I asked the following questian
earlier to-dayWhether, in view of the specific provision
of sUb-section (4) of section 19 of the
Children's Court Act 1928, Ithe two girls aged
thirteen and fifteen years, respectively, at
present in Pentridge gaol, have been segreSession 1951-52.-[79]
..
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gated; if so-(a) in what quarters; and (b)
what provision is made f,or meals and exercise?

The answer given by the Chief Secretary,
which was rather revalting to all decent
people, was as followsThere is no provision for complete segregation in the female prison. Normally, the
\\lumen prisoners dine in a common diningroom, seated four to a table. They sleep
in dormitories. The two girls sleep in
separate cells.

I understand that there are anly twa
cells in this sectian, which are usually
used far female prisaners af the warst
type. These two ohildren dine in the
camman dining-raam, which is alsO' used
by all the other women prisoners, but
the reply states that the table is in such
a pasitian as to' be under the direct
supervisian of the officer an duty.
If a line of demarcation is to' be
drawn, it may be stated that the twa
girls are separated from the ather
prisoners because they are nat seated
at the same table, but I emphasize that
they dine in the same room as the
wamen incarcerated in Pent ridge gaal.
Imagine these twa little children in a
dormHory with all the other women
prisaners. Bad asH m'ay be, one would
have thought that some provision could
have been made for them to' dine
separately.
Cancerning the questian af exercise,
the answer to my questian states that
the girls are employed in gardening,
whilst ane af them is attending an
occupational therapy class part of the
time. What an occupation far these
children! It is bad enough far them
to' be locked up in cells at night and to'
dine in a camman dining-room with all
the adult women in Pentridge, but when
they have finished their meal they are
both locked in cells.
I doubt whether the pravisians af the
Children's Caurt Act are being carried
out. I demand that the Chief Secretary,
or, if he is nat to' blame, the
Attarney-General, if he has the pawer,
shauld take action. If neither will dO'
sa, I request the Premier to' ensure that
these twa children are removed immediately fram the shacking environment
in which they are placed. Surely there
is some decency left in the minds of
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some people.
One of the deepest impressions made on my mind when I was
visiting the East was the sight of
women working in the fields.
Other
members may have spent much more
time in that part of the world than I
did, and I refer particularly to the
Attorney-General.
These children
should not be given exer:cise which involves gardening.
I appeal to the decencies of those
associated with the matter, and urge
that the children be taken from
Pentridge first thing in the morning.
I request the Attorney-General, who is
smiling at their misfortune, and who
has some power, to ask his legal
advisers whether there has not been a
breach of the Children's Court Act. That
Act states that ·children must :be kept
separate from adults, but that provision is not being obeyed. My friend the
Attorney-General, with his smiles and
his sneers, is countenancing the action
of this Government in breaking an Act
of Parliament. I appeal to him, as the
legal member of the Oabinet, to see
that the Act is carried out. It must be
possible for some member of the
Government to take action through the
courts to have the children released.
For goodness sake, Mr. Premier, get
these two children away from the necessity of being locked up at night in cells
and of dining in a common dining-room
with women with whom the Act says
they are not to associate, and of getting
exercise by gardening, which I do not
think any decent person would contend
is fit recreation for girls. If this is what
is considered to be corrective treatment,
[ think,Mr. Speaker, that members of
the Opposition had the right to have the
doubts in their minds resolved. I appeal
to the Attorney-General to ensure that
the Government does no longer break
the provisions of section 19 of the
Children's .court Act.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).[ think members well understand the
melodramatic exhibition of the Deputy
Leader of the Labour party and will
assess it as such.
Yesterday, he and
other members of his party deliberately
obstructed me when I was trying to explain the full position to the House. One
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of :these girls was previously committed
to an appointed place, from Which she
absconded.
I need not say anything
further about that appointed place; it
was under the control of the Department
of Health. There is only one other
appointed place in this State,. Pentridge.
Mr. GALvIN.-Any place prescribed by
the Government is 'an appointed place
under section 35 of the Act.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That does not
apply in the case of one of these girls.
The honorable member does not know
the conditions obtaining at Royal Park.
Girls sent there on remand are locked
in cells at night, and there is no place
for them to obtain proper exercise. In
my vocation as a primary producer, I
know of many women and children who
have been forced by economic conditions
to work in a cow-yard from 5 o'clock in
the morning until the late hours of the
night. If I had a daughter, I know that
she would be happy to work in a garden.
[f she did nothing worse than that, I
would not be 'ashamed of her. When the
honorable member is criticizing the
report of the Inspector-General of Penal
Establishments it wHI be well for him
to remember what he has said to-night,
because the Inspector-General has laid
it down that occupational therapy is one
avenue which we should explore.
Mr. GALVIN.-Gardening for women:
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It is a fine
and healthy occupation. The honorable
member was assuming quite a lot when
he said that these girls were committed
under section 19 of the Children's Court
Act. I have not seen the certificate of
committal, but the honorable member
surmised that they were committed
under sub-section (4) of section 19. I
suggested that the action was taken
under SUb-section (6), which is different.
It proy-ides for a particular class of
people in which these girls are-people
who have absconded from places to
which they had been committed previously by the court. Apparently the
honorable member for Bendigo intends
to pursue this subject to the detriment
of the girls concerned.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.45 p.m.
until TuesdaYJ September 16.
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The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
took the chair at 4.57 p.m., and read the
prayer.
MOTOR CAR (AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. I. A. SWINBURNE (Minister of
Housing), was read a first time.
EVIDENCE BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister of
Education), was read a first time.
CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING
SOCIETIES (GUARANTEES AND
INDEMNITIES) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of Public
Works), was read a first time.
RETENTION OF THE TITLE OF
" HONORABLE."
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager)
announced that he had received from
the Honorable the Premier a copy of a
despatch from the Secretary of State for
Commonwealth Relations intimating
that Her Majesty the Queen had been
pleased to approve the retention of the
. title of "Honorable" by Sir William
Charles Angliss, Colonel Sir George
Victor Lansell, C.M.G., V.D., Mr. Cyril
Everett Isaac, and Mr. Robert Chisholm
Rankin, who had served as members of
the Legislative Council for a continuous
period of not less than ten years.
ADJOURNMENT.
The Bon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-I have been informed
that a certain motion has been sub·
mitted in another place, and, in the
circumstances, I move, by leaveThat the Council, at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 5.2 p.m.)
until Tuesday J September 23.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis)
took the chair at 4.24 p.m., and read the
prayer.
NEW MEMBER.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis)
announced that he had received a return
to the writ he had issued 'on the 8th of
August for the election of a member to
serve for the electoral district of Toorak
in the place of Mr. Edward Russell
Thomas Reynolds, Q.C., resigned, by
which it appeared that Mr. Horace
Rostil Petty had been duly elected for
that electoral district.
Mr. Petty was introduced and sworn.
WANT OF CONFIDENCE IN
MINISTERS.
NOTICE OF MOTION.
Mr. BOLLWAY (Ballarat).-I wish to
give notice that to-morrow I will move-1. That the Government no longer possesses the confidence of this House because(a) It has perpetuated an electoral
system which denies a majority of
electors the right to determine the
character and form of government in
this State; and
(b) by its lack of action, it has
demonstrated unwillingness to alter
this system before the' next general
eleotion, and thus threatens to nullify
the decision of the people by continuing
the undemocratic conditions under
which the State suffers to-day.
2. That this House expresses the opinion
that redistribution of Legislative Assembly
electorates can be eff·ected democratically
only on the basis of the division of each of
the Commonwealth electorates for the State
of Victoria into two Legislative Assembly
districts.
3. That this House wishes His Excellency
the Governor to be respectfully informed
that a Government can be formed to carry
out the electoral reforms indicated in the
resolution.
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-In view of the fact that the
honorable member for Ballarat is not
the leader of a poli tical party in the
House, I think it is only fair, in view of
the importance of the step he is taking,
for the honorable member to inform the
House whether or not he is supported
by other members.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis)
took the chair at 4.18 p.m., and read the
prayer.

Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Opposition).
-For the edification of the Premier, I
can advise him that the honorable member for Ballarat is supported.

WANT OF CONFIDENCE IN
MINISTERS.
Mr. HOLLWAY (Ballarat).-I move-

ADJOURNMENT.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE-CHILDREN'S
WELFARE DEPARTMENT: TREATMENT
OF Two GIRLS.
Mr. McDONA'LD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn
until to-morrow at half-past Three o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat ,the House do now adjourn.

Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Opposition).
- I presume that the first item of
business to be taken to-morrow will be
the motion of want of confidence in
Ministers, of which notice has just been
given by the honorable member for
Ballarat.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier a.nd Treasurer).-Yes. I give the Opposition that
'assurance.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I desire to
inform honorable members that to-day,
in company with the honorable member
for Carlton, the Honorable A. M. Fraser,
M.L.C., and the Honorable T. W.
Brennan, M.L.C., I attended at the
North Melbourne Children's Court. I
am sure honorable members will be
pleased to know that the two girls who
were the subject of debate in this House
last week have now been removed from
Pentridge to the care of the Children's
Welfare Department at its home at
Royal Park.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 4.30 p.m.

Wednesday) September 17) 1952.

1. That the Government no longer possesses the confidence of this House because
-(a)
it has perpetuated an electoral
system which denies a majority of electors
the right to determ1ne ,the character and
f.orm of government in this State; and (b)
by its lack of action U has demonstrated unwillingness to alter this system before the
next ge.ner·al election, and ,thus threatens
to nullify ,the decision of the people by continuing -the undemocr~tic conditions under
which the State suffers to-day.
2. That this House expresses the opinion
tha·t redistribution of Legisla'tive Assembly
electorates can be eff·eoted democratically
only on the basis of the division of each of
the CommotIlweal,th electorates for the State
of Victoria into two Legislative Assembly
distriots.
3. That this House wishes His Excellency
the Governor to be respeotfully informed
that a Government can be formed to carry
out theeleotoral reforms indica'ted in this
resolution.

In submitting this motion, I am conscious of the fact that its subject matter
is possibly the most important constitutional issue that has come before this
House. As such, it is far above party
politics, and I trust that the debate will
be conducted on that level. I do not
think that honorable members will improve the prestige 'Of this House if the
debate develops into merely a sort of
personal" slang-wanging match." The
issue should be discussed on its merits,
and I hope that honorable members will
appreciate the importance of the submissions I now intend to place before
them.
The question now raised is not how
or by whom Victoria is to be governed.
The important point is that the people
of the State should be afforded a fair
opportunity of saying who shall govern
them, and how they are toO be governed.
It may be said that if something along

Want of Confidence [17 SEPTEMBER, 1952.]
th(~ lines of my proposal eventuates, in
some years time the Labour party may
form a Government. I say quite candidly that I would be sufficiently
democra tic to accept the position if the
electors were, in my opinion, foolish
enough to vote for a Labour Administration.

Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Are you falling
out with your cobbers already?
Mr. CAIN.-The people may even do
that.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-At least, they would
do so with an 'Open mind; they would
know what they were doing. In the
past, the people have not had a fair
chance to vote for a Labour Government,
nor have they had an opportunity to
vote for a Liberal Government. I have
long held the views I am now expressing
-this is not something I have thought
of on the spur of the moment. Honorable members will remember that during
the last two years there was 'On the
Notice Paper of this House, in my name,
a notice of motion embodying, among
other things, a motion similar to that
which I have just submitted. It was
placed on the Notice Paper with the
knowledge of some of my former colleagues in the House, and we hoped
that it would become the law of the
land. However, that objective was not
achieved.
That fact did not affect my mind,
because I consider that if the proposition I am now advancing is right, it
should be implemented, and I am prepared to fight to see that it is achieved.
I have long felt that Victoria has been
unfortunate in having the present electoral conditions. Of course, those who
benefit from those conditions are the
members of the present Country party
Government, who represent a total of
about 10 per cent. of the people of the
State.
Sir HERBERT
people.

HYLAND.-The

best

Mr. HOLLWAY.-They may well be
the best people, but whether they are the
best or the worst, the plain fact is that
members of the Country party Government represent only 10 per cent. 'Of all
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the people in the State. I should say
that the number of persons who vote
for the C'Ountry party is less than 5 per
cent. of all the electors, because in the
majority of cases at the last general election there were no Labour party candidates opposing Country party candidates;
with the result that some members of
the Country party were returned to this
H-ouse by Labour party votes.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Do you think
there will be a Labour party candidate
in opposition to you at the next election?
Mr. HOLlJWAY.-I have not a clue
regarding that matter. I emphasize that
the 5 per cent. of the electors whom I
have mentioned elect their representatives, who are in a position to dictate to
the two major political parties concerning which form of Government there
shall be.
1MI'. iBROsE.-That position occurred
after you m·ade a mess of tihings·.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I do not intend t'O
discuss any side issue such as that rai-sed
by the Minister 'Of Water Supply. The
position was very well expressed in a
letter published 'in the pres'S and written
by a person who 'stated that when he
voted Labour he got McDonald and the
next time, when he voted Liberal, he
still got McDonald. Now we wish to
bring about a state of affairs in which
the people are given the opportunity
not only of voting for the Leader of the
Labour party and getting the Leader of
the Labour party, but also of voting for
the Leader of the Liberal party, or the
Leader of the Country party. If suffi-:cien t persons voted for the Leader of the
Country party I would be democratic
enough to say that was the decision of
the people and it should be obeyed.
This question doeS' not resolve itself
into an argument as to who should
govern. The whole basis of my argument is that the people should be given
an opportunity of deciding fairly who
shall constitute the Government of Victoria. There are arguments against this
proposition. Some persons say, " You are
taking seats away from the country." I
consider that that view represents a
selfish fallacy. Members of the Government realize that the people of the
country districts d'O not wish to have
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twice the electoral power of persons
living in the metropolis. I remind honorable members ,that Country party
Governments, under different guises,
have ruled the State for the best
'Part--or the worst part-of twelve
of the last fiFteen years.
Country
residents need electricity, water 'Supply,
rroads, and schools, and it is entirely wrong to say that city people
are not just as keenly aware of those
needs ,as anyone else. If we consider
offhand the men who have built up the
State to the greatest degree, probably
we will agree that the three who have
been responsible for the development of
country districts more than any others
Were Alfred Deakin, Swinburne, and
Monash.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Ivan Swinburne?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-No. I remind the
Minister of Transport that I am not
making this a personal issue. George
Swinburne, Deakin, and Monash were all
city dwellers, yet by their lives and
actions they developed the country districts, 'and the State as a whole, probably
more than any other three persons who
could be named.
My plan for the redistribution of
Assembly seats is based on the Federal
system, of which I have not heard one
word of criticism in the Federal sphere.
Although that plan was introduced and
developed by a Federal Lahour Government, I have not heard one word of
criticism of it, either from members of
the Liberal party or of the Country party.
Mr. CAIN.-That system gave the
Labour party thirteen seats out of 33 in
Victoria in the first election held after
it was introduced.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-In whatever way
electorates are divided-unless it is done
by gerrymandering-the votes of the
electors will not be affected if they oppose
a particular political party. That is all
there is to it. If the people are against
a political party, they should have an
opportunity of doing something about
it, but they have not had that chance in
the last 35 years. Another argument I
have heard voiced against my proposal
has been stated by some persons, who
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normally one would expect to be sympathetic to it. They say, in effect, "This
is the right thing to do, but you are
doing it in the wrong way." That raises
an interesting philosophical argument.
It is a question now as to whether we do
the right thing in the wrong way, or the
wrong thing in the right way.
There are occasions when some one
must move to prevent nothing from
being done at all, and so I am prepared
to be the "guinea pig" to ascertain
what this House-not anyone political
party-thinks about electoral reform. I
am confident that, if members were to
vote on a completely non-party basis,
this motion would be carried almost
unanimously.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-There would be
more opposition if there were a free
vote.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-If the Chief Secretary thinks he could do better with an
open vote than with a close party vote,
I should say, "Let it be an open vote.,t
I am prepared to have it that way. I
also say that if the Governm,ent was
willing to do the right thing, even at
this stage, I would back out of the
picture and let the Government take the
necessary action.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-You will back
out, all right.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-The only thing I
would fear would be whether or not the
Government would act. I do not care
very much who takes action; the important aspect is that it should be taken.
Electoral reform is always an unpopular
subject for discussion. This was so as
long ago as in 1832, when the Reform
Act was passed by the British Parliament. At that time, there were many
small electorates, some of which had
only six or seven voters, who were
bribed. They were pocket boroughs,
and a person by the expenditure of a
sufficien t sum of money could buy a
seat. One electorate of only seven constituents elected two members to
Parliament.
Nevertheless, even the
small measure of reform which was
introduced to correct that state of affairs
was bitterly opposed by many people.

Want of Confidence [17 SEPTEMBER, 1952.]'
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My desire li!s to aay down a scheme tempered by the determina-ti.on of members ,to hang on to their seats at all
whereby, for the first time in the history cost.
of Victoria, there will be a fair and
This is not new. The Viotorian electoral
equitable system of electoral boundaries. system has always left us an easy prey to
I believe that the citizens of Victoria minority pressure groups. No Government
also desire such a scheme. Mr. Speaker, in 34 years has had an absolute majority.
is no accident that Vict'Oria has been runI think I might be pardoned for quoting It
ning d.own like a clock some one has forsome excerpts from the daily news- gotten to wind.
papers, because we always look upon
the press as representing the views of I have no doubt that th'at 'article expresses in a nutshell the present situathe community.
tion in Victoria and indicates the reason
Mr. DODGSHuN.-We will have some- why I am taking this ,serious-and, posthing to say about that.
sibly for me personally, dangerousMr. HOLLWAY.-There seems to be move. I shall now read portion of the
some doubt about my contention.
leading article that appeared in The Sun
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis). News-Pictorial this morningNo more feeble excuse for inaction could
-Order! I desire that the honorable
be offered than the plea advanced by
member for Ballarat shall have a fair well
Mr. N'Orman tha't the "Hollway plan"
hearing and shall be permitted to state would "upset the whole bal'ance between
his case without interruption.
city and country seats."
A tradesman
supplying
ShODt
weight
might
as reasonMr. HOLLWA Y.-It is very rarely ably argue thrut a change in policy
would
indeed and, I believe, almost unique, that upset his bank balance. The" balance"
all of the four metropolitan daily news- which Mr. Norman reg.ards as sacred is so
papers are completely unanimous in delicately adjusted that 12,000 country
in Rainbow get ,the same Parliamenthe expression of their views on a sub- voters
tary representation as 35,000 metropolitan
ject of public importance. One would voters in Dandenong.
almost think that the same person had
I believe that the number of electors in
written all of the leading articles conthe Dandenong electora te is nearer
cerning this situation.
42,000 than 35,000.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Perhaps that is so.
Honorable members interjecting.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I do not wish to
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
enter into a personal argument with
any member, but I desire to emphasize -Order! I 'a'sk honomble members on
that the newspapers are unanimous on the Ministeri'al bench toO wait until their
this occasion. I refer now to the leading 'opportunity comes to speak; then they
article in the Argu.s of yesterday's date, can say what they like, within due parwhich is couched in carefully worded liamenta'ry bounds.
terms, and is headed "A Case for
Mr.,HOLLWAY.-I do not know, Mr.
Reform." The leading article statesSpeaker, whether you have given memOne thing at least is plain through the
bers of the Government party too much
smoke of balttle ,at the top of Bourke-street:
of an invitation. No doubt they will s'ay
Victoria 'needs electoral reform, and if the
what they like, in any case. The leadHollway Plan will get ilt for us, it deserves
ing article in the Herald of this evening
support.
We need electoral r,eform more thMl we states, inter alianeed ,any ,ort:h~r political action, because
without it we shall never get strong g,overnment. We shall be served instead with the
old shif,ts and evasions, liberally sprinkled
with frustrating crises.
We are governed now by one-fifth .of the
Assembly. The proportion of el'ectors they
represent is smaller ,than -that. This Government has had .to -rely first 'On Labour, ,then
on Liberal suppo!'!t, changing its -colour to
suit the circumstances of the moment.
The situation frustr,a1les staltesmanship
and mak'es a mockery of political morality.
Its end .result can ,only be lazy cynicism,

The Hollway scheme--

It is not my s'cheme, incidentally.
I
was not the genius who thought of it, but
it has always been known as the
"Hollway 'scheme "strikes direCJtly at the worst f,aults of the
system.

That is, the electora1 system.
Mr. Norman and ,those who stand with
him say this plan is not <acceptable. To
defeat i't -they are willing t.o side with the
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minority Country paI'lty group which is the
'sole beneficiary froom the present anomalies.
They shrink in harror from any alliance
with Labour >to car.ry through a proper redistribu,tion 'Of the elector,al boundaries.
Why?
If a good scheme can be worked out, why
should they be ,frightened of having
Labour~s help in carrying it? If Ithere is to
be no Labour consultation in the redistribution problem, how would Mr. Norman and
his colleagues get the numbe.rs to put the
reform through?

Sir ALBERT LIND.-You did not say
that when the Labour pa'rty occupied the
Ministerial corner benches.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Of course, I did not.
For two years there appeared -on the
N-otice Paper in my name a notice 'Of
~otion based entirely on the grounds
of the motion now before the H-ouse,
but, until to-day, I have not had an
opportunity t-o bring it to the point where
the subject of the motion could be
debated. I have already shown quite
clearly that the Herald, the Sun NewsPictorial, and the Argus are entirely in
favour of my scheme.
The Age has
made no secret over the y.ears of its
stand in relati'On t'O redistribution of
Assembly electorates.
The heading to
the leading artkle in to-day's Age is,
"Chance Given to State Liberals," and
the article statesThe facts and the story are so familiar
that speeches need not delve far into history
or statistics. It would be impossible to
match anywhere else in the British Commonwealth such a lop-sided, unrepresen·tative electoral system as we tolerate in
Victoria. Nowhere else in Australia or the
British Commonwealth has there been such
an extraordinary succession of Ministries in
the last quarter century as in this State.
Over this period of chronic instability no
single party has ever won enough seats to
be able t'O govern in its own right, even
though its aggregate voting figures would,
under other conditions, have given this title.
Not only have there been frequent changes
of office holders, but there is an endless
alternation of support parties that enable
a minority to govern.
Having been kelpt in power by the Lrubour
party after the last election, and finding
itself bereft of that support two months
ago, the present Ministry escaped the
normal fate of a minority Government when
the Liberal and Coun.try party proved
willing to come to its rescue and to prolong
its tenure.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The present issue is whether Liberal and
. Country party members are tamely to
acquiesce in a state of things
.
.
.
or whether they are prepared to clear the
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way for genuine reform. If personal antipathies and jealousies are allowed to stand
in the way, the situation after this episode
would be exactly as it has been for years
before Mr. Hollway made his move.

For the first time for very many years
the whole of the metropolitan press is
completely unanimous on the desirability
of this ref-orm. Another p-oint which has
been raised against this proposal is that
good Liberals should have nQ "truck"
with Labour.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-That is what you
said.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-That is an absurd
statement.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-YoU said it.
The SPEAKER.-Order!
Mr. HOLLWAY.-What is the first
thing that would happen if this cQuntry
found itself at war? The first action
that the Prime Minister would take, as
he did on a previ'Ous occasi'On, WQuld be
to say, "We must sink all personal differences.
This is sQmething above
purely party politics." He would want
the Labour party to join with him in
forming an Administration. That is the
first thing that Mr. Churchill did after
he became Prime Minister during the last
war. I WQuld nQt altogether regard Mr.
Churchill as a rabid Socialist, but when
there was a sufficiently big i'ssue at stake,
when the country was in danger, the
first thing he did was to forget all about
party politics, and to join with Labour
for the good 'Of the country.
A similar situatiQn exists in Victoria
at the present time, although I will nQt
say tllat it is comparable with a state of
war. I cQntend that this is one issue on
Which the House should raise itself above
purely p.arty advantages and consider
whether or not the scheme I am putting
f-orward is 'One that would 'be to the benefit of the people 'Of Vict'Oria. There can
be no doubt that this scheme would
definitely work in the interests of the
public, and that view is supported by
the opinions 'Of all the leaders of the
metropolitan press.
Another criticism which I have tQ
make is somewhat more personal. I
have heard it said that I am in some
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way intriguing to obtain office. Such
a statement is completely unfair, because
when I was first appI"oached in this
matter, the first person I spoke to about
it was the Leader of the Liberal and
Country party. I do not propose to
start any" slang-wanging match" with
any member of this House. I repeat that
the first person I spoke to on this subject
was the Leader of the Liberal and
Coun try party.
Mr. NORMAN.-I shall deal with that
statement.
Mr. HOLLWAY. - Furthermore, I
made an offer to him on that occasion
and I now renew that offer publicly.
Mr. NORMAN.-With
approval?

Labour

party

Mr. HOLLWAY.-Yes. If the Leader
of the Liberal and Country party believes'
in a system of electoral justice he will
support my proposal, and if he is willing
to do that T am quite prepared to go into
the background and let him carryon.
The important factor is not who will do
it, but whether or not it will be done. No
personal vanity or anything of that kind
on my part will stand in my way to
obtain this reform. I believe that there
should be a truce in this Parliament
until rules have been laid down in accordance with which the people of Victoria
will vote at future parliamentary elections. That is the only issue involvedthe preparation of rules on which the
people of Victoria will vote. It should
not matter very much whether people
live in the country or in the city; they
should all be practically equal so far as
the value of their votes is concerned,
and that would be so if they could vote
in accordance with the system that has
been laid down by the Commonwealth
Parliament and which has never been
criticized by a Liberal, a Labour, ora
Country party member.
Such a system would give the people
an opportunity to decide whether or not
they desired a Labour Government, a
Country party Government, or a Liberal
Government. If my proposal is given
effect, respect in State politics will be
restored. I believe that democracy is
too good a thing to be brought into contempt. No member of this House will
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say otherwise than that for years and
years the people of Victoria have regarded'the things that take place in this
Parliament with contempt.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-The "Bourke-street
circus."
Mr. HOULWAY.-That is a fairly
accurate description of it. The reason
for that appellation' is not because of
anything except the archaic and wlfair
electoral system of Victoria. I wish to
make it perfectly clear to members of
the Government that I do not blame
them for taking advantage of the exist,,:
ing state of affairs; they would be very
foolish if they did not take advantage
of it. I can understand their desire to
fight to keep the present electoral system
in operation. In that regard I have no
criticism to make of the Government a's
such. The only thing I say about it
is that even if it were the best Adminis':'
tration in the world-I doubt whether
the most enthusiastic members of the
Government would claim that it is-I
would oppose the members of that
Government because they are undemo.;.
craticallyelected. That is the important
point.
It is not for me at this stage t6
mention any of the sins of the Govern:
ment or to say what I think of its mem~
bers personally. My sole criticism rests
on the ground that, whatever sort of
Government the present Ministry may
be, the plain fact is that it does not
represent the people. Our duty is to lay
down rules whereby the people can elect
their representatives in this House. I
believe that for the first time in 25 years
we now have an opportunity to permit
them to do so.
Mr. FULTON.-It would be a much
longer period than that, would it not?
Mr. HOLLWAY.-I do not know when
the Country party was born, but it came
into being only at a time when the
electoral system was such that it
enabled a small minority group to be
fostered. I do not propose to traverse
the history of the last 25 years, but
those members who have gone through
that period know as well as 1 do that
the Country party, as a minority
Government, has gone from one party
to another for support, with the result
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that Victoria's progress has been
frustrated. As the newspapers have
pointed 'out, there has not been 1n Victoria for 'at least 25 years a Government
with a .majority that enabled it to govern
in its own 'right.
'.:- Mr. FULTON.-You need to read the
history of the State.

Mr.
HOLLWAY.-l
remind
the
Minister ,of Health that for most of that
period 1 have been taking part in the
affairs of the State and 1 do not need
to read about that part of its history.
)'hroughout that period of 25 years
~here have been composite Governments
or minority Governments which have
been supported by some other party. 1
,would oppose any combination of parties
which had no common ground of policy.
For example, if certain members of the
Labour p~rty said to me, "What about
forming a Government to carryon indefinitely?" I would undoubtedly refuse
because I believe that fundamentally my
form . of political philosophy is far
removed from the Labour philosophy of
politics. For that reason, I should say
that such a combination would be impracticable, and that if such a Government was formed it could not give effect
to its full policy but it would be
frustrated from beginning to end-and
:~. have had some experience of that.
Later in the debate, possibly passing
reference may be made to the fact·and I do not disguise it-that I was one
of those who firmly advocated the support of the present Government by the
Liberal and Country party. 1 make no
apology for adopting that attitude,
because at the time there was no
alternative. 1 believe that if there were
'an election on the present boundaries
there would be the same frustration as
is now in evidence. It would not matter
whether the Labour party was returned
with 30 members, the Country party
with twenty members and the Liberal
and Country party with fifteen members,
the people obviously would not be able
to record their wishes and say that they
wanted a Labour party Government or
'a Country party Government. With the
. present boundaries, no maUer how the
.electors vote, a Government will be
formed . by a combination of parties.
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The virtue of my proposal is that the
electors will be given a fair opportunity
and they will be able to elect to office
either one party or the other.
Mr. BROsE.-There is no guarantee of
that under your proposal.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-l consider that
there i!s a much better chance. 1 again
emphasize--and 1 canno t m'ake too strong
an appeal~that it is not how the reform
should be made or who should do it
but Whetlher it is right. I think that
occasionally even members of Parliament
should examine their consciences and
ask themselves the question, "Is 1:!his a
proper proposal?" If it i's right, then
1 think, irrespective of any personal feelings, antagonisms or risk, the proposal
should be adopted. 1 consider that it is
a correct approach to the problem. As
far as 1 know, this is the only opportunity that this House has been given
to clear up the absurd anomaly whereby
5 per cent. of the people can dictate to
the other 95 per cent. 'as to the form of
Government they shall have.
Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Opposition).
-1 second the moUon, and 1 reserve my
right to speak to it later.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Mr. Speaker, on a point of
order. I think it is quite clear to everyone that the subject of the motion is
not the constitutional question of the
character that the honorable member
for Ballarat tried to make out, but that
it has been submitted because !he is in
disagreement with the policy of his
party, with which he is disgruntled and
dissatis'·fied. As the honorable member
is not the Leader of a party in this House,
and in view of the substantial support
prom·ised to him 'by the Labour party, is
it not fair that the members of that party
should state their case and not place the
Government or myself at a disadvantage?
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-1 take it that the point of order raised
by the Premier is whether the next
speaker should be the seconder of the
motion, who indicated his support of it
by so doing. That is a matter for honorable members. The Speaker can only
see members who rise to speak, and
according to Standing Orders he must
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call the first member who stands in his
place. I call on the next speaker, who,
I presume, is the Premier.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-Very well, Mr. Speaker. . In
replying to the want of confidence motIon
submitted by the honorable member for
Ballara t, I wish to make quite clear
the fact that I have no apology to offer
for the Government's attitude to this
particular question. The speech of the
honorable member was very clever in
parts, and more by implication th~n in
any other way he tried to establIsh a
case for electoral reform. There can be
nothing so important to the people of
Victoria as the question of their representation in Parliament. After hearing
the remarks of the honorable member
for Ballarat, and knowing that he had
been the leader of a Government, I am
amazed that as Premier he took no steps
to establish what he now claims to be
the rights of the people of Victoria.
His supporters, the members of the
Labour party, likewise have comprised
the Government of Victoria, and they,
too, never at any stage consulted the
people on this particular question. If
anything can be termed democratic, it
is the question of consulting the people
on the most vital issue that can be placed
before them-their rights and their
representation in Parliament. I submit
quite honestly that behind this motion
there is a great deal of chicanery and
that the proposal submitted by the honorable member for Ballarat is not designed
to protect the people's rights in any part
of the State. In spite of the fine words
used by the honorable member, there is
another move behind this particular
scene, and another reason entirely
removed from one of electoral reform.
The honorable member for Ballarat is
disgruntled ,because he is in complete
disagreement with the policy of his
party. It is true that for some years
there appeared on the Notice Paper a
motion in his name, proposing a similar
scheme of electoral reform.
During
that time he and his party had every
opportunity to examine the merits or
demerits of the proposal. I presume
that that was done, because his party
recently made a decision against the
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honorable member for Ballarat on this
question and he has been dissatisfied
ever since. It is important to remember
that the honorable member not only
had the scheme in his mind, put he also
propounded it on the floor of this House,
and therefore, when he was in charge
of the party he ought to have taken th~
steps necessary to obtain the support of
his party to the proposal.
It is
signtficant that members of his party
do not support it. The honorable member has waited until toO-day to launch
this movement.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-Why?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).--I have my own opinions on that
aspect, which I shall discuss later.. I
put it to the House that the questIon
of the interests of the electors does not
underlie the motion and therefore w~
must examine the position closely, if we
desirE! to see what is proper to be done in
the drcumstances. I have read the
policy speech that the Leader of the Opposition delivered before the last
Assembly general election-s,and in it I
can find no reference to the need for a
redistribution of Assembly seats. The
same comment applies to the speeches
of thE! Leader of the Opposition prior to
the two previous elections. I have also
looked at the policy speech of the honorable member for Ballarat when he spoke
as Leader of his party.
Mr. HOLLWAY.-Did you have a look
at your own policy speech?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 did. The honorable member
for Ballarat made no reference in his
policy speech to the need of protecting
the rights of the electors by a redistribution o.f Assembly seats.
Mr. GALVIN.-What about holding an
election on that issue now?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-That is what the honorable
mem'bl~r would like, and I shall discuss
that question later. I am submitting my
case on facts, which 'are based on rthe
conduet of the other political parties
this House when they had every opportunity to introduce electoral r~forms. In
the past, the party occupying the
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Treasury' bench had not the courage to
make election issues of electoral reform
and the redistribution of Assembly
seats.
, Mr. GALVIN.-It is not too late now.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 am prepared to do so at the
next election. U the Labour party and
the Liberal party are prepared to join
with the Oountry party, 1 repeat that 1
will be prepared to raise those issues at
the next A'ssembly election, thereby giving the electors an opportunity. of deciding these impoI'ltant questions.
Mr. GALVlN.-Wili the election be held
before or after the Coronation?
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER.--Order! I have repeatedly 'asked for order and unless
there is silence while the Premier .is
speaking, 1 will have to leave the chair
until order is restored. 1 ask members
to 'assi'st me so that the Premier may be
heard in silence.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-My posi'tion is quite clear because 1 believe in sincerity. 1 have never
been afraid of public opinion.
Mr. CAIN.-l think you are afraid of it
now.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea~urer).-I have never feared the electors.
1 am not going to please the Leader of
the Opposition just because he asks me
to do so.
Mr. BARRY.-You did a couple of
things to plea'se us.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-1 hope 1 have pleased other
people as well. In fact, 1 believe I have
pleased a maJority of the people of this
State. When considering the motion,
members should look at the factS' and
recall the opportunities that have been
open to all previous Governments to
introduce a proposal of this nature, apart
from any question of heat or political
cri'sis-if the holding of an election can
be described as not being a crisis. I
real'ize that for some memberS' an election is, a crisis. However, speaking in
general terms, the people of the State
ha ve never been consulted on this question. I realize that members of all parties
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believe that the electors should be consul ted, and if the Leaders of the other
parties are willing, my party is prepared
to make it an issue at the next election
and to accept the verdict of the people.
The honorable member for Ballarat did
not suggest that that should be done.
When he 'said that my Government of
thirteen members represented only 10
per cent. of the people, he was merely
playing with words. My Government
could not last for ten minutes without
the support of all members of this House.
We in this House represent the people
and that is the important aspect. When
we go before the people we know that
every person who is qualified to
exercise a vote must vote; no system
could be more democratic. However, 1
suggest that the honorable member for
Ballarat should have a look at the
system operating in Queensland.
Mr. CAIN.-Or in South Australia.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I intended to mention the
South Australian system. The honorable
member for Ballarat should ascertain
the exact position operating in Queensland, because he said that in no other
part of the democratic world was there
such an electoral spectacle a's that to be
seen in Victoria. My advice to the honorable member is, "Look at the systems
operating in Queensland and South Australia and ask the reasons why they
operate." The honorable member has
put forward his proposal a's a professed
member of the Liberal party, but he is
talking ,with his tongue in his cheek.
The moving of the motion is purely a
rna tter of opportunism, and if the honorable member can get away with it, it will
be all right for him. He will have
achieved his desires, and will be back
in power again. I am not concerned
about place or power, but I am deeply
concerned about the people knowing and
understanding the issues involved in the
honorable member's proposal, and its
honest intention, if there is any honesty
underlying it. I contend that the proposal lacks sincerity. Even the Leader
of the Opposition does not really favour
the idea. He desires an election. The
quicker he can have an election, the
happier he will be.
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Mr. BARRY.-And the people also will
be happy.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I do not know about that, nor
d-oes the Opposition.
Mr. DODGSHUN .---!We may test the
feelings of the people on the matter.
Mr. GALVIN (to Mr. Dodgshun).-Do
not make me laugh.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The honorable member for
Ballarat said that he did not wish to
a ttack the Government. He would find
it difficult to do so in view of the Government's go-od record. The motion has
been drawn very carefully, and that is a
further reason for suspecting its underlying motive.
Mr. BARRY.-In defending the Government, you are not doing a bad job.
·Mr. McDONADD (Premier and Treasurer).-The Labour party supported
the Government in the past. It was very
interesting to hear one honorable member say a few moments ago that the
Country party dictated to the other
'parties and dominated this State. The
members of the Labour party have
claimed, however, that they dictated to
the Country party. You cannot have it
both ways. I do not know how the
argument can be stretched to the point
of affirming that I am dictating to the
other political parties in this House.
Mr. BARRY.-You have them" in the
bag."
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The honorable member did not
behave himself badly when he was in the
bag. I question the real sincerity of the
proposal of the honorable member for
Ballarat, the merits of which I should
According to the
like to examine.
statemen.ts of the honorable member on
two previous occasions, his plan would
mean that the number of seats in the
rural areas of the State would be
reduced to 24. At present, the rural
areas, including the provincial, have 33
seats, but the honorable member's proposal would mean that there would be
six provincial seats-two each for
Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo-or a
total of 24 for the rural areas; the
balance would be metropolitan seats.
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Mr. DODGSHuN.-Increasing the present membership by one and making
it 66.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-That is so. There is no doubt
that the proposal is merely another
means of political robbery, on a grand
scale, of the voting strength in the
country. I have been a member of this
HousE~ for about sixteen years and I can
recall that on two previous occasions
the two major political parties .combined, in a similar set of circumstances,
with the result that up to date the
country has been deprived of twelve
seats in this House. The plan now under
consid.eration would mean a further loss
of nine seats. That is an aspect of such
transcendent importance to the people
in the country districts that I think this
new proposal should be abandoned by
its supporters and that, in all fairness,
my suggestion that it be made the prime
issue at the next State election should
be aecepted, so that the electors
throughout the State may come to a
decision on it. I submit that my suggestion is fair and honorable. If it were
'adopted there would be no intriguing,
no offE~ring of inducements to members
of Parliament with the view of their
aocepting it.
In that regard, what has been
occurring in this building has been contemptible. The honorable member for
Ballarat spoke of the prestige of this
Parliament, but one has only to read
the very newspapers from which he
quoted to learn of the humiliation to
which certain members of Parliament
have been subjected by the pressure put
upon them to achieve the end desired.
Noone knows better than does the honorable member for Ballarat that his
plan cannot be put into effect at this
stage.
However, he could obtain
electoral reform by means of an honest
approach to the electors of Victoria;
that method, of course, he does not
want.
Again I wish to mention-but not
because I happen to be Premier-that
when the Labour party withdrew its
support from my Government after the
elections in the Legislative Council
provinces, its members were the best
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judges of their action and were quite entitled to take it. They did not complain or
rail at me, nor did I complain or rai,l at
them. As I have already indicated, the
members of the Labour party were fully
entitled to come to the decision to withdraw their support. I appreciated the
opportunity gi~en by that party to the
Country party to answer the criticism
that was levelled at my party, and at
myself as its Leader, following the
decision of the honorable member for
Ballarat, when Premier, to put Country
party members out of his Government.
I repeat that I am grateful to the members of the Labour party for having
afforded the Country party an opportunity to prove that it could govern
efficiently and 'adequately. The Liberal
party recently reached the major decision
to support my party for the reason that
the financial position of the State was
extremely difficult,and that if the idea
of holding an election had been accepted
months would have elapsed before any
Government would have been able to
present the Budget. The State was
losing money to such an extent that
I consider the Liberal party very
generously accepted a share of the
responsibility in order to assist me and
my colleagues to place the State in a
"easonably sound financial position.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-They
word that they would.

gave

their

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-:-A Labour member has asked
whether the honorable member for
Ballarat gave his word, and my answer
is "yes." The honorable member for
Ballarat gave me his personal assurance
of loyal support, without any equivocation, to the end of the Parliament. For
that reason I am led to question the
sincerity of the remarks of the honorable
member for Ballarat in this House to:-day.
I hate to have to say that. He had
expressed his grave concern about the
situation as it then was, and he had
even asked to see me before I had entertained the thought of interviewing His
Excellency the Governor on the question
of seeking an election. In view of the
fact that-in the circumstances I have
just outlined-the honorable member,
without any qualification or equivocation,
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gave me his word of honour that" he
would support me and my colleagues to
the end of the life of this Parliament, I
cannot understand his present attitude.
He even went so far as to say-without
any apology and in the presence 'Of
others-that his plan had been one to
exterminate the Country party, that I
had" beaten him t'O it," that the p,eople
had not accepted his viewpoint, 'and that
consequently" that was the end of it."
Such remarks were made not merely in
one place, but in several places.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-What did you say to
the Labour party?
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I am endeavouring to amplify
my point that I question the sincerity of
the purpose of the scheme outlined in
this want-of-confidence motion. I do not
think that the Labour party, to which
the honorable member for Moonee Ponds
belongs, really wants the plan; what they
want is an election. So I find myself
returning to the submission I made
earlier. If this House is proposing to
act honorably towards the people, and'
since this electoral issue has been raised
in the manner adopted by the honorable
member for Ballarat, why do not the
three political parties declare that they
are prepared to make the main proposition one for the people to decide, irrespective of any methods devised to
achieve the objective? My attitude
would be that the Country party would
oppose any such proposal, because I
think that, apart altogether from a pure,
mathematical calculation or a questi'On
of geographical boundaries or areas,
something much m'ore important is at
stake in relation to the matter of the
representation of the people. In my
view, so far as all aspects of the
economics of this State are concerned,
representation in this Parliament over
the years has more than adequ~tely
reflected the· will of the people. The
honorable member for Ballarat, when
speaking to the motion now before the
House, read articles published in the
daily press. In fact, most of his speech
consisted of quotations from that source.
Mr. O'CARRoLL.-They were tough on
you.
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Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-They have been tough on me
before. No other member of this Parliament has had more criticism aimed
at him.
N ever in the history of
this Sta'te have I seen the like of
what I have had to put up with from
the Melbourne press-it has been politically dirty propag.anda, mostly lies
and innuendoes. I had proposed to read
certain statements that appeared in the
metropoli tan press on Wednesday, the
3rd of September, but I shall leave that
to other members. It is completely
opposite toO the attitude of the press' today, in exactly similar circumstances. I
invite the editors of the metropolitan
daily newspapers to examine their political consistency, to reconcile what they
said previously with what they are saying at presen't.
I shall read from the Argus of the 26th
of September, 1945, a statement made by
the honorable member for Ballarat. The
article, which was headed "Dunstan
Ministry Defeated," statedMr. Hollway said he was resigning as
Leader of the Lilberal party because of last
night's development. He would not be a
candidate for any Government supported by
Labour. There had been no party meeting
yesterday, and he first heard of the moves
to defeat the Government at 6 p.m.
STOP-GAP PROPOSAL.

Mr. Hollway's statement that he would
not be a member of any Ministry supported
by Labour ~ives strength to the suggestion
that the proposal is to install a caretaker
Government of non-Labour members supported by the Labour party until an election
could be arranged.

That was a statement by a member who
had been a Premier of Victoria and the
Leader of a party; he was a colleague of
mine in a Ministry and I worked under
his leadership. I loyally supported him,
but I shall not recapitulate what I, in
particular, went through during that
period. But when the honorable member for Ballarat came to me and gave
me an assurance and a pledge that he
would support and abide by the decisions
of the presen t Government-Mr. HOLLWAY.-Do not make it too
good a story.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-It is the truth as the honorable
member for Ballarat is aware. That
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being the case, I am prepared to leave
this issue to the House and to the people
of Victoria .. If they can accept leadership from a man of that character then
I shall have nothing more to say.
Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Opposition).
-I welcome this opportunity to give
some reasons why the Lahour party continues to adopt the attitude that it has
consistently taken up over the years,
that the people are entitled to an equitable system of electoral reform in Victoria., The Labour party has enunciated
that principle for generations, at
election times, from the election platform, and on every available opportunity.
It is a plank in the Labour party platform. In these present circumstances
criticism has been offered of the mover
of the motion-the honorable member
for Ballarat. I pay him this Compliment
that his submission was oouched in what
I 'should describe as most respectful
parlia.mentary language. He relied exclusively on arguments in support of his
case.
The Labour party makes no apology
for taking every available opportunity
to attempt to estabHsh in Victoria some
semblance of wllat so many people talk
about but have doOne nothing to
implement-democratic
government.
The Premier' slipped over. what has
happened in this House' in the last two
years. It is true that in 1950 the Labour
party entered into an agreement with
him, on the basis of measures and not
of men.
Mr. NORMAN.-Now, it is a case of
men and not of measures.
Mr. CAIN.-I repeat that it is on the
same basis, of measures not men, that
we are supporting the motion. I shall
deal later with the Leader of the Liberal
party, but first I shall deal with the
position in which the Government now
finds itself. The Leader of the Liberal
party has announced throughout the
coun try his views -on the agreement .emtered into between the Country
party and the Labour party in 1950.
He referred to it recently when he
opened the Legislative Council election
campaign in Bendigo and spo~~e in support of the candidature of Sir George
Lansell. The Leader of the Liberal
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party said that we were responsible for
at least tying up the Country party
Government, and we were.
In his
speech at Bendigo in May of this year
the honorable member saidWe find the smallest party in Parliament
holding the reins of Government, the party
voted for at the last election by only one in
ten of the electors--

I emphasize that statement, "One in
ten" because that is what the honorable
member for Ballarat said to-night. The
Leader of the Liberal party continuedcame to office through intrigue.
The
Country party have signed an agreement
with the Socialists to provide four more
seats in Parliament for the metropolitan
area.

That is true;
agreement.

it was part of

the

Mr. NORMAN.-I objected to it then
and I still object to it.
Mr. CAIN.-I shall deal with that
later.
Mr. DODGSHUN.--It was never part of
the agreement.
Mr. CAIN.-It was, and all Country
party members know it. I hold in my
hand a copy of the agreement that was
signed, sealed and delivered. I know the
Country party will not like this, which
is natural, but the people will get the
truth. Item 6 in the fifteen-point agree. ment readsRedistribution of electoral boundaries
within the metropolitan area providing for
the increase of four additional seats.

The Leader of the Liberal party never
disputed that.
He mentioned it
repeatedly in the last two years, and
particularly in his Bendigo speech.
Mr. NORMAN.-I still object to it.
Mr. McDONALD (IPremier and Treasurer) .-On a point of order and by way
of personal explanation, Mr. Speaker, I
think the Leader of the Opposition is
not being quite fair.
Mr. HOLT (Portland).-On a further
point of order, Mr. Speaker. Is the
Premier permitted to make a personal
explanation in the middle of another
member's speech?
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Mr. l\lcDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I object to the statement made
by the Leader of the Opposition and ask
for its withdrawal because it is not in
accordance with the facts.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).

-Order! If the Leader of the Opposition has said anything to which the
Premier takes exception personally he
can ask for a withdrawal. The point he
now raises, however, does not come
within that category.
I think the
Leader of the Opposition is quite within
his rights in making his statement and
it is ior honorable members to controvert
it later, when the opportunity arises, if
they do not agree with it.
Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Opposition).
-A circular was distributed on the
22nd of June, 1950, over the signature of the secretary of the Victorian
branch of the Australian Labour party,
Mr. Lovegrove. Members of the Government surely will not deny this. The circular stated that the executive authorized
the State Parliamentary party to support
a Country party Government on a programme providing, inter alia, for the
following subjects:1. Reform .of the Upper House providing
for adult franchise.

That ,reform was instituted.
Mr. NORMAN.-Does the circular start
" Dear Comrades"?
Mr. CAIN.-It does. The Leader of
the Liberal party has not stated that before to-day.
Mr. NORMAN.-You bet I did.
Mr. CAIN.-The circular continues2. The re-introduction of a vigorous
policy of decentralization, together with a
continuance of freight concessions to decentralized industries.
3. Amendment of the Shops and Factories Act in accordance wi1th Ithe terms of
Board of Inquiry.

That has been partly oarried out.
4. Rigid enforcement of price control of
all essential commodities.
5. Essential Services Act not to be implemented.
6. Redistribution of electoral boundaries
within the metropOlitan area providing for
the increase of four 'additional seats.
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Surely there is nat a member af the
Country party who now denies that redistribution was part 'Of aur arrangement
with
that party,
and
it
wauld have been carried out but far the
result 'Of the recent Legislative Cauncil
triennial elecUons. When those electians
taak place, not only the Liberal party
but als'O the Cauntry pal'ty suffered from
shell shack. The Liberal party tried to'
win Legislative C'Ouncil seats on the
demacratic franchise, and its candidates
were defeated. It is true that the Labaur
party gave immunity to three members
of the Upper H'Ouse.
Lieut.-Calanel DENNETT.-This is very
interesting.
Mr. CAIN.-Those members were the
Hanarable P. T. Byrnes, the Hanarable
I. A. Swinburne, and the Honarable D. J.
Walters.
Mr. FULToN.-The Labaur party
wauld nat have won any 'Of thase seats
had candidates af that party cantested
them.
Mr. CAIN.-Whether they wauld have
won the seats daes nat matter. I dO' not
intend to' discuss side issues. I am stating facts. If Labaur -party candidates
had contested thase seats, I will not say
that they wauld not have been successful, but the pasition af the 'sitting members wauld have been very precariaus.
In reply to' the MiniS'ter 'Of Lands, who
has, by interjectian, mentianed the
Gippsland Pravince, I say that that seat
was very precariaus.
I am nat candemning members of the
Gavernment on this questian.
They
accepted this part of the agreement in
gaod faith, and they shauld not have run
away fram it. Representatives of the
Labaur party interviewed members af
the Gavernment. It was on this very
issue af redistribution 'that the Labour
party parted company with the Cauntry
party, and, as the Premier has stated,
we parted company upan the mast
friendly basis. We felt that the Gavernment had repudiated its agreement with
us, -and we were justified in ending the
agreement.
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I shaH naw quate from anather circular that was distributed by the Victarian Central Executive of the Australian Labaur party and which was
signed by the St-ate Secretary, Mr.
Lavegrave. It alsO' begins "Dear Camrade." The Leader af the Liberal party
has nat quated this circular yet. It
states, inter aliaThe Executive expresses its amazement
and regret that the McDonald Government
has repudiated the agreement made between
the Central Executive of the Victorian
Labour party and the Country party in
June, 1950, and being Head 6 of that
agreement whereby it undertook a .. redistribution of electoral boundaries within the
metropolitan area providing for the increase
of four additional seats."

Thase are the actual facts.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-That statement is nat true, af
courS1~.

Mr. CAIN.-Thase are the facts.
statement is true.

The

R onorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! The Leader of the Oppasitian
cannot make his speech when there is
a cross-fire af interjectians between the
members occupying the frant benches.
Mr. CAIN.-I have stated the facts.
I dO' nat prapose to' abuse the Cauntry
party regarding this matter, but if
honesty means anything, when an agreement is entered intO', those participating
sh'Ould at least admit the facts. I dO'
nat dispute that I am behind the hanarable member for Ballarat in this matter,
and I am nat apolagizing for my attitude. I see nO' rea san in the w'Orld why
there shauld,not be an hanest agreement
between twa parties to' carry aut certain
prapasals; 1:here could nat be stable
gavernment 'Otherwise. What is wrang
with admitting it? Apparently members
of the Gavernment dO' not wish to' admit
it. All the explanations, examinations
and excuses in the warld will nat alter
the fact that the Country party agreed
that there should be four extra metrapolitan seats.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That statement is
not right.
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Mr. CAIN.-It is completely true and
the Chief Secretary knows it. The
Leader of the Liberal party made the
statement also in several speeches.

to the Leader of the Liberal party that
at one time it was part of Liberal policy
to provide two State seats in each Federal
electorate.

Mr. NORMAN.-I objected to it, and I
still object to it.

Mr. NORMAN.- We woke up to it then.

Mr. CAIN.-But the Leader of the
Liberal party knew it was the truth. I
say to the members of the Country
party, with all respect, that it is 'Of no
use their going out to the country and
stating that they did not agree t'O this
proposal. They did agree to it, and
everybody knows that that is so. Why
not let us be honest about it for once?
Mr. McDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer).-There were no numbers agreed
to.
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, four was the
number. Fifteen points were ·agreed
to.
Representatives of the Labour
party informed members of the
Government that the agreement had
been repudiated. If they had replied, in
effect, "Weare scared of it as a result
of the Legislative Council elections,"
members of my party would have listened, 'and considered that the Country
party was actuated by motives of selfpreservation.
However, that party
repudiated the agreement. A thousand
times the terms of the agreement have
been published in newspapers, and
the Country party has not denied
it until to-day. I advise members of the
Coun try party not to try to convey to
the country people that they are so pure
as they contend. They were prepared to
take office with Labour support, and I
make no apologies for our party giving
that support. The Country party was
prepared to form a Government and to
carry out a redistribution of electorates
to pI'ovide four m'Ore seats in the metropolitan area. If the Legislative Council
elections had not taken place, that party
would not have repudiated the agreement. I have stated the bald undeniable
facts.
Having dealt with the Country party,
and their repudiation of their promises,
I propose to mention other aspects of the
matter. The Liberal party has stated
two or three views on this question. May
I say to the mover of the motion and

'Mr. CAIN.-I do not say that members
of the Liberal party have not changed
their minds on the matter, but I wish to
direct attention t'O certain statements
which have appeared in the Sun NewsPictorial.
Mr. NORMAN.-There is nothing published in the Sun News-Pictorial that is
very important.
Mr. CAIN.-On the 13th of February,
1952, the Sun News-Pictorial published
a report headed "New Seats Move by
Liberals Surprises." It statedA circular from the State Liberal and
Country party Leader (Mr. Norman) that
redistribution of Legislative Assembly seats
will be discussed again by the parliamentary
Liber'al and Country party on February 26
has surprised many members.
The scheme proposes two State seats for
each Federal electorate.
Mr. Norman points out in the circular
that this scheme of redistribution has been
agreed on by the Liberal a'nd Country party
State Council.

Mr. NORMAN.-Later I will read the
circular.
Mr. CAIN.-The article continues-Many members thought that the recent
deposition of Mr. Hollway as Liberal and
Country party leader had killed the redistdbution plan.
Mr. Hollway's defeat was caused largely
by his proposal to form a temporary alliance
with Labour to have the redistribution plan
carried, and end the Country party-Labour
rule.
MORE FOR CITY.
Mr. Norman's circul.ar strubes that the
proposed redistribution would mean 36
metropolitan sea;ts and 30 country seats,
compared with 33 c.ountry and 32 metropolitan at present.
The circular states Ithat Ithe electoral
system in Victoria would ,then be anchored
to prevent ge:rrymandering by any future
Government, and that the result of elections would more ac.curately express the
will of the pe.ople.
The new system would give 34 non-Labour
seats and 31 Labour seats.

The honorable member for Glen Iris, over
the air last night, said that one of the
rea'sons why he did not like the plan
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was that Labour might win. That, of
'course, is a very :substantial Liberal
reason why there should not be a
democrat,k electoral system.
I always thought that democratic government was a means whereby electors
could express themselves, even if,
incidentally, Labour did win sometimes. Apparently I am wrong. This
scheme is tied to the Federal redistribution scheme, which was introduced
by a Labour Government. That redistribution scheme gave the present Federal Government a majority of more than
twenty seats at the first election that was
held under it. Apparently, that scheme
is considered to be good enough for
Federal politics; me~bers of the Country
party in the Federal sphere have never
objected to it; in fact, they considered it
to be a good plan. In Victoria, where the
number of country seats was increased
from twenty to 33, the Labour party won
thirteen in 1949 and now holds fifteen,
while the Liberal party and the Country
party between them hold eighteen. Yet,
the honorable member for Glen Iris is
fearful of the situation. I can understand his feelings after what happened
at
the
recent Legislative
Council elections and the. Port Melbourne
and Toorak Legislative Assembly byelections. My own view is that, in the
present circumstances, it does not matter whether a scheme of redistribution
is 'agreed to or not, Labour will win.
Labour must win, because the electors
are tired of the present Admini'stration.
The main objection by the honorable
member for Glen Iris to the pllan proposed by the honorable member for
Ballarat is that he fears a victory by the
Labour party.
Mr. NORMAN.-I have never altered
my views about redistribution.
Mr. CAIN.-I have already read what
the honorable member for Glen Iris said
in February last. I now propose to refer
to the Sun News-Pictorial of the 8th of
May, 1952, which stated-

Mr.. NORMAN.-Nothing of the kind.
That is a deliberate lie.
Tht~ SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! I ask the honorable member
for Glen Iris to withdraw that statement.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-I withdraw it. I am s·orry, Mr. Speaker, that
I used that expression in the heat of the
moment. The press statement is incorrect and I have said so on previous
occasions.

By Ithree votes only, ,the Liberal and
Country party 8tate Gouncil yesterday
adopted a new Tedistribution plan for Legislative Assembly seats.

That, of course, is the Government led
by the honorable member for Shepparton, which I was supposed to be directing. The article proceeded-

In February last, the honorable member
for Glen Iris was in favour of the
Federa,l plan for redi'stribution.

Ur.. CAIN (Leader of the Opposition).
- I do not propose to do an injustice to
the honorable member for Glen Iris.
After all, in this House it has been a
practi.ce to make use of newspaper statements in the course of debate, ,and such
statements have been used against me
at tknes; consequently, I believe I am
entitled to use them against the honorable 'member for Glen Iris. The newspaper article continuedHEATED CLASHES.
Heated clashes often occurred between
the Hollway and Norman factions.
Mr. Norman moved that the party discard its" two for one" policy in favour of
an independent ·commission to redeSign
State electorates.
He said that the existing policy would
reduce the value of the rural vote by 30
per cent.
"Two-for-one would put gerrymandering
on a Federal level and tie us to the heels
of Canberra," Mr. Norman said.

Mr. NORMAN.-It would, too.
Mr. CAIN.-Judging by the experiences of 30 years of Federal politics, I
would sooner have such a scheme than
gerrymandering in this State.
The
article continuedHe added that 40 State Liberal Country
party members supported the move fully.
Mr. Oldham (Malvern), opposing the proposal, denied that the Parliamentary party
was unanimously behind the scheme.
Mr. J. M. Anderson (Brighton) also
opposed the new distribution scheme.
Victoria was ruled now by the most disgraceful Government the State had ever
seen, h.e said.

Yet Liberal Country party members were
prepared to push a scheme that would perpetuate it.
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It is perfectly true that the policy of
the Leader and Deputy Leader of the
Liberal party is to perpetuate such a
The article also
scheme forever.
statedHOLLWAY APPLAUSE.

On principle, I think the honorable
member for Ballarat is due for some
applause to-day. It proceededLoud applause greeted Mr. Hollway as
he rose to speak.
"If there is any argument on this issue
it is between Mr. Norman, some of his
colleagues and the Liberal Country party
State Council," he said.
"I am only one of the poor mutts who
believed that when council made a policy
parliamentarians had to stick to it. I did,
and lost the leadership."

That is the honorable member for
Ballarat speaking.
The article continuedMr. Hollway added that some of the
reasons advanced by Mr. Norman for the
new .plan were too childish to be
considered.
No question existed of being tied to a
Federal scheme or any other scheme. Then
there was the awful bogy that the plan
must be carried out with Labour support.

Mr. NORMAN.-I was a prophet.
Mr. CAIN.-That is the only event
which the honorable member for Glen
Iris prophesied correctly. The articl(~
proceededBut no policy could be implemented now
unless there were two parties, one supporting the other.
"And Labour has consistently refused to
accept this plan," Mr. Hollway said.

Labour did not refuse to accept but, in
fact, adopted it. The Age of the 8th of
May, 1952, reported the honorable
member for Glen Iris as sayingThe Country party has made a despicabl~
deal with the Labour party, one of the
points of which was a redistribution
scheme which would give the metropolis
four more seats.

The colleagues of the honorable member
for Glen Iris now deny it. I ask members to listen to what the honorable
member for Malvern is reported to have
said; then they will probably wonder
why he is rushing home from the other
side of the world, as is alleged, to save
the Government.
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Mr. NORMAN.-Do you think he will
vote for the want of confidence motion?
Mr. CAIN.-If the honorable member
for Malvern adheres to the principles
which he has espoused during the last
fifteen years, he will do so. The Age
article sta tedMr. Oldham expressed the hope that the
State Council would reject the proposal,
which he thought might damn the ,party in
the eyes of the public.
It will, too. The article proceededIf they were to continue as a democratic
party they must at all costs dispel any
idea that they pandered to any political
interest.
Mr. J. M. Anderson (North Brighton)
said the policy set out by the State Council
had been accepted earlier by the Parliamentary party, and it was curious that 40
members so quickly changed their minds.
Speaking towards the end of the debate,
Mr. Hollway assured the Council that this
was not an argument between him and Mr.
Norman.
"The proposal of Mr. Norman can be
carried out only with the support of the
Country party," he said. "I believe that
the rescinding of the original policy on
redistribution will take us right back to
where the party started."

That was about 40 years ago. The
honorable member for Ballarat is about
right in his statement.
Now, Mr. Speaker, let us consider for
a moment what has happened in
relation to this very issue in Victoria
over the last few years. The party
which I lead-for the time being at any
rate-has for a number of years past
been endeavouring to get a measure of
electoral reform in Victoria. I shall now
cite figures in relation to the last two
State elections-in 1947 and in 1950on both of which occasions Labour lost.
At the 1947 poll the number of votes
cast for Labour candidates totalled
489,846; the number of votes polled for
Liberal and Country party candidates
was 442,470, while Country party candidates obtained 178,792 votes. The basis
of representation in 1947 was that
28,814 votes were required for the
return of one Labour candidate-in that
year only seventeen Labour candidates
were elected-16,387 votes were needed
for the election of one Liberal and
Country party candidate, and for the
election of a Country party representative 8,939 votes were necessary.
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At the 1950 State election the total
number of votes polled in favour of
Labour candidates rose to 546,971.
Liberal and Country party contestants
received a total of 491,457 votes, while
the total number of votes secured by
Country party candidates dropped to
130,670. In respect of that election, the
basis of representation was that for the
return of a Labour representative 22,790
votes were required, while for the election of a Liberal and Country party
candidate 20,477 votes were needed, and
for the election of a Coun try party
candidate 10,051 were essential. On that
occasion Country party candidates
polled only 10.82 per cent. of the total
number of votes cast in this State.
With great respect, may I ask my
Country party friends whether they can
justify the perpetuation of a system
which results in one constituency in the
outer metropolitan area containing
40,000 electors, while there are only
12,000 or 14,000 people in other constituencies? That proportion is completely out of balance, yet the Leader of
the Liberal party has suggested in a
scheme submitted to the Government
that there should be a redistribution of
seats on a basis of 27,000 voters in city
constituencies and 15,000 or 16,000 in
country electorates. If the Liberal party
can justify a redistribution scheme on
that basis, all I say to them is that it
is not surprising that they are losing
ground politically, because-as was
pointed out by the honorable member
for Ballarat-they are running counter
to the basic principles of our so-called
democracy, which have stood for
generations.
About 50 years ago, in the days of
Sir William Irvine-in 1903-a scheme
was submitted to this House which provided for a redistribution of city and
country constituencies on the basis
of 75 electors in a country electorate to
100 electors in the more closely populated
electorates. Since that time the disproportion has become more marked,
until at present the ratio as between city
and country seats is as 60 is to 40.
I agree with the mover of the motion
that the main question is not who shall
govern. If the proposed scheme of re-
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distribution were adopted, it might well
result: in a Liberal Government being
elected to office, and remaining there
forever. That might also happen under
the Federal electoral scheme of distribution of electorates, but at least such
a scheme would permit the people to
elect a Liberal Government if they so
If they wish to have a
desired.
Liberal Ministry, they are entitled to
have:it. Surely the people are entitled
to expres's their views on this question.
We support the plan under consideration,
because it will divide into two constituencies Federal electorates which at present
contain about 40,000 electors each, or a
little more than that number.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Is not 'the
policy of your party, "One vote one
value."
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, and that is also Commonwealth policy. It is on that basis
tha t the Commonwealth electora tes
were drawn.
Mr. McDONALD (,Premier and Treasurer).-That is not so.
Mr. CAIN. - The Commonwealth
scheme incorporates, as near a's possible,
the principle of one vote one value. In the
metropolitan area of Victoria some
Federal constituencies contain 40,000
voters, and in the country where developmen t is taking place, such as in the
Commonwealth electorate of McMillan,
the numbers have increa'sed to 45,000.
Mr. BOLTE. - The constituency of
Latrobe contains 56,000 voters.
Mr. CAIN.-The quota under the Commonwealth scheme is for approximately
40,500 voters to an electorate, and that
principle applies throughout Australia.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).--That is not so; it applies only
in some States.
Mr. CAIN.-Yes. Tasmania is divided
into five Federal seats. If the Premier
will multiply 40,000 by 121 the resultant
figure will be the approximate electoral
population of Australia. The Government
has come out of this controversy very
badly. The Liberal party stands condemned. Less than two and a half yeaTS
ago-in 1950-the Government agreed
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with Labour to a plan to increase the
number of metropolitan seats, but it has
run away from its promise. In that
year the Liberal party agreed to a plan
of redistribution on the basis of the
Federal scheme, but that party also has
run away, and therefore its members
stand condemned. They fear the results
of an election and of the Labour party
winning, so they refuse to take any steps
to provide electoral justice for the people
of the State. I strongly support the
motion of want of confidence in Ministers.
The sitting was suspended at 5.57 p.m.
until 7.18 p.m.

Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-I have
always understood that the usual basis
of a no-confidence motion in this House
was an endeavour by the Opposition or
s'Ome other members to have the House
decide that the Government no longer
possessed the confidence of the House,
and that the people should have their
sayan the matter. In the no-confidence
motion moved by the honor-able member
for Ballarat there is no suggestion that
an election is desired.
Mr. CAIN.-You can have an election,
if you want one.
Mr. NORMAN.-In the limited time at
my disposal, I do not intend to fall for
the tactics of the Leader of the Opposition by replying to interjections. In the
course of his speech, I made one interjection for which I apologized. I shan
refer to that matter later. The Labour
party is supporting a no-'confidence
motion in whi'ch the desire is neither expressed nor implied that there should
be an election. After stating why the
mover contends that the Government no
longer has the confidence of the House
-because it has not introduced a redistribution of seats scheme-the motion
states(3) That this House wishes His Excellency the Governor to be resp'ec.tfully informed tha1t la Government can be formed
to carry out the electoral reforms indicated
in the resolution.

Obviously members of the Labour party
are supporting a motion in which the
House is asked t'O in.~orm His Excellency
that they do not want 'an election but
that they wish to form a new Government. Who desires to form this new
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Government? In press statements, the
Leader of the Opposition and the honorable member for Ballarat have both s'aid
that, if the motion is agreed to, they will
inform His Excellency the Governor that
the honorable member for Ballarat
should form a Government. The Leader
of the Labour party has said quite
frankly-and we respect him for i t that he will support the honorable member for Ballarat. If the motion now
under consideration should be successful,
the Leader of the Opposition will have
supplied the necessary balance of members-25 out of 32-but there has never
been a suggestion that he would seek to
f.orm a Government. In the motion it
is expressly stated that His Excellency
the Governor should be informed that a
Government could be formed, in effect,
under the leadership of the honorable
member for Ballarat.
The second point that seems so fundamental to the debate, although it has
scarcely yet been mentioned, is that no
one-certainly not the mover of this
want-of-confidence motion, the honorable
member for Ballarat-in an endeavour
to persuade honorable members generally
to support that motion, has informed us
of the merits of this magnificent and
mysterious two-for-one proposal.
Mr. HAYEs.-You supported it for two
years.
Mr. NORMAN.-That is not so. The
original proposition has been mutilated
and altered. We have to-day heard the
two principal speakers in support of this
motion-the mover, who, if the motion
is successful, is to form a Government,
and the Leader of the Opposition, who is
'Supporting it with the fun strength of
his party of 2'5 members. Yet we have
not heard from either 'a word of ex.planation of the two-for-one plan and
what its merits are; ISO I desi-re
to tell the House exactly what it is. It
has been stated in the last minute or two
that my party supported the two-far-one
.proposition, des'cribed in the motion, for
nearly two years. That ~;tatement was
completely false, because the honorable
member for Ballarat reminded the House
that he had on the Notice Paper for a
long time a notice of motion embodying
what was at that stage the policy pf the
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Liberal and Country party. That motion,
however, is completely different in its
expression and effect from the one which
the honorable member for Ballarat has
now submitted as embodying a redistribution prDposal. When he tried successfully to persuade the party which I have
now the honour to lead that this socalled tWD-for-Dne plan was desirable,
the main point he made was that allied
to it-in the notice Df motion he had
already presented to the House at that
time-was proportional representation
for the Upper House. He said that by having proportional representation for that
HDuse the Labour party would be forced
to go in to all the country areas at Legislative Council elections, and also put up
candidates foOl' Assembly elections, and
so dispose-as he thought--of the party
that formed the Government of the day.
Where is the proposal for proportional
representation in the motion now before
honorable members? It does not set Dut
the policy that the Liberal and Country
party accepted at one stage; in short,
this is a different motion from that to
which I have already alluded. I always
objected to the proposal whether Dr not
it provided for proportional representation; however, the plan now being
debated is not the same.
Furthermore, I point out, as I think
the Leader of the Opposition knows, that
my party did not agree to this policy
before the honorable member for Ballarat outlined it in the notice of motion
in this House oontaining an expression
Df his 'Own view in 1950. It was
weeks after that when the State
council of my party accepted it,
knowing that their Leader had committed them to lilt in tJhe House. NDt
until six months 'later did the
members of my parliamentary party
accept it, knowing that they had
been comm,uted by their Leader
in this House, wHhout ,consultation with
them and without their 'oonsent. They
knew that the State Council had accepted
the pollky. I never Dnce failed to oppose
the two-for-one p}an. I propose toO read
and hand to the Leader Df the Opposition the circular which the Sun N ewsPictorial misquoted, and I apologize to
him for accusing him of a misst.:'.tement.
I apologize because he was merely ouot-
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ing a press report that was dishonest
and not factual. I now hand toO him the
circular that was mentioned in the Sun
News-Pictorial which he quoted, and I
ask the hDnOtI'able member whether he
will compare the contents oOf this circular
with the supposed reports Df the
one that the newspaper in questiDn
obtained secretly and miserably. I sent
out a circular to every member of my
parliamentary party a month after I
had been elected its Leader. Weeks
before I had informed them that I
desirE~d the whole question of this redistribution discussed.
At the first meeting of the Liberal
and Country party under my leadership
I attempted successfully to alter the
policy which the honorable member for
Balla:r-at had put forward in this House
without consulting the party. In fairness to the members of the Liberal and
Country party, I distributed this circular
setting out both points of view, and I
ask the Leader of the Labour party to
read it in order to determine whether I
was not honest in my intentions. As I
have said, I set forth both the case
for and the case against the proposal
of the honorable member for Ballarat,
and I said to the members of the party
"There are both sides of it. You are
well informed. Come along to the
meeting and decide the matter." The
Sun News-Pictorial obtained a copy of
the circular and quoted me as supporting the case advanced, by the honorable
member for Ballarat, simply because I
had been fair enough to put both sides.
There is nothing in the circular which
I should not want any member of the
Labour party to know, because I shall
be using the same arguments in my
speech to-night.
I wish now to dea,l particularly wifu
the question of a two-for-one redistribution, by telling the House what it means
and the effect it would have oOn the State.
To-day the honorable member for
Ballarat did not outline that particular
redistribution plan. He read from newspapers in support of what they believe
is the case, but my case has never yet
been given in detail. Not one of the
newspapers mentioned has presented in
full the statements against the two-forone scheme which I have consistently
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made over the last twelve months.
Each newspaper has its own favourite
proposal.
The motion now before the House
seeks support for a redistribution on the
basis of dividing each Commonwealth
electorate into two Assembly districts.
I ask those honorable members who
support that scheme-and I am quite
certain that it has never been fully
explained to them-to give greater consideration to it now. It is not a plank
in the Labour party's platform. AI ..
though the result so far as the number
of members is concerned would be
something approaching the Labour
party's policy, the actual result, however, would be--as the Leader of the
Labour party has said-that the State
would be bound to the Federal system
of electorates.
The Commonwealth statute provides
that every ten years Federal electorates
shall be redesigned and, between the
States, the number of electorates shall
be altered if the population changes so
require. Consequently, this House is now
asked to bind itself so that at some
future time, possibly at the whim or
based on the opinions of parliamentarians far removed from this House, or
purely on a population basis, there
could be a change in the number of
Assembly seats. The Commonwealth
legislation on the subject could be
altered to-m'Ovr'Ow. If in less tllan ten
years' time-as could happen under the
present
Commonwealth
Act-there
should be 37 Federal electorates in this
State, the Parliament of Victoria would
have bound itself immediately to add
eight seats to the number in the
Assembly. There W'Ould have t'O be two
State members for each Federal electorate, and how could that be done
effectively? What would happen in Victoria if the Commonwealth Government
reduced the number of Federal seats in
this State from 33 to 28, as could well
occur by population transferring to other
States? If there were 28 Federal electorates then there would be only 56
State Assembly members. That would
mean that ten State electorates would
be abolished. I wonder if any honorable
member would like to face that prospect.
Mr. Norman.
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Mr. GALVlN.-That is why you are
worried about this scheme.

S'O

Mr. NOR'MAN.-I do not think any
member has given that aspect of the
scheme a thought, but it is an inevitable
result of the two-for-one proposal. I
shall not be bashful in my opposition to
the motion, or in presenting my party's
case for redistribution. I hope that it
will be read in Hansard even if it is not
published in the daily newspapers. My
second point in opposition t'O the motion
is the tremendous disparity that would
occur between city and country electorates if the scheme envisaged in the
motion were agreed to.
The honorable member for Ripon
represents an electorate which covers
approximately 2,000 -square miles, while
my constituency is only 9 square miles
in area. It has been said sligh tingly by
Opposition members that I can travel by
car to any portion of my electorate
within eight minutes. If the honorable
member for Ripon had t'O keep an
appointment at the other end of his electorate he would pvobably take a day or
two to get there to transact the business
required,and to return to his home. He
would have to travel many hundreds of
miles.
Mr. MORToN.-What about citing the
position in the Gippsland East electorate?
Mr. NORMAN.-The disability is even
worse in Gippsland East. The honorable member for Rip-on is supporting a
proposal which inevitably must increase
the size of country constituencies, thus
making the country member's job of
properly representing the people vastly
greater than it is at the moment. The
average area of existing Assembly
metropolitan electorates is 81 square
miles as against the average area of
country Assembly electorates of 2,928
square miles.
Mr. DODGsHuN.-The Rainbow electorate is much larger than that.
Mr. NORMAN.-My second objection
to the two-for-one pr'OPosal is that it
win expand country electorates and make
them more disproportionate than they
are at present in comparison with city
electorates. I hear an honorable member interjecting about broad acres, but he
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does not represent a country electorate.
In the broad acres of the country there
are numerous res-ources which country
members have to represent, but which
I, as a city member, do not. All country
members endeavour to ensure that the
greatest possible effective use i's made
of country resources, such as water
supply, forests, and so on.
lt may be said that that question has
nothing to do with this motion, but all
members are aware that their responsibilities do not end after they have met
in this Chamber for a few months in
each year. Their responsibilities continue throughout their electorates all the
year, and the pI'otection of the potential
and actual primary resources of the
country is a matter of the utmost importance. I ,shall deal later with the city
electorates and with the Labour party's
interests in industrial areas.

My fourth objectioOn to the motion is
as fundamental a's any that I have previously mentioned. As a city member,
I have 'always been opposed to blatant
attempts to weight this House in the interests of the metropolinan area. The
motion, if agreed to, win, foOr the fir:st
time in the history oOf this Parliament,
bring about doOminatioOn of Parliament by
representatives of metroOpolitan electorates. Why is -it that for more than
100 years the people have permitted the
present system of representation to remain whereby there have always been
more country members than city representatives? At the moment, we 'are
close to the balance with 33 country and
32 'City electorates. Because of the facts
I have outlined, and with a full understanding that in British history democracy has never been mea'sured by
slide rules, algebra oOr arithmetic, but
has been measured by the good common
sense of the people for over 1,000 years,
I 'strongly oppose the motion. The
people of Britain have had enough sense
not even to write a Constituti,on for
themselves.
ND one from either the country
Dr the city can at present truthfully
claim that this House is weighted
in favour of either the metropolitan
or the country areas, and so long
as that situation applies, I believe, we
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shall have balanced representation in this
House. lt is the a'mbition of the honorable member for Ballarat to implement
the scheme he has outlined. He has
never given 'any other reason for his Itwofor-one proposition than his desire to
wipe out the Country party. Does the
honorable member genuinely think that
if he succeeded in wiping out some existing Country party representatives the
country people would not be so incensed
by this domination by the city that they
would quickly build up a new farmers'
union, or a new Country party, to replace the present party? I am not so
foolish as to beUeve that the Country
party did not arise from a determination
on the part of 'country people to ensure
that there was no domination from one
side or the other. I am not burying my
head in the sand.
We should not be so simple as to
suggest that if the city dominates
representation in this House, purposely
and deliberately, by the addition of
metropolitan electorates so that country
people could jU'stifi'ably claim that there
was domination from the metropolitan
area, we would stifle country criticism
or prevent the farmation of Country parties. Such a suggestion is the greatest
humbug I have ever heard.
I have outlined my four main objections to tihe motion. Having regard to
what has happ'ened in cer1:ain other
States, which I shall not mention specifi cally , can the honorable member for
Ballarat, or any other member, guarantee
that there would never be a gerrymandering of the Federal electDral
system?
Mr. CAIN.-There cou~d never be a
more gerrymandered system tihan the
present 'One in Victoria.
Mr. NORMAN.-Is 'it suggested that
any Federal Government would not succumb to the temptation, after o'btaining
a majority in both Federal Houses, ot
adopting a gerrymandered system of
electoral representation? 1!s it pos'sible
that a.ny of the parties would not succumb to that temptation?
Mr. CAIN.-They have not succumbed
to it in 50 years.
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Mr. NORMAN.-It has been done in
every State over the years. Should any
Government which has control of both
Houses 'of the Commonwealth Parliament in the future decide to gerrymander the Federal electoral system,
automatically, under the proposal of the
honorable member for Ballarat, it would
doubly gerrymander the State system.
Under the guise of wartime necessity,
the State became tied to the Federal
system financially. There is not one
member of the House who has not, during the time in which I have been a
member of it, bitterly complained of the
results of that system. Whether rightly
or wrongly, members are still complaining, because Victoria is tied financially
to the heels of the Commonwealth
Government. Yet this House is now asked
to tie itself to the Federal electoral
system. Apparently, through ignorance
of this proposal, and despHe the experience of one bitter medicine, some
members are willing to tie themselves
electorally to the Federal system.
DOUBE.-That
statement
is
Mr.
ridiculous.
Mr. NORMAN.-The honorable member for Oakleigh will have his opportunity to speak. Three voters who won
his election in Oakleigh in 1950 will be
glad to hear what he has to say regarding this question. The honorable member
can nominate ,for Glen Iris any time he
wishes to do so; probably he will need
to when he is defeated in the Oakleigh
electorate.
I wish to discuss the redistribution
proposal favoured by my party. In case
the newspapers, or some of them, have
'any misunderstandings on the matter, I
should like to say that my colleagues
will not mind my disclosing what the
vote was in the party room on my proposal. The vote was 38 to three for the
proposal which I support to-night in
,opposition to the plan to divide each
of the Commonwealth electorates for
Victoria .into two Legislative Assembly
districts.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Did you say
that the vote was 38 to three?
Mr. NORMAN.-Yes. The newspapers
had given every impression to the outside world that there was an equal
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division in my party. I trust that the
newspapers will print this statement.
The plan I have submitted proposes the
maintenance of the balance between city
and country representation and that the
great anomalies which we contend exist
between the electorates of Dandenong
and Richmond, for example, should be
ironed out. The honorable member for
Richmond is one of the members who
gains the most under the present system.
In fact, all the inner metropolitan electorates which the Labour party claims
to represent gain under the existing
system. I desire to ease the strain on
the honorable member for Dandenong, in
whose electorate there are 45,000 electors. The honorable member for Richmond opposes the proposal of my party
because it will give a proper averaging
between his electora1te and that of the
honorable member for Dandenong. If
my party's proposal is adopted, both
electorates will have the same number of
electors.
I remind honorable members opposite
and the press that the present electoral
Act provides for a 20 per cent. disparity,
if necessary, in the number of electors
in the electoral districts for this House,
having regard to many factors. Have
the newspapers and the people who support this two-for-one system realized
that the Act provides for some disparity,
ha ving regard to the important factors
of local interests, 'communications, municipal boundaries, and so on? The distribution of population in Victoria since the
end of the war, and since the last redistribution in the year 1944, has already
rectified any disparity thM may have
existed to the extent of more than 5 per
cent. in six or seven years, and that
disparity is continually being reduced
naturally. Throughout British history
it has been evident that the people have
been very fond of allowing these affairs
to take their natural course, and have
not favoured precipitating revolutionary
changes such as that at present before
the House.
Mr. HOLT.-You ,are a reactionary.
Mr. NORMAN.-If it is a question of
a comparison between my being a
reactionary and what the honorable
member stands for in revolutionary
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Socialism, I will have reactionaryism.
The proposal that my party supports on
the question of redistribution in opposition to the two-for-one plan does
not use the sole excuse that I have ever
heard put forward for the latter
system other than the simplicity of
arithmetic. That is not the way in which
to measure democracy, and it has never
been measured in that fashion.
Mr. CAIN.-You are worse than the
people 50 years ago.
Mr. NORMAN.-The Leader of the
Opposition is becoming excited, but the
only excuse that either he or the honorable member for Ballarat has given for
the two-for-one proposal is the annihilation of a political party. Whatever
opinions we or anyone in the State may
have regarding any group 'of persons, I
contend that it is the poorest and the
most undemocratic excuse that could be
used for a redistribution to say, "We
will deliberately change the system to
get rid of a party we have not been able
to get rid of some other way." I have
never supported the two-for-one proposal.
Honorable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! I do not want to have to suspend the sitting and leave the chair. I
ask for sHence for the remainder of the
honorable member's speech. I will leave
the chair in one minute's time if there
are any more interjections.
Mr. NORMAN.-I should like to test
the sincerity of those supporting the proposal. I emphasize that the necessary
numbers for the motion to be carried can
be obtained only by the complete and
wholehearted support of the members
of ,the Labour party-if they are
to be obtained. I question whether
those honorable members can prove their
sincerity in their great, high, noble
motive of redistribution.
Concerning this electoral justice about
which they and the newspapers talk, I
ask whether they are aware that at its
first opportunity, the Labour party in
Queensland organized the electorates into the queerest shapes I have ever seen.
The map of electorates in Queensland
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looks like the quaintest type of child's
jigsaw puzzle. For a party to defeat the
Socialist Government in Queensland, it
is necessary for it to poll 62 per cent.
of the votes, compared with 38 per cent.
for the Labour party. Consistently for
34 years, almost from election to election,
the Queensland people have shown good
sense in elections for the Commonwealth
Parliament by refusing to accept
Socialism. No anti-Socialist stable form
of Government is possible in the State
of Queensland under the gerrymandered,
rigged system that the Labour party has
instituted.
I come nearer home to the position iQ
New South Wales, where again one can
see ,the uneasy pattern of Labour's redistribution policy, which it started in
Queensland. In New South Wales, for
the first time for many years, the Labour
party obtained a majority in both Houses
after the great Ashfield by-election .
Members of the Liberal party accept
their defeats; I have never squealed; and
the Leader of the Opposition has never
squealed about a defeat. Within a week
of winning the Ashfield by-election in
New South Wales, the Labour partywhich, for the first time in the life of the
present
Parliament,
obtained
the
majority it wanted so badly in both
Houses-passed a redistribution Act. I
will read particulars of the Commission
appointed under that Act and state the
qualifica tions of the three persons
selected to draw up a redistribution plan
for New South Wales. The Act 'States
that one electoral Commissioner to be
appointed shall be "a person who is or
has been a Judge of the Supreme Court,
or a member of the Industrial Commission of New South Wales or a Judge of
a District Court."
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-That is a bad one.
Mr. NORMAN.-I shall make no
comment. The second is "the person
who, for the time being holds the office
of Electoral Commissioner." I have no
comment to make in respect of that,
either. The third member is required
to have the astonishingly independent
qualification of being a registered
surveyor. That is to be a qualification
for the most important task of splitting
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the State of New South Wales into
electorates to ensure proper representation to citizens. I have always been on
friendly terms with the honorable member for Moonee Ponds, who is a
registered surveyor, but I do hot think
he would suggest that he is not biased,
politically.
As 10 the support of the Labour party
for the two-for-one redistribution proposal, there are two points which I wish
to make. The first is that there has
never been, in the history of Victoria,
any mandate given by the people for
this proposal. I have before me copies
of the policy speech delivered by the
present Leader of the Opposition in
1950 at the last election and that
delivered by the honorable member
for Ballarat when he was Leader of my
party. Neither of those speeches makes
any mention of redistribution.
The
two-for-one proposal had not been
thought of then. It was months afterwards that the honorable member for
Ballarat presented his proposal to the
House, out of the blue, so to speak,
without telling beforehand either the
public or my colleagues that he intended to take such action. The Labour
party is supporting the proposal now
with the object of having a new Government formed, without an election
taking place. I repeat that there is no
public opinion in favour of the two-forone soheme.
Mr. HAYES.-Ask the press about it.
Mr. NORMAN.-I have heard the
honorable member for Melbourne previously comment on the views of newspapers, and I do not think he will claim
that invariably they express public
opinion.
Mr. HAYEs.-They are right, sometimes.
Mr. NORMAN.-Very rarely is that
so. How often do the newspapers support the wrong party when elections
are about to take place? I wonder
whether the Leader of the Opposition
remembers what the newspapers said
about him in 1947. Would he say that
the newspapers were right when they
opposed him, and his party was
defeated? I would not expect him to do
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It may be contended on this
so.
occasion that the newspapers have indicated support for the proposed system
of electoral reform, but they have never
printed details of it. I am prepared to
submit the two-for-one scheme to the
electors of Victoria and to abide by
their decision. However, the Labour
party seeks a change of Government
without an election. My 'contention is
that the two-for-one proposal fits into
the pattern of Labour strategy. No
member on the Opposition side of the
Chamber can deny that the policy of
the Labour party is to concentrate
power and influence in the industrial
areas of the State.

Mr. CAIN.-That is not so. We want
to establish industrial areas in the
country; then we will be able to defeat
our opponents. That is the policy of
the Labour party.
Mr. NORMAN.-What a wonderful
way that is of expressing" decentralization "-by tearing representation off the
country areas. The Labour party, in
effect, says to the country people, "You
are not fit to have as many members in
this House as are residents in the metropolitan area."
Having made that
statement, the Labour party then says,
in effect, "Of course, we want more
people to go to the country." I do not
blame members of the Labour party,
but in industrial areas they are in the
delightful position of being able to force
every workman to join a trade union,
under the threat of a black list, if necessary; consequently, workmen are forced
to subscribe cash to the coffers of the
Labour party.
Mr. GALvIN.-What about the honorable member for Ballarat?
Mr. NORMAN. - Members of the
Labour party have even got him in.
Mr. BOLTE.-That is true, in more
ways than one.
Mr. NORMAN.-I agree. Members of
the Labour party induced the honorable
member for Ballarat to, join a trade
union.
Mr. GALVIN.-We did not get him to
do 'so; he saw the light.
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Mr. NORMAN.-I accept the rebuke
of the honorable member for Bendigo.
In any case, the honorable member for
Ballarat is now subscribing to the funds
of the Labour party, politically. I do not
know if he realized that when he joined
a trade union.
Mr. HAYEs.-What is wrong with his
action?
Mr. NORMAN.-There is nothing
wrong from the point of view of the
honorable member for Melbourne, who
can afford to sit back and smile.
Mr. CAIN.-The Liberal party has
advertised candidates as being members
of trade unions so as to induce electors
to vote for them. Why not be honest?
You are a humbug.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! I will not alLow the honorable
member f.or Glen Iris toO proceed until
there is silence in the Chamber.
Mr. NORMAN.-I assure honorable
members that I had no desire to be
offensive to the honorable member for
Ballarat or to members on the Opposition
benches when I suggested that the honorable member for Ballarat was 'subscribing to the funds oQf the Labour party.
My remarks were merely intended as
an example of the fact that members of
trade unions are required to contribute
towards the ,finances of a certain political
party. It is natural that the ambition
of the Labour party is to gain more and
more power and influence over people in
industrial areas. The more members
that party can enrol, the wealthier will
it become and the pOQrer will my party
be. Whether by design or not, this links
up with the pattern of the Communists,
who use the strike weapon. I dQ not
expect that the Leader of the Labour
party will reject that argument.
The SPEAKER.-~--{)rder! The honorable member for Glen Iris is now getting
away from the subject matter of the
debate. The motion is very restricted
in its scope, relating as it does to a
redistribution of seats. If the honorable
member debates matters concerning
Communism, he will be widening the
scope of the debate bey-ond the ambit
that can be permitted.
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Mr. NORMAN.-I accept your ruling,
Mr. Speaker. I was attempting to point
out that there is a political pattern and
also to explain the reason for the support of the Labour party for the two-forone proposal, but I shall not proceed
further in that regard. I point out that
the Labour party did not use its numbers
when the honorable member for Ballarat
placed on the Notice Paper his two-f'orone proposal, plus that of proportional
representation, which is not included in
the present scheme. Members of the
Labour party said not one woQrd in this
House about the desirability of the twofor-one proposal, but now they find it
convenient toO support the scheme on the
understanding that a new Government
will be formed, withQut having an
election.
Finally, I wish to discuss platforms of
the respective parties and the reasons,
I believe, why members of my party are
opposed to the two-for-one proposal; also
why we are opposed toO any moOtion which
win benefit members of the Labour party,
who are entitled to their own political
policy.
Mr. CAIN.-Is your reaSQn for saying
yoQu would not support the proposal that
it woOuld be of advantage to the Labour
party?
Mr. NORMAN.-There is no need for
the Leader of the Opposition to misrepresent me. I say, quite factually, that my
party is 'opposed to any proposal which
is designed to assist and strengthen
another party which, in its own right, has
a poQlicy that is entirely and bitterly
opposed to the policy of the party of
which I have the honour to be the
Leader. I shall point out other differences between the policies of those two
parties. We do not apoloQgize to the
press for the attitude we have adopted
when we refuse to take any action that
will strengthen and support a party
which has for its sole oQbjective a creed
which . has been imported into this
country and which is exactly the same
as that 'Of the Communist party; the
objective of those two parties is couched
in the same words.
Mr. FEWSTER.-Be fair; read page 66.
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Mr. NORMAN.-The honorable member fO'r Essendon will have a chance to'
read page 66 later, as, if necessary, I
shall lend him my copy, for which I
paid 1s. 3d. The fact is that the creed
of the Labour party is conditioned in
various ways, but its O'bjective is the
socialization of industry, production, distribution and exchange. Then there is
a statement as to how that objective will
be 'im plemen ted. The .policy of my party
whioh is expres'sed ~salso conditioned.
I remind members of the Opposition
that at the present time my party is
fighting a Federal by-election. It won a
State by-election last Saturday, and it
will win the Federal by-election on the
18th of October. The" pdrTI'ary object"
of the party to which I belong is
expressed as follows:A prosperous and free Australia founded
on1. The importance of the 1ndividual.
2. The dynamic force ·of individual
initiative and f:ree enterprise.

We make no apology f.or that policy.
I mention it because I wish to point out
that the policies of my party and the
Labour party are diametrically opposed,
and we will never apologize for saying
that we will not support a motion which
is designed to strengthen the forces of
the Socialists in this Parliament.
I have explained the question of redistribution. May I say, finally, that this
proposal of two State Assembly electorates for each Commonwealth electorate is a matter for opinion, and I am
entitled to mine. I have presented my
case, which is more than the proponents
of the two-for-one plan have done. Two
supporters of that scheme who have
already spoken did not menUon its
details or explain how it would work.
At least I have presented my case against
it. Even if I believed in the merits of
the two-for-one plan, I would not support
the method by which it is proposed to
give effeot to it, because I have always
had ingrained into me that it is a proper
characteristic of the people of our nation
that the end never justifies means
that are below the standards we should
accept. It is foolish for the honorable
member for Ballarat to talk about
philosophies. I thought we had gone
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beyond the age of philosophies. There
is a great variety of philO'sO'phies in
existence and they can be argued at
length.
Mr. CAIN.-Yours is the most reactionary of all. You are worse than
the late Sir Stanley Argyle. He was a
democrat compared with you.
Mr. NORMAN.-If I were only half
as good as was the late Sir Stanley
Argyle, I would be grateful for the
complim:ents of the Leader of the
Opposition. I could be a lot worse than
that gentleman and still be worthy of
my place in this Parliament. The fact
is I believe that on occasions democracy
has been destroyed in British history
and in the history of other nations,
because corrupt means have been used
in attaining what might have been a
democratic end. It might have been that
certain reforms were proved to be
democratic, but democracy was destroyed because the wrong means were
used to bring about those reforms.
Mr. GALVIN.-You would not support
any Government using the wrong
means?
Mr. NORMAN.-I would not support
this two-fiOr-one plan 'if it were necessary to use the method proposed by the
Labour party to implement it.
Mr. CAIN.-Why are you not honest
and say that you would not support it
in any circumstances?
Mr. NORMAN.-I said that first, and
I consistently say it. Even if I did support the proposal I would not support
the means by which the Labour party
is proposing to put it into effect.
Members of my party have openly
stated the means which certain people
in this State are prepared to use in an
endeavour to cut across the policy of my
party and to support this proposal now
before the House. I would never support any proposal which has been
engineered in such a fashion, and as it
has been offered to members of my
party during the last few days.
The honorable member for Ballarat
was not personal in his remarks, and I
give him credit for that-for keeping
the tone of the debate where it should
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be kept. He said that on the first
occasion when the proposition for
support for the two-for-one scheme was
mentioned to him, he came to me with
the suggestion. All I want to know is,
why was that proposal put into this
Parliament in August, 1950, with a
request for Labour support? Why was
it that last year the honorable member
openly admitted that if he could get
Labour support for the plan-and he
was honest about the fact that he tried
to g·et such support-he would accept it?
We give him credit for his honesty in
that respect-for saying that he would
accept Labour support. So, I have
answered that point.
I also wish to suppttement what the
Premier said about requests that were
made for support for the present
Government some six or eight weeks
ago.
The honorable member for
Ballarat, in my party room, moved a
motion, which was unanimously supported by every member of my party,
expressing their confidence in my leadership and requesting me to carryon that
leadership so that I could go behind
this Government and keep it in office.
Mr. DODGsHuN.-Surely not.
Mr. NORMAN.-I say this in all
fairness. I think that a great number
of people in this community, and many
members of this House, knew at that
time that I was opposed to supporting
the present Government.
Mr. !IAYES.-You changed your mind.
Mr. NORMAN.-I have never been
afraid to change my mind. The honorable member for Ballarat said to me,
among other things, "In heaven's name,
get behind the Government and support
it." I gave the Premier my word, as it
would be given by any member of this
House, that so far as I was able to
ensure it, my party would support his
Government provided that the Government carried on under the terms that we
agreed upon.
Mr. GALVIN.-What were they?
Mr. NORMAN.-The honorable member is much too anxious. Having been
requested by every member of my
party to support the Government,
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a mere six to eight weeks ago, since
which time no material circumstances
have changed, I asked members of my
own party who supported me then to
enable me to keep my word to the
Premier, which they asked me to give
him and whi'ch I gave him in all
sincerity and decency. I intend to keep
my word so long as the terms of the
arrangement
made
are
honorably
adhered to. The Leader of the Labour
party did the same thing for two years~
and his party supported him. The
Premier ha's told me consistently that
during that two years he had no complaint about the actions of the Leader
of the Labour party in maintaining the
arrangement. Wha tever my views of
the arrangement were, I give the Leader
of the Opposition credit for having maintained and honoured his word. I hope
that all the members of my party, who
asked me to give my word 'to the Premier
six or eight weeks ago, will do what
every member of the Labour party did
for two years to enable their Leader to
keep his word, whatever people may have
thought about the arrangement.
The question has been asked: Why
did I agree to support the Country party?
The first reason I agreed to do so was
that it was a decision of my party. I
should like to ask the press in particular,
and the people of Victoria, whether, in
any form of society or any part of
society, it has yet been found a bad principle that the rule of the majority should
be adhered to. Every party in this House
has had to do that, and I shall continue
to follow that practice. The second condition on which my party supported the
Government was that it should not transgress the bounds of what is the common
policy of both parties. If the Leader of
the Opposition read the whole of the
speech I made at Bendigo he would find
that the great objection I had to the
arrangement between the Government
and the Labour party was that the
agreemen t provided for certain socialistic
proposals which were not contained in
the policy of the Country party.
Mr. CAIN.-What were they?
Mr. NORMAN.-According to the
Leader of the Opposition, there was the
Greater Melbourne proposal, which is in
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the platfDr,m of his party. At least, the
Premier finally refused tD implement
Socialism in that case. The Liberal party
is not going and never will go beyond
the bounds of its declared and printed
policy, which anybody who has supported
us knows we stand fDr, in suppDrting this
Government. The two parties sitting 'On
the Government side of the House at
present, in every respect, so far as I am
able to ascertain, have exactly the same
proposals in 1iheir palicies, and, sa long
a's 'Our actions are within thase common
palicies and propDsals, I contend that
there is nothing whatever dishonarable
in our party keeping the Government in
'Office.

said that this was indeed the most important and vital issue that cauld be
placed befare Parliament, because it was
so fundamental to the peaple. I was
glad to hear that degree of agreement
on an issue 'Of such transcendent impartance, and I think it is fitting that
we shauld deal with that aspect, and with
that alane. I am nat cancerned with
wha tald anybody something, or what
was dane before I became a member of
the House, but I am cancerned with the
fact that this is the first time that I, in
my seven years as a member of this
Hause, have had an oppartunity 'Of speaking on this issue, and I wish ta discuss
it solely.

Mr. CAIN.-Although you preached a
" sola " policy for twa years.

Mr. FULToN.-Yau wauld like to
get the 'Others.

Mr. NORMAN.-Yes, because the
Labour party was attempting to impose
socialistic proposals on a party which
has nane in its platfarm. Both parties
on the Government side 'Of the House
have policies in complete contrast tD that
'Of the Labaur party. Every member on
this, the Government, side of the HDuse
has subscribed and does subscribe to a
commDn policy. What has happened in
Victoria during the last week-end and
to-night, and is happening right now,
proves thart members who subscribe
to a cammon policy ShDUld be in a
cammon party to stop the encroachment
'Of Socialism. I say ta the members of
the Gavernment and to those who wark
with them through aut Victaria, and ta
the people in my own party thraughaut
Victoria wha have declared themselves
on this question, that we will never stap
the inraads 'Of Sacialism until the men
who subscribe to an anti-Sacialist palicy
in Victoria are in one party and fighting
their battles together.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT (Caulfield).
-Mr. Speaker, I should like to revert
to the fundamentals of the motian naw
before the House. I was impressed by
the high level an which the debate began
when the hanorable member for Ballarat
submitted the motion.
His opening
words were that this was the mast
fundamentally impartant issue that had
faced the Hause for many years. The
Premier agreed with that view when he

for~

Lieut.-Calanel DENNETT.-There is
nothing I want ta farget that is tied up
with this issue, nar da I wish ta be distracted by interjectians as stupid as
that which has been made by the Minister 'Of Health.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Yau
pretty white abaut the gills.

look

Mr. FULTON.-How much did it cost
you ta go to Switzerland?
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! I ask far silence sa that the
hanorable 'member far CaulfieLd may
praceed with his speech.
Lieut.-Calanel DENNETT.-I do not
want to get 'Off the track.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-You are off it now.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I take it,
Mr. Speaker, that at least you will understand that I am sincere in this matter.
I da not care what members of the
Government may say about 11.
Mr. FULTON.-You went to Switzerland at the expense 'Of the Government.
Lieut.-Calonel DENNETT.-It is only
because I did ga ta Switzerland that I
learned ta stick up for what is right. I
went ta Switzerland as the leader of a
delegation of all parties in this House,
and I do not appreciate the dirty innuendaes that are made by only two
Ministers cancerning the payment of my
expenses of my trip. I paid them myself. I invite the Minister of Health ta
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visit my bank, and I shall give him full
permission to examine the records of my
account.
Mr. FULTON.-I do not want to go to
your bank. I did not say anything about
it.
Mr. MITCHELL.-Tell us which side you
are on.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I am on
the side which I think is right.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! Again I ask members for
silence while the honorable member for
Caulfield is speaking. I understand that
at present his voice is in rather a weak
state.
Lieut.-Colonel
DENNETT.-I
am
grateful f.or your protection, Mr. Speaker,
because three days ago I was almost
completely dumb through a ,throat
infection. Ministers are interjecting. I
tbought they would have followed the
example of the Premier and Deputy
Premier, and would have listened to me
patiently. The first proposition in the
motion is that the Government has l'Ost
the confidence of the House, because(a)

it

has perpetuated an electoral
system which denies the majority
of electors the right to determine
the character and form of government in this State.

A brief survey shows that that statement is indisputably true. Over the
years we have had such a lop-sided and
completely undemocratic system 'Of
election 'Of members of this House that
we have gained an equally disreputable
record for political instability. In the
96 years of r-esponsible government in
this State, there have been 36 elections
and 56 different Governments. Under
that degree of political instability-it is
second 'Only to that of France-we have
built up a reputation which is tending
to bring this institution into disrepute
in the minds of all thoughtful electors.
It is also true :that in the last 25 years
no political party has been returned to
this House with a majority in its own
right. That is a feature unique in the
political history of all democratic countries comprising the British C'Omm'Onwealth of Nations. In one period, there
Session 1951-52.-[80]
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were six different Governments in this
State in one year, and the present Leader
of the Opposition had the experience of
leading a Government that la'sted for
only five days. Owing to the political
chicanery, bargaining and manreuvring
that have occurred over the last 25 years,
the State has now reached the lowest
ebb of political instability. I ask Government supporters not t'O take it that I
am attacking them personally, but
to-day we have reached the position that
the party that obtained 10.6 per cent. of
the votes recorded at the last Assembly
election is ruling this House.
Mr. GALVIN.-And half of those votes
were Labour votes.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-That is
true. If we carry out a purely party
analysis, we find that the party governing the State to-day obtained only 5.7
per cent. of the votes for members of
this House, in which the country representation is lop-sided. I have bef.ore me
the records of the voting in each of the
State electorates, and they show that the
trend since 1945-1947 to 1950-1952 has
been in favour of the country to the
detriment of the metropolis.
Mr. DODGSHUN .-How do you mean?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-In the
matter of distribution of populati'On. As
an illustration, I intend to cite an
extreme case.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-My electorate covers
9,700 square miles.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-In the
electorate of Rainbow, which is represented by the Chief Secretary, 12,228
eleotors are enrolled, whereas the number in the electorate of Danden'Ong is
43,971.
That position is completely
unrealistic, and is not wanted by country
people. I am certain of that. Despite
what may be said to the contrary, ]
have a good deal of sympathy-because
of my background - with country
people.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-Will you come into
my electorate and have a contest with
me on the question?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Will the
Chief Secretary accept a
similar
challenge in my electorate? Perhaps I
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had better leave the question of such
challenges as that which came from the
Chief Secretary, but I should explain
the attitude I would always adopt if I
were threatened with a WI'it. I would
say, "The first time I shall take any
notice of your threats is when you push
a wdt into my hand." I am certain
that no member of this House will dispute the extraordinarily lop-sided nature
of representation 'as between the city and
country electorates at the present time.
I do not think that any Minister would
do so.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-When I speak I will
do so.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-The honorable gentleman will have to indulge
in jugglery.
Mr.
DODGSHUN.-No;
resorted to distortion.

you

have

Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-How can
the Chief Secretary justify that remark
when I have been quoting from an
official return relating, in particular, to
his own electorate of Rainbow? I could
quote many other examples to prove my
main point, which even my colleague,
the honorable member for Grant, knows
is true.
IMr. 'FRAsER.-What ,are the figures for
Grant?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-In that
instance there is an extraordinary
trend. Since it is obvious that the honorable member does not know the
figures-Mr. FRASER.-I do.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Then why
ask m'e for them?
Mr. FRASER.-I wanted to find out
what you knew.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I shall
test the honorable member's knowledge.
What were the figures in 1945?
Mr. FRAsER.-The schoolmaster!
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
- I wish to hear only one member at a
time, and I am listening to the honorable member for Caulfield.
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Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-It is clear
that the honorable member for Grant
is not acquainted with the figures. In
1945 the number of electors for Grant
was, in round figures, 14,700; in 1947
the number was 15,100; in 1950 it was
16,200, and in 1952, 19,37l.
Mr. FRASER.-That last figure has
been increased to 20,000. Good representation!
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I am not
quarrelling with the honorable member
about his last comment, but the figure is
out of all balance with that for the
electorate of Ivanhoe.
Mr. FRAsER.-What is the position in
Caulfietd? 1 'am interested in that
electorate.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Is that
so?
The SPEAKER. - The honorable
member for Caulfield has been answering interjections from both sides of the
House. I ask him to ignore them and
to address the Chair.
Lieut.-Colonel
DENNETT. - From
time to time we have heard about
different plans for a redistribution
of Assembly seats. Obviously, there
was agreement between the Government
and the Labour party on one plan. That
was the last of which we heard in a
semi-official way. I went around the
State waving the agreement between the
Country party and the Labour p'arty, and
no one denied that there had been some
talk of redistribution. I have studied
the proposals put forward by the honorable member for Glen Iris, the honorable
member f.or Dandenong, and various.
others and have devoted .much time to
analysing them, with the view of determining whether they would work. Above
all, I have endeavoured to concentrate
on what I think is the essential core of
any redistribution scheme.
In my
opinion, any such scheme should be impartial and fair. The most important
consideration is that it should give the
people an opportunity democratically to
exercise their votes, realizing that the
distribution is altogether fair and that
their votes would have proper value when
ultimately reflected in the membership
of the House.
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I have come to the conclusion that the
only fair scheme is what is called the
two-far-one, which splits up each Federal
seat as now constituted into two
Assembly 'seats. As it has been said
that no member supporting this wantof-confidence mation has defended tha't
proposition, I propose to discuss it. The
last redistribution in the Commonwealth
sphere operated in relation to the secondlast Commonwealth election. Since that
time no member of the Labour party,
the Country party, or the Liberal and
Country party in this House has uttered
one word of criticism of the adjusted
electoral boundaries for Commonwealth
purposes. Every party has ·accepted
the 33 Federal ~eats in Victoria as fair
and as providing adequate representation
in respect of both quota and balance as
between country and city.
Consequently, I submit that no member of this House will quarrel with that
basis a's being the proper one on which
to plan a redistribution of Assembly
sea ts.
The boundaries are already
delineated and the quotas are satisfactory. The differential between country
and city is recognized in the present
Federal distribution. Most of the metropolitan Federal electorates to-day have a
number of electors varying between
40,000 and 50,000. In the country electorates the number varies between 36,000
and 40,000. It will be seen, therefore,
that there is preserved in the Commonwe.alth scheme the very factor that
opponents of the motion now under consideration contend must be ,preserved.
The Federal boundaries are obviously
acceptable to the members of every
political party. I think I ought to say
that I would not quarrel with a suggestion that, because of geographical considerations, there ought to be 'Some
loading in f.avour of the country res1ident.
The fact that in Rainbow 'the Chief
Secretary represents a large area,
geographically, should be taken into
considera tion when the quota is fixed
for hi,s electorate.
Mr. nODGSHUN.-How could that be
done? It would add to the number.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-If members of this House consider that the
Federal distribution of seats in Victoria

1952.1'
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to-day is fair, they should express that
view openly, but up to the present supporters of the Government on this issue
have not said so either inside or outside
Parliament. I contend, therefore, that
there is an excellent common basis on
which to begin a redistribution of electoral boundaries for the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria. It is an eminently
fair system that has been universally
accepted. The Leader of the Liberal and
Country party said that the adoption of
the motion would peg Victoria to the
Federal system. There must be a revision of Federal electorates every ten
years. No Parliament can bind any
other Parliament; the decision on matters affecting Victoria always rests with
this ParHament. It is absurd and stupid
to say that Victoria will be bound by the
whims of the Federal Parliament. Our
Federal members from Victoria represent
us; is it suggested that they will all go
haywire and agree to either a decrease
or an increase in the number of Federal
electorates on the basis of a whim? No
better system of redistribution could be
devised. It is both fair and equitable
and preserves the ratio between country
and city interests. That was all determined before the Federal electoral boundaries were fixed, and any member who
has made a cold dispassionate examination of this proposition must agree with
what I am saying.
The only legitimate criticism I have
heard of the motion was the statement
that the quota might not :be all that is
desired by the Country party. Is it suggested that the Federal electoral boundaries, quotas, and so on, were fixed
without due examination of all interests
concerned? I contend that the two-forone system is the fairest method of redistribution that could be applied in Victoria, and I strongly advocate it. Irrespective of who moves for the adoption
of the S'cheme, whether it be the Government, the Labour party or the Liberal
and Country party, I am prepared to'
support it. I am gratified to think that
it was the honorable member for Ballarat
who submitted the proposition. I would
be prepared to support the Leader of
the Liberal and Country party on a similar proposal.
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Mr. FRASER.-Do you want the same
terms?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I know
what the honorable member has in mind
and I am sorry that we differ on this
question.
Mr. FRASER.-I am interested in Caulfield.
Mr. GALVIN (to Mr. Fraser) .-Not half
as interested as we are in Grant.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Obviously
the honorable member for Grant is
frightened about what will happen to
him there. The redistribution plan incorporated in the motion, if agreed to,
would overcome the political instability
that has continued in Victoria for so
long; therefore I support it. I am prepared to accept the aid of the Labour
party in this matter although some of
my colleagues have said that they shrink
with horror from having anything to do
with that party.
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I am as strongly anti-Socialist as the
Labour party is Socialist, but I do not
abhor them. I am so convinced of the
moral justice of the redistribution plan
incorporated in the motion that I would
accept the support of any combination
of parties to have it put into operation,
because it is an urgently needed reform.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-YoU are now
running true to Herald form.
Lieut.-Colonel
DENNETT. - The
Country party is really hurt. For more
than 40 years I have been a keen student
of newspaper life in this city. Except
for a short period when I was not in
Australia there has been little that has
gone on in the Melbourne metropolitan
newspapers with which I have not been
familiar . Never in that 40 years, to my
knowledge, has the metropolitan press
been so unanimous on any political issue
as it is on this one.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-I do not believe
that.

Sir ALBERT LIND.-When did you make
up your mind on this question ? You did
not have it in mind a fortnight ago when,
with a blare of trumpets, you announced
that you would support the Government.

Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.--Obviously,
the Minister of Lands does not know.
The biggest modern political upheaval of
recent date was on the Commonwealth
banking issue.

Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-It has
been said by my party colleagues that
they would not agree to any plan that
would give Labour any chance whatever
of occupying the Treasury bench. They
keep talking about political gerrymandering and have quoted the examples
of Queensland and New South Wales. I
have examined the systems adopted in
those States and I look with horror on
what has happened there, particularly
in New South Wales.

Mr. R. T. WHITE.-If you keep referring to the unanimity of the newspapers
on this matter, you will ultimately believe it.

Mr. GALVIN.-Why not have a look at
South Australia?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Is that
not all the more reason why we should
get away from that sort of thing, by
adopting a common-sense honest plan of
redistribution in Viotoria? I shall have
no more to do with the Labour party on
other issues than will any other member
on the Government side. I tell the Opposition now that politically I will not
have one bar of them, and they know it.

Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I invite
any Government supporters to deny my
sta temen t that never in the last 40 years
has there been such unanimity in· the
metropolitan press on any important
political issue.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-You cannot find
one country newspaper that is in agreement with you on this matter.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-Ballarat
turning your Leader down.

is

Lieut.-Colonel
DENNETT. - Newspapers with a combined circulation of
more than 1,300,000 are unanimously-Mr. DODGsHuN.-Trying to delude the
people.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).

-Order! I ask the honorable member
for Caulfield to ignore interJections.
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Lieut.-Oolonel DENNETT.-I am trying to say that this move to give-on
the only fair basis that I can conceive
-true democratic representation in this
House is universally accepted by the
newspapers, which reflect public opinion.
Sir

HERBERT

HYLAND.-When the
Menzies, he was

Herald backed Mr.

knocked flat.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Are not
the Country party Ministers a naIve lot!
They say, in effect, that the people are
crazy and do not know.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-The
papers are crazy.

news-

The SPEAKER.-Again I ask the
honorable member to ,address the Chair
and to ignore interjections.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Very well,
Mr. Speaker. I contend that anybody
who shuts his eyes to this e~traordinary
and unique unanimity of newspaper
opinion is really saying that the people
do not know what they are thinking.
If they do not think along those lines,
they would not buy the newspapersthat is obvious. There has been a
remarkable unanimity of opinion on this
subject. I make this further statement
-and I wish to be very emphatic in
view of the speech of the honorable member for Glen Iris, who made a great
song and dance--and I agree with himabout gerrymandering in Queensland.
I shall be peI'fectly frank. While I
welcome the support of the Labour party
on this two-for-one proposal, because I
am very sincerely desirous of having it
adopted, I also do not wish to give the
Labour party any chance whatever if,
coincidentally, its members have in mind
to do any gerrymandering in this State
should they be placed in office. Political
fortunes fluctuate. I am confident that
the Labour party will never again support the Country party; that is obvious.
This is a time for utter frankness,
because the matter is so fundamental and
so transcendently important to the State
that I do not want there to be any
misunderstanding. I think that if the
Labour party was placed in office and
obtained a majority in another place, it
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would be tempted to do what its colleagues have done in other States. I
desire to make sure that it cannot do so.
Mr. GALVIN.-You are only half with
us.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-I am not.
If the policy on redistribution enunciated
by the honorable member for Ballarat is
implemented, even if the Labour party
gets into power it will not be able to
gerrymander the seats.
Mr. GALVIN.-Whose side are you o,n?
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT. - There
should be no misunderstanding about
that question. I consider that my statement has answered queries in the minds
of a few members of the Liberal party
regarding the reason why I have
adopted my present attitude. Even the
honorable member for Glen Iris, when
citing the example of Queensland,
stated what I have often said, that
gerrymandering is reflected in tha t
State by the fact that Liberal candidates
in a Federal election are always
returned in Queensland.
Mr. GALVIN.-Tell us something about
South Australia.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-The honorable member for Bendigo may inform
the House on that subject. I am certain
that the adoption of the two-for-one
plan will meet all that the honorable
member for Glen Iris has cited. I trust
that it will prevent that sort of thing
from happening in Victorh. It is a good
plan. We should oppose gerrymandering of any sort. Nobody has ever stated
that the Federal Government-whether
the Chifley Government or the Menzies
Government, both of which had something to do with redistribution of
Commonwealth
electorates - gerrymandered the seats in Victoria. If
the basis of electoral redistribution
suggested in the motion is adopted,
there cannot be any gerrymandering.
No matter which political party is
placed in power, the basis will be
established, and the electors will be
afforded an opportunity of casting their
votes in a democratic way.
I apologize to you, Mr. Speaker, for
allowing myself to fall into the old trap
that all these alleged friends of mine
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have been setting for me, and for taking
so long to make my speech. Despite
the hilarity of some of my" used to be "
friends in the Ministry, I sincerely
believe that this is a most important
1ssue. I have spoken about it because
this is the first time in the seven years
during which I have been a member of
Parliament that any of us have had an
opportunity of discussing the subject in
the Chamber. It is the first proposition
on redistribution to be placed before the
House that meets my wishes 100 per
cent. Whatever may be the political
risks to me-if there are any-I stand
by my statement, and despite the
hilarity of certain Ministers, I wish to
state that if the Government introduced
a Bill providing for redistribution of
Assembly electorates on the basis of the
division of each of the Commonwealth
~lectorates
for Victoria into two
Legislative Assembly districts, I would
support it. I would support such a
measure no matter which Government
introduced it.
I say to members of the Labour party
that while I accept their support on this
question, I do so on no other issue that
I can think of at the moment. Let us
be clear about that matter. The honorable member for Ballarat and I, and
perhaps some other members-enough,
I hope-are accused of supporting the
Labour party on this question. The
reverse is the case, as anybody will see
if and when the vote is taken; we shall
not move from our seats, but members
of the Labour party will cross the floor
Qf the House and support us.
Mr. GALVIN.-Hear, hear!
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-You do not
think we are big enough mugs to
swallow that story?
,'Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-It is not
a story; it is the truth. The Minister
of Transport may fool and play around
with a lot of nonsense, but he will not
fo.ol the intelligence reflected in the
galleries of the Chamber. The Minister
does not 'reside in his own electorate;
lives in mine and has to vote for me.
I understand that there are personal
reasons 'activating the Minister of Transport and 'the honorable member for
Grant, 'and I know all about that.

ne
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Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-You will pass
into oblivion.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT.-Earnestly
and strongly I 'Commend the motion
to the House, and I hope that
it will receive sufficient support to be
agreed to. This is the only opportunity
honorable members have of ending the
grotesque, lopsided, and absurd out-ofbalance representation that can only
result under the present electoral
distribution.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).In my opinion, this is a most remarkable
motion, submitted in a most remarkable
way. It has been put forward by a man
who is not a Leader of a party, who
appears perhaps to be the 'leader of what
might be called the rump of a party,
a man who for years has tried to whittle
away the representation of the Country
party and of the country people in this
House. I emphasize the words" country
people," because each of the major
par'ties in this House has representatives
in rural electorates. Officially, Ballarat
is a country electorate.
I desire to keep this debate on as high
a plane as possible, but one remark of
the honorable member for Ballarat remains clearly in my memory and, for his
own sake, I wish he had amplified it.
The honorable member, in effect, said,
"When I was first approached on this
matter I went to the Leader of my party
and told him so and so." The Leader
of the Liberal party has stated that he
refuted the suggestion made by the honorable member for Ballarat. I desire to
Know by whom was the honorable member for Ballarat approached? Was it
by some one within or outside of Parliament? Have the rumours that are to
be heard about Parliament House any
substance in fact? Has some one anonymously used the telephone to ask certain
members to get in touch with the honorable member for Ballarat on this subject?
Those are some of the questions that are
going through my mind at this moment.
I have a good deal more to say about
the misrepresentation that has been
practised on the public about the ·matter
which is now the subject of debate. I
take no exception to any man holding
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political views; neither do I take excep- Bendigo, and Geelong. Ballarat ha~,
tion to 'any party having a policy. More- 21,570 voters, as compared with 20,791
over, I take no exception to any section at the last redistribution; Bendigo has
of the press haylng a policy, whether it 23,328, as compared with 20,917 at th~.
is for or against my party. I wish to' last redistribution, and Geelong has.
say, however, that the canvassing of this 21,459, as compared witth 20,755 at the'
question, which has been indulged in by 1944 redistribution. The number of
the press, indicates, to my mind, that the v.oters in many electorates within the
newspapers have descended to perhaps central section of the metropolitan area
the depths of recession in journalism in has dropped, while the number in elec:this State. Before I dic;cuss that aspect, torates on the outskirts of the metroI shall try in some degree to answer politan ·area has increased. The honorsome of the statements that have been able member for Scoresby to-day repre-.
made in this House, as well as those sents 20,418 electors. His is a country
that have been written outside. To-day, electorate.
At the Ilast redistribution,
the honorable members for Ballarat and the number of elector.s in his constituency
Caulfield 'drew analogies between repre- was 1'3,821. The honoI'able member for
sentation in country districts and the Malvern represents 21,~579 voters, as
metropolitan area. Of course, they re- compared with 24,069 at the last 1944
ferred to extreme cases. They cited my redistribution.
own electorate---that of Rainbow-and
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treathe constituency of i>andenong. Possibly, surer).-His is a city electorate.
honorable members have not analysed
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is so. I' can
the figures since the last redistribution give oth'er cDmparisons. The honorable
of seats. Had they done so, they would
member for Mornington represents
realize that since the 1944 redistribution 20,122 electors, whereas in 1944 he repre-'
there has been an increase of 56,573 sented 14,006 electors. In the metro~'
voters in the metropolitan area, as compolitan area, the honorable member for
pared with an increase of 165,187 in Melbourne represents 22,472 voters, as
country electorates.
compared with 26,354 in 1944. The
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-In the propor- honorable member for Hawthorn repretion of 3 to 1.
sents 22,779 electors, which is fewer than
the figure of 2'5,451 at the 1944 redistribuMr. DODGSHUN.-Tha't is' so.
tion. Again, the honorable member for
Mr. CAIN.-Those figures differ from Albert Park represents 23,601 voters, as
those which have previously been compared with 25,431 at the last requoted.
distribution. To-day, the actual ratio
Mr. DODGSHUN.-My figures are between the eountry districts and the
metropolitan area is this: The average
official. Other figures that have been
cited in the House to-night are inaccurate. metropolitan quota is 26,777 electors;
while the average country quota is
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT. - You ad- 16,326. Honorable members will probmitted earlier that the figure I cited in ably remember that the 1944 redistriburelation to the Rainbow electorate wa's tion was based on a fi·gure of 13,800
correct.
electors for rural electorates with, as the
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I will state the honorable member for Caulfield stated, a
.
figures, so as to give a comparison margin of 20 per cent. either way.
The basis for urban districts was
between country and metropolitan electorates, and I am not afraid to lay them 19,500 voters, and for metropolitan dis'. .
on the table of the House. I have before tricts 25,000 voters. As Country party
me the enrolment figures as at the 16th men, we believe that the greater the
of May, 1952, and I have placed beside representation and the closer the par:them the figures as at the 1944 redistri- liamentary representatives are to the
bution. I propose to cite some of them, people, the better it will be for all con:.
but before doing so, I reiterate that the cerned.
How has Victoria been
figures relating to country electorates in- developed? Do I need to recite the
clude the provincial centres of Ballarat, history of the Country party, and the rise
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of that party since 1916? Need I, as a
city-born man who went to the country
after his school days, state the effect of
the two great m'etropolitan parties, as
they were at that time, on the rural
industries of this State? Need I relate
how, over and over again, primary producers were robbed of the results of
their work?
Frequently, the whole
year's work was lost on account of the
failure of a city man, sometimes a
crook, and there was no legislative protection for the country man against loss
in the event of a city business man going
bankrupt or getting away with the whole
of the year's produce of the primary
producer.
I ask members: Who was responsible
for putting the great wheat silo system
thraughout Victoria?
It was the
Country party which forced the issue in
this Parliament, with the ca-aperation
of the Liberal party led by the late Sir
Stanley Argyle.
Who exerted the
greatest effart to develop industries in
the country?
Mr. CAIN.-The Labaur party.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The figures that
I have quoted give the answer to my
questions mare canclusively than anything I could say.
Lieut.-Colanel DENNETT.-YoU
they were wrong.

said

Mr. DODGSHUN.-The hanorable
member for Caulfield, tagether with his
calleague, the hanorable member for
Ballarat, has based the prapased plan of
redistribution on a division of one
Federal electorate into two State electorates. He considers that a re-arrangement of seats an that basis wauld be
equitable. The Leader 'Of the Labour
party said that a redistributian plan on
that principle would give effect as near
as possible to the palicy of 'One vote one
value. Of course, that is not carrect.
He knaws very well that in every State
there is a quota of representation. He
also knows that the quata 'Of representatian in Western Australia is not the
same as it is in Victaria 'Or in Tasmania.
Mr. CAIN.-I said that all States,
except Tasmania, were represented on
the quota basis.
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Mr. DODGSHUN.-Tasmania has its
quota and that State is divided into electorates accordingly, but it is not a quota
of representation. The reason why Tasmania has not a quota similar to other
States is that it has been recognized
elsewhere that the sparsely populated
areas must be given full representation.
I mentioned, by interjection, that my
elecvorate is the biggest in Victoria; it
embraces 9,700 square miles.
The
Federal electorate of Mallee, on which
the proposed subdivisian would be based
in the part of Victoria which I represent, covers practically three State
electorates. Therefore, if my electorate
were redistributed in that way; I would
passibly have to look after double the
area of country that I represent at
present. I ask members, as reasonable
men, whether members who represent
rural areas in the Federal Parliament
are as closely in touch with the urgent,
physical needs of the people 'Of thase
areas as are State members? How can
Federal members hope to get as c~ose to
the peaple as is necessary for their
proper representation? The answer is
that they cannot.
Members of this Parliament have the
experience of their electors coming to
them during week-ends when they are at
home, to ask that something be done
for them. Frequently, the matters on
which they make requests fall to some
extent within the Federal sphere. In
my opinion, it would be utterly impas-,
sible to develop Victoria as it should be
developed if the representation of the
coun try people were lessened. In saying
that I am nat being parochial.
On my next point, however, I shall
be parochial. The Liberal and the Labour
party candidates have in the past failed
at elections to win seats represented by
Cauntry party members. Very lucidly
the Premier described two occasions on
which the Cauntry party lost seats
thraugh a plan of redistribution, and if
the propasal now under consideration is
put into effect an additional nine seats
will be taken from the country areas.
Of course, that is very pleasing to same
people. It is frequently mentioned in the
press that the Government consists of
thirteen men, not one of whom is a
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metropolitan representative. I ask, does
that make any difference in the administration of the State? I can point to
monuments in this city of Melbourne
that have been erected by Country party
Governments. The city has not retrogressed as the result of the administration of Country party Governments.

in the Ministry-nine in the Legislative
Assembly and four in the Legislative
Council. Similar statements have been
made about the Government ever since
it attained office. The leading article
in the Sun News-Pictorial of this
morning is headed "L. C. P. Jitters"
and part of it reads-

The sponsors of the motion would be
quite happy to have a Government of
twelve or thirteen men, all of whom
represented metropolitan constituencies.
If such a Government obtained office
those members would not squeal, but that
is the type of proposal that they submit.
I shall read extracts from leading articles
which 'have appeared in two city newspapers in the last two days, and I shall
compare the statements made in those
articles with pronouncements by the
same papers a few years ago. Of course,
the press is supposed to lead public
opinion, and it does not mind what it uses
in order to get its own ends. That is why
I asked originally what was behind the
pertinent statement made by the honorable member for Ballarat.
I shall now read from the leading
:arti'Ole in the Age of the 16th of September, which is headed" A Prospect of
Basic Reform." It states, inter alicr-

Because of this grotesque state of affairs
no Victorian Government for more than a
quarter of a century has had an absolute
majority, and the State is at present ruled
by a party of thirteen in a House of 65a party representing less than one-fifth of
the electors, containing not a single metropolitan representative, and every member
of which in the Legislative Assembly is a
minister!

From the electors' standpoint, any plan
which promises by means of a fair distribution of seats in Victoria's Parliament to
end the chronic political instability and logrolling for office among three parties, is not
to be lightly dismissed.
I shall later read what the same paper

said in similar circumstances some time
ago. The artide in yesterday's Age continuesAt present Victoria has a minority
Government formed by a party of which all
its Assembly members are Ministers. . . . .

I say deliberately that the man who

wrote that article is either a knave or
a fool. Similar statements were made
in the Sun News-Pictorial this morning.
When men who are supposed to lead
public opinion deliberately use material
that is not correct-and they must know
that is so-it is knavery. There are
thirteen members of the Country party
in the Legislative Assembly and eight in
the Legislative Council, a total of 21 out
of a Parliament of 99. There are
thirteen members of the Country party

That is the sort of tripe the people are
being fed on. May I point out that some
persons are not particular about the
pliant instrument to be used, and
whether it flouts actual party policy?
Of course, I shall be picked up on that
statement, but I should not be. The
policy of a party circumscribes the
actions of a man so that his electors
will know where he stands. Only a
fortnigh t ago the honorable member for
Ballarat, in his own electorate, said that
he supported the policy of his party.
What has caused this change? I should
like one of the colleagues of the honorable member for Ballarat to answer the
question I asked earlier.
Mr. CAIN.-He might answer it himself; he has the right of reply.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The honorable
member for Ballarat did not answer it.
I shall now read the leading article in
the Sun News-Pictorial of Wednesday,
the 3rd of October, 1945MINISTRY OF APOSTATES.
Midnight saw the unregretted demise ot
what is destined to figure in Victoria's
annals as the Plot Parliament. After the
shabby intrigues associated with the closing
hours of its existence there can be none so
poor as to do it reverence. Yesterday the
conspirators reaped their reward when a
ministry of assorted nonenLties, led by Mr.
Macfarlan, who until a few hours previously had been in MJr. Dunstan's Cabinet,
took its seats upon the Treasury benches,
with Mr. Macfarlan doing his best to comply
with
Mrs.
Malaprop's conception
ot
Cerberus, "three gentlemen at once" by
sustaining the portifolios of Premier,
Treasurer and Attorney-General.
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. "Mingle'd 'with the scornful laughter with
which this make-shift Ministry will be
.greeted by the electorate will be the cynical
,chuckles of a triumphant Labour party.~
F,'or it is only Labour that has really got
what it wanted. Its object was to oust the
:Dunstan Government at all costs, evidence
,of the length to which it was prepared to
go having been provided by Mr. Cain's
astounding offer to restore to the Country
.party the six seats it loses under the re',distribution Bill. But although Labour has
gained its end, the Liberal renegades have
,secured only a shadow of the substance at
which they grasped. The prompt and
correct action of the Governor in dissolving
a useless Parliament deprived the Macfarlan
malcontents of their hope of enjoying the
tIl-gotten sweets of office for the remainder
of Parliament's normal life. They were
willing to submit to Labour dictation for
,eight months, instead they will savour their
,present humiliation for only about seven
weeks.
: Among t,he rewards of political apostasy
which will now accrue to the little five
'from the Liberal party are the right for
,life to the somewhat ambiguous title of
Honorable, a share for a few weeks in the
Cabinet fund of £11,250, use of Government
'cars for transport and a life gold pass for
the Victorian Railways. At present some
,of the recipients may be satisfied with these
,rewards for services rendered the Labour
party, but soon they may be asking them'selves if ,the game is worth the scandal.
:That is the pity of it. There is one
,young member In this Parliament who
,appears to have a future, but if he
swallows this bait there is no shadow
of doubt that he will commit political
·suicide.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-If the majority
.follow h\m, so will the Government.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That is not so. By
the 'Submission o.f the want-of-confidence
m-otion it is clear that once again in this
Parliament-it is not the first time since
I have been a member-there is collusion
between certain members of two parties
to wipe out the Country party. People
are complaining because a minority
Government has held office for over two
years, but I would point out that since
1918, and probably before that, there
has not been a majority Government in
Victoria. Bef.ore 1918 there were so
many schisms and j'ealousies in the
political parties and the changes over
:were so fast that even the press could
pot keep pace with them. During the
time that this Government has been in
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office it has had the support of Parliament. The Leader of the Opposition tonight emphasized the fact that the
Labour party favoured measures and not
men. That is an inherent part of our
constitution and our policy, and is the
fundamental belief of every man who is
elected to Parliament under the Country
party banner. We make no excuse to
anyone for accepting support from one
party or another to implement our policy.
Mr. GALVIN.-Or to implement the
policy of that party.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-We implemented
our policy with the help of Labour.
Certain statements of the Leader of· the
Opposition concerning a document that
he produced were not facts.
,Mr. CAIN.-They are facts.
Mr.
Speaker, I ask for a withdrawal of that
statement.
Mr. Moss.-They are not facts.
Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Opposition).
-Mr. Speaker, on a point of order. The
Chief Secretary ~aid that to-night I made
statements which were not facts. My
statements relating to an agreement with
the Country party were facts. I challenge
any Minister on the Treasury bench, or
anyone else, to say that the Country
party did not agree to the statements
contained in the notice sent 'Out by the
honorable member foor Glen Iris and
also in the other document. Even the
documen t issued this year by the Leader
of the Liberal party states that "the
Country party have made a deal with
Labour to provide f.our more seats for
the metropolitan area, making 36 to 33
(domination by metropolitan members
for the first time in history)."
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-That does not
make the statement true.
Mr. CAIN.-My statement was true;
I read point number 6 of the agreement
between the Labour party and the
Country party before the Country party
took office in 1950.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-Who signed that
document?
Mr. CAIN.-The Country party agreed
to it.
,Mr. R. T. WHlTE.-We did not.
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Mr. CAIN.-I have told the truth, and
if members of the Country party dispute

tmy statement, they are a lot of humbugs.
At the time, they were hungry for office.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to conclude his statement on
his point of order.

Mr. CAIN.-The Chief Secretary must
withdraw the remark that he made. If
he contends that what I said was untrue,
he is not telling the truth. Members in
the Ministerial corner know that I am
telling the truth.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I speak by leave. I am sorry
that the Leader of the Opposition has
adopted his present attitude.
Mr. CAIN.-You are calling me a liar.
Mr. DODGSHUN (to Mr. Cain).-You
made a statement and I was defending
myself.
The SPEAKER.-Order! The Chief
Secretary made a statement relating to
a certain document, and I do not think
he said that the Leader of the Opposition
was telling untruths, but implied that
the document was not a statement of
the facts. I do not think the Chief
Secr·etary intended to attJack tihe Leader
of the Opposition ·personally. If he did
so, I ask him to withdraw his comment,
because he must not reflect upon the
veracity of the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-On a point of order, perhaps J
can assist the Leader of the Opposition
in this maHer, because I was at the
meeting.
Mr. CAIN.-The Chief Secretary also
was present.

Mr. DODGSHUN (to Mr. Cain).Another member of our party also was
present.
Mr. CAIN (to Mr. Dodgshun).-Yes,
the Honorable P. T. Byrnes, M.L.C. Four
members of our party were present, and
the meeting was held in my room.
The SPEAKER.-Order! I ask the
Leader of the Opposition to contain himself for a moment.
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Mr. CAIN.-J shall do so, for so long
as Ministers stick to the truth ..
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea-·
surer).-The Leader of the Opposition
knows that when we were discussing
these matters I agreed to a redistribution;
of seats in the metropolitan a!,ea.
Mr. CAIN.-That sounds better.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-The Leader of the Opposition
also knows that numbers were quoted
during our talks. Is that statement
true?
Mr. CAIN.-Yes.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea-.
surer).-The Leader of the Opposition
knows that I did not agree to any fixed
number.
Mr. CAIN.-That is not true.
Mr. DODGSHUN (to Mr. Cain).-It is'
true.
Mr. CAIN (to Mr. Dodgshun).-I
repea·t that it is not true. You agreed'
to four extra seats.
The SPEAKER.-Order! It seems
tha t there has been a misunderstanding
and that no reflection has been cast upon
the veracity of the Leader of the Opposition. If the Chief Secretary intended
that, I know that he will be man enough
to withdraw his remark.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The Leader of the Opposition made two
points in relation to a document that he
had before him and I desired to clarify
the position.
Mr. CAIN.-Do not say that I made an
incorrect statement.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I do not wish to
suggest uha t I should act contrary to
your ruling, Mr. Speaker, but the Leader
of the Opposition made a statement and
I presume that I am at liberty to present
my side of the case. In doing so, if I
make some comment that transgresses
the ordinary courtesies of the House, I
will be happy to abide by your ruling.
It was said that the Leader of the Liberal
party believed the statement, so surely
I have the right to state my belief.
The SPEAKER.-Order! The Chief
Secretary is erititled to subm1t his
case in the way he considers to be most
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desirable but in doing so, he must not
make personal reflections upon the
veracity of the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It was said that
the Leader of the Liberal and Country
party had been exhibiting a document,
about which he made certain comments.
'f.his is the point that I wish to make
clear, without hesitation or equivocation:
No member of the Country party, including its leader and all other members,
signed any document with the Labour
party.
'Mr. CAIN.-That is true. We took
your word, but you broke it. In politics,
my word is my bond.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-That interjection
pleases me considerably, and I am not reflecting upon the honorable member's
word. If he believes what he said about
the question of the redistribution of seats,
he is suffering under a misapprehension.
I was present at the discussion and the
matter was reported back to our party
by three of us-that we would consider
redistribution. We did not have in mind
any number of seats at all, but that we
would 'consider the question in the last
session of Parliament.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-On a point
of order, the statement of the Chief Secretary is not in accordance with the
facts.
Mr. Moss.-It is a statement of the
facts.
Mr. GALVIN (to Mr. Moss).-You cannot know because you were outside the
door like a mangy dog, waiting for a
bone.
, The SPEAKER.-Order! I shall put
the case as clearly as I can. The Chief
Secretary has made certain statements,
and he is entitled to do so in the course
of the debate. If the Leader of the Opposition and his supporters do not agree
with those statements, they will have an
opportunity of putting their version at
a later stage. So long as no reflection is
made upon the veracity of the Leader
of the Opposi Non I think the Chief Secretary is in order in proceeding in the
manner he was adopting.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote).-On a point
of order, Mr. Speaker, I will have no
further opportunity to put my case except
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by leave or through some other member
of our party. I do not wish to rely upon
the latter course, because I desire to take
full responsibility for any statements
that I make. These are the facts: The
meeting was held, and the document before me was printed and widely distributed. However, not one member of
the Country party ever complained
about the extra four metropolitan seats,
which were decided upon at the meeting.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-We did not see the
document you have before you.
Mr. CAIN.-The Chief 'Secretary has
seen it on dozens of occasions since then.
and it has been read previously in this
House. It has aLso been used in the
electorates by the Liberal party. Those
present at thedi1scussion were ,Uhe
Premier, the Chief Secretary, and the
Minister of Public Works, representing
the Country party, and the Labour party
was represented by myself, the honorable member for Bendigo, the honorable
member for Carlton, and Mr. P. J.
Kennelly, a former member of the Legislative Council. We published the statement that is before me, and its contents
were not disputed by the Country party
until to-night, when they repudiated it.
The Ohief Secretary was quite true in
saying that no document was signed. We
did not expect any document t'O be signed,
but I point out that I worked with the
Country party f'Or ten years when
it was led by the late Sir Albert
Dunstan,
whose
word I
always
accepted.
Similarly, I accepted the
word of the present Premier and his
colleagues. I gave them mine, and I
lived up to it. If there was anything in
the arrangement that they did not like
they should have said so frankly; they
should not have waited until the Labour
party and the Country party parted company to say it. That is the reason for
my objection.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and 'I'reasurer).-As regards the statement of the
Leader of the Opposition, I would say
that previously I endeavoured to explain
the position as the Government understood it. I have already said it is true that
we agreed to a redistribution of Assembly
seats in the metropolitan area; we do not"
deny that. If, owing to the fact that at
a later stage the Government decided
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that it could not proceed with that re- desire to say to the Leader of the Labour
distribution, the Leader of the Opposition party that I am a little disappointed beconsiders that we repudiated part of the cause he thought I had not accepted his
arrangement made with him, I accept his word.
view that to that extent the Government
Mr. CAIN.-You have already repudidid not go on with the agreement. In
fairness to me and my colleagues, and to ated something. All I want is the truth.
him and his colleagues, the Leader of
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The Premier inthe Opposition will no doubt recall that formed the House that the thanks of the
a definite number of extra metropolitan Government were due to the Leader of
seats was not stated. He 'knows that the Opposition and the Labour party
various numbers were mentioned and in- generally for their unswerving loyalty
sisted on. The honorable member for to us for two years. Throughout my
C-arlton, for instance, put forward certain public life I have taken pride in keeping
numbers and I think that eventually he my word and in the two years during
insisted on six. I said at the time, " Why which the Labour party supported this
argue about that now?" I added that we Government I prized the fact that men
would look 'into the question later. When who would keep their word were assothe Government was in process of being ciating with us. To-night, the Leader
formed, I mentioned that it might be of the party that is now 'supporting the
possible to have an increase in the num- Government spoke under great stress and
ber of members in this House and to give strain-probably to a greater extent than
more representation to the country areas. any other member, because the present
I intimated, too, that I should find it situation is affecting him in the early
difficult to add to the representation but stages of his leadership of that party.
that fact did not alter the proposal to He said that he had given his word and
proceed with a redistribution of seats. his bond to the Government that he
The Leader of the Opposition suggested would 'see it through under certain ciran increase of four seats in the metropoli- cumstances. As I said in the first
tan area.
instance, the want-of-confidence motion
Mr. CAIN.-We put it in the document now under consideration is an astoundand the document was published.
ing one, moved in a remarkable way.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Trea- It was submitted by the leader of what
surer).-The Leader of the Opposition appears to be the rump of a party, and
knows that there was nothing in writing it is to, the last clause in the motion to
regarding four seats, and it is obvious which I now wish to refer. That clause
tha t some misunderstanding has arisen. readsFrom my memory of what occurred I
(3) That this House wishes His Excelhave recited the whole story honestly, lency the Governor to be respectfully
informed that a Government can be formed
factually and fearlessly. What happened to
carry out the electoral reforms indicated,
is clear in my mind and my conscience in the resolutio~.
is perfectly clear on the point that
a fixed number was not agreed to. As I The propounders of this motion-they
have already said, the Leader of the are only individuals-are acting in a
Opposition mentioned" four" and that he discourteous way by telling the Governwould insist on that number, and-again ment, which has the esteem of the repreas I previously indicated-I said, "Why sentative of Her Majesty the Queen, that
attempt to settle such questions now, some one else is to inform His Excellency
when we have to proceed with the pro- in regard to the carrying out of electoral
posal at a later stage?" I even suggested reforms. If the present motion were
that some action might have to be taken agreed to by the House, the first to inin relation to the provinces. The situa- form His Excellency would be the Pretion as I have just described it is the mier, and he w'Juld not beat about the
whole truth.
bush.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Would he convey the
Leaving the subject that has been under
discussion in the last few minutes, I resolution?
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Mr. DODGSHUN.~He would not beat
about the bush, because the tail-end of
this motion says, in effect, "We do not
want to go to the country immediately."
The jibes ,that have been cast a~ross
this Chamber about various members
who oppose this motion. not wanting an
election faU to .the ground, since those
who support -the motion agree with its
last clause which has the implication I
have described. I cannot believe that
the great Labour party thinks that it can
give effect to this proposal in the circumstances, so what is the objective
behind the motion? The only reason of
which I can think i!s that the Labour
party really desires an election to be
held.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-You said a few
moments ago that the Labour party did
not want an election.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-There are two
voices. Which way is the Labour party
thinking?
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-We do not mind
either.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-\Vin or lose! I
return to the first 'point I made. This
is another attempt by the Labour party
and a section of another party to annihilate the Country party, but may I pOint
out that the supporters of this motion
hold a f.alse view if they think that that
is what would happen? The redistribution plan envisaged would reduce country
representation by nine seats, but there
would 'still be 24 wholly rural seats, including six urban. Do the supporters
of this proposal think that when such
a plan was imposed on country people
they would take it sitting down? I know
from my experience in my electorate last
week-end that that would not be the case.
Men who may be conservative in their
point of view, men who-using the term
in its widest sense-are Liberal in their
outlook, said to me, "Stick, and fight
against any lessening of our representation."
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-Stick, for power.
We are
Mr. DODGSHUN. - No.
working in reverse and we have had
some success in trying to disperse the
population to where the real wealth of
the country is produced.
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Mr. MERRIFIELD.-There are more
goods produced in the metropolitan area
than in the country.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-To what extent do
metropolitan industries contribute to
the real economic life or economic
stability of the country? More than
90 per cent. of the exports of Australia
consist of primary products, and that
result is achieved only by the sweat of
the brow of the farmer. That indicates
the reason why the numerical strength
of my electorate has been reduced. The
producers have found it increasingly
difficult to obtain labour on their farms
and so they have had to mechanize; but
even with mechanization they have increased the average yield from the soil.
They are fighting for the retention of
the basic principles that keep the State
on a firm footing. I support my Leader
when he says that if the scheme propounded in the motion now under consideration is justifiable it should be the
subject of decision by the people.
He
has already given an assurance that at
the next State election the Government
will make it a point of its policy. I hope
the House will roundly reject the
motion.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-To-night
we have listened to a "mixed grill"
debate on this motion. The honorable
member for Ballarat endeavoured to
place the debate above party politics,
without engendering bitterness between
members or hatred between metropolitan and country residents. He was
followed by the Premier, who spoke
about everything except the motion.
This is one of the few occasions in
recent years on which he has shown
that he is not conversant with his subject. Obviously, he had not examined
the proposition. Next came a wellreasoned contribution by the Leader of
the Opposition. Then we had a most
reactionary speech from the Leader of
the Liberal party, the honorable mem~
ber for Glen Iris. I would expect to
have to go back to the middle of the
last century to find anything similar.
Members had some respect for the
honorable member. We felt that his
trend was not towards becoming more
conservative but that his policy was to
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bring his party closer to the people.
The speech he delivered to-night was
based solely on his hatred of Opposition
members. He ranted about gerrymandering, yet last night he delivered a
speech in .which he said that the main
objection to the adoption of the principle
of having two State Assembly representatives to each Federal constituency
was that it would give the Labour party
a chance of forming a Government.
The Leader of the Liberal party, who
is becoming more closely linked with
totalitarian ideology, does not believe in
the Labour party having the right to
govern. In his remarks about gerrymandering, he referred to what has
taken place in New South Wales. He
sneered about a Bill recently introduced
in that State and about the Commission
which had been set up to deal with the
matter. It ill-becomes the Leader of a!ly
party in Parliament to criticize members
of the judiciary in this or in any other
State.
The honorable member then
referred to an electoral officer becoming
a member of the Commission appointed
to deal with the electoral boundaries,
and decried the possibility of there
being a surveyor member.
In the
preparation of a redivision under every
previou's redistribution scheme in Victoria either a surveyor or the SurveyorGeneral has been appointed as a member
of the Commission. How can electoral
boundaries be fixed without a member
of the Commission having some knowledge of the position? The Leader of
the Liberal party deliberately endeavoured to mislead the people of
Victoria into thinking that gerrymandering had occurred in New South
Wales when in fact in that State there
is an independent tribunal, presided
over by a Judge of the Supreme Court,
to prepare a redistribution.
To-night the Chief Secretary took
from the Premier the title of Australia's
Johnny Ray-he out-moaned him. The
honorable gentleman described at some
length what the Country party had done
in Victoria. He said that a Country
party Government had been responsible
for the erection of wheat silos, but he
did not say that that was done with the
support of the Liberal party. In faot, I
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think that plan was recommended by an
all-party committee of the House. Let
us live in the present -and not in the past.
I shall ask a few questions about what
has happened recently. Who has been
responsible for the repudiation of contracts by the Railway Department and
the State Electricity Commission? Who
caused work on the Eildon weir to
cease? Who stopped activities on the
Cairn Curran and Rocklands water conserva tion works? Who closed down on
soldier settlement? In every case, the
answer is, the present Country party
Government.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mibus).
-Order! I ask the honorable member
for Bendigo to come back to the motion
before the Chair.
Mr. GALVIN.-Who put the two girls
into Pentridge?-the Chief Secretary.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-You
hound.

are a

lying

Mr. BARRY (Carlton).-On a point
of order, Mr. Deputy Speaker, I object
to the language used by the Chief Secretary, who is also the Ministerial head of
the Police Department in this State. I
object to the unparliamentary language
used and demand a withdrawal.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-The Chief
Secretary will withdraw the expression.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The honorable member for Bendigo
knows that the court put the two girls
into Pentridge.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER.-Order!
The Chief Secretary will withdraw.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I withdraw.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-The Chief
Secretary left the girls in gaol. We have
heard so much about what the Country
party did.
Mr. BARCLAY.-It did everything.
Mr. GALVIN.-One thing the Country
party did without honour to itself was
to have the honorable member for Mildura returned as a member of this
House. I sugeest tha.t he sl:ould make
a speech instead of remaining silent as
he has for the last two and a half or five
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years. Some time ago the Chief Secretary, the Premier, and the Leader of the
Government in the Legislative Council
were present at a conference with four
members of the Labour party. The
Country party was prepared from the
outset to accept the whole programme,
but quibbled on the basis for the adoption of adult franchise for the Legislative
Council elections and the redistribution
of Assembly seats in the metropolitan
area. The Labour party suggested that
there should be six more seats, the
Country party favoured two, and we settled on four. The Honorable P. J.
Kennelly said, "What is the good of
bickering over two? We will make it
four," and that was agreed upon. But
the Country party still would not agree
to the introduction of adult franchise for
Legislative Council elections.
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time and cried about the fact that it was
bad luck that they did not think about
it a day or two earlier. Otherwise, they
said, the Labour party would not be supporting the Country party. They said,
in effect, "We would have put the Bill
through the House and achieved electoral jQsti'ce and some reasonable
balance, and would not have these mendicants and blackmailers on our backs all
the time."
Mr. BOLTE.-You tell a good bedtime
story.
Mr. GALVlN.-No one was louder in
his criticism of the Country party than
the honorable member for Hampden. I
should like to see him rise and hear him
extol the virtues of his thirteen mates.
He was another member who found
Liberal support of the Government a
very bitter pHI to swallow. The Country
party drove a hard bargain. At lunch
time when this matter Was being discussed the Premier 'said, "My boys will
not accept this scheme of adult
franchise. It is all off, John." We went
about our electoral business, but about
five minutes before the House was due
to re-assemhle, it was stated, " All right,
we will support adult franchise." The
only thing that we regretted afterwards
was that we did not make it harder,
because we could have obtained adult
franchise for municipal elections and
anything else we wanted then; we gave
in a Iittle too easily.

It is amusing now to hear the Ministers of Agriculture, Transport, and
Health denying that what I have related
occurred. They were like hungry dogs
waiting outside the door for us to throw
them a bone. They would have accepted
anything to get into office. That is what
they are doing now. They are accepting
the support of the Liberal party, despite
all the statements made by members of
the Liberal party against them. Members of the Country party Government
are harder to get out than Don Bradman, in fact, they make Don Bradman
look like a tail-ender. I will say one
thing for the honorable member for
Ballarat; he has never wavered in his
belief that members of the Country
party are barnacles on the great ship
of progress and with this I agree.

-Order! The honorable member for
Bendigo will revert to the motion.

I understand that the honorable member for Malvern had some interest in this
electoral scheme, in fact, at one time he
informed me that he had propounded it
and that it was not the Hollway scheme.
Members of my party discussed this mat~
ter, but unfortunately we had given our
word to the Country party and the
Liberals were just a couple of hours too
late. Otherwise, the scheme might have
been adopted two years ago. The honorable member for Glen Ir,is and all the
other members sitting in the Ministerial
corner were committed to it in those
days. Each one came to me from time to

Mr. GALVlN.-l am replying to statements that have been made in the House.
I point out the need for electoral reform,
so that we will not have members of the
Country party standing over us like
political Bradshaws and Harrisons. No
wonder the Chief Secretary is always introducing Bills relating to guns, because
he is always holding guns at the head of
the Liberal party or at the head of the
Labour party. The next Government
to be formed will blow the Chief Secretary and the other member,s of his
party out of the Chamber, or the electors
will do so.

M1'. Galvin.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mihus).
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I wish to refer now to a document
which has been circulated throughout
the length and breadth of the State.
Honorable members in the Ministerial
corner used to attack the Labour party
from time to time, as well as the members of the Country party, who could not
get on their legs to defend themselves.
On practically every occasion when they
had an opportunity they attacked us regarding the proposal to create four additional metropolitan seats, because they
contended that it was not electoral
justice. Not once did members of the
Country party deny that they had agreed
to the proposal. Silence meant acquiescence.
Mr. DODGSHUN.-YoU have learned a
little from us.
Mr. GALVIN.-One thing we have
learned is never to trust the Country
party again. The document from which
the honorable member for Glen Iris
quoted is very interesting. Item four
statesThe" Country" party have made a deal
with" Labour" to provide four more seats
for the metropolitan area, making 36 to 33
(domination by metropolitan members for
the first time in history). "2 for 1 " would
make the proportion 36 to 30, an even
worse position.

Paragraph 3 statesThere is considerahle feeling in the
country against reduction in their representation. It is realized that this would
take aw,ay votes from the primary producer
and give them to the wharf labourer and
others.

The document from which I have quoted
was circulated by the Leader of the
Liberal party. This great Liberal party,
which claims to represent all sections of
the community, does not think that wharf
labourers are entitled to have a vote.
Much has been heard about criticism of
trade unionists. It is not long ago that
there was a Liberal candidate endorsed
to stand against the member for Collingwood, and that candidate played up the
fact that he was a member of
the
Manufacturing
Grocers
Employees' Union.
I understand that
Mr. Menzies is a member of the
Australian Federated Union of Locomotive Enginemen, that Mr. Churchill is
a 'member of the Bricklayers' Union, and
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that the late King was a member of the
Billposters' Union.
If the honorable
member concerned has sinned, he is in
good company. The less said about the
association of the honorable member for
Ballarat with the trade union movement,
the better for all concerned.
Mr. BARRy.-Sir Thomas Maltby was a
shop steward in the Australian Railways
Union at one time.
Mr. GALVIN.-He was a member of
the miners' union. Humbug was spoken
by the Premier, who stated that it was
not Country party policy to create four
additional seats. That statement has
been answered., The honorable gentleman went on to say that the motion
favouring two-for-one should not be
carried because it was not in the policy
of the party previously. It was not in
that party's policy to accept support from
the Labour party, either. When he
opened the election campaign at Shepparton, the Premier stated that the Country
party would not have anything to do with
the Labour party, but subsequently the
Country party came under our wings to
get protection and solace in Government.
Introduction of the Greater Melbourne
Council Bill was not a part of Country
party policy, but that measure was introduced.
Adult franchise for Legislative
Council elections was not mentioned in
the Premier's policy speech during the
last election campaign, but the Country
party instituted that reform. The people
had not been consulted in relation to that
matter. The Premier stated that he does
not desire power or office. Not on your
life! I cannot understand why he does
not get out of office. He and his twelve
supporters in this House are the only
ones who desire the present situation to
continue. Even members of the Liberal
party agree that the Country party
should not govern at present, but they
cannot pluck up sufficient courage to face
the electors. The time is long overdue
when there should be an Assembly
election in Victoria.
I now represent an urban constituency
but, under the proposed scheme, it will
become a rural one, because it will
extend from Pyalong to Bridgewater.
At present my electorate measures
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approximately 5 miles across, but, under
the new scheme, it would measure about
56 miles. That is unfortunate, but it
would be in the best interests of the
people. Urban electorates, such as those
represented by the honorable member
for Ballarat and myself, will practically
disappear.
Mr. BARCLAY.-The honorable member
for Ballarat will disappear, too.
Mr. GALVIN.-The honorable member for Mildura is afraid to make a
speech because, if his constituents were
to hear him, he would go out altogether.
There has been much talk this evening
about urban electorates, but I desire to
point out that thirteen electorates in the
metropolitan area have fewer constituents than the Bendigo electorate,
which I have the honour to represent.
Let us consider for a moment some of
the "rag-tag and bobtail" members of
this House and the number of voters that
they represent. The figures that I have
before me are correct up to May of this
year; possibly they have been revised
slightly in the meantime. The honorable member for Rainbow represents
12,228 voters; the honorable member for
Gippsland East, 13,479; the honorable
member for Benambra, 13,974; the honorable member for Borung, 13,791; the
honorable member for Benalla, 13,598;
and the honorable member for Swan Hill,
13,998.
I do not desire to mention the figures
in relation to any electorate that might
be considered as abnormal. Persons who
reside in the Rodney and Korong electorates have two members to represent
them, while those who live in the
Bendi.go electorate, which is not a
metropolitan but an urban constituency,
have only one member to represent them.
Is that electoral justice? I shall now
cite some figures in relation to metropolitan electorates. The honorable mem,
ber for Dandenong represents 43,276
voters; the honorable member for
Essendon, 32,391; the honorable member
f.or Ivanhoe, 34,97'5; the honorable member for Mentone, 34,736; the honorable
member for Sunshine, 30,607; the honorable member for Oakleigh, 28,028; the
honorable member for Glen Iris, 28,692
-electors in that constituency are not
too intelligent as to the choice of their
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representative--the honorable member
for Preston, 29,898; and the honorable
member for Brighton, 28,126. The members for all of those electorates represent twice as many voters as do the
members for Swan Hill, Gippsland
East, Benambra, Borung, BenaHa, and
Rainbow.
I point out that there is a considerable
disparity between ~he number of electors represented by members in rural
areas, as compared with those in urban
areas, and I believe that there is no
justifi'cation for such a system to be perpetuated. If it is claimed that the
Country party only can represent country
people, a similar argument could be
advanced that only metropolitan members can represent metropolitan people.
That ,would be ridiculous. Any member
of this House, irrespective of where he
lives, must realize that no one section
of the State can be prosperous unless
there is an equal degree of pros'perity
in other sections. The same situation
applies in relation to the Commonwealth,
inasmuch as no particular State can be
prosperous unless the whole of the Commonwealth shares in that prosperity;
that is, if we are to be raised to
nationhood.
The Chief Secretary referred to the
thousands of 'square miles that are
covered by rural electorates. He did
not state, however, that half of the
electorate of Rainbow has running upon
it nothing but Mallee hens and is a
national park.
Another portion of
it has been handed over to the
Australian Mutual Provident Society.
On practically two-thirds of that electorate, there is no settlement. Mention
has been made of the setting aside of
an area for a national park for the
preservation of Mallee flora and fauna.
It would not be a bad idea to send members of the Country party there for
preservation in their native state. When
I hear the various accusations that are
levelled at the Labour party, I wonder
why it took members. of the Country
party so long to find out the imperfections
which the members of my party seem
to have picked up during the last two
years and a half. The Country party
welcomed us, and we assisted and
defended ita t every turn.
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Mr. HOLLWAY.-Emphasis should be
placed on "every turn."
Mr. GALVIN.-That is so. We kept
the Country party up' to the collar from
time to time. It was a happy arr·angement while it lasted; that is to say, as
happy as it could be, because, like the
late Ben Chifley, we kept the light of
adult franchise for the Legislative Council on the hill. Once the enabling legislation was passed, we lost interest, to
some extent. The only objective then
was to hang on to office for three years,
so that those who did not have a gold
pass for life would get one. Tha t is
still the objective. Some of the boys
who have been members for les'S than
three years will stay on, irrespective of
what comes or goes in relati'On to this
Parliament. One or two may wish to
become" Coronation babies," and, in that
regard, I hope they have a happier time
than the honorable member for Malvern
has had. I was wiser than he. I told
him I thought he was foolish to go
overseas, because something might blow
up while he was away, and that has
happened, for which I am sorry.
Mr. MORToN.-Where is the honorable
member for M·alvern now?
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public exposure the weals he was receiving from the Premier. Apparently, the
Liberal party is supporting the Country
party without any conditions.
The
Leader of the Liberal party said that
there were no conditions; the only condition is that there shall be no election.
Members of that party said to the
Government, "You can do to us what
you like, you can kick us about, you can
tell us that you will not be pushed
around, but do not have an election or
alter the franchise." How interesting
it was the other evening, when
the Premier said to them, " All
right, if you are going to play up, I will
call on His Excellency." Members of
the Liberal party then dashed up and
down the corridors of this building so
fast that I became giddy trying to follow
their movements. They were saying
excitedly, "Where has the Premier
gone?" When they were told that he
went out" that door," they dashed out
to try to stop him. They were rushing
here and there trying to intercept the
Premier to stop him from seeing His
Excellency. 'Dhat was the biggest fright
they have ever had.
I assure the Government that in future
members of the Liberal party will be
quite docile. They will remain quietly
in their seats in this House until next
year; they may even ende~vour to alter
the Constitution of Victoria so that they
may be able to stay where they are at
present until August of next year. They
will do anything to keep away from the
electors.

Mr. GALVIN.-I do not know whether
he is coming or going. I heard that he
would be at Fiji to-night or to-morrow
morning, but since then some one has
told me that the" All clear" has been
given, and that he is on his way back
again to Honolulu or Hawaii. I was
almost tempted to send him a cablegram
saying, " Do not worrY,Trevor; you have
a pair; things are not going too badly."
If it is thought that the proposition
I thought that might keep him overseas. . now before the House is not a proper
However, wiser counsels prevailed, and one, let us have an election, about which
the message was not despatched. I hope the Premier has spoken. If he does that
that if any members of this House attend we will make this plan of redistribution
the Coronation, they will tie up the the issue for the election. If that transstrings better than did the honorable pired, I know what would happen to
member for Malvern.
members of the Liberal party in the
An interesting situation has arisen. corner. The Government has practically
The Premier, in his speech to-night, run its full term. It would be in the infiguratively showed the weals he had terests of the State to get rid of it, and
received from the Labour party" Whip" then it might be possible again to start
We
during the two years and three or four the wheels of industry moving.
months for which that party had sup- might also be able to continue the big
ported him. Then the Leader 'Of the water conservation works and soldier
Liberal party proceeded to bare for s~ttlement. But let us have an election
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on the proposal now before the House.
The issue is one that is worthy of a
contest.
I say to members of the Government
that the holding of an election would be
the honest way oU't of the present position. When the Government repudiated
the redistribution scheme for the metropolitan area, as promised to the Labour
party, the honorable thing for it to have
done was to appeal to the electors, but
i,t appears to me that the Government is
never anxious to go to the country. At
least, it is reluctant to do so until it has
made sure of getting the maximum
benefit out of the office it now holds.
The Premier told us how proud he was
that the Leader of the Liberal party and
his followers had crossed over to the
other side of the House to support the
Government and to enable it to carryon
and implement its policy. I should like
to know what is that policy. It seems
to be any policy that will keep the
Government in office. However, as late
as the 27th of May last, the Leader of the
Liberal party said that the Government
was corrupt. Strangely, he is now happy
to sit in support of those people whom he
previously described as corrupt. The
Premier said that the Liberals were unfit
to govern. He made that statement only
a short time later-on the 3rd of June.
The Premier said that the only thing
the Liberals do is to shadow-spar-and
that is quite true. That is all members
of the Liberal party have ever done.
They believe in the old policy of laissez
taire-Ieave things as they are, just
drift along, and hope that sooner or later
something will turn up.
I was very pleased about one thing
that happened to-night. My friend, the
honorable member for Caulfield said that
we did not support his policy. I assure
him that we have only a nodding acquaintance with it. We only say, "How
do you do?" Because we are prepared
to co-operate on this basis, the Labour
party does not wish to compromise him
in any way, neither do we want him to
compromise us. It is pleasing to note
that some members are big enough to
sink their party political prejudices with
a view to achieving something in the interests of the State.
Mr. Galvin.

.1
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As the honorable member for Ballarat
said, the issue now before the House
transcends anything that has been done
in this Parliament since he has been a
member of it. It also transcends anything that has happened here since I have
been a member of this Assembly. It is a
democratic step forward; it is just as
important to the people of Victoria as
was the attainment of adult franchise
for Legislative Council elections. As far
back as 1927 the Labour party was fighting for greater electoral justice for the
people of the State. It cannot be denied
that the party to which I belong has
taken every opportunity during its history-going back even to its inception in
the 1890's-to achieve electoral reforms
for the benefit of the people.
The first efforts made by representatives of Labour in this Parliament were
for the purpose of democratizing the
franchise, and it is pleasing to contempIa te how far the party has gone along
the road of electoral reform. It has had
to flog out of the conservative section
of the communi-ty every reform of the
franchise. Every gain made has been
hardly won. The proposals now before
us may be defeated, or they m-ay be
agreed t'O, but if they are defeated they
will be put forward again. Als surely as
day follows night, the Leader of the
Liberal party might as well try to
refrain from stopping the incoming -tide
as to try to stop the democratizing of
the franchise in this State. His speech
to-night was tantamount to spitting in
the face of democracy.
I say to the Government that my party
will accept the challenge of the Premier,
and the sooner the benter. We will fight
an election on the proposed plan of redistribution of seats, if he so desires,
and we will tell the people how hypocritical his Government has been. That
will be obvious when members read his
speech and that of the Chief Secretary,
which will appear in the next issue of
Hansard. The Premier had no objection
to increasing the number of metropolitan
seats in order to get the support of the
Labour party. The Chief Secretary has
denied that we were offered four additional seats, but he is repudiating the
offer that was made. The Premier
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admits that he offered to increase the
number of seats in the metropolitan area,
and we will not forget to tell the eleotors
of this political somersaulting and humbug-this setting of the city against the
country and the country against the cHy.
That is a ridiculous attitude to adopt,
because one oannot do without the other.
The Chief Secretary sp'Oke about the
mechaniza tion of his farm. I ask him,
where does he get his machinery from?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-You did not make
any of it ..
Mr. GALVIN.-I helped to build some
of the vehicles by which the Chief
Secretary's wheat and wool was transported to the markets. When the Chief
Secretary and his colleagues did nat have
any wheat and wool, the people whom I
represent paid taxes to help those
country people to extricate themselves
from their moratoriums. He should
speak about being" touched" by people
of the metropolit1anarea. He should tell
us about the people who "touched" the
country storekeepers.
Mr. DODGSHuN.-We could tell you
how many of your people we fed as
they went along the roads, a,s a result of
your party's policy.
Mr. GALVIN.-It is on account of the
policy of the Government that there are
more unemployed in Victoria than the
State has known for fifteen years. The
Government is responsible for putting
those people on the roads. We have
had to feed those unemployed along the
railway lines. I repeat my conviction
that it is ridiculous to set the city
against the country and the country
against the city. One section should
work with the other. Failure to do so
will result only in retarding the development of this State. The Labour Government, when in office, established more
than 120 industries in the country in
two years. That was done because it was
the policy of the Labour party, and any
sensible Government would adopt a similar course. Those who complained were
the likes of the Chief Secretary and
others who could no longer obtain cheap
girl labour for their farms, because the
girls chose to work in factories at award
rates.
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This matter of electoral reform could
have great consequences to the State.
What does it matter which party is in
power provided that the State is governed
by those for whom the majority of people
vote? The Leader of the Liberal party
stated that he believed in majority rule
and that he supported certain proposals
because the majority of the members of
his party advocated them. He believes
in majority rule inside his party, but
rejects the same principle outside where
all the people of the State are affected.
Despite the hatred by the Liberal party
of the beliefs of the Labour party, and
despite the fact that the Liberal party
considers it has a Divine right to govern
and that the only electoral system of any
consequence is one that will return a
Liberal party Government at all times,
the people of Victoria have awakened to
the fact that for far too long they have
been hoodwinked by catch cries. They
will demand, and will take the first opportunity of implementing, an electoral
system Which will approximate the
Federal system. There has been no
objection to the Federal electoral system
by the Country party, the Liberal party
or the Labour party, and if it is good
enough for our national Parliament it
should be suitable for the State Parliament.
An important factor that is being overlooked at present is that either next year
or the following year the States will have
returned to them the right of imposing
their own taxation. That will involve an
important change in the economic set-up.
If this Parliament has the right to tax,
its members should be elected on a democratic basis, and not on a system whereby
520,000 electors voting for Labour candidates return perhaps 25 members,
460,000 voters for Liberal party candidates return 27 members, and 180,000
voters for Country party candidates retUrn thirteen members. The only way
that taxation can be fair and just is by
having a Parliament elected on a democratic franchise so that all electors have
approximately an equal right in returning members to Parliament. At present
the position is that, in Bendigo for instance, there are 24,000 electors and in
the two adjacent electorates there are
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only half the number of V1Oters. Members of the Liberal party might just as
well try to stop the" Spirit of Progress"
with their feet as to endeavour to stop
electoral reform, because public opinion
will reach the stage where there will be a
demand for the reform that is now
sought.
I wish to pay a tribute to the press in
regard to this matter. I have felt the
lash of the press from time to time, and
I expect that at some time in the future
I shall feel it again, but one must
acknowledge that the press is seeing the
light long before the conservative
It is
element in the Liberal party.
pleasing to know that some members of
the Liberal party are prepared to sink
their party parochialism to implement a
system that will provide some semblance
of democracy and will enable Parliament
to functi'On properly. If effect is given to
the proposal embodied in the motion the
political Bradshaws and Harrisons will
no longer be able to hold a gun at our
heads as they have done for the last 25
or 35 years.
Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn).-The question of electoral reform is merely a side
issue in this controversy. This matter
began four years ago when the very
strong composite Hollway-McDonald
Government coHapsed because of personal disagreements. Some of us had
enough sense at that time to realize that
the fall of that composite Government
was unfortunate for Victoria. It ha's
taken many people a long time to realize
just where the .fault lay. Personally, I
have always felt that that Government
should never have failed; it had a job
to do, both parties had similar policies
and should have been given the r'ight to
continue.
Mr. HAYES.-Why did it fail?
Mr. TYAOK.-It failed because of
personal animosities and ambitions, and
not because of electoral reform or any
such question. During the course of hi's
policy speech in 1950, the honorable
member for Ballarat, who was then the
Leader of the Liberal party, sa'id'There are bigger things than sectional
interests to consider at this election. And
foremost among these is the necessity for
allowing Victoria, which has led the fight
against Socialism and Communism, to carry
that fight to its conclusion.
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There was no mention in his speech of
electoral reform or resuhdivision.
At
(hat time it was' considered that the important thing was to fight Socialism and
its twin brother Communism. The honorable member for Ballarat is now pre"
pared to co-operate with the Socialist
party to bring about a reform of our
electoral system which will give the
Socialists control of the affairs of this
State for an indefinite period, possibly
for all time as has been the case in
Queensland. Prior to the last State'
election, it was said that we must get
rid of the third party in State politics~
that there must be only two parties.
Mr. HAYES.-You said that.
Mr. TYACK.-I have never made any
of those statements, and I am prepared
to accept responsibility only for the
statements I have made.
Mr. HAYEs.-You must accept responsi"
bility for statements made by your
party.
Mr. TYACK.-I accept no responsibili ty for many of the silly things that
have been 'said by many silly members
in this House. I have never made any
of those foolish statements. Apparently
it is thought that the way to get rid of
the third pavty in State politics is to
create a fourth party. Is that common
sense? Does anyone believe that is the
real reason behind this move? We know
very well that it is not; the whole point
is that 'Some party wants a new Government.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-We are not disagreeing with that, either.
Mr. TYACK.-Labourites probably do
not want this electoral reform, but they
wish to get rid of any Government that
does not suit them. The Labour party
is upset because, after four years
of dissension, the two non-Socialist
parties have got together on the same
side of the House. As far as I am concerned, I do not mind which side of the
House they are 'On so long a's they are
on the same side on principles. Many
members have bandied about the word
"democracy." I am careful in my use
of the term, because so many interpretations can 'be placed upon it. The
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Labour party has its definition of
the word, and so have trade unions.
When the latter hold "democratic"
elections, they do not always accept the
results. The people of Russia have their
idea of " democracy," and representatives
of Australian tI1ade unions go there to
see how the system works. I fear that
many people use the word " demom'acy "
with their tongues in their cheeks, and
so I try to avoid the expression. We
need in this State a system of electoral
reform that will give all people a fair
opportunity to express their views. That
is the idea underlying the proposal suggested by our party. On the other hand,
the Labour party approaches electoral
reform on the principle of one vote one
value. That, however, would not be the
outcome of the moHon, although I
realize that members of the Labour
party are willing to take all they can
from anyone.
In the last 50 years, this State has
been part of the Commonwealth of Australia. During that time, we have lost
control of our industrial affairs to
the Commonwealth Government, and,
recently, the control of our finances. The
suggestion contained in the motion
means that we will also lose control of
our electoral affairs. ".Dhat will be most
unfair to the people of Victoria. Under
the scheme suggested by the honorable
member for Ballarat, the Victorian electoral system will become wrapped up
with the Commonwealth system. When
the Commonwealth Parliament increases
or decreases the number of elector·ates in
the States, the Victori'an figures will be
altered, and when Commonwealth electoral boundaries are amended, State
electorates will have to be adjusted.
That system is absurd and will not give
the people effective representation in this
Parliament.
Mr. HOLT.-What is the Federal
electoI'lal ratio?
Mr. TYACK.-That has been adopted
for the purposes of the Federal Parliament, but the electoral sy.stem of Victoria should not be tied up with that of
another Parliament. It has been said
that country people are given better
representation in this House than metropolitan residents. I am not as well
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informed on country affairs as are
some other members, but I have my
own ideas on these questions.
As the
respresentative of a metropolitan electorate, I can do much work in my
constituency without a great degree of
inconvenience, whereas country members
are compelled to travel over lcirge areas
in order to nurse their electorates and
properly represent country people.
Therefore, I contend that the principle
of one vote one value is not practical
in Victoria, because our rural population
is so scattered. That principle may work
effectively in countries where the population is more or less equally divided
between metropolitan and country areas,
but surely it was never intended to be
applied in Victoria.
In advocating the principle of one
vote one value, the Labour party is not
thinking of the people, but of advantages
tha t will accrue to that party. Other
membeI1s would be foolish to accept the
proposition merely because the Labour
party supports it and uses the word
" democracy" as frequently as have
some of its members in the course of
this debate. It is not fair to consider
merely the number of voters and the
spread of popula,tion. We should aJso
take into consideration the topography,
the natural resources, and so 'On, of the
country. Then we would be able to give
all people reasonable representation in
this House.
There has been discussion of the
number of electors in the various electorates, but the areas of the electorates
are a most important aspect. In the
metropolis there are four electorates
with areas of fewer than 8 square miles
each-the electorate of Prahran covers
only 2 square miles. The remaining eight
metropolitan electorates each cover from
111 to 43 square miles. The figures relating to country electorates are amazing.
F'Our country electorates contain from
207 to 980 square miles; seven cover
from between 1,000 and 2,000 square
miles; four cover between 2,000 and
3,000 square miles; five cover between
4,000 and 5,000 square miles; two
embrace between 5,000 and 6,000 square
miles; and two others more than 9,000
square miles each. Those are important
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figures in any consideration of representation in this House. On the average,
a metropolitan electorate consists of
8i \Square miles, whereas the average
country electorate covers 2,928 square
miles. I repeat that population is not
the only element to be considered when
we are discussing electoral reform.
The honorable member for Caulfield
said that he would unite with the Labour
party oOnly to bring about this scheme of
redistribution in order to cure the electoral ills of the people for all time.
The honorable ,member would be compelled toO support the Labour pavty on
oOther aspects. If a redi1stribution of seats
plan is to be adopted, a survey of the
St'ate must be made and electoral
maps and rolls must be prepared.
The legislation must be passed by both
Houses of Parliament and at least s1x
months would elapse before it could become effective. What i,s to happen in
the interim? Are all members to take a
holiday, or are we to pass a Supply
Bill and other urgent legislation?
Any member who supports the Labour
party, or accepts its support on this
motion, must of necessity join with the
Socialist forces for the time being, but
for how long ·the Socialists will accept
them, I do not know. The proposition
submitted to-night is not merely one of
electoral reform; it involves unity with
the Socialists to carry out the requisite
legislation and other measures. The
Labour party's catch cry of one vote one
value "gets the public in;" they do not
have to think too hard and the Labour
party reaps the benefit. There are as
many flaws in that type of democracy
as there are in various other types of
which I have heard. The people of Victoria would be well advised to think carefully before they accept either the one
vote one value proposition or this new
proposal of two State Assembly members for each Federal electorate, which
has no merit whatever. I think the
motion should be thrown out.
Mr. BARRY (Carlton).-I have listened with interest to the debate on the
motion and I was amazed at some of the
statements of the honorable member for
Hawthorn. One would almost think that
he was still a member of the Liberal
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party. He said he would not participate
in this business of annihilating the
Country party, but this is the se'cond
occasion on which he has been a member of Parliament and he is not such a
fool as to think that he can pull the wool
over the eyes of all the people. He was
a member of the party that openly declared at the last Assembly general
election that it intended to get rid
of the Country party. We can all remember the statements that have been
made by the Liberal party members
from time to time. You, Mr. Deputy
Speaker, played no unimportant part in
the addition of the words" and Country"
to the title of the Liberal party. The
name was changed not because there was
anything wrong with the original name
but because the Liberal and Country
party thought that it would bring about
certain beneficial results in country districts.
One of the first terms of the Government in accepting the Liberal party's
support was that· the Liberal and
Country party should delete the words
"and Country" from its title. The
people of Victoria have not forgotten
that. I am not one of those members
who declare that they do not want to
destroy any other party in the House. I
want to destroy every other party than
the Labour party, and I am honest about
it. Why all this hypocrisy? The Labour
party wants to destroy both the Liberal
and the Country parties, and in return
they want to destroy us. There is no
political dishonesty in that and why
should we run away from it? The House
now has before it a motion that relates
to one of the most important reforms
that the people of the country are continually seeking. The Liberal party
called a conference at Olinda' and there
was some disturbance about whether
" booze" should be permitted at the conference. The party determined to cut
out the "booze."
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mibus).
-Order! The honorable member for
Carlton will return to the motion.
Mr. BARRY.-The question has been
asked, "What is wrong with the Liberal
party?" The answer is that the party
is out of touch with the people; it has
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got away from them. It has forgotten
all the principles associated with the
name that the party carries; in fact,
it is a disgrace to the name "Liberal."
It should be known as the non-election
party. The Country party has agreed
that the present system of government
in Victoria cannot possibly function successfully and bring to the people the type
of Government they are entitled to receive. The existing State electorates are
so gerrymandered that under the threeparty system it is impossible for Victoria
to secure good, stable government. It is
the duty of Parliament to work out a
scheme that will give sound administration to the people, without considering
what effect it will have on present members, or how the electoral boundaries will
be affected. How about thinking of this
good old State for a change?
I listened with interest to the Leader
of the Liberal and Country party who
said quite honestly that he opposed anything that would bring about an election,
or anything that would g.ive the people
their rights. Older members of this
House have in years gone by listened to
some of the most conservative Tories,
but never have I listened to a worse
speech than that delivered by the Leader
of the Liberal party this evening. The
people are asking, " Where is the Liberal
party, where is the life of this great
movement?" When an election is being
held its supportells promise the electors
anything and everything.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-But an election.
Mr. BARRY.-That is so. The Liberal
party is prepared to join with any body
in the hope of keeping away from the
L(lIbour party. Such political cowardice
has never previously been demonstated in
this Parliament.
The Leader of the
Liberal p'arty stated, in effect, "We
agreed to support the Government on
certain terms." Finally, he said, "We
have no terms at all." The Labour party
supported the Country party on a set
of terms.
Members of my party
knew what they were doing; they
demanded conditions. I regret that certain sta1ements have been made in the
debate to-night, in reply to statements
made by my Leader, concerning those
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terms. The Leader of the Liberal and
Country party has stated in a number of
public speeches that his party would
rem'ain in opposition rather than achieve
office by grovelling and bargaining with
the present Government, which, he said,
was formed by a conspiracy.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. Mibus).
-Order! The honorable member for
Carlton has spoken at length, but only on
one or two occasions has he connected
his remarks with the motion before the
Chair.
The honorable member will
return to the motion.

Mr. BARRY.-I propose to refer to a
discussion which took place about electoral boundaries and the agreement that
operated between the Oountry party and
the Labour party.
I was present
throughout the conference. The Premier
has correctly stated that I was one of
those who said that the Labour party
wanted six additional metropolitan seats
created. I was eager to have a Commission appointed as soon as possible. I spoke
to members of the Government about it
on a number of occasions and they said,
"You need not worry about it. You will
get your four seats."
One honorable
gentlemart referred to it on a number of
occasions. For members of the Country
party to aver to-night that tha1 promise
was not given is, in my opinion, the
greatest act of dishonesty imaginable, and
it is very poor payment for the Labour
party.
Members of the Government used to
say that members of the Labour party
kept their word and were very patient.
On a number of occasions they have
thanked us for our support and loyalty.
Their denial to-night of the terms of the
agreement is the greatest act of dishonesty of which I am aware. With the
object of having this electoral reform instituted, the Labour party gave certain
persons freedom of action in the recent
Legisla tive Council elections.
Lieut.-Colonel DENNETT. - You gave
them immunity.
Mr. BARRY.-That is so, because of the
promise of the Government regarding
the creation of four additional Assembly
seats. Unfortunately, the victories of
the Labour party in that election were
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too great; it won too m1any seats. The
Country party has apparently decided to
break faith and not to honour its
promises. We have a very apt name for
dishonest persons' whO' refuse to'
honour the obligations they enter into.
Evidently, the Country party decided to
say to the Labour party, "We are grateful to you for what you have done for
us and for the good Governm'ent you
helped to maintain, but you must forgive
us because at some time we must deny
that we entered into this agreement."
Doubtless, the Country party will inf·orm the electors that for the sake of
attaining office it decided to enter into
an agreement that would result in a
reduction of the value of the country
vote. Being afraid to adhere to the
agreement, the Country party considers
that it is better to tell an untruth about
the matter.
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friend in the Melbourne City Council,
"Sir George, I see that they are going
to bring down ,a Greruuer Melbourne
Bill on you."
He replied, " You
need not worry about that. I will soon
tell them to chop that one out." Since
then, not one word has been heard about
the matter.

The proposal before the House is that
Victorian electorates should be redistributed on the basis of Commonwealth
electorates. The la'st speaker uttered:
much political humbug. He must realize
that if a new system of redistribution
were adopted, it would take at least six
months to implement the plaIJ,. Under
the proposed scheme, the work has been
already done by the Commonwealth
authorities and to put it into effect only
entails the use of the Commonwealth
roUs and boundaries, and the job can be
pro'ceeded with im·mediately.

The Municipal Association of Victoria
is not now advocating the introduction
of a Greater Melbourne Bill.
The
Leader of the Liberal and Country party
stated some time ago tha.t when his party
assumed control it would introduce a
measure to provide for a municipaI
scheme. Where is it? Why is not the
Country party submitting such a Bill?
The last time that I, with the leaders of
my party, was in conference with the
Country party on the question of redistribution, members of the Government said, "We will not give you the
four seats, but we will give you the
Greater Melbourne.". We said, in effect,
" Unless you keep your promise, you' can
take the Greater Melbourne proposal and
do what you like with ft. We will win
our rights by dealing with people who
will honour their pledges and promises."
Doubtless, the newly-elected member for
Toorak could. enlighten us better than
anybody else concerning the amount of
money that was spent on opposition to
the Greater Melbourne Council Bill. I
would have no objection to his doing
that.

The Leader of the Liberal and: Country
party has stated that he wa's eager to
support the Government because he desired to prevent it from reintroducing
the Greater Melbourne Council Bill,
which would result in the handing over
to the Socialists, as he said, of a policy
that would ruin all municipal life. That
was a bold statement to make without
any justifica,tion. When the House was
debating the Greater Melbourne Council
Bill, the honorable member said that, if
given the opportunity, members of his
party would force this Government to
introduce a Bill that would implement
proposals made by a conference representing the municipalities of Victoria.
As soon as 'it was suggested that the
Liberal party would support the Country
party, I said to my learned and knightly

But, what about the scheme of the
Municipal Association? Members in the
Ministerial corner cannot tell us. What
has been their attitude since they have
been supporting the Country party
Government? Not one word have they
uttered in relation to the adjournment
motions that have been submitted on
matters of urgent public importance during recent weeks. What is wrong with
the Liberal party? I subm,it that its
attitUde is this: "We will not defend
these mugs; the Labour party did that
for a couple of years, but now we will
make them defend themselves." Surely,
there is nothing to be afraid of in facing
the electors? Surely, the Liberal party
is not content merely to support the
Government, without any terms being
specified, and to be whipped into voting

Mr. Barry.
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in the way that the Country party desires it to vote? Surely, the Liberal
party is not suffering from the disease
of political cowardice to the degree that
it is afraid to face the electors?
Reference has been made by the
Leader and Deputy Leader of the party
of which I am a member to blackmail
and crookedness that have occurred· in
the past, but I contend that the greatest
act of political blackmail is now being
committed by the Liberal party. I know
the weaknesses of the Country party. I
know also that there are but thirteen
members of that party in this House, but
surely they must realize that the citizens
of Victor-ia would like to express an
opinion on the work of the Government.
Surely, they realize also that the present
Administration is not governing Victoria? They must realize that untH now
their say in the government of this State
has meant nothing more than the holding
of portfolios. Surely, Government members must realize, after all the things
that members of each of the other parties have said about them, that they are
most unfitted for the positions they
occupy? Therefore, it is time that the
people of Victoria were given an opportunity to express an opinion on the Hfe
of this Parliament. It must be recognized that, sooner or later, P.arliament
will have to broaden the franchise under
which members are elected.
Mr. MERRIFIELD.-I think you have the
Ministry interested now.
Mr. BARRY.-No. As a matter of
fact, the Ministry is quite used to me.
Its members have always been asleep
and have done just what they have been
told. I suggest, seriously, however, that
Ministers should take notice of the
motion that is before the Chair, because
it affords them an opportunity to save
their political honour, just a little, and
to swing off the tail that they have on
them at the moment, which can only
bring them into discredit and to ruin. I
am concerned because the Country
party has slipped so far that it has
made us feel ashamed of the association
we had with it. We are grateful to the
Country party, however, for what we
have been able to get from it. We are
grateful for the reforms that we have
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been able to give to the people of Victoria, especially adult franchise for
Legislative Council elections. We are
grateful, also, because we made the
Country party do something about those
people who are mentally ill.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-The honorable member is now getting
,away from the terms of the motion,
which relates to the matter of franchise.
Mr. BARRY.-I agree, Mr. Speaker,
that franchi~e is a matter of great importance, but unless there is an improved
franchise, as suggested by the honorable
member for Ballarat, the reforms that
have been started cannot be continued.
Either an alteration in the franchise or
an election is necessary. To-day, we
have no hospitals, no schools, no treatment for maternity cases, no treatment
for the sick, and no treatment for the
mentally ill in the community. Under
present conditions, it is possible to slip
down and down. We have no houses fOT
the people, nor have we any jobs for
men.
The difficulties that I have
enumerated could all be surmounted if
this State had a v,ir-ile, active Government that was prepared to introduce the
necessary reforms. That can be achieved
only by an alteration of the franchise
that will give to the people an opportunity
to express their opinion in a way that will
allow a Government to be appointed by
the choice of the people. To-day, there
is in office a Government, under the existing franchise, that represents, as the
honorable member for Glen Iris has frequently stated, only 10 per cent. of the
population. Yet, we claim to live in a
democratic community. The honorable
member for Hawthorn, in this Chamber
to-night, said, "Do not use the word
, democracy'; I do not like it."
Of
course, he does not like it. I contend,
however, that the reforms that are needed
cannot be brought about other than by the
system suggested in the motion that is
now before the Chair. I lend my support to that m'Otion for two reasons. One
is that it will bring electoral reform, and
the other is that it will bring an appeal
to the people much closer than is possible
with the present non-existent Government, because of its failure to do anything
that is necessary in the way of a legislative programme.
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Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-I desire to confine my remarks almost
entirely to the strict wording of the
motion before the Chair, but, in doing so,
I wish to make a passing reference to a
comment made by the honorable member
for Glen Iris that the motion which is
now the subject of discussion-it is one
of the most important that has been
before the House during the five years
that I have been a member and proposes
to remedy an electoral defect-has as its
objective the appointment of another
Government but makes no reference to an
election. If this motion does not relate
to an election, it relates to nothing else.
I wish t'O state my posi·tion clearly for the
benefit of those electors whom I represent in this House. In my view, there
must be electoral adjustment before there
is another Assembly election. I am not
concerned as to whether or not the
Labour party made a bargain with the
Country party that there should be four
additional Legislative Assembly seats in
the metropolitan area. There has been
some argument as to whether that is a
truthful or an untruthful statement, but,
so fall 'as I am concerned, the contestants
can fight the matter out among themselves.
All I propose to say in that regard is
that not once, but on th'Ousands of
occasions in various town and country
newspapers, and in other ways, there has
been circulated a memorandum over the
name of Mr. Lovegrove, and I have yet
to hear a denial of the accuracy of the
statements that it contains. However,
that memorandum does not concern the
m'atter which members are discussing tonight. The Liberal and Country party,
whether we like it or not, has a very just
reason for the use of the last two words
of its name. In the party to which I
belong, there are fourteen members who
represent country constituencies. In the
Government there are thirteen country
members,
while
in
the
Labour
party there are six members representing
country electorates. Many people wonder why I, representing in this House a
seat that was held by the Liberal and
Country party with a small majority,
should be interested in the proposal
under discussion. The reason is that
for a considerable t~me it has been my
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privilege to be secretary of the party,
an honorable office which I have enjoyed
very much.
Nobody regretted more
than I did when I found myself out of
step with my colleagues on a matter of
principle. I then considered it necessary to vote against a resolution adopted
by my party-an action which was very
distasteful ~o me and which entailed the
severing of my official -connection with
my party as its secretary.
As the result of much experience in
that office over a number of years I
suggest that no member of this House is
better qualified to discuss the subject
of electoral reform than I am. Every
possible variation and every possible
analysis of the voting in every electorate
in the State has come under my scrutiny.
Part of the policy of the Liberal and
Country party is that there should be
electoral reform in V.ictoria. It has been
stated in this Chamber, although
erroneously, that when the honorable
member for Ballarat gave notice of a
motion of want of confidence in the
Country party Government, the two-forone principle, which was embodied in
tha t motion, was a flash in the pan and
that nobody had ever heard of the proposal previously. However, that was not
so, because I and members of the headquarters of the Liberal and Country
party had been study.ing electoral reform
for a considerable time prior to the
move by the honorable member for
Ballarat. One must be honest and say
that every political party-whether it be
Liberal, or Country, or Labour-studies
every scheme for electoral reform with
one question in mind, and that is, how
will it affect the party as a whole andwhich is much more important to the
individual-how will it affect him
personally?
The term " gerrymandering" has been
applied by the press to the present electoral system and I heartily agree with the
description. I would possibly be the last
member of this House who would be expected voluntarily to walk out in circumstances in which everyone would say,
with a certain degree of honesty, that if
ever a man tried to commit political suicide it was Dawnay-Mould. We are not
bound to Canberra in the adoption of the
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two-for-one system. I must say that the
honorable member for Glen Iris is a man
for wh08e judgment I have great respect,
but, I say in his presence that he is very
much out of touch with the realities and
the needs of this State. We must be
honest with the people who elected us
to this House and to whom we are
responsible.
Mr. WHATELY.-You do not have to
fall as low as to imply dishonesty on the
part of the Leader of the party.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I did not
suggest that, as I do not think the honorable member for Glen Iris is capable of
dishonesty.
The adjustment of the
boundaries of Federal electorates is
inevitable, and I can say from my experience in investigating these matters
that those adjustments will take place
in country areas, because Federally and
in a . State sphere we are inclined
to view town and country as two separate
entities. However, that is a farcical
view, because there can be no city without country prosperity. The city of
Melbourne would fold up to-morrow if
it were not for the prosperity of country
producers. It is fooHsh and politically
blind to suggest that there must be a
certain number of members in this House
to watch the interests of primary producers if that section of the community
is not to be misrepresented. Is it not a
fact that every metropolitan member
realizes that his first care is the wellbeing of country areas from which is
produced the only real wealth of the
country?
Any metropolitan member who thinks
that he can legislate without having an
eye to the prosperity of the country
should not be a member of this House,
because he would not be fulfilling the
trust which the people have reposed
in him. Is it not time that we indicated
we have a sense of responsibility to the
electors who returned us to this House
to legislate for the benefit of the State
as a whole as well as for that particular
section of people in the constituency who
actually elected us as their representatives? If we do that we will again build
up in the minds of the public a sense
of respect which this Parliament is
entitled to but which it is fast losing.
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I am not particularly concerned with
comments regarding who votes for any
particular party. Members of the Labour
party know that they cannot claim the
allegiance of every trade unionist. I
know that from what I have been told
by many prominent trade unionists in
my electorate. I know that I have had
the votes of at least 40 per cent. 'of trade
unionists, and why should I not have
their support because after all we are
all, in a degree, working men? No
politician in his senses could be antiLabour. I have never been and never
could be anti-Labour. That is very
different from being anti-Socialist.
Everybody knows my attitude on these
matters.
If a strong two-party system is to be
obtained in this House the agreement of
two parties is necessary. I make no
secret of the fact that I keenly desire
to see in this Chamber two distinct
parties, not three. I sincerely believe
that H there were good faith, there could
be two parties in this House. Because
this matter affects men for whom I have
the greatest personal respect, I trust
tha t no action of mine will ever lessen
their regard one for the other, because if
we are to be honest we must express our
beliefs.
We know that the only way the desired electoral reform can be obtained is
by coming to an agreement with the
Labour party. Because of the ideologies
of the Labour party and the Liberal
party, I, as a lifelong Liberal, am opposed
to the Labour par'ty, but to achieve the
stability to which this State is entitled
lam prepared to do all I can. I conscientiously believe that a two party
system is wise. I think it is up to every
member of the House to search his
conscience and ask whether what is proposed is right or wrong, or whether it is
the right thing being done in the wrong
way.
There are two schools of thought in
regard to the question of two State seats
for every Federal electorate. I desire to
inform the House that this proposal did
not emerg~ suddenly. My party colleagues will know what I mean when I
say that I was not surprised to see on the
Notice Paper, and hear announced in the
House, the terms of a motion submitted
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by the honorable member for Ballarat,
which stayed for two years on the Notice
Paper as an indictment of a three party
House. The proposal embodied in the
motion was the policy of my party,
one with which I entirely agreed and
which had the unanimous and enthusiastic support of every member of the
executive. There may have been exceptions, but I did not hear of them and I
attended practically every meeting of the
executive of my party. I do not propose
to say anything in this House that as a
member of the Liberal party I should not
say, because the proceedings of al~ the
public meetings of the party are publlshed
in the press; we do not hold our meetings
in camera. So far as council meetings
are concerned, the press receives the
whole of the agenda, and representatives
of the press are welcome to attend and
take notes, which they do. A resolution
was passed by the council of the Liberal
and Country party-admittedly after
the motion had been submitted in
this House, but it had been the subject
of analysis for a considerable periodby 380 votes to 10, approving the
policy of two State seats for one
Federal electorate. I admit that in
a completely orthodox way the policy
wa's reversed., but only by 153 votes to
150.
There was never a more vocal member
of our organization than the president,
who is the most sincere man in politics I
have had the privilege of knowing. He
believed sincerely that two State electorates within each Federal electorate
was democratic and would put the
Liberal and Country party on its mettle
with the public of Victoria. The origin
of that system came out of the delineation of the Federal boundaries in 1949,
which was carried out by a completely
impartial tribunal for the Federal
Government. Not a Country party man,
not a Liberal party man nor a Labour
party man had any cause to say that the
division of boundaries in Victoria was
wrong, improper or gerrymandered, wa'S
subject to any kind of interference which
would make it unacceptable to the people
as a truly democratic way of dividing the
electors according to association, country
interests, municipal boundaries and
Mr. Dav.may-Mould.
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natural barrier:s--all of which the commissioners had to take into account bef.ore finally determining the boundaries.
Under the present electoral system,
there are 32 city, 30 country and three
urban electorates. The average number
of electors for city seats is 26,777, for
country seats, 15,747, and for urban
seats, 22,1'19. I should like to submit a
very real reason why there must be an
alteration to the electoral strength,
numerically, in all electorates in Victoria
bef.ore there is an election. We cannot,
as responsible representatives of the
people, perpetuate a system that permits
such utter inequality-I am not now
making a d.isparaging statement as between town and country. Such a system
is wrong; it is completely indefensible
that we should continue to allow, for
instance, the inner completely built up
areas of the metropolis to continue with
an ever-diminishing number of electors
while in the outer parts of the metropolitan area an extraordinary increase is
so apparent. For instance, in my own
electorate in 1945, there were 24,009
electors, and on the 1st of September, this
year, there were 44,000. Other speakers
have cited the figures of the Rainbow
electorate. As a result of the activities
of the Australian Mutual Provident
Society that electorate will grow.
The lack of balance on the present
system is' only around the metropolitan
area; i,t is not unbalanced in the country
its'elf. However, in my opinion there is
far too great a dis'pari ty. If one compares the metropolitan and country
electorates-to do that honestly the
urban seats must be 'ignored-58.8
country electors are equal to 100
metropolitan electors. If the country
and urban districts are taken together,
the percentage is 60.97 to 100. If the
State were divided reasonably fairly, at
the end of June there would have been,
on the basis of two State seats for
every Federal electorate, 66 seats and
approximately 21,500 voters for each,
with the continued operation of the
Federal system of a lower quota for
country areas than for towns. On the
latest figures, as at the 27th of July, the
quota would be 21,635.
With the
tremendous growth of people by
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immigration together with the natural
increase, probably the figure would be
approximately 22,000. That is completely
out of balance tv-day when we consider
that as between 12,000-odd and 44,000
the gap is too wide. I said that there
was a difference with regard to the
number of electors in some Feder9.1
electorates, and that leads me to the
definite observation that there is a band
of country comprising the Federal seats
of Higinhotham, Latrobe and Deakin
which have taken practically all the
growth in the population in and about
the metropolitan area.
Mr. CAIN.-That applies also to Lalor.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-That electorate is gr'Owing, but not at such a great
rate. These are the figures as at the
25th of June last: Higinbotham, compared with an average of 42,000 to-day
has r'Oughly 52,750 electors and is growing at the rate of 500 a month, which
is the same proportion as the growth in
the electorate of Dandenong, where the
rate is- 1,000 each two months-and d'On't
I know it! For Lalor, the figure to-day
is 44,099; for Latrobe 56,081; and for
Deakin, 54,210. It is obvious that the
Commonwealth Government must bring
about an adjustment in the number of
electors in those electorates. The fact
that there must be an adjustment before
the expiry of ten years will become
apparent to the Federal authorities, and
there is nothing t'O prevent an earlier
revision if the Federal Parliament so
desires. There is no law made that
cannot be amended.
The statement that two to one
would take away votes from primary
producers and give them to wharf
labourers is not a true expression of
Liberal philosophy.
Incidentally the
income of wharf labourers is greater
than that of many primary producers.
Many market gardeners and dairy
farmers in the Dandenong electorate
would like to be wharf labourers. As a
party, we have a certain task to do.
We have a philosophy and a faith.
If the Liberal and Country party on an
equality basis cannot sell to the public
of Victoria its belief and its faith, it is
not fitted to govern. I can speak only for
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myself, and I say that I want this House
to be an Assembly where the real will of
the people is truly reflected. I want a
House where, if what we as a political
party do is not acceptable to the people,
they will reject us. I want a House to
which, if the people consider that the
Labour party is moore fitted than we
are, they will return a Labour Government. In other words, that will be
democracy in action. It is what we
should all believe. I see nothing undemocratic in adopting a principle of
two-for-one, and if the Labour party
can put aside its "sole objective "-its
members know that I bitterly oppose it.
and will always do s o Mr. CAIN.-You will soften in the
years to come.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I will not do
so on that ground. If the Labour party
drops that objective many more people
will vote for its representatives.
Mr. CAIN.-If we dropped that we
might just as well become a Liberal party.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-The Labour
party could not do better than become
a Liberal party. If we cannot persuade
the people that we offer a better way of
life than the Labour party, the Leader of
the Opposition deserves to have the numbers to permit his party to govern. I will
not be a party to any system which can
be labelled, with any sense of justice,
as gerrymandering. I honestly believe
that to-day's political set-up in this
State is the outcome of undue and
unnecessary preference in some electorates. They do not want representatives
in number; they want works carried out.
The country people want water schemes,
the supply of electricity, the building of
roads and wheat silos and the provision
of other fa-cHi ties. They will get them
just as well from a member representing
a most concentrated centre in the metropoUtan area because he knows better
than most others that without the backing and the prosperity of the country all
the good things that flow from full
employment in the indus'trial suburbs
cannot exist.
It is not a question of
taking votes away from the country. If
the two-for-one system was good for
two years, what is wrong with it Ito-day?
r have not changed my mind and I have
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analysed every possible variation of the
scheme. However, it does eventually
mean the elimination of a party that is
prepared to bargain, but the most important question in the minds of too
many members is, " How does this affect
my seat?"
Let me make my own position clear.
Under the scheme that I prepared for
the Leader of my par.ty, at his request,
and under the two-for-one scheme, I will
be fighting the Labour party at every
election in the area that I have tried to
serve, and only my capacity to represent
the electors and their continued approval
of the creed that I preach on behalf of
the party in which I so sincerely believe
will keep me there. If the people do not
like the representation I give and if they
have no faith in the party I represent,
they wHI elect some one else. That is
how it should be.
Mr. FRASER.-Which party do you
represent?
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-The Liberal
and Country party.
Mr. CAIN.-That is the only party of
which you have been a member.
The
honorable member for Grant has been in
two or three parties.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order!
The honorable member for
Grant must not interject when he i,s not
occupying his usual seat.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I wi'sh to
avoid personalities. There has been
much said about a "deal" with Labour,
but is it a deal to attempt to achieve
electoral justice with no strings? It has
been stated by the Leader of the Opposition .that when he made an arrangement with the Premier he set out fifteen
points that were acceptable, some not
immediately, but later. The support
now given to the Country party
by my party is not unconditional.
So far as I am concerned-I wish
this to be known very definitelythere are no strings other than electoral reform relating to this motion and
then, "To the people," so far as the
machinery move is necessary to implement the scheme that for two years was
acceptable to Ithe party.to which I belong.
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This I will endeavour to implement as
a member of the party, while' I am
in this Parliament-and out of it, if
necessary-because I believe in the twofor-one system. I do not mind if the
Federal Parliament finds it necessary to
alter the boundaries of its electorates,
because I am satisfied that there can be
no gerrymandering in a way that has
been suggested, particularly in some
quarters from which one would not
expect to hear such a comment.
Representation in Parliament at present is rather peculiar.
At the 1950
Assembly general election I won my seat
by the narrowest majority in the House,
if we except Oakleigh. I received 16,521
votes and the privilege of representing
the biggest electorate in Australia, with
all the worries that go with it. I could
keep the House occupied for hours talking about the difficulties of obtaining
schools, hospitals, and so on in my district. But let us, without hard feeling,
consider the number of primary votes
cast for members of the present Government at that election.
They were:Allendale, 4,973; BenaUa, 7,466; Benambra, 9,050; Gippsland East, 8,421 ;
Gippsland North, 4,658; Gippsland
South, 11,544; and Gippsland West,
6,137.
I have not quoted those figures with
the idea of disparaging the representation by the members concerned. I hope
that every member of the Country party
will still respect my point of view, as
I respect theirs, although I do not believe
there should be a third party, because
I fail to see the need for it. In Mildura
the present member received 4,899
primary votes; in Murray Valley he
obtained 5,697; in Rainbow, 8,403; in
Rodney, 7,796; in Shepparton, 6,395; and
in Wonthaggi, 6,016. Out of a total of
~52,236 votes cast in the country, the
present Government received 91,455
primary votes. Excluding urban seats,
that represented only 20 per cent. of the
votes cast; including urban seats, it was
only 13.3 per cent. Without making an
invidious comparison, I, here interpolate
that fourteen members of the Liberal
and Country party represent country
constituencies.
If one takes the total
votes cast at the last Assembly election
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of 1,297,515, one finds that the present
Government party received only 7.1 per
cent. of the primary votes, yet it comprises 20 per cent. of the members of the
House.
Mr. CAlN.-Forty-seven per cent. of
the people returned one-third of the
number of members of this House, who
now occupy the Opposition side.
Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I realize the
temptation is tremendous but this is my
speech, not that of the Leader of the
Opposition, and he should not try to get
his argument in against me.
In 1945,
there were 12,622 electors in Rainbow,
but on the 27th of June last the number
had receded to 12,353.
It will grow
again because of the activities in the district of the Australian Mutual Provident
Society. But why should we say a
member should have only a small number of people to represent because the
area he covers is wide? I have travelled
extensively throughout Victoria, and in
Rainbow, as is the case in most country
electorates, the places in which the member is expected to be are mostly upon
one or two of the main roads. There
are smaller settlements which are visited
by the member from time to time. I am
not going to say that the Country member does not do more than the
average metropolitan member in travel,
but the country member has none of the
headaches experienced by the ,average
metropoli tan member in trying to take
care of the needs of his electorate, particularly in the provision of schools and
hospitals.
In 1945, there were 13,821 electors in
Scoresby, but now the number has grown
to 20,842, disclosing an unbalanced
position that must be corrected.
The
lowest number of elect'ors in a metropolitan constituency is 21,000 odd, as
against 44,000 voters in my electorate,
which gives some idea why we must be
consi'stent. Constantly in this House and
in the party room I have agreed on the
principle of a two-party House, and I
know that it can only be accomplished
by an equitable electoral division
throughout the State. The most equitable plan would be to follow the Federal
boundaries. Then, and then only,' could
the Liberal and Country party offer the
greatest cross representation to town
Session 1951-52.-[81]
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and country alike, welding the two
together as a composite whole, as they
should be. In that way there would be
provided a haven for every man who
wants to be sectional and call himself
a "Country" member. We could all
go on the same platform and say that
we believe in electoral equality and
justice, and stand or fall by it.. The party
to which I belong was prepared to do that
for a long time but that attitude was
changed by orthodox methods.
To-day we fear, with real justification,
that there is going to be a denial of the
rights of the people for electoral adjustment before the next general election for
the Assembly. There has been no bargaining with the Labour party for
anything other than electoral justice;
but should there be any, I for one would
have no truck with it because my party
has agreed, while I have been a member,
that a two-for-one basis is a good issue.
To-night in this House the Premie-r
made what I consider to be a most
unfortunate remark, when he said that
electoral reform could be the main issue
at the next general election and he would
see that it was made an issue. This
Parliament, on its normal span of life,
can continue until the 8th of August
next, which is the limit so far as the
constitutional authorities can tell us. J
say that is a completely dishonest limit,
but it is the accepted statutory limit.
Between now and the 8th of August next
year there is plenty of time to implement this scheme for giving electoral
justice to the State. Why shol\ld the
Country party be so scared and exhibit
fear at giving something to the city,
assuming that this scheme does give the
city some benefits? The last redistribution scheme, introduced by the late Sir
Albert Dunstan, took six seats from the
country. I heartily disagreed with the
late Sir Albert Dunstan on occasions. but
once he set his mind on a principle which
he believed to be true, neither the Leader
of the Opposition, the honorable member
for Ballarat, nor anybody else could
make him deviate one inch.
Mr. CAlN.-The late Sir Albert
Dunstan took a long time to give a
promise, but once he gave it it was all
right.
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Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD.-I could not
be silent on a matter I believe
in sincerely. This may be the last action
of mine. in this Parliament in fulfilling
my responsibility, not only to the electors
of Dandenong but to the electors throughout Victoria. If the people reject me
because I have taken this stand, I shall
be satisfied with their verdict.
lUr. HOLT (P'ortland) .-1 was disappointed to hear the miserable interjection
of the Minister of Health concerning
the activities of the honorable member
for Caulfield regarding moral re-annament. That remark was in very bad
form, and it ill-becomes anyone in this
House to throw the first stone. To proceed wi th the discussion of the
motion before the Chair, I should like
to say that the only decision that I can
reach in all sincerity, after having
listened ~o the speeches of honorable
members opposite, is that those who do
not support the motion have bowed to
the sole consideration of political
expediency. There is no question of
what is right; rather, it is a matter of
who is right and what is in the best
interests of the people in reaching an
immediate decision. Because of one or
two observations I propose to make
later, I consider that that is the only
conclusion that any member can reach.
The honorable member for Hawthorn
and the honorable member for Glen Iris
made certain statements regarding the
socialization objective of the Labour
party. From what I have seen in this
House, I am more than ever proud to
belong to the Labour party. Specious
references have been made to Socialism.
I point to dissension which has been
caused in Federal politics by the action
of the members of the Commonwealth
Government in proposing to dispose of
Trans-Australia Airlines, the Commonwealth Oil Refineries, and the Commonwealth Shipping Line. Those facts emphasize that the statements of the two
members to whom I have referred are so
much sheer hypocrisy and speciousness.
The contribution made by the honorable
member for Hawthorn to the debate is
typical of him. It consisted of negativism and no positive action-he is
" anti" every thing except "anti" the
honorable member for Hawthorn. When
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he makes a Ihore positive contribution to
a debate the House will be enriched by
an unique experience.
Concerning the effects of the motion,
if it is capable of implementation, may I
say that I refute the statement made by
one previous speaker that we all look at
the effect of this motion on ourselves. I
have not considered how the proposed
redistribution of electorates would work
out in detail in my own electorate.
According to the way in which the
scheme is carried out, I may be in a difficult position or an easy one. As stated
by the honorable member for Dandenong, if the suggested scheme is to be
for the benefit of the State as a whole,
it should be put into effect regardless
of how it affects members personally.
It will be a hard decision that must be
made in some instances.
I have the latest figures relating to
Federal electorates that I could obtain
from the Commonwealth Statistician.
These figures are for 1949 and have not
been brought up to date, as mentioned
by the honorable member for Dandenong.
What is wrong with the present Federal
electora tes ? The numbers of electors
in the various Federal electorates for
Victoria vary from 37,000 to 42,000 and
average roughly 40,000. I do not pay
any cognizance 1:0 the reference to broad
acres. That ref~rence is really another
way of making a severe indictment of the
parties which have had most to say in
the government of the State in that they
have failed to provide closer settlement.
The honorable member for Hampden represents as many broad acres, and as vacantly, as anybody else does in the House.
That reference is an indictment o.f the
Government for its .failure effectively to.
establish dooser settlement and to. place
people on the land.
As a country Labour party member,
I suppo.rt the motio.n. If adopted, it will
provide a measure of electoral justice,
because the time will surely come when
those who knowingly connive and wish
to hold back the flood of the popular demand for equality of political representation must answer for the insidious
effects of an alien doctrine, which will
be thereby encouraged. These who
wish to perpetuate that injustice must
accept the consequences which will
follow.
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Labour's policy in the past has always
been consistent, whether the party has
advocated adult franchise for the Legislative Council, universal franchise,
or abolition of plural voting. I think
it was William Ewart Gladstone who
said that to-day's Liberalism is tomorrow's Conservatism.
Members of
the Liberal party are at present advocating part of the Labour party's policy ten
years after it was enunciated. Concerning Labour's policy of equality of voting
strength, my party takes the view that
accompanies it regarding effective decentralization. Only by combining the
effects of equality of voting and a progressive policy of decentralization with
soldier settlement will there be achieved
the balanced economy necessary for the
preservation of the State.
What action is being taken at present
for soldier settlement in the sprawling
estates in the Western District? Closer
settlement is being restricted on instructions from non-Labour Governments. The
Country party need not be afraid of the
motion if it is prepared to accept a
national policy and to carry out an
effective policy of subdividing the larger
estates and to promote decentralization
by placing, in country districts, industries
more conveniently situated there than
in the metropolis. The Country party
need not fear this reform if the
party has a national policy and not
a sectional policy, and is prepared to
carry out more effective settlement
and dispersal of industry throughout the
State.
The honorable member for Glen
Iris sought to differentiate between
this proposed plan of redistribution
and one which he supported earlier,
both as Leader of the Liberal party
and as a private member.
He
stated that the scheme embodied in
the motion was not the same as the one
that he supported, in that it did not include reference to proportional representation for the Upper House. Application
of the principle of proportional representation in the Upper House would have
been more effective than anything else in
eliminating the Country party. That
party has already signified its willingness
to agree to four additional seats in the
metropolitan area by agreement with
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my party.
That was the subject
of an agreement ~ntered into by it with
the Labour party. Regardless of side
issues, the fact remains that, in principle,
an injustice exists that should be rectified, and any remedy that can be introduced to that end is deserving of the
support of members of every politi'cal
party.
~Ir.
SCULLY
(Richmond).-This
debate commenced on a sound basis.
Arguments were submitted as to why·
members should support the motion of
want of confidence in the Government.
The basis of the case was a genuine desire
for electoral reform. I was surprised
and disappointed when the Premier did
not discuss that issue, but indulged in
personalities. Victorian citizens are now
asking: What is the attitude of the
Government towards electoral reform?
It is sheer humbug to claim as an excuse
for evading the issue that it is necessary
to differentiate between country and
metropolitan seats. The attitude of the
Liberal party now represents a complete
somersault, because for two years this
proposal was their official policy; and
people outside of Parliament want to
know the reason for the somersault. On
this occasion, the press has been unanimous in its support of the proposed
electoral reform. I remind members of
the Liberal pa·rty tha,t if they face the
electors now under the present system
of electoral boundaries many of them
will not be returned a's members of thi·s
House. It seems fairly certain that if
members of the Liberal party oontinue
to take heed of the honorable members f.or Glen Iris and Hampden,
instead of heeding the result of the
Toorak by-election, many of them
will sacrifice their seats. This motion
provides members of the Liberal party
with an opportunity to participate in a
measure of electoral reform, and I cannot understand the reason for their
silence in this debate.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-You got such a
hiding in the House last week that you
have not got over it yet.
Mr. SCULLY.-More will be heard of
the Kynetbn District Hospital.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-You are like the
Richmond tiger turned into a barber's
cat.
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Mr. SCULLY.-The people of Kyneton
will deal with the honorahle member. I
shall now read a paragraph from the
leadin~ article in the Herald this
eveningMr. Norman ClJnd his supporters know the
facts well. They know that the case for
reform is unanswerable. What, then, do
they propose to do about it?

Do members of the Liberal party propose
to do something about electoral reform?
This is an issue which should be above
party politics. Consideration should be
given to the electors of the State. It
.~hould be possible for the party which
receives the majority of the votes to become the Government, but what is the
position in the House to-day? The
Government consists of a party which
has received the votes of only 10 per cent.
of the electors.
Mr. BARCLAY.-You supported that
Governmen t.
Mr. SCULLY.-While the Labour
party supported the Country party in
office there was hope, but the situation
is different now that the support of the
Labour party has been withdrawn. We
have noticed the Minister of State
Development from time to time reading
speeches that have been prepared for him.
Mr. R. T. WHITE.-What have you in
your hand at present?
Mr. SCULLY.-I hold a document
which proves that the Country party
repudiated an agreement that it entered
into with the Labour party, in which it
promised four extra seats in the metropolitan area. I wonder how 'members
of the Country party feel about that
repudiation now. In the course of the
debate, the honorable member for Glen
Iris admitted that he knew that a
promise had been given in regard
to four additional metropolitan seats,
even after hearing the Premier deny this
fact.
This is not the first time
that the honorable gentlemen have
been shown up in a bad light.
The electors know that the Country
party
does
not
want
electoral
reform and that it depends upon the
Liberal party for its retention of office.
The electors know also that if the proposed scheme of electoral reform were
adopted there would be an opportunity of
having stable government in Victoria,
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instead of the present spectacle of a
minority party being able to blackmail
the other parties into giving it concessions which possibly are not in the
best interests of the community. The
Labour party does not agree to that
practice.
It believes tha t the people should
decide which party should govern.
Country party members have had nothing to say about the motion now before
the Chair. The Premier did not even
talk about electoral reform; he only
attacked the mover of the motion. Then
members heard a wail from the Chief
Secretary, but not one constructive word
did he utter about electoral reform.
That is yet ·another reason why I
am convinced that members of the
Liberal party a,re afraid of electoral reform.
We have all heard
what members 'Of that party have
repeatedly said about the Country party
and how politically corrupt it is.
They -have spoken about the intrigues
in Which members of the Country party
are supposed to have indulged.
They
have said what a dreadful thing that was
and that they would never associate with
the Country party, but to-night, led by
the honorable member for Glen Iris, they
have gone to desperate lengths to protect
the minority party in this House. Irrespective of the result of the vote on this
motion, the people will finally pass their
judgment on the question and they will
indicate in no uncertain manner whether
they desire genuine electoral reform.
Mr. BARRY.-And what a judgment it
will be!
Mr. SCULLY.-Many members now
sitting on the Government side of the
House will not be returned, as the people
will not re-elect them to this House.
Mr. BARRY.-Why does not tJhe Minister of Lands say something?
Mr. SCULLY.-He has been strangely
silent.
Sir ALBERT LIND.-He is feeling very
comfortable.
Mr. SCULLY.-In that case he should
ta'ke part in the debate and attempt to
excuse the deplorable statements which
were made by the Premier to justify the
attitude of the Government. Many other
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members of the Country party who also
have been silent will in due course have
to give an explanation to their electors.
We see closely wedded on the Government side of the House members of the
Country party and of the Liberal party.
Mr. BARRY.-According to the look on
their faces it is not a happy union.
Mr. SCULLy.-It is obvious that there
is dissension among Government supporters. Actually, the Labour party
desires to give effect to a policy which
members of the Liberal party were at
one time prepared to support. For some
unaccountable reason they are not willing to take advantage of the golden
opportunity which now exists, yet they
have given no reason for their change of
heart. What sinister influence has been
at work to cause members of the Liberal
party to protect members of the Country
party, and by so doing ensure that the
proposed move, which would effect
genuine electoral reform, will not succeed? Early in the debate it was remarked that the press reflects public
opmlOn. It is obvious, from the interjections that followed that. remark, that
members on the Government side of the
House have not been reading the letters
to the editors of the daily newspapers.
In addition to the many editorials there
have been numerous letters expressing
support for the proposed electoral reform.
Before this debate oommenced, the
names of a number 'of members were
mentioned who were said to be prepared
to support the mover of the motion.
Included among them was the name of
the honorable member .for Grant, and I
should like to know what influence has
induced that member to change his
attitude. Why has he not supported this
move which would result in the people
of Victoria obtaining a greater measure
of electoral justice?
In the Sun NEws-Pictorial to-day there
is a leading article which is entitled,
" L.C.P. Jitters."
That expression
adequately sums up the state of mind of
members of the Liberal and Country
party. Referring to a meeting of that
party, the editorial stated, inter alia,.The proceedings were in the familiar tradition of Victorian party politics. There
was apparently little room for the i:ltrusion
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of mere principles into minds preoccupied
with calculations of individual election
chances and worried about how these might
be affected by changed electoral boundaries.

It is true that members of the Liberal

party do not put the needs of the State
first, but their own selfish interests, fearing that any action by them in support of
the proposals now being debated might
affect their chance of being returned to
this House. However, we £::mphasize
that this plan of redistribution was at
one time a part of Liberal policy.
Since then the party has come under
very poor leadership and disaster has
overtaken it. That fact is beyond dispute
in view of the last Legislative Council
elections, and also the Toorak by-election
last Saturday. Members of the Liberal'
party tremble at the thought of electoral
reform.
It has also been suggested that the
proposed reform would lead to a Labour
victory at the next State elections. That
anticipation could be a fallacy, as the
result of the election would depend on
public opinion at the time the poll wa.~
held.
On the one hand, if public;
opinion were to swing towards the
Liberal party, that party would be returned in strength under the scheme of
two State seats for one Federal seat. If,
on the other hand, the swing was in favour of Labour, that party would obviously be returned. If the Liberal party
defeats this proposal, its members will
have to do a lot of explaining to their
~lectors, who will not forget the sincere
attempt that has been made on this
occasion to ensure genuine electoral
reform.
Members did not come into this House
to listen to the Premier making an attack
on the sponsor of the m'otion. The
issue is not one of personalities but of
electoral reform. However, only two
members of the Liberal party and
only two members of the Country
party have spoken. The rest of the
debate was left to members of the
Labour party.
I appeal to members
to keep in mind, when they are
voting on this motion, that the interests
of the State and not their own selfish
interests are the paramount consideration. If they are true statesmen they
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will place the interests of the State first,
and in order to ensure stable Government they will sUPPOl't the motion.
If they do not support it, they will
indicate to the people that they have no
concern for them. However, it must be
remembered that within the next six
months the electors will be able to
express their opinion at an election
after which many Liberal party members
will probably not return to this House.
1 invite the people of Victoria to give
members of the Liberal party their
answer if they do not vote for the
motion.
The House divided on Mr. HoHway's
want of confidence motion (Sir Archie
Michaelis in the chair)Ayes
31
Noes
32
Majority
motion

against

the
1

AYES.

Mr. Barry
Mr. Cain
Mr. Corrigan
Lieut.-Col. Dennett
Mr. Don
Mr. Doube
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Fewster
Mr. Galvin
Mr. Hayes
Lieut.-Col. Hipworth
Mr. Holland
Mr. Hollway
Mr. Holt
Mr. Lemmon
Mr. MeI'lrifield
Mr. Morton

Mr. Mutton
Mr. O'Carroll
Mr. Pettiona
Mr. Randles
Mr. Scully
Mr. Shepherd
Mr. Smith
Mr. Stoneham
Mr. Sutton
Brigadier Tovell
Mr. Towers
Mr. White
(Mentone).
Tellers:

Mr. Dawnay-Mould
Mr. Ruthven.

NOES.

Mr. Barclay
Mr. Block
Mr. Bolte
Mr. Brose
Mr. Cochrane
Mr. Cook
Mr. Dodgshun
Mr. Fraser
Mr. Fulton
Mr. Guye
Sir Herbert Hyland
Mr. Ireland
Sir George Knox
Mr. Leckie
Colonel Leggatt
Sir Albert Lind
Mr. Mack
Sir Thomas Maltby

Mr. McDonald
(Dundas)

Mr. McDonald
(Shepparton)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
M.r.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mibus
Mitchell
Moss
No'rman
Petty
Rylah
Turnbull
Tyack
Whately
White
( Allendale) .
Tellers:

Mr. Buckingham
Mr. Reid.

Adjournment.

ADJOURNMENT.
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT:
DANDENONG
WEST STATE SCHOOL-KARDINIA PARK,

GEELONG:

FACILITIES FOR SUPPLY OF

LIQUOR.

Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-1 moveThat the House, at its dsing, adjourn
until Tuesday next at half-past Three
o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. DAWNAY-MOULD (Dandenong).
-1 am sorry to delay the House at this
la,te hour but I wish to direct attention
to a matter of extreme urgency relating
to the electorate of Dandenong. A fortnight ago, the Minister of Education
received in a room at the back of the
Legislative Council a deputation from
the Dandenong West State School. After
the presentation of the case by those
representing the school, which is sorely
pressed for space, an unequivocal promise
was made that a prefabricated timber
school building would be made available
as early as practicable.
To-day I
received from the Minister of Education
a letter stating that no such building
would be made available, and that the
matter was one for future determination.
I rise to protest that after having been
one of those who introduced the deputation I should now be told that a promise
made to the deputation will be repudiated.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasl:lrer).-I will make inquiries into the
statement of the honorable member for
Dandenong, and I assure him that the
Government will do, all that it can to
meet the heeds of all schools in this
State. The honorable member is aware of
the financial position of the State, but
it is not the habit of Ministers to make
and later to repudiate a promise of the
kind that the honorable member mentioned. I will inform him of the result
of my investigations.
Mr. DUNN (Geelong).-I wish to
bring under notice complaints I have
received from constituents in Geelong.
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Possibly, some members know that in
Geelong we have a football team and
supporters of Melbourne teams visit
Geelong from time to time to witness
the prowess of our team. Unfortunately,
some visitors bring their own refreshments into the oval in Kardinia Park, in
. the form of bottles. There we have facilities for the purchase of liquid refreshments at a well-conducted bar.
This
action on the part of visitors interferes
with the enjoyment of local people. I
have been told that six supporters of a
visiting team drank fifteen bottles of beer
between them.
'The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! The honorable member must
relate his remarks to a matter of Government administration.
Mr. DUNN.-I urge the Government
to bring down legislation to prohibit the
dangerous practice of some Melbourne
visitors of bringing bottles of beer with
them in the way I have mentioned, and
later using empty bottles to threaten
citizens of Geelong.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 12.45 a.m.
(Thursday)

until Tuesday, September

23.

L.BJGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, September 23, 1952.

The PRESIDENT (Sir ClifdeD Eager)
took the chair at 4.57 p.m., and read the
prayer.
CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SO~IETIES.
MAN AGEMENT FEES: REPORT.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province) asked the Minister of Public
WorksWill the Minister lay on the table of the
Library the report 'by J. J. Whelan, Esq., on
management fees for co-operative housing
societies?

The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answer is, "Yes."

Hospital.
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HOSPITALS AND CHARITIES
COMMISSION.
ApPOINTMENT OF HOSPITAL MAN AGERS.
The HOD. A. J. BAILEY (Melbourne
West Province) asked the Minister of
Public WorksWill the Minister lay on the table of the
Library the files relating to the appointment
of hospital managers?

The HOD. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answer is "Yes."
KYNETON DISTRICT HOSPITAL.
INVESTIGATION OF ALLEGATIONS.
The HOD. P. L. COLEMAN (Melbourne West Province).-I wish to move
the adjournment of the House for the
purpose of discussing the subject of
"The failure of the Government to arrange for the appointment of a Royal
Commission or some judicial authority to
investigate serious allegations of maipractice and of an improper use or misappropriation of property at the Kyneton
District Hospital; also the maladministration of the Hospitals and Charities Commission."
Approval of the proposed discussion
was indicated by the required number of
members rising in their places, as
specified in the Standing Order.
The HOD. P. L. COLEMAN (Melbourne West Province).-I submit this
motion for the consideration of the House
because of the important problem of
hospital administration.
Very serious
charges have been made during the
last few weeks in regard to the Kyneton
District Hospital. I am of opinion that
in view of the charges made the Government should immediately institute some
sort of judicial inquiry.
The functions of a country hospital are
very important. It is one of the most
important-if not the most importantinstitutions in a district, and it is the
centre of the cultural life and the amenities of the area in which it has been
established. The institution is of great
significance to the local people because
of the services it renders and of the
influence it has on the neighbouring
citizens.
If a hospital is to function
effioiently and to provide the requisite
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amount of service to the local dwellers,
they must have confidence in the establishment and in the administration. The
health of the people is of great moment
to them; indeed, there is nothing of
greater moment to them, than perhaps
their lives. When they seek the. assistance of a hospital it indicates that they
are in bad health and they go there to
be cured. It may be that their lives are in
danger and -they enter the institution
for self-preservation. If people are
suffering from illnesses, or their lives are
threatened, it is most important that
they have confidence in the administration of the hospital and :in the doctors
performing very valuable services there.
I think that with confidence in both
the institution and the doctors the battle
for one's life, or for the return to good
health, is half won.
Therefore, it is
imperative that people residing in the
district served by the institution should
have confidence in both the administration and the staff.
The set-up in Kyneton is of the usual
pattern seen in country hospitals. There
is a committee elected by the subscribers.
If the Government provides a subsidy,
then it has a nominee on the committee.
His duty is to safeguard the interests of
the Government making the subsidy, and
to represent it. His duty is to inform the
Government if any irregularities are
occurring or if there is maladministration. Finance is provided by the .people
of the district and also by a Government
subsidy-in the case of the Kyneton hospital a subsidy of £13,000 a year.
The local people are most concerned in
making contributions to the hospital to
see ·that it is properly administered and
that efficient service is given by the
medica~ and nursing staffs.
The Kyneton District Hospital !has
been in the news for a long time. We
remember the famous "Whose Baby?"
case. It was considered at that time
that through faulty ·administration the
right people did not get the right child,
and but for expert legal advice the
wrong would not have been corrected.
I understand that the case was settled to
the complete satisfaction of the. parties
concerned. That such a thing could have
happened indicated that there was some
faulty administration in the hospital.
The Hon. P. L. Coleman.

Hospital.

In October, 1951, there were further
rumblings of rumours in regard to faulty
adm-inistration.
In 'that month,. Dr.
Strange, who was performing valuable
service at the hospital, was dismissed by
the committee, who stated that her
servi1ces were dispensed wi th because of a move for economy in administration. Dr. Strange felt that she had
been dismissed for other reasons. She
indicated that she was not prepa,red to
perform a service acceptable to the hospital. I understand that she refused to
give anaesthetics in connection with certain operations. She considered that she
was the stumbling block to some of the
events happening, and so her services
were dispensed with. I am basing these
comments on a statement which was
made by Dr. Strange, and which is on the
file, and 'also from a let'ter she wrote to
the Hospitals and Charities Commission.
In November, 1951, 'a month later, because of certain statements appearing in
the local press and a Melbourne weekly
newspaper, the Rev. Dr. Harper, the
Presbyterian minister at Kyneton, expressed doubts in regard to the administration of the hospital.
He
said he was very disturbed, and
he had every reason to believe that
things were not as they should be at the
hospital. In April, 1952, a 'conference
took place in Melbourne at which were
present the Minister of Health, Mr.
Rowe, the Secretary of the Depa'rtment
of He aUh , Mr. McKenna, the Governmentnominee on the hospital committee,
Dr. Lincoln, one of the doctors attending
the hospital, and Mr. Hartigan, a prominent member of the committee. Statements were made by those people to the
Minister 'and M·r. Rowe and an urgent
request was made that an inquiry be instituted by the authorities into the
charges made by -the three persons comprising the deputation. Mr. McKenna
said tha t people a ttending the hospital were being charged fees.
He
quoted an instance in which a Mrs.
Clifford was sent an account for £5 5s.
by one of the doctors attending her.
Dr. Lincoln said he had made grave
charges in regard to a eertain type of
illegal operation taking place there. He
indicated that there had been a number
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of 'Such operations. He also made a the stamp of the Kyneton District Hosdefinite charge that goods owned by the pital, and to my mind it should have
Kyneton hospital had been misappro- been proved that those articles were used
priated, and that when the police made for a specific and legitimate purpose.
a search of a house occupied by a certain Apparently, the committee took no steps
member of the staff, linen and medical to investigate the matter and, as I said
goods, the property of the hospital, were before, accepted an explanation which
found o,n the private premises. In May, was not given, and decided to take no
1952, at a meeting of the committee of further action.
the Kyneton hospital, Mr. Hartigan, one
On the 9th of April, 1952, a conference
of its members, raised a question in re- took place between the Minister of
gaTd to the goods found by the police Health, and Mr. Rowe the secretary of
in the possession of a member of the staff. the Department and three representatives
He wanted to know what the committee of the Kyneton District Hospital. The
intended to do regarding an investigation. matter discussed was referred-and
He also said that he understood the rightly so, I believe-by the Minister of
police, when searching the premises, Health to the Hospitals and Charities
found the goods and reported the fact Commission, with a request that it
to the president of the committee. Ac- should be investigated.
In spite of
cording to the file, Mr. Hartigan said repeated requests by the Minister, who
that the president of the hospital com- was eager to have the matter cleared
mittee tried to induce the police to take up-and I give him full marks for his
no action. However, the file reveals that action on that occasion-four to six
the hospital committee sent for Sister weeks elapsed before a reply was reArnold-as she was then-and asked her ceived from the Commission indicating
certain questions regarding the goods, . that an inquiry had taken place. The
which, I believe, were found on her Hospitals and Charities Commission appremises.
pointed Dr. Hurley, one of its members,
The report states that certain ques- to make the investigation. I consider
tions were asked of Sister Arnold but that is the weakness of the case. Dr.
that no replies were forthcoming. Hurley is a member of the Hospitals and
Nevertheless, the hospital committee Charities Commission which was itself
stated that it was satisfied with Sister on trial, because, according to the HosArnold's explanation. I fail to see why pitals and Charities Act, the Commission
the committee should be satisfied with an is responsible for the administration of
explanation that had not been given. hospitals. Section 20 of that Act reads~
Questions were asked and, according to inter aliaIt shall be the duty of the Commissionthe statement made by the committee,
(a) to make or cause to be made careSister Arnold did not reply to them;
ful inquiry into the administration
therefore she could not have made any
(including the keeping of acexplanation. However, the report says
counts) and management of
every subsidized or benevolent inthat the committee accepted the exstitution;
planation given by Sister Arnold and
(b) to cause every subsidized institutook no further action. Subsequently,
tion .to be inspected from time to
the committee vindicated this lady by
time.
prom'oting her to the position of matron
The reference in paragraphs (a) and (b)
of the hospital.
is to "subsidized institutions."
The
In August, 1952, as I stated, Dr. Kyneton District Hospital receives from
Lincoln wrote to the Hospitals and the Government a subsidy of £13,000
Chari ties Commission regarding the per annum; consequently, it comes
goods that were found on the pre- within the ambit of paragraphs (a) and
mises of Sister Arnold, and indica ted (b). Accordingly, under the Hospitals
that the police had found them and Charities Act, the Commission is
and returned them to the hospital and responsible for the administration and
had been given a receipt for their return. supervision of the Kyneton District HosSome of the articles were m'arked with pital. Therefore, I contend that the
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Commission itself was on trial because
of tJle charges that had been made that
it had failed to carry out functions for
which it was created.

Hospital.

to a register associated with the operatthea1tre, which oontains records of
operations, the types of operations and
who performed them. The fact that
the draft report was not sent to the
Minister of Health is significant. It
readsing

In my view, it was not competent for
the Hospitals and Charities Commission
to appoint one of its members who, inIt is unfortunate that the type of operacidentally, was also on trial, to investi- tion register which was in use did hot furgate the charges that had been made. nish complete particulars and following the
A proper, truly independent investigation inspection a standard register has been inand this will be examined from time
should have been made. My suggestion stalled
to time by a representative of the Commisis that an independent medical autho- sion.
rity should have been called upon to That is a severe indictment of the adinvestigate the matter. It would have ministration of the hospital. However,
been possible to arrange for a competent what the Minister of Health actually rehospital manager-some hospital man- ceived was this reportagers are doing excellent work in our
The operating theatre register will be
big institutions at present--to carry out examined fwm time to time by ·a represenan independent investigation and submit tative of the Commission.
a report on the matter. Because of the There is no indication in t-hat report that
fact, however, that the Commission was there was any irregularity regarding
on trial, I contend that it was totally the operating theatre register. That is
irregular for it to arrange for one of its a very serious matter because it is most
members to furnish a report on the important that complete details of every
situation.
That member would, of . operation-which is an important event
course, furnish 'Only such a report as the in the life of 1!he person concernedCommission would be entitled to expect should be entered . in the operation
from a member who must take his share register. The report also statesof responsibility for the failure of the
In the matter of hospital property, which
Commission to supervise properly the was found .away from the hospital, there is
that a senior member of the
administration of that hospital. There- evidenc·e
nursing staff removed some items without
fore, I disregard the investigation that the permission of the responsible person.
was made by Dr. Hurley, whom I know The committee has inquired into the cirpersonally. I do not dispute his com- cumstances surrounding the finding of the
and has accepted the statement of
petency to do the job, but I maintain articles
the person concerned.
that, because of his membership of the
Hospitals and Charities Commission, he There is an admission by the investigaw'Ould be pa:-ejudiced before he attempted ting officer that these articles were improperly removed from the premises of
t'O make the investigation.
the hospital, and the Hospitals and
As to the inquiry made 'py Dr. Hurley, Charities Commissi-on ratified the de-·
I desire to mention briefly, if I may, one cision of the hospital committee to
section of the report which is particu- accept an explanation which was never
larly significant, referring as it does to really given. TheiI"eis sufficiently strong
the register lassociated with ,the 'Operat- evidence in the two statements I have
ing theatre. First, I wish to say that quoted-without referring to the stateon the departmental file there is a pre- ments made by Dr. Lincoln and Dr.
liminary report prepared by Mr. McVilly, Strange-to indicate that an investigathe chairman of the Commission, for tim! on sound lines, and a judicial inthe Minister of Health, but which was not quiry, should be instig'ated into the adsent. It is still attached to 'the file. Un- ministrati-on of the Kyneton District Hosfortunately for Mr. McVilly and the other pital.
The demand for an inquiry, in view
members of the Hospitals and Charities Commission this draft copy was not of Ithe evidence which is available, has
removed from the file. The report gives been widespread. First, there was a resome indication of the thoughts -of the quest by Dr. Strange, who was disperson who made the inquiry. It relates missed, and I have already given reasons
The Hon. P. L. Coleman.
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as to why she oonsidered she. had been
dismissed; she made some very damaging statements in regard to the administration of the hospital. Dr. Lincoln,
who is a highly respected medical practitioner in the Woodend district and has
served it well for many years, aJso made
damaging statements about the hospital.
He is a man of some standing in the district because he is the local chairman of
the British Medical Association. Before
any person can aspke to that high office~
he must be a doctor of good repute and
must possess the oonfidence not only of
the citizens of the distriot but also of the
medical profession generally.

1952.]
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Minister of State Development, earlier
in the piece, demanded, both in another
place and publicly, that there should be
an investigation into the administration
of the hospital.
Noone cried morp.
loudly than he did for an inquiry. The
honorable gentleman said that the Premier had stated that an inquiry was
justified and had practically promised
that his request for an investigation
would be acceded to 'by Cabinet. But,.
when the Minister of State Development
attended the Cabinet meeting, he came
out as a strong advocate of U No investigation into Kyneton."

Honorable members and the public are
No one would question the judgment at least entitled to .some ~xplanation of
of Dr. Harper in regard to this matter. the change of front.
The Minister of
Dr. Harper is a prominent member of State Development represents the Kynethe Presbyterian Church and is well ton district in the Assembly and reknown and highly respected .in the putedly knows all about the hospital and
Kyneton district. I should have thought those who are charged with the rethat his severe indictment of the hospital sponsibility of administering it.
Yet,
administration would have impelled the within a few days the honorable gentleGovernment to institute the investiga- man turned a complete somersault and
tion which members of the Labour gave no explanation of his change of
par.ty have asked for. Mr. McKenna, front. Either he made an irresponsible
the Government nominee, is a member . statement before the matter had been
of a well known family in the Kyneton considered by Cabinet and did not know
district. Those of us who have had ex- what he was talking about, or, alternaperience with Government nominees, par- tively, he was talked out of the inticularly in regard to country institu- vestigation by the Minister of Health and,
tions, know that most Governments perhaps, by some of his colleagues jn
choose their representatives wisely and Cabinet.
However, the honorable
well, because they carry a heavy re- gentleman cuts a very sorry figure in
sponsibility inasmuch as they represent the Kyneton hospital matter, and memthe Government which, after all, is re- bers are entitled to an explanation from.
sponsible for the proper administratio:1 the Government as to the change of front
of hospitals.
by one member of the Ministry.
Mr. McKenna and Mr. Hartigan, who is
Practically every Melbourne daily
a very prominent member of the newspaper has clamoured for an inhospital oommittee, have both demanded vestigation into the serious charges that
an inquiry into the administration of have been made against the Kyneton
the hospital.
They are men who have District Hospital. I think that, in fairserved on the committee for years and ness to all concerned, the persons who
have given valuable service.
Their have made the charges should be called
views should be carefully considered be- upon to substantiate them, and those who
cause, having been members of the com- are charged should be given an oppormittee for so long, they must knf)w tunity to clear their names. The Governwhat they are talking about. Subsequent ment should view the matter in this light.
to the disclosure of irregularities at the I believe there are two sides to the
Kyneton District Hospital, a demand for question, and both factions shuuld be
an inquiry was made by the local press given the opportunity to state their case.
and the local branch of the returned The two people who I should think
soldiers' league, also, the committee of are most concerned are Dr. Connell and
of the Kyneton District Hospital. The Ma tron Arnold. The former has been
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charged, by implication, with certain
malpractices at the Kyneton District
Hospital.
I have r:aised my voice in this House
on rna.ny occasions previously against
implications with respect to the character
of certain people.
My view is
that if people are not "game" to
l,ay a definite charge, they should
not be permitted, by implication,
to malign the character of anyone.
In justice to both Dr. Connell and Matron
Arnold the Government should give
them an opportunity to clear their
names by answering the charges which,
by implication, have been levelled against
them.
The Government ha's already intimated
that it does not favour holding an inquiry
unless definite charges are made. Any
member who has perused the files, or has
listened to my quotation from those files,
should know that definite charges were
made. First, there was the statement by
Dr. Strange; secondly, there was a
definite charge by Dr. Lincoln, who said,
in regard to the illegal operations
taking place, that in at least one case
he could definitely prove that an illegal
operation did take place.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-You mean
the illegal operations which, it has been
implied, were taking place, or are you
now making a definite charge?
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The
(charge was implied against Dr. Connell.
I am talking about the definite statements made to the Minister and Mr.
Rowe by Dr. Lincoln that illegal
operations were being performed at the
Kyneton hospital and that, in at least
one case, he could prove it. I think Dr.
Lincoln should be given an opportunity
to prove it, in fairness to everybody
The Government claims
concerned.
that there are no grounds for an inquiry,
but that if a definite charge is made it
will immediately be investigated by a
judicial inquiry.
Most members have read the files on
the Kyneton District Hospital, or have
read in Hansard quotations from those
files. I think they will agree that definite
charges have been made and I consider
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that those 'making them should be given
an opportunity to prove them. I repeat
that the charges have been made by implication against certain people and, in
fairness to Dr. Connell and Matron
Arnold, they should be given an opportunity to clear their names.
The responsibility for what has taken
place at Kyneton belongs to the Hospitals
and Charities Commission. I should like
an inquiry to go a little further than into
charges of maladministration at the
Kyneton hospital; there should be a
thorough investigation into the administration of the Hospitals and Charities
Commission. Most members are interested in the Commission and in the
hospitals throughout Victoria. Probably
from time to time every member has
received complaints about the administration of the Hospitals and Charities
Commission. That body is charged with
a grave responsibility, particularly today, when hospitals all over the country
are faced with great financial and other
difficulties. The Commission controls
m'Ore or less the financial policy of all
hospitals in Victoria; therefore, it must
take a share of the responsibility for the
condition in which the hospitals find
themselves to-day.
There are some hospitals that should
be satisfied with the "handouts" and
treatment that they receive from the
Commission. I know a great deal about
hospital work, in which I am interested,
but I have yet to find any hospital
management committee that is satisfied
with the administration of the Hospitals
and Charities Commission. There must
be something wrong. Hospitals to-day
are incurring great expense in extensions and in the provision of new buildings. Over the years costs have soared
tremendously. If the present system
has become too expensive, it is the duty
of the Commission to find an alternative.
On many occasions I have advocated the
construction 'Of the pavilion type of hospital in country areas. That type has
rendered great service in many districts,
and it seem'S to me ridiculous th'at the
Government should be spending tremendous sums of money on elaborate buildings, in providing accommodation for
nurses, and so on, when the community
is unable to meet the financial obligations
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thereof. It is wrong to permit existing
extravagances to continue and to
embarrass hospitals financially.
The
Commission should have some remedy to
offer. Instead, all it is -doing is to permit
the drift to continue, until ultimately the
hospital comm-ittees will not be able to
maintain and finance existing institutions.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I invite
the Leader of the House to read the comments that appeared in the metropolitan
daily newspapers this morning on that
subject.

I was interested to read in the newspapers yesterday the comments of a
gentleman from overseas who had inquired into certain hospital problems in
Melbourne. The only reply I could find
to the charges he made was that the
hospitals were not able to function
effectively because of lack of finance.
If we are to accept that as a valid excuse,
then I do not think we are performing
any valuable service to the community
so far as hospitals are concerned. The
Commission, and particularly its chairman, Mr. McVilly, must provide a
remedy; if they cannot then we should
find some one else to do it.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The
Minister should, because the newspapers
always give him a fair go. The fact is
that the Swan Hill hospital, which is in
the Minister's province, is experiencing
grave financial difficulties.

In view of the record of the Commission over the last few years and the
parlous condition into which hospital
finance has drifted, I was surprised to
hear that the Government had recently
re-appointed Mr. McVilly as chairman of
the Hospitals and Charities Commission.
That course seemed to me to be taking
the easy' way out of the difficulty. The
Government should have said that it was
prepared to obtain some one else tn
evolve a solution of 1:he hospital problem,
instead of re-appointing as chairman the
chief administrative officer, who was prepared to allow the drift to go unchecked.
Possibly every member has received
some complaint about the administration
of the chairman and the Commission,
but the Government has paid no heed to
the complaints. The Minister of Public
Works must have received some indication as to conditions in the Swan Hill
district, where, I understand, the local
hospital committee intimated that it will
repudiate its debts and throw the onus on
the Hospitals and Charities Commission
to meet the hospital's liabilities.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-That is not
correct. The Swan Hill hospital is not
proposing to repudiate its debts.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I do not
believe everything that I read in the
newspapers.

The

Hon~

P. T. BYRNEs.-That is true.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Surely
the Minister of Public Works should take
some interest in the local -institution,
which is performing valuable service in
his province, and see what is wrong
with it. If he does, he will find that the
Hospitals and Charities Commission has
contributed to the present unsatisfactory
position of the Swan Hill hospital committee. Other hospitals tn Victoria are
at present under investigation. I read
in the daily newspapers recently of the
difficulties that were being experienced at
the Sale hospital through faulty administration. If I desired to delay the House, I
could mention a dozen different hospitals
in which conditions are most unsatisfactory.
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-I invite y)U
to mention only two more.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-It ail
comes back to what I said earlier, that
the responsibility rests with the Hospitals
and Charities Commission.
We claim
tha t, in view of the evidence produced,
the Government should immediately
appoint a Royal Commission, some other
form of judicial body, or even a Select
Committee, with the necessary powers,
to investigate the charges made about
the Kyneton district hospital. Secondly,
in view of the conditions confronting
hospitals to-day, due to faulty administration and to other reasons which are
not apparent on the surface, a thorough
investigation should be conducted into
the administration of the Hospitals and
Charities Commission.
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The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-Would
you suggest a similar inquiry into railway administration?
The H'Dn. P. L. COLEMAN.-I have
made that submission on numerous
occasions.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-YOU have
not moved a motion for the adjournment of the House to discuss that question.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).
--Order! I-rrelevant matters must not
be introduced into the debate on this
serious problem.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-We must
restolI'e public confidence in the administration of our hospitals, which perform
an important function in the community.
They have a big influence on the health
and Uves of the people. It is only by the
restoration of public confidence in them
that the hospitals will be able to render
the service which the people expect from
them. When cha'I'ges are made, although
they may not be of substance, they
should be investigated. If certain people
have been guilty of the charges made,
they should be punished; but if it is
found that they are not guilty, their
r.ames will be oleared. We 'Owe it to both
sides to institute an investigattion.
My main concern is to restore the confidence of the people in our hospitals.
The motion is submitted in the hope that
the Government will treat this matter
seriously. It does not affect the Kyneton
District Hospital solely; later, other
members will indicate where an investigation is war-ranted into the administration of 'Other Victorian nospita-Is. A
comprehensive inquiry should be instituted i.mmediately into the administration of institutions which are 'I'endering
valuable service to the community.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works) .-1 hesitated to rise, because I thought possibly other members
would have sought the call. I listened
carefully to Mr. C'Dlem'an on this important subject, which concerns not only
the Kyneton District Hospital, but Victorian hospitals in general. All that I
could ascertain from his rem-arks was
tha t he had no defin'ite charges to make,
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but he wanted the Government to embark on a fishing expedi1tion, based on
very nebulous 'charges. There has been
nothing to indicate' to the Government
that there is a necessity for an inquiry
at present.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I thought
you said you listened carefully to what
[ said.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I did, and
I noticed that Mr. Coleman was careful
to lay no charges against the Kyneton
hospital committee.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-How could
he lay charges, when he has no personal
knowledge on the subject? I have never
been able to understand that argument.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Mr. Coleman was careful to say that whatever
charges were made they were only implied.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I did not
say 'anything of the kind.
The Hon. P. T. BY.RNES.-I shall
leave that to the recollection of members and to the Hansard report. Mr.
Coleman made no effort to substantiate
any charge, because he made none.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Do you
think it is the function of -a member of
Parliament to substantiate charges?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-If a member, in the House, suggests that the
Government should constitute itself into
a court to decide whether or not an investigation .into the affairs of 'certain
hospit-als was warranted, he should be
prepared to present facts on which members could vote and the Government
could make its decision.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-There was
a great demand locally for an inquiry
into <the affairs of the Kyneton District
Hospital.
The Hon. P. T. B'YRNES.-I repeat
that Mr. Colem'an has made no definite
charges.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-Mr. Coleman referred to certain property missing
from the Kyneton hospital.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-He did,
and I shall deal with th'at later. Mr.
Coleman claimed that people in the
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Kyneton district were losing their confidence in the hospital because of what
had happened, but that is not borne out
by facts. The Government inquired into
the average intake of patients at Kyneton
over recent years and found that there
was no decline in numbers. In fact, the
number of patients has increased, which
indicates that the local people have not
lost confidence in the hospital.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Did you
find Dr. Lincoln's charge about an abortion proved?
The Han. P. T. BYRNES.-I am glad
that Mr. Galbally mentioned that word,
because Mr. Coleman was careful to refrain from using it.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I said
illegal operation."
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I was dealing with Mr. Coleman's claim that confidence in the Kyneton hospital was decreasing locally. That is not borne out
by facts. It is a well conducted hospital,
one in which everyone connected with
it has confidence, including the people
of Kyneton and the Hosp5ta1s and
Chari ties Commission.
I<

The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-What evidence is there of that statement? The
file does not disclose that faot.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Donations
to the hospital have been increasing during the last year or so, and that fact
does not indicate that the hospital is
losing the confidence of the residents of
the district. It is a very well run hospital and there is nothing whatever
wrong with it. I shall furnish the
figures requested. Mr. Coleman mentioned the case of Dr. Strange. She
was asked t'0 resign purely because of
the economic position of the hospital.
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-Which
reason she does not accept.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-She may
not do so.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Wbat
authority have you f'0r making that
statement?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I have the
authority of the Hospitals and Charities
Commission.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-That statement is not borne out by the file.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I also have
the authority of the great majority of
members of the committee of management of the Kyneton District Hospital. I
will not say anything aJbout those members who formed a minority on the committee; they have their own opinion, and
are justified in having it. There can
always be two opinions in what is purely
a peflsonal quarrel between a number of
persons on the staff of a hospital. The
Kyneton Distri'ct Hospital has a daily
bed average of about 27 or 30 paJtients.
A hospital of that size cannot finance the
maintenance of a resident medical
officer; nor is it usual. According to the
file and repor1ts, the duties such an
officer would have to perform would
occupy only about two hours daily. The
work can be carried out quite satisfactorily by honorary medical officers, as
is done in most hospitals.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Why was
Dr. Strange engaged as a resident medical officer?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The appointment may have been made in those
bright and happy days when hospitals
had plenty of money. Kynet'0n is one of
the old established and most prosperous districts in Victoria. Land is
well held there and in every way the
community is established. I suppose
that when Dr. Strange was engaged the
committee of management considered
that it could undertake the financial responsibility of paying f.or her services,
but subsequently costs rose, and they
have risen sharply in the last few years
in every hospital in the State. Mr. Coleman stated tllat hospitals were encountering financial difficulties. He mentioned
the hospital at Swan Hi'll, in the province
which I represent. That hospital has
twice the daily bed average of the
Kyneton District Hospital. The committee of management of the Kyneton District Hospital was forced to do without
the services of a resident medical officer.
Some members of the committee would
have favoured retaining Dr. Strange if
the finances of the hospital would have
permitted it. However, the committee
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was rorced by economk circumstances to
terminate her appointment, and aU the
reports on the file and 'the reports of the
committee indicate that that statement
i~ correct.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLy.-Do you
regard the charge made by Dr. Lincoln
.as ,serious?
The HoOn. P. T. BYRNES.-Dr. Lincoln made certain charges and he has
since been asked to do something about
them, and to state definitely whether he
persists in his all ega tions. A careful
examination of the report on the file of
statements made by members of the
deputation which wa'ited on the Minister
of Health, to whi:ch Mr. CoOleman has referred, discloses that a substantial part
of Dr. Lincoln's charges is that there
was an abnormal number of a certain
type of operation performed in this hospital. Operations 'Of that nacture ,are
performed for quite a number of reasoOns
and are not illegal operations or abortions.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLy.-Dr. Lincoln, in a written repo!'t, described the
Kyneton District Hospital as the abortion institucte of Australia.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That is so,
but he also stated that he could not substantiate the cases. The very words in
the report are these-The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-You have
not read the report.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I have done
so. Dr. Lincoln said that the operations
could all be genuine.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-He said,
" In one case I can prove it."
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-When
asked afterwards about the matter, Dr.
Lincoln stated that they could all be
genuine.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Where does
that statement appear on the file?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is on the
file.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Read it.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.~He said
they could all be genuine.

I
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLy.-Do you
consider that it is desirable for a hospital to have a medical officer who makes
those charges and subsequently withdraws them?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I shall
read a passage from a report of sta tements made at an interview between the
Minister of Health and the Government
nominee on the committee oi lIlanagement of the Kyneton District Hospital,
Mr. G. J. McKenna, and two other members, Mr. Hartigan and Dr. Lincoln. In
his reI?arks, Dr. Lincoln saidThere are an abnormal number of these
patients at the hospital. They are all coming from one source. They could all be
genuine.

He admitted that himself.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-He stated
that he knew of one case that was not
genuine.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Dr. Lincoln
said that there was 'One which, in his
opinion, was not genuine. Mr. Coleman
referred to the fact that Dr. Hurley was
sent to make an investigation.
The
honorable member incorrectly stated
that the Hospitals and Cha:rities Commission administers· hospitals. Hospital
committees are responsible for the da'ily
administration of hospitals.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I stated
that the C'Ommissi'On supervises the administra Uon.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Mr. Coleman stated that the Hospitals and
Charities Commission was responsible
for the administrati'On of hospitals.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-SO it is.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-If an allegation of improper practices is made,
it is the duty of the Hospitals and
Charities Commission to investigate it.
The Commission conducted such an investigation in this case. Dr. Hurley, the
medical member of the Commission, and
a very capable man, was appointed to
make the investigation. I have not met
Dr. Hurley often, but he did attend a
meeting of Cabinet and reported upon
the matter, and he impressed me very
much as being a man of the greatest
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sincerity and ability. His report was that
there was nothing of any consequence
in the charges that had been made. Dr.
Hurley stated-and I believe him-that
he would not condone the sligh test sign
of anything in the nature of an abortion
-first, because, he said, it is, in effect,
murder; secondly, because it is contrary
to the ethics of his profession; and
thirdly, because it is very much against
his religious and moral principles. I believe him. He could find nothing of this
nature.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-What
steps has the Government taken to get
Dr. Lincoln to withdraw his charge?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Dr.
Lincoln was asked to substantiate his
statement, but he could produce no
evidence, and he told Dr. Hurley that hl?
could not do so.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Surely,
you do not intend to allow the matter to
rest there?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Apparently
Mr. Gal'bally wishes the Government to
embark upon' a fishing expedition. Dr.
Hurley informed Cabinet of the whole
story after making a thorough investigation.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Did he convert the Minister of State Development?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Yes, he.
converted everyone.
The Hon. A. J. BAILEY.-I think he
" whitewashed" it.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-He did not.
I object to that statement. Dr. Hurley
is not the type of person to " whitewash"
anything, particularly this type of thing,
if there is the slightest evidence of it.
Cabinet examined the whole situation and
scrutinized the file. It contains nothing
to justify the instituting of an inquiry.
There is a species of argument which
has been going on between members of
the hospital staff; personalities have
been creeping in; and in such circumstances statements which are entirely
without foundation are sometimes made.
If Dr. Lincoln will repeat to the Government any of his statements, well and
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good, but he will not do so. If an inquiry
were conducted, he would be called upon
to give evidence. If the holding Jf an
inquiry is justified, why does he not make
a statement at present? He does not
do so. After interview.ing Dr. Lincoln,
Dr. Hurley stated that he was absolutely
certain that Dr. Lincoln could not substantiate his statemen.t, and expressed the
opinion that it was without substance.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Should not
Dr. Lincoln withdraw his remarks about
the Kyneton District Hospital being an
abortion institute? It is intolerable to
have him there as an honorary medical
officer in those circumstances.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Dr.
Lincoln is an honorary medical officer
of the Kyneton District Hospital, but he
does not always attend it, and I do not
know how much time he spends there.
I presume that he sends patients to the
institution.
He has been very quiet
indeed since making his allegations.
Mr. McKenna, the Government nominee
on the hospitall committee of management, who comes· from an old Kyneton
famny, has indicated in the press that he
is not making any statement about malpractices; he has withdrawn them.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Why does
not the Government sack him?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Mr.
McKenna is concerned only with the fact
that certain articles were missing from
the hospital and he wishes that matter
to be investigated. He has withdrc. .wn
statements about improper practices and
will not continue to make such statements.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-A nice
state of affairs exists when persons are
permitted to make statements ab0ut
abortions and subsequently withdraw
them, and nothing is done.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Mr. Galbally is a very brilliant lawyer and I
understand that he will submit a statement to prove that there is a case. I
would be tp.e last person to argue against
Mr. Gall-bally, because I realize that a
lawyer of his capacity could produce
evidence on anything under the sun.
However, there is a certain degree of
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common sense in the world. There is
no evidence of an abnornial number of
these operations. Statement::; were made
if: another place Vhat a certain
cioctor-The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).

-Order! Sufficiently diffi,cult matters
have been raised on this motion without
referring to a debate el'sewhere.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Statements
have been" reported in the press-made
by certain members of Parliament, I
believe-to the effect that one doctor
concerned had 74 'Of these particular
cases in one year. That statement is incorrect.
Those 74 operations were
spread' over a number of years. Dr.
Hurley or any 'Other doctor will testify
that these are normal 'Operations and
that women have to undergo them for
certain complaints. They are not connected with illegal opera tions ; they
could be, but they are not. Unfortunately, they are ,operations that many
women must undergo, particularly those
over the age of 4'5 years, for a number
of reasons. All the f.acts appear on the
file. I shall not discuss the particular
operation, because we all know what it
is. It is not an illegal operation. It is
performed in every hospital.· Hundreds
of those operations are performed every
week in the Women's Hospital.
There is nothing of any consequence
in the allegations. A case must be established for the Government to say that
there is justification for an inquiry. All
the mover of the mDtion has done has
been to say that he desires the Government to engage in a fishing expedition Dr
a muck-raking expedition.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-What about
the police reports?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Certain
statements were made in the pulpit by
the Rev. D. M. Harper. There are seven
Presbyterians in the Cabinet. Probably
tha t clergyman has a good sense of the
value of advertising and of h'Ow to get a
few shillings in the plate.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-That is a
gODd testimonial to him.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-They have
'some difficulty in filling the plates in
Presbyterian 'churches as in most
churches.
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The PRESIDENT.-Order! I think it
is unfortunate that personal reflections
should be made on gentlemen who, cannot be here 'to defend themselves. So far
no personal reflection has been made
upon any person. Mr. Coleman has referred to certa-in aHegations, and he has
not given his own authority for their
truth. I hope that no personal reflections
will be cast unnecessarily upon any person outside this Chamber. All that Mr.
Coleman has asked for is an inquiry
into certain allegatiDns.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I withdraw
the statement. Mr. Coleman and I got
into an argument, and I probably made
an incautious statement that I would
not make in ordinary circumstances.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Tell us
about the police reports.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I take it
that Mr. Coleman is quite satisfied that
there is no justification for an inquiry
being conducted into the so-called
abortions, and that abortions have not
been performed at the hospital. If a doctor intended to perform such an illegal
operation, he would not do so in a public
hospital, where he is required to have
another doctor to administer the anaesthetic, and where a couple of nurses must
also be present to make sure that the
operation is successful. It is against all
canons of common sense that a person
would be SD foolish as to use a public
hospital for that class of operation. I
repeat that operations of this nature are
normal. Dr. Hurley has stated that
there is nothing abnormal in the number
of cases 'Of this kind at the Kyneton District Hospital, and that there is adequate
reason, or shpuld be, for everyone. He
has also stated that the register is quite
well kept, and that there is nothing
wrong with it.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-You are on
dangerous ground there.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-There is on
the file a letter from Mr. McVilly.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I read a
draft that Mr. McVilly did not intend to
remain on the file.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I have
here a letter from the chairman of the
Hospitals and Charities Commission in
which he sta-tesSome references have appeared in the
public press which infer that the operating
theaJtre register has .been "scrapped." The
purpose of this letter is to inform you that
the register (book) about which discussion
has taken place is still in use; nothing has
been "scrapped," destroyed, hidden or removed~
The new register is the book formerly in use; the pages now recording
operation details have been altered to show
additional information .for the various purposes fOT which, in view of the circumstances which have arisen, such information
may be required from time to time.

The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That is not
in accordance with the other file.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-ExpLaJn why
Dr. Hurley's original draft was very
carefully edited.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-It is not
unusual for draftos sent to Ministers to
be edited.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Now give
us the quotation about the register from
the other file, the one that I quoted.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The fact
is that the register is in use. It has
never been scrapped or hidden and the
register is a sound record of all the
opera;tjons that have taken place in the
Kyneton hospitall for some time, and
every operation has been performed with
two doctors present, as well as other
members of the staff.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-You will
notice that that letter is dated the 15th
of September, which is after the discussion in another place. No comment?
The Han. P. T. BYRNES.-It is a
reply, to clear it up.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-You are
quoting from a different file from that
which was used in the other House.
The Han. P. T. BYRNES.-I have no
objection Ito Mr. Coleman having .this
file or the reports on it.
The Han. P. L. COLEMAN.-I will give
you my file. It i·s more up-to-date.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Dr. Hurley
performed his ordinary duties in going to
Kyneton at the request of the Commission to inquire into the situation and to
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repopt to the Commission as to whether
there was anything labnormall at the
Kyneton hospital. He found that there
was nothing abnormal at all and he reported to Cabinet.
The Hospitals
and Charities Commission has a good
man in Dr. Hurley. He wouLd be the
last to condone an)l1thing wrong and he
would ma'ke a report that was sound and
just. I think it will be -agreed that Dr.
Hurley is a very sound doctor and a
man of the very highest reputation.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-I do not
agree tha-t he was the right man to make
the investigation.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Some reference has been made to the fact of
certain antic-les having been taken from
the hospitaL A few items of equipment
were taken away by a nurse. At that
time she was engaged in visiting in the
district and she took those articles in
the course of the work being performed
by her outside the hospital. That was,
of course, a wrong thing to do, and Dr.
Hurley reported that it was not ·the correct thing to do.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Then she
was promoted for doing the w,rong
thing.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-To say
tha t what she did was a theft of these
articles is t·o go too far. She was a1ttending people outside the hospital with
the permission of the hospital authorities. She had the righit to do this practice, and she used these two or three
small articles the tot-al value of .which
was very smaH indeed. They were not
of any consequence or value.
All
this noise is being 'made over a few
sheets and other odd things that were
taken from the hospital and used by
this nurse professionally.
The Han. P. L. COLEMAN.-People
have been imprisoned for six months
for taking less than that.
The Han. P. T. BYRNES.-The hospit-al commiHee accepted her explanation.
The Han. P. L. COLEMAN.-She did
not give any explanation.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-She explained the matter to the hospital committee.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It is on the
file that when asked for an explanation
she said nothing.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The members of the hospital committee were in
committee. Whatever explanation was
made, they were quite satisfied with it.
Sir James KENNEDY.-What was the
value of these articles?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Only a few
pounds.
Sir James KENNEDY.-Then why is a
Royal Commission wanted?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Dr. Hurley
said that those articles had been improperly used but that it was not a case
of theft. We say that that has all
been settled by the hospital committee.
It was a very minor matter and the
committee accepted the explanation and
put the nurse in charge of the hospital.
She is a thoroughly good woman.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-She may
have refused to answer on the grounds
that the answers would incriminate her.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Mr. Fraser
knows that that is ridiculous. If the
committee had anything against her it
would not have put her in charge of a
hospital of the capacity of that at
Kyneton. That is the whole story.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-What did
she want with the crockery, glassware,
dishes, bowls, prohibited drugs, dyed curtains' and " Qualeta " sheetings?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-They were
used in connection with the work she was
doing outside the hospital as a nurse.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-She must
have had an outside hospital.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-Is the commi ttee now seeking a judicial inquiry?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-The committee is so ,certain that there is no
foundation for any of these charges that
it is quite willing for any inquiry to be
made. It does not care whether or not
there is an inquiry but, if there is, it
will place all its books and everything
else at the disposal of the inquiring body.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Has the
committee asked for an inquiry?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-As far as
I know, no. The committee said that it
was quite willing to take part in an
inquiry. and would welcome one if it
was made. It has not asked for an
inquiry at the present time. So far as
the Kyneton hospital is concerned, this
whole thing is so small and there is so
very little in it, that there is no justification for a Royal Commission or a
judicial inquiry. This was a charge
made, as Mr. Coleman has said, by
implication. But if an inquiry body were
appointed, I say to honorable members,
" You would bring a lot of people, including 70 or 80 women patients who went to
the hospital for perfectly innocent causes,
to give evidence and be suspect. All of
them would have to give evidence. You
are casting a reflection on all these
women, and it is a frightful thing that
you are using this House for that sort of
thing. It is entirely wrong."
The Government is quite satisfied 'after
the very thorough investigation by Dr.
Hurley. We listened to him in Cabinet.
We agree with him that there is nothing
to justify an inquiry and there is nothingabnormal in the class of operations
performed at the Kyneton hospital.
Mr. Coleman has also made some wild
and vague statements about hospitals
in general. Possibly there are other
members proposing to speak to this
motion who may be 'more specific.
I
hope so, because there was nothing in
anything that was said by Mr. Coleman
to indicate what was in his mind. He
said there is a certain amount of dissatisfaction with the administration of
the Hospitals and Charities Commission.
It will be found that almost every hospital in Victoria is in financial difficulties. Speaking specifically for the Swan
Hill hospital, I say that the balance sheet
of that institution at the end of the financial year was a very satisfactory one
because of the assistance given it by the
Government, together with the outcome
of an appeal made on behalf of the hospital on Christmas Day.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-It cannot
pay its bills.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-That may
be only temporary. Costs are rising in
regard to all hospitals, and that is no
reflection on the Commission. The Swan
Hill hospital is the same institution as
has been carried on for a number of
years. Like myself, perhaps, the hospital is now getting a little past middle
age but it is still run very efficiently.
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The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-There is
absolutely nothing to cover up.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Are you
speaking for the Liberal party, too?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I am
speaking for the Government. This is
purely a private argument that has
arisen unfortunately at Kyneton.
A
great pity it is that it ever arose, and the
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It is said sooner .it is forgotten and everybody gets
that one of the objections to it is that one back to the good job he is doing, the
politician's donations are given pub- better for everybody concerned.
licity and the others are not, and the one
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN (Monash
that is not given publicity is a lot bigger Prov-ince).-In making my oontribution
than the others.
to the debate I shaH try to strike apart
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-I should from the ·arguments formulated by the
not be surprised. Perhaps the others majority of my colleagues who have
cannot afford to give a bigger donation. given expert attention to the subject.
There may be reasons for it. However, Perhaps I could quote a well-known
hospitals are suffering quite a number of educational tag- " Now is the time for
disabilities because of rIsmg costs. all good men to come to the aid of the
Their debts are leg.ion, but to say that parr-ty." In thils instance, it is time to
that is due to maladministraUon by the come to the aid of the Oountry party.
Commission is entirely wrong. The We also invite <the Liberal party to prove
Government has provided to the hos- its bona fides. However, it is not a
pitals, through the Commission, record question of party in this matter, but it
sums for their maintenance; still rising is one of pubUc interest of a high and
costs are preventing them from giving morarr 'order. I propose to come to the
the services they should to the general aid of the Government, as I have done
public. We have the greatest confidence on other occasions, by reminding Ministhat the Commission will get out of the ters thalt they are invested with guberdiffi'culties it is in to-day. Every other natorial powers, and they should not be
Government institution as well as many loath to use them. The Government is
people in private life have got into still in its full youth; it is not yet three
difficulties. All public institutions are years' old and has all the energy of a
struggling very hard to keep going. The two-year-old. Despite the loss of blood
hospitals are, in the main, very well run, there should still be a good deall of life
mostly by honorary committees which and energy in its administration.
are doing a wonderful work, and we as a
Glancing back into antiquity I find
Government will back them as far as that the inquiry the Government is shunpossible by finding the money to help ning is a method of procedure in accordthem do their job.
ance with parliamentary methods. I
Mr. Coleman has made no specific refer to Sir T. Erskine MayJs Parliamencharge against the Commission. As a tary Practice- A TreaUse on the Law
Government, we have confidence that the Privileges, Proceedings, and Usage of
Commission will, in spite of the troubles Parliament "-the fourteenth edition of
ahead of us, bring the hospitals to the which contains the procedure laid down
high standard that we should have in for the appointment of a Select Committhis State. On behalf of the Government tee. In case the Gover,nment thinks I
I say that we definitely will not agree am advocating something of modern
to go on with a judicial inquiry into the origin, let me remind the Minister of
Kynetbn hospital because it is not justi- Public Works that the appointment of a
Seleot Committee goes balck to the 16th
fied.
Century. In the reign of James 1. there
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-Why cover was a Committee of Grievance'S appointed from members of both Houses.
it up?
H
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I am sure that my Liberal sympathizers
will say that the Puritan advent to power
was accompanied by an enormous
growth in the number of Select Committees. My twin member for the Monash
Province has interjected-" Do you want
a Royal Commission?" We will look
at the p'osition in regard to Royal CommISSIOns. We can go to the Conquest
fQr the first one ever held, but in the
modern form we return to the early
days of the Lanca'snrian Kings. I refer
the House to RoyaZ Commissions of Inquiry} which was written by Professor
Hugh McDowall Olokie and Mr. . J.
William Robinson, and was issued by the
Stanford University Press in 1937. The
learned authors observedThe use of Royal Commissions of Inquiry in Eng}and is consecrated by antiquity and in modern times is dictated by
necessity.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Were Royal
Commissions of Inquiry used to investigate the loss of a couple of sheets and
towels?
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.~It all
depends, but I would say that if such
an inquiry ·could sheet home to a guHty
person any allegations of the theft of
sheets it would be justified. I shall proceed with other observations m'ade by
the lea·rned authors on the geneva,l course
of parliamentary discussion such as the
Minister O'f Public Wotrks adumbvated
when he asked Mr. Coleman to make
certain charges. They are as follows:The whole process of parliamentary procedure-and in particular its operationrestricts and restrains the inquisitive and inquiring members and enforces a confo.rmity
of conduct which is totally destructive of
eonstructive individual thought. Not only
do parliamentary discussions assume the
form of set debates, th.e result of which ;5
most frequently predetermined by the
p.aIity complexion of the chambers, but
these ve.ry debates are an organized shambattle between rival teams of debaters, each
of which is under a fairly rigid discipline
and conducts its argument and proceedings
within the limits prescribed by the determination of the party leaders or of the party
programme.

I do not impute that condition to this
House, but those are ·observations by
authors who may have heard Qf the
Parliament of Victoria in either literature or in song or story. I now ask Mr.
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Warner whether he understands what an
It is a body which
has power of reference for a particular
thing, and which is caHE!d into existence
to serve a certa,in end. I may say that
the Minister of Public Works was speaking with his tongue in his cheek when
he invited Mr. Colem'an tQ formulate a
series of charges. Thi,s Government has
the power to appoint either a Royal CQmmission or a Select Committee to investigate this matter, and we know the
words of the Premier who actually made
these comments"ad hoc body" is?

If the
furnish
grounds
quiry, it
one.

persons concerned are prepared to
the Government with reasonable
to justify the holding of an inwill be only too happy to institute

There is no calling on Mr. Colem,an to
do SQ. The Premier also stated thisIt is most unfortunate that this agitation
should continue.

I echo his words. I say that if in a
community like this, responsible or,gans
of public opinion to which any Min1stry
must be susceptible demand an inquiry on a certain subject, no matter
whether it is bottled beer or' the protection of the health of the community,
the Governmen t cannot, dare not,
refuse the right of the people to
an investigation. I invite the Government and its supporters to make
an appointment of some kind. No subject can be more sacred in this comm uni ty in a material sense than the
health and well being of the citizens. If
any duty is la1d heavily on the Government, it is the duty of flicking free any
taint, or any midge of criticism, or
odium that might have alighted on a certain institution.
Members of Parliament are here, not to attack but to defend.
The function of Parliament is essentially
one of inquiry.
Various agenciesthe people, the press and the pulpitare all demanding an inquiry.
Are
we not entitled to take notice of
that demand?
Who are the real
agi ta tors for an inquiry? Are they
the members of Parliament or the people
who live within the territory of Kyneton?
The citizens of Kyneton want this question probed.
There is no intention to
compel people who have nothing on their
minds to give evidence.
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The Select Committee or the Royal
Commission must have a certain power,
and in this instance it would be one of
inquiry. If charges have been ma.de they
must be refuted. The Government is not
doin~ its duty if. it allows this request to
be passed over by weight of numbers.
Labour members have no material or
monetary interest in this question, any
more than they have in regard to
individuals subject to certain processes
of law. All we want is that there should
be an investigation. It is of paramount
importance that any matter that impinges on the character of hospital administration shall be probed to the utmost.
The Government says to us, "You
produce the charges." In other words,
we are to make statements here about
certain people. Certain things have
happened in the Legislative Assembly.
I do not wish to refer to them, but as a
citizen and a member of this House I
should be wanting' in my duty if I did
not voice dissatisfaction in regard to a
letter, dated the 25th of July, 1952, written by the secretary relating to a meeting
of the Kyneton hospital committee.
A certain lady was invited to a meeting
of the committee. That communication
statesAs no answers were forthcoming, Miss
Arnold was· allowed to leave the meeting.
The business of the meeting was then
proceeded with" out of committee," and it
was moved, seconded, and declared carried
that the Matron's explanation be accepted.

In other words, there was no explanation
and it was accepted. That does not comport with the conduct of matters
in a responsible way.
Where will
the damage be done if an inquiry
is not held?
It will not be done in
Kyneton, but in the minds of the fine,
magnificent, generous people who put
their hands into their pockets and help,
through various auxiliaries, the pulhlic
and private hospitals in Victoria. I
should be the last to complain about
their work. I have the highest respect
for the efficiency and standard of the service rendered by our hospital staffs. The
work of the hospital doctors is unsur·
passed in the world. It is only fair to
say that if the stream of benefaction in
Victoria were to run dry it would do
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harm, not only here but it would have
repercussions throughout the othe}~
States. The members of this Government will not consider the establishment
of another method of financing the hospitals. When there is talk of a lottery
their moral principles hackle like the
teeth of greyhounds. They are moral
on one subject, but on the other they are
silent.
I need say no more on thaI
point.
The sitting was suspended at 6.31 p.m.
until 7.53 p.m.

The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-Mr.
President, I am grateful to my absent
colleague, the other member for Monash,
for having reminded ,me before the
dinner interval of the hour, although I
might have suspected him of the sinister
intent that, in the time of Lillywhite, the
great cricketer, was evinced when the
captain of one village cricket team said
of the other, "Waiter, pass that gentleman there the duck and custards"; and
the result was that that gentleman
bowled several wides in the afternoon
and went out for a "duck." I do not propose to adopt that procedure this evening, but, in this sportive vein, may I
remind honorable members of the duty
that they owe in the first instance to the
people of this State.
Beyond all allegiance that we owe to
our party, and any tie that may b'ind us
to our constituents or to the office which
we represent, there is a duty owed to the
people of Victoria, and that duty extends
not merely to the gentlemen of maturity
I see around me, nor to ladies and gentlemen or men and women in general, but
also to lives in esse) to Hves in being that
have not yet come to the fruition of birth.
If anything should in any way besmirch
or tarn'ish our record, then I say that we
are thrice dishonoured in the eyes of
posterity, and we shall be rightly held
up to the execration of after ages if we
shall have in any way forsworn our duty
both to the past, which we revere, to the
present, which we serve, and to the posterity that we hope to preserve and
amplify.
I ask members to consider that statement very seriously. This is not an
a ttempt o~ any political party or of any
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sect or sept in this House to embarrass
the Government. It is merely an inquiry
by people, by members such as those
men tioned in a book published by the
Stanford University Press, who are inquiring and diligent, as befits members
of the legislature. It must be remembered that in the hands ·of each Parliamentarian is held a fragment of
purple, and that purple represents a fragment of the cloak of power torn from
the shoulders of a king; and when we
put all this together we form the great
indivisible mantle of sovereignty. If we
dare to arrogate to ourselves, ,as representatives of the community, the powers
that formerly were regal and inquisitorial, and if we do not use those powers
to their fullest and greatest extent, then
we are unworthy of the power which we
exercise in the community and the duty
which we ought to perform.
If there is anything that affects the
lives of the innocent and the infants, that
duty is heav,ily resting upon ParUament
to ensure tha tit is discharged in a
worthy manner. It is not the purpose
of my observations this evening, nor that
of my party, to bring anybody into
contempt, shame, or scorn undeserved.
All we ask is that when responsible
people in the community have said certain things, those things either must be
proved or must be gainsaid or contradicted by the persons who have said
them, or they must be shown to have
been' the product, the figment of the
imagination that begot them. If there
are rumours, and they are merely
rumours, let them be scotched; but if
indeed" something is rotten in the state
of Denmark," it is our duty to rectify it.
Addison said'Tis not in mortals to command success,
But we'll do more, Sempronius; we'll
rleserve it.

If the Government desires to continue

its term of office H has to show itself
outstandingly, head and shoulders, in its
efforts to see that things are put to
right. Such inquiries are not served
behind the closed doors of Cabinet; they
are not -served by a member of an
org,anization which itself may be a!,1ested
ar at least brought to abservati'On; they
are properly found out and inquired into
The Hon. T. W. Brennan.
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by i,mpartial organizations. There is the
Select Committee of the Houses, but the
Government turns its back on it. It says,
in effect, "No, we have not time. We
have t'O go on with the business of
government." But for what is this
business of government being carried
on? Who wHI 'stand in this place, if it
still exists 'in twenty year-s' time, and
carryon these speeches? Is it not posterity to whi-ch we look for hope in the
future? How do we serve posterity if
we ignore our duty in the present?
It may be salid that the Government
has much to do. It is true that the work
of government is wide in its ramifi'Cations, but the weUare af the population
of the State from a moral, a mental, and
a physical standpoint is the one thing
that matters. It is idle to ·come here and
speak of the construction of this or that
State school, and so forth, and the provision of transport for children from one
school to another, if we are not prepared
to face up to the position that everything must be well for the advent of
those children. So I say that the Government is recreant to its duty. Even if a
Labour Government were in power I
would stHI, whatever peril might exist,
stand in this place and "speak the
truth .
impugn it whoso
list," because on a question of morality
one is above an that can be argued in
point of politics. Therefore I pay due
honour to that worthy gent,leman who,
in the performance of hi,s sacred calling,
has brought these matteI's to the notice
of the public. I am glad that the Minister in the closing part of his observations paid him a due compliment and
withdrew any imputation that might
have un deservedly \rested on him. I certainly say, as a citizen and a representative in Parliament of 120,000
citizens of this State, and of their families, that I should be utterly base and
neglectful if I did not voice my protest
against som·ething that is not done, but
should be done.

Let us go ahead and hold an inquiry.
If that inquiry completely exonerates all

parties, then let us rejoice as all good
men should rejoice at the exoneratlion of
the innocent. If it is proved in the cold
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sober Ught of day that nothing untoward has happened, nothing is amiss.
Who is there who could stoop to make
capital of that? I say that the Government comprises not merely those of its
members who are in either House; it
comprises every member of Padiament.
I call upon the members of the Liberal
party, of the Country party, and of the
Lahour party to join in this matter to
see if there is anything w.rong. If the
Government will not appoint a Royal
Commi,ssion, let us have a Select Committee. I know that there a're those
who will quote against me those words
in the book from which I made citations.
Perhaps members might not deem it unworthy of me to note the observa tiOll'S
of one gentleman in hi,s experience of
Royal Commissions. I refer to the
Stanford University Press publication in
which is quoted a very humorous statement by a gentleman, supposedly a
survivor of a great Royal Commission.
He saysI am the Royal Commission on kissing,
Appointed by Gladstone in '74.
The rest of my colleagues are buried or
missing;
Our Minutes were lost 'in the last Great

War . . . . . .

But still I'm a Royal Commission
My task I intend to see through;
Though I know, as an old pOlitician,
Not a thing will be done if I do.

That is not the spirit that should actuate
those persons who might be appointed to
the proposed Commission of Inquiry.
The right peopie for appointment to such
a tribunal are ·those who will carry out
their mission as it shoU'.1d be carried out.
Other spea-kers, who will foHow me,
will give chapter and verse and submit
succinct arguments that should move the
Ministry to do something about it. The
Governmen t's duty wiU not be discharged if it merely halds a Ministerial
inquiry and then says that it is satisfied.
After all, it is not we, the insignificant
members of this Parliament, but the
community who desire that something
should be done. That course should be
f.ollowed. If a member 'Of the cloth
deems it his duty in the course of his
sacred ministrations to direct attention
to these matters, and if he considers it
right that there should be an inquiry, I
would not lightly ignore his words.

1952.J
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I conclude by quoting from the works
of probably one of the most obscene
writers who have ever disgraced
the art of calligraphy in the world. I
refer to a pagan of long ago, noted for
the filth of his utterances in the crudest
degradation of Rom'an pagan times. He
made use of this expression-Maxima
debetur pueris reverentia parvis-the
greatest reverence is due to little
children.

Sir JAMES KENNEDY (Higinbotham
Province).-Mr. Brennan has used a flow
of high-sounding language, but he has
not advanced any strong argument in
favour of the proposed inquiry. The
Kyneton District Hospital is only one of
probably hundreds of similar hospitals
throughout the State, which are controlled by committees of management.
Tho'Se people are public-spirited citizens
who are elected by the subscribers to the
hospi tals. They do very fine work under
the general supervision of the Hospitals
and Charities Commission. Obviously,
that Commission cannot attend to all the
multifarious details of the hospitals, but
it exercises a certain degree of supervision.
From -my experience I can say that the
Hospitals and Charities Commission is
very helpful to the hospitals of Victoria.
Those hospitals must be administered
according to standard forms and bookkeeping system'S, but the details are left
to the discretion of the committees.
That, I think, is a splendid system-that
a very large part of the management of
the hospitals should be left to these
public-spiri ted citizens who are willing to
devote so much time to the welfare of
the community. At the present time the
committees are experiencing great difficulties.
From my experience there are usually
one or two persons on committees of
management who are always" agin the
Government." In other words, they
always hold opposite views to those of
the majority of the members. They
usually vote against any constructive
proposal, knowing that if everything
turns out well nothing further will be
heard about the action taken, but that
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if anything goes wrong they will say,
"I told you so; I was the only one to
vote against it."
As we all know, the cost of the
maintenance of hospitals has in recent
years risen very 'considerably. For the
last eighteen years I have been
associated with a -community hospital.
I was its first president Rnd treasurer.
I was treasurer of the organizing
committee which raised the money
in the first place to enable the
hospital to be founded, and I have been
its treasurer ever since. It happens from
time to time that it is necessary to take
certain action in the management of a
hospital, involving, perhaps, a reduction
of staff. For that reason certain persons
might make statements which. in fact,
contain no truth, but it would be ridiculous to appoint a Royal Commission
every time such an incident occurred to
ascertain whether the statements made
were truthful or otherwise. Apparently,
in the case of the Kyneton District Hospital it was deemed necessary to effect
certain economies which affected even
the resident medical officer.
The cost per bed in the hospital with
which I am connected was at one time
£4 a week, but at present the cost has
r.isen to more than £20 a week. I think
it is now almost £22 per bed per week.
The hospital is at present faced with a
big overdraft. The bank manager has
informed me that it will be necessary
for the hospital to reduce its overdraft
and for tpat purpose I will be having an
interview with the manager next week to
see if some financial arrangement can be
made to enable the hospital to carryon.
In the case of the Kyneton District
Hospital, the correct action was taken
and a member of the Hospitals and
Charities Commission, Dr. J. G. Hurley,
was asked to make an investigation.
His report disproves the serious statements that have been made except, perhaps, in one small matter relating to a
few items of property, which were removed from the hospital but which, I
understand, were later returned. Surely
it is not proposed to appoint a Royal
Commission to investigate what became
of £2 or £3 worth of articles.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-One gown,
two sheets and one glove.
Sir James Kennedy.
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The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-We will
give the Minister a full list of the articles.
Sir JAMES KENNEDY.-It is utterly
unfair to the committee of managemen t
of this hospital that the statements which
have been voiced should have been made
about the hospital. It is now suggested that the hospital should be
given further pUblicity by the holding of an inquiry, but we know that
the allegations would be disproved
completely because we have faith
in the report of an outstanding member
of the Hospitals and Charities Commission. As I said 'before, the members 01
the committees of management are
responsible and public-spirited people.
The allegations against the Kyneton
hospital have already been investigated
by a responsible member of the Comm ission and that should end the matter.
It is also proposed that an inquiry
should be held into the administration of
the Hospitals and Charities Commission,
but there is absolutely no ground for
such a request. As far as I' know the
only criticism that has been made of the
Commission is that the -chairman of that
body is a strong-mind~d man. He is
recognized throughout Australia as an
outstanding
authority
in
hospital
management. From time to time I have
had interviews with him concerning
hospitals, including the hospital in which
I am particularly interested, and I have
always found him most co-operative. If
he is unable to grant one's request, he
makes no secret about it.
He is the
type of man we require in public life. .

It has been mentioned that hospitals
have big debit balances, but we all
appreciate the difficulties being experienced by the hospital m~nagers in
reducing those debit balances. I think
it was the predecessor of the Hospitals
and Charities Commission-the old
Charities Board-which was responsible
for the introduction of the Hospitals
Association for the purpose of making
bulk purchases so that the cost of many
materials used by the hospitals could be
kept to a minimum. A Government
nominee was appointed to attend to the
financial side of these activities and to
consider means of reducing costs.
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About a year ago the hospital with
which I am closely associated considered
it imperative to alter its management in
order to save about £20 a week.
The
action then taken could easily have resulted in a similar .request being made for
an investigation by a Royal Commissioll,
because it was deemed necessary to reduce the staff. It might be possible for
the Hospitals and Charities Commission
to reduce capital costs by developing a
less costly type of hospital building, but
it cannot reduce maintenance costs. I
contend that the reports that have been
obtained in relation to the Kyneton
District Hospital indicate that the institution has been well managed. It has
been proved that the charges have no
substance, and I can see no reason fnr
the appointment of a Royal 'Commission.
The HOD. A. M. FRASER (Melbourne
North ProVlince).-I wi,sh to preface my
observati'Ons by oomments on a practice
whioh seems to have grown up in the
press and other places, and was resorted
to by the Mini'ster of Public Works in
relatiQn to the duties and responsibilities
of members of Parliament. The honorable gentleman more or less challenged
Mr. Coleman by ,saying that he had
brought no specific charges. Ever since
the Kyneton hospital matter has received
publicity, a section of the press has said,
like the Mini'ster, "Why does not the
member of Parliament make the charge
outside the House? "
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-You will not
make one inside the House.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-From the"
earliest times Parliament has been
cloaked with privilege based 'On the fact
that an honorable member owes a duty
to his constituents to receive their representations and complaints in regard to
martters of Government administration.
Even though in the course of receiving complaints reputations of individuals may be tarnished, if the circumstances warrant it, it is both the duty
and the respons'ibility of the member to
raise that subject wHh the Minister concerned, and if necessary to bring it up
in the House. In this case neither Mr.
Coleman nor the member who first
raised the subject in the Assembly
has any personal knowledge of the
charges.
Mr. Coleman has not in-
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spected the register, he does not live in
Kyneton, and he knows nothing about
the charges. On the other hand, a gentle- .
man who holds a position in the British
Medical Assooiation, i:s a resident medical
officer at the hospital and has some
knowledge of Kyneton; a member of
the hospital committee appointed by
the Government to watch its interests; and other members of the committee, have drawn the Government's attention to what they believe, rightly or
w,f·ongly, is not only maladministration,
but an linstance of 'improper 'and illegal
'Pra'ctices. When such ·steps are taken it
is foreign to aH proper principles, in my
opinion, f'or the Government to push the
charges aside as has been done in this
instance.
In referring to the charges the Minister of PubLic WQr~s descr.ibed them as
airy.
The departmental file contains
charges as specific as they could be,
and they are made by responsible
In the circumstances, it
people.
ill-behoves the Government to say
that it knows that there are certain differences among Kyneton people
and that a's this i,s a row among them, it
will not investigate the charges. I desire t'O m<a,ke j t perfectly olear tha t I
have no personal knowledge of the
charges.
I am not in a position to
say whether they are true or false,
but I maintain that as specific charges
of criminal
practices
have
been
made, it is the duty of the Government to go a long way further
than it has gone. The matter had
reached the ears of the public well before it was raised in the LegislatQve
As·sembly, and the Government has a
duty to those who made the charges, and
to those whose reputations were likely
to be tarnished, to see that the matter
is investigated.
I assume that the
Government has nothing to hide. It is
wrong for the Government to adopt the
airy view that a Royal Commi'ssion will
cost m'oney, and therefore it does not
want 'One. The Government has vacilllated in this matter from day t'O day.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-How do you
explain Dr. Hurley's report.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I will
come to that in a minute. 'Dhe Minister
says that the Government objects to the
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appointment of a Royal Commission because there is nothing to inquire into,
since there have been no specific charges.
Sir JAMES KENNEDy.-Quite right.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I understand that one of the doctors made
specific allegations that certain pracHces were carried out at nhe Kyneton
hospital, and that he himself could
prove one case. 'Dhere is a de1finite
charge.
Sir FRANK CLARKE.-Give the name
of the doctor.
'J.1he Hon. A. M. FRASEJR.-The Royal
Commissioner in New South Wales had
no difficulty in getting names.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-What a circus he has made of ,it!
Sir FRANK CLARKE (to the Hon. A.
M. :Fraser).-Who is the doctor who
made the'charges?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Dr. Lincoln has made a statement. He is a
member of the British Medical Association. In referring to the committee, Sir
James Kennedy said it was actuated by
financial reasons, and hence had dispensed with the services of a woman
doctor.
I would have thought that
the opinion of the one affected was
entitled to as much consideration
Sir
James
Kennedy's
view.
as
Her allegation should have been
inquired into. She has said, not once,
but in a number of places throughout
these documents that she was dismissed,
not for financial reasons, but because she
was a stumbling block to practices
at the hospital. She brought that under
the notice of Mr. McVilly, in a letter
dated the 3rd of November, 1951. There
she referred to the fact that her services
had been dispensed with, but she said
no reason was given for such a great act
of injuS'Dice. Her letter contained these
comment,sThere is obviously a motive behind the
action of the committee who do not wish
to reveal it to the Dublic and the suhscribers. Perhaps I may be able to express
my interpretation of it in the following
words, "that I am a stumbling block in opposition to the improper practices that have
been carried out at this hospital."

That was a statement by a medical
officer who, one should assume, has a
The complaint
sense of responsibility.
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has been made that the dispensation
of her services was not on the
ground stated by the committee, but
because she was a stumbling block
to improper practices.
I would
have thought that before any tribunal
appointed by the Government that
medical officer would be a very important witness.
She could be crossexamined and her evidence tested to
. ascertain whether there was any
justification for the statement that
she was a stumbling block to the improper practices carried on. J assume
that, with access to the records, and some
memory of what had gone on, she could
pinpoint the specific matters.
I am not going right through the file,
but a very interesting statement was
made on the 9th of April to the Minister
of Health. It is all very well to say
that the committee oannot agree and
that the Government nominee is outvoted, but people have made specific
charges.
I say that when we
deal with that aspect of the matter there
are a number of sinister things that
require investigation. I will read a speci-'
fic statement from the transcript of the
deputation to the Minister. It is not a
case where a doctor has on some
isolated occasion done under certain
circumstances, a curetting or the dilatation 'of the womb with another
doctor present but a certain gentleman
said this~

According to the Government file "the
hospLtal throughout the district has now
been called an abortion institute."

That was the statement of Dr. Lincoln,
the president of the local branch of the
British Medical Association.
He has
made the charge. It is all very well for
a member to interject that he is irresponsible, but there is no evidence of
that.
He was an honorary medical
officer of the hospital and the president
of the local branch of the British Medical Association and he practises at the
hospital. I suppose that when he is in
Kyneton he keeps his ears open. He
made a definite charge.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Later the
transcript discloses that he said that the
operations could all be genuine.
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The Han. A. M. FRASER.-The Minister should not take words out of their
context. Dr. Lincoln saidThe hospital throughout the district has
now been called an abortion institute. That
has been going on for years. I can only
say that I have every reason to believe that
the rumours are correct; in fact, in one case
I can prove it.

I want the matter investigated by a
proper authority-by a JUdge-someone
who is independent.
Sir FRANK CLARKE.-The
withdrew hi'S statement.

witness

The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-There was
no sworn evidence.
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-Here is
the passage that the Minister of Public
Works takes comfort in and which he
says Dr. Lincoln withdrew.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-No. I think
he said all the operations could be
genuine.
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-I am reading observations of this doctor made to
the Minister of Health on the 9th of
April. He said the words that I have
just read. Then this was saidOn the hospital register at the hospital I
have a statement by Dr. Strange about the
abnormal number of dilatations and curettages patient operations at the hospital.
There are an abnormal number of these
patientlS at the hospital. They are all coming from the one source.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNES.-Which is not
correct.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-We are not
here trying the truth or falsity of this
matter, and we do not want the Minister
of Public Works and his colleagues to
be the judges.
The PRESIDENT (Sir CUfden Eager).

-Order! Mr. Fraser is reading from a
report and it would be more satisfactory
if he concluded his reading.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Very well,
Mr. President. The report proceedsThey are all coming from the one source.
They could all be genuine.

He was referring to the statement by Dr.
Strange about the abnormal number of
operations, and said that they were all
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coming from the one source and could
be genuine. An inquiry might elicit that,
but there is nowhere a withdrawal of the
fact that in one case he could prove it.
The Han. P. T. BYRNEs.-He is having
"two bob each way."
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Is that a
serious allegation?
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Yes.
The Han. A. M. FRASER.-I cannot
imagine any more serious allegation
against a hospital that is subsidized by
the Government and supervised by the
Hospitals and Charities Commission than
that it is known thToughout the district
as an abortion institute. If that is not
specific and not serious enough to warrant an inquiry, I do not know what is.
Dr. Lincoln was not the only one suspicious of the conduct in the hospital, because another member of the committee
became suspidous-I do not think he
had any personal knowledge--and he
said, in effect, that there seemed to
be an extraordinary number of these
operations, quite disproportionate to the
number that one would ordinarily expect
in a hospital of that type.
I now come to what I regard as a
most significant point. If this practice
had been carried on and the hospital
was used as a cloak, it would not be in
the interests of those engaged in that
practice to keep a proper register of the
operations, or, if a register was kept, to
make all the necessary notations in it.
It appears that on the 29th of February
of this year, the secretary of the Hospitals and Charities Commission wrote
to the hospital stating that there was a
laxity in recording fuB information relating to operations performed in
theatres.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Who said
that?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER. - Mr.
Acklom, the secretary of the Hospitals
and Charities Commission. I am not suggesting that the Kyneton hospital was
picked out specifically, but it was under
notice at that stage.
The Kyneton
District Hospital came into the picture
towards the end of 1951. Newspapers,
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particularly one Melbourne newspaper,
had m'ade reference to some of these
allegations and it is strange that following certain reports, in Februa'ry of 195'2,
a letter was fQrwarded by the Commission pointing out that in some hospitals
there was a laxity of recording full infQr·m'ation relating toO operations. There
was then set out in detail' all the infQrmation that was expected from those in
the Qperating theatres, and defining the
duties of surgeon, anaesthetist, sister in'
charge, and so forth. The letter contained the statementThe register will 'be inspected by the Commission's inspecting officer at such times as
he visits your hospital.

When the matter concerning the Kyneton
District Hospital broke, the Commission
sent Dr. Hurley to inquire into it. What
was happening at Kyneton would have
some indirect effect upon the Hospitals
and Charities Commission, because some
considerable time previously the Government nominee on the committee of
management of the hospital had brought
these matters to the notice of the Commission and the Minister of Health. An
interested person was sent to Kyneton
to conduct an investigation, and apparently it is on his judgment that the
Government now refuses to act. There
is nothing at all on the file showing what
Dr. Hurley did at Kyneton, and in his
report there are no excerpts from the
register. At that stage apparently Dr.
Hurley made no inquiries as to the number of these operations.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Yes, he did.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Jf he did,
he has not put that information anywhere on record. The first material on
the file from Dr. Hurley is his notes,
following which there is a draft copy of a
letter to be written to the Minister.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Dr. Hurley
informed Cabinet that he inspected the
register and could find no abnormal
number of these operations.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN (to Mr.
Byrnes).-We have only your word far
that.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (to Mr. Coleman).-I am giving my word, but
whether oOr not you take it is of noO consequence.
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The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I am not
speaking about what Dr. Hurley told
Cabinet, but about the reply he made
toO the Minister of Health on the 3rd of
June, which was we~ks before the matter had reached Cabinet in that sense.
There is a doOcument on the file headed.
"Dr. Hurley's notes "-1 presume it is
in his own handwviting-1n whi,ch there
is no word about the number of
cases. The notes cont'ain the statement, "Dr. Hurley had visited Kyneton
and examined the hospina'l records."
There aTe no details as tv his examination, only the bald statement that he
examined the records. There is nothing
on the file to show what the recor.ds disclosed, what was found, on what he
based hi·s opini.on, oOr whether or not, in
his opinion, the number of thi,s type of
operation was proportionate or disproportionate, having regard toO the size
of the hospital, the number of cases and
so fQrth. This j s a most extraoroinary
document, because it is headed in pencil
"DT. Hurley's notes." However, I am
constrained toO say that the notes are not
in his handwriting and that apparently
he imparted the infQrmation to some one
else whoO wrQte the notes. However, I
will read the notes as best I Coan. After
being altered toO some eXitent, they read,
inter aliaHe did not find evidence of any irregularity in the nature of operations performed
as reve.aled by the reg1ister. In the absence
of ,any specific charge the Commission beLieves it is not its responsLbility to undertake any further investigation. . . . It
is unfortunate that the type of operation
register which was in use did not furnish
complete particulars, 'and following the inspection a standard register has been installed and this will be examined from time
to time by a representative of the Commission.

I should like toO know whether it was
unfortunate from the point of view of
the Commission or because it wouLd be
impossible to detect by an inquiry that
these illegal pra1ctices were being carried
on. FoUowing Dr. Hurley's notes, a
draft was made of a letter to be written
toO the Minister of Health. That doOcument was also edited, following which
there was a typewritten draft, part of
whiCh readsIt is unfortunate that the type of operation register which was in use did not f\lrnish complete particulars, and, foHowing
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the inspection, a "tandard register has been
installed and this will be examined from
time to time by a representative of the
C'Ommission.
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The Hon. H. V. MAcLEoD.-Would
that not be a matter f.or police a'ction?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I will discuss that aspect later. I now wish to
refer to a letter of the 4th of August,
1952, which was written to the secretary
of the hospital, in which it was stated,

I should like to know why Dr. Hurley
made the statement that it was unfortunate that there were incomplete particulars. Obviously he was expressing
the view that he himself could not determine the matter because he could not get
proper records and could not obtain the
facts from the relevant documents. If
that is a fact why was portion of the
statement excised from the letter which
went to the Minister, because in that
communication it was merely stated-

inter alia(1) On the 1st March, 1952, pOlice seized
goods alleged to be the property of the
Kyneton District Hospital.
(2) Some of these goods were branded
Kyneton District Hospital.
(3) These goods included sheets, dressing
gown, prohibited drugs, &c.

The operating theatre register will be
examined from time to time by a representative of the Commiss,ion.

That list was written in the police report
book.

I now turn to the latest document on
this matter. It is dated the 15th of
September 1952, and it was read by the
Minister of Public Works. I ask the
honorable gentleman how he reconciles
the statement in that letter with what
Dr. Hurley said was the position in June
last? According to this latest document, the register book is still in use and
nothing has been S'crapped, hidden,
destroyed or removed. The new register
book is the book formerly in use. That
is completely at variance with what Dr.
Hurley previously stated, on the only possible construction of his language, which
was" It is unfortunate that the type of
operation register which was in use did
not furnish complete particulars."
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The "was"
means" is."
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-F,ollowing
the inspection, 'a standard register has
been installed. I 'Suppose the comment
there is "was always installed." That
is corroboration of the opinion that there
ought to be a public inquiry. These are
not isolated matters. I have never heard
a proper explanation of the finding of
the goods at Riddell. I do not know
whether the police went there on two or
three occasions, but I do not think they
were look-ing for stolen property or property of the Kyneton District Hospital.
I think they went there probably owing
to the rumours that we were told were
circulating throughout the district concerning other matters, and while there,
they saw hospital property that was
capable of being used in tillegal practices.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Where did
the police seize the goods?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-At the
place at Riddell. The letter also stated
that, on the 13th of April, 1952,
six weeks later, a second seizure
of goods was made by the police. The
goods in the list of the second seizure
included crockery, glassware, dishes,
bowls, prohibited drugs and dyed curtains which were of " Qualeta " sheetings
~dyed green and blue. There was also
a number of 26-oz. bottles of olive oil
and other goods as listed. They were
handed over to the police, and a receipt
was given by the police.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-By whom
was the letter signed?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-It was
signed by Dr. Lincoln.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-The letter
does not say that the goods were the
property of the Kyneton hospital.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I hope it
is not to be suggested that the articles
were not the property of the hospital.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Quite a
number were not.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-The letter
written on the 12th of August, 1952, was
signed by the manager and secretary of
the hospital. I presume that he would
know what was the property of the hospital. If there were proceedings, doubtless
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he would be the witness to be called
to give evidence and to prove identity.
He wrote to Dr. Lincoln in these termsThe hospital was informed of the recovery of certain articles by the police, and
after consultation between the president,
representing the committee, and the police,
the hospital took over all articles which

could definitely be said to be hospital property.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The letter
does not say "the" articles?
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I ha've the
receipt given by the police 'but I do not
wish to labour the question. Throughout the file there are references to the
reason why the poUce did not take
action in connection with the actual property. It was suggested by the president
of the hospital comm'ittee that they
should not do so. If this was an isolated
instance, one would say that there was
nothing in it, but having regard to the
na ture of the articles and the place from
which they came-I understand the place
at Riddell is a rest home-and also
having regard to the allegation made by
other responsible people, does it not
suggest that there are ample grounds
for an inquiry? I imagine that you, Mr.
President, would agree that there was
at least a prima facie case for an .investigation.
We have not been able to understand
why the Government shirks its responsibility in this matter. The facts I have
outlined are known to the people of
Kyneton. They have been known to a
number of other people in Victoria and to
such of the press as was interested in
this matter, particularly the Kyneton
Guardian which printed a number of
articles on the subject. The local press
said, "What is the reason for hid1ng
this business?
Why does not the
Government institute a:n inquiry?" 11
the Government refuses an investigation,
the charges will rema'in on record in a
In those
Government Department.
charges there ~s stated the type of hospital that the Kyneton Di,striet Hospital
has been in the past and the nature of
the operations that have been performed
there. If the allegations are untrue and
without substance, is not the doctorwhom it was al'leged had ,conducted a disproportionate number of certain operations-entiilled to have his name cleared
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of all ,suspicion? As to the resident
medical officer''S charges, it could easily
be established whether or not she was
a stumbling block to certain practices
that were carried on in the hospital. The
Government's duty is to allay the public
mind of aH suspicion in the administration of i~s Departments.
As Mr. Coleman said, nothing touches
the people more .closely than hospital
administration and hospital treatment
because not only the well-being but also
the lives of the community depend upon
those services. Here is a hospital that
should be caring for the needy poor in
its public depa'rtments and also wellrespected citizens, and it should have its
na,me cleared of this description that
has been uttered pubLicly through a
Minister of the Crown and has been
placed on record in the file. The allegation has received 'support from other
witnesses and by a certain type of what
I may call physical evidence in the finding of certain a,rtides at a place at
Riddell. The whole thing ,Shrieks to high
heaven for an inquiry. The Government will be recreant to its trust if it
does not respond to the appeal that has
been made.
For those reasons, the Labour party
has moved the motion for the adjDurnment of the House. We did so with a
full 'sense of respDnsibili ty, weighing
carefully the serious nature O'f the matters caning for investigation.
We
realize that if the Government will not
act in the matter it is the duty of members to direct the Government's attention to its failure to act, which will
mean that the names of certain people
may be bandied about. For the general
welfare of the community, some individua~s must suffer. They will do so
in this case unless the Government gives
them the 'Only opportunity they can have
of clearing their names-----'by the appointment of ,a judicial trIbunaL I repeat that
it was with a full sense of responsibility
that the motion was moved.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER (Higinbotham Province) .-I shall not speak at
great length on this subject, but I start
by saying that this evening there has
been much talk of the high duties of
members of Parliament. I would say
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that one of those high duties was not to
besmiirch the names of a number of
people. If it had not been for the Labour
party either seeking to damage the
Country party or to obtain publicity,
this case and the names of people would
not have been bandied about bef'Ore the
public. I think the Labour party has
done a great disservice to the Kyneton
District H'Ospital and a number of
people. The only thing that I can suggest w'Ould justify an -investigation is
to see whether the allegati'Ons 'Of Labour
iJarty members are true.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-We are not
making allegations.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In
another place and in this House members of the Labour pa'rty have taken
every step permitted under Parliamentary procedure t'O attack the Kyneton
District Hospital; suggestions have
been made, and sn.ide incidents have
been said to have happened there. What
is the story 'Of the hospital? First of
all, there was the famous "Whose
Baby? " case. Obviously that would be
followed by a lot of back-biting among
the hospita'l committee, the doctors, the
nurses, and local people. Members wh'O
belorng to golf clubs 'Or other institutions
know that often back-biting takes place.
Immediately some one says, "This
fellow is a crook," is it the duty of the
Government to' institute a public in··
quiry into the allegation?
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-It would be
bad luck for some of your employees
if they pinched stuff like that taken
from the hospital.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-We know
that the amount of stealing that goes O'n
in this community runs into thousands
of pounds a day.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAs.-Quite true.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-If every
time something of the value of a sheet
or a glove were taken in my factory and
we held an inquiry into it there would
be nothing but inquiries. Everybody
knows that in hospitals and in golf clubs,
in private enterprise, and in Government stores, both Commonwealth and
State, there is a continual amount of
petty pilfering.
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The Hon. PAUL JO'NES.-In this instance
it is not petty.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Not
petty! A sheet, a gown, a glass, a
couple of bottles which are not even
proved to have been stolen? The committee of the Kyneton hospital engaged
in a temporary capacity a certain nurse
who was to be appointed matron if
the committee was satisfied with her.
The files show that this woman was on
approval. The committee gave her permission to live out and to carryon a
certain amount of private work outside
the hospital.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That was
wrong, for a start.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am not
saying that it was wrong or right, but
the committee gave her permission to do
that. In due course somebody had in his
or her possession a certain number of
articles such as I have indicated.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Of course
you can walk out of a hospital with these
things without knowing they are on you.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Very
easily. Now, this person had taken the
goods out of the hospital without
authority, I presume.
Let us assume
tha t that is so.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-And without knowing it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The
probabilities are that the person concerned did know it, but this very pious
person Who knows about these materials
does not take the action of a normal
person-returning them to the hospital.
No, there are people who are setting out
to make trouble so they do not say to
this sister, " Please take them back. We
do not want them here."
They take
the goods where they can make the most
trouble by doing so-to the police
station.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Where else
would you take stolen goods?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Most normal people would take them back to the
owners. Mr. Fraser knows as well as
I do that if one wanted to create trouble
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for a person and made out that property
had been taken from somewhere without authority, then the way to create the
most trouble would be to take the
articles to the police. According to the
files, certain goods were taken to the
police station. This particular person is
reported in the files as having taken
those goods to the police station, and the
police said that the case was such a
flimsy one that they recommended to
the hospital authorities that they should
not do anything about. The police had
some common sense. They did not want
to engage all the members of both
Houses of this Parliament in debate or
to have a Royal Commission appointed
to inquire into it. They said, " This case
is flimsy" and they threw it out and in
doing so they showed a lot of common
sense. They said it was not worth
bothering about.
The committee,
according to every member who has
talked here to-night, consists of reasonable, ordinary kind of country people.
The Hon. PAUL J oNEs.-And they
would welcome a judicial inquiry.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-So they
have an interview with this woman, and
according to the inferences and because
some newspaper stated that she stood in
front of members of the committee and
said nothingThe Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-No. The
committee reported that to the Hospitals
and Charities Commission.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-We can
imagine this woman going into the com-'
mittee meeting; she said nothing and
the committee said nothing and everybody was happy.
The Hon. J. "'01. GALBALLY.-The committee said quite a lot to her.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-We can be
sure that somewhere behind closed doors
these people knew all about the matter.
The committee was perfectly satisfied and
immediately confirmed her appointment
as matron of the hospital.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Yes, they
gave her a promotion.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-The
Hospitals and Charities Commission
said-and it is on the file-" We make
no comment on their finding."
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-1Because
honorable members who are interjecting,
and their party, find some words here
and there on the files, so that it appears
that nothing was said at the committee
meeting, they ask for a Royal Commission.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Read the
files and you will make a better speech.
The H'0n. A. G. WARNER.-I read. the
file and I heard Mr. Fraser read out the
w'0rds that this sister went before the
committee, said nothing, and the committee was perfectly happy.
The Hon. PAUL JONEs.-What sort of
an explana Hon would you call that?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I believe
this sister had already made an explanation, either at the meeting of the committee or before the meeting.
The H'0n. P. L. COLEMAN.-Is that on
the file?
The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Mr. Warner would do well, I think, to
disregard interjections and address the
Chair.

The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I am
doing my best, Mr. President. The
Labour party would have us believe that
this body of sixteen men brought this
poor unf.ortunate woman in front of
them. She said nothing; they said nothing; S'0 they promoted her. I would
think that an average normal person
would be impressed by the conduct of
this commi ttee rather than by some
obvious clerical error in the report. It
is very obvious that this comm:ttee was
sa tisfied that the sister had done something that was perhaps not quite correct
in taking the goods out of the hospital.
We do not even know-if we are going
to draw inferences--t'hat she was not
authorized to take them. It is very
obvious, I say, that the committee should
say in the circumstances, "This is all
tripe, we can ignore this," and they
promoted her. Now we have to have
all this business of a debate in both
Houses of Parliament, -members all
talking about it, and the Hansard staff
taking a note of it all; and we have this
appeal for a Royal Commission which
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will be the means of spending thousands
of pounds on the case of a nurse who
took away from the hospital one sheet
and a few other things of the kind without authority.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-What
about all the other things that are set
forth specificaUy in the report.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-In which
particular file are these par:ticulars to be
found? At all events, let us turn
now to the other case, that of Dr. Strange.
According to the file, Dr. Strange had
been at the Kyneton hospital f.or a considerable period. She was a perfectly
happy person, she remained in the h'Ospi tal for a long time and she only discovered that something was wrong after
she got the sack. Tha t was a very
remarkable thing. When a person gets
the sack we aU know tha t he or she
starts to criticize the people who have
dione the sacking. Dr. Strange, first of
all, made charges. She wrote to the
newspaper Truth) but when she was
asked to substantiate her charges her
solicitors wrote and said that she withdrew them. That is on the file. Here
we have- a woman who was in an
atmosphere of intrigue and trouble at
the hospital and who got the sack.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-There is
nothing about that in the file. There is
no such word as "withdraw."
The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Her soHcitor
advised her not to go on with it.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-This
woman, first of all, was happy at the
hospital. She was there a long time and
she did not notice anything wrong. She
did not direct the attention of the committee to anything. She did not wr-ite
to the Hospitals and Charities Commission. Suddenly she got the sack; then
the hospital was a terrible place and she
wrote to Truth. When she was asked to
SUbstantiate her statement, her solicitor
advised her not to continue with the
matter. On all this, the appointment of
a Royal Commission is sought. The two
Houses of Padiament are involved in the
discussion, and am I to suppose that
there is in all this nothing of any attempt
by somebody to get publicity? There
is no question that Dr. Strange was
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a disgruntled employee, making complaints about the hospital from which
she has been sacked. As I understand
the position of Dr. Lincoln, he made certain criticisms in the press. He made
very much less criticism at the deputation. By this time he was beginning to
soft pedal. That is very clear from the
file. He was beginning to think that
perhaps his case was not so good, that
some one might say to him, "Prove it."
Dr. Lincoln said he did not want to
bring the press into it.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-He did not
soft pedal on the assertion he made.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Not before the Minister; that is true. Nobody
had then asked for the file to be laid on
the table of the House and nobody had
tried to get any advertising out of it.
Up to that time he was going full, wide,
and handsome, but when he met Dr.
Hurley and others who -were making in ..
quiries he began to alter his tone. Of
course, all the cases he referred to could
have been genuine, but that is different
from saying that this hospital was a
house of abortion. Dr. Lincoln now says
that all cases could have been genuine.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Nobody
denies that.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Are we to
waste the time of Parliament at a Nme
such as this, when the railways are
losing £5,000,000 a year, when the State
Electricity Commission is in trouble,
when other Government activities are in
trouble-The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-When you
have redistribution on your hands.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Yes.
When we have redistribution on our
hands, and we are confronted with all
these other things, we have to spend our
time in trying to ascertain for what
reaspn this matter has been brought
forward. Has it been done in the public
interest? I would not think so. That is
not the impression I got from it. Dr.
uincoln says in a letter signed by himself that people are discontinuing from
giving to the Kyneton hospital because
of these terrible rumours and all the
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charges that are being made. The
facts, however, as shown by the file
are that the number of patients
has increased and that subscriptions
have increased. So Dr. Lincoln is proved
again to be' incorrect. In the one instance he is proved wrong and in the
other he starts to withdraw when heat
arises. There is the sister who has been
allowed to take a sheet out of
the hospital; there is the doctor
who gets the sack and starts to
make statements in the press, and then
there is this other doctor who apparently
has some little axe to grind but does not
take care to check up. He is the doctor
at the hospital He goes there, apparently, often and has facilities for getting
information; he is so prejudiced that he
says the number of patients is falling off,
but he is wrong.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-It is just
an ordinary, normal hospital.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-H is just
like a golf club, when the committee has
been re-elected. It is curious to note
from the report of the Hospitals and
Chari ties Commission tha t, on every
occasion when an operation takes place
at the hospital, there is another doctor
present to administer the anaesthetiC,
and there is also the matron or a senior
nurse in attendance.
Members are
asked-by a doctor wh'O has since withdrawn his charg:es very substantiallyto .believe that if a woman wants an
abortion procured she attends a public
hospital and is operated on by a doctor,
with anot!her surgeon and a nurse in
attendance, and that particulars of the
operation are recorded in a regisrter.
The Hon. F. M. THoMAs.-That is not
done.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I know
that t1hings are not done 1n that way;
and so does every other member of this
House. If any woman wanted t'O have
,such an operation performed, she would
not proceed in that manner. If it is desired to spend a l'Ot of muney on an investigation, why not have a Judge to
cons1ider the matter? What a Hve[y picnic that would be fur t:he lawyers, and
what a marvellous advertisement it
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would be for those who raised the matter in the first place and " chased hares "
in the newspapers.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Will you
discuss under what auth,ority Dr. Hurley made his investigation?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Dr.
Hurley is a member of the Hospitals
and Charities Commission and he was
(sent to Ky:qeton by the Minister of
Hea1th.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-To take
evidence.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Jf Mr.
Brennan suggests that Dr. Hurley exceeded his authority, I shall not argue.
I do not care whether he did so or not.
The Hon. J W. GALBALLY.--I do. He
possesses only certain statutoryauthority.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Let us
assume that to be so. Dr. Hurley is a
member of the Hospitals and Charities
CommisSion, and the KynetoI! hospital
is dependent on the Commission for a
Government subsidy. Dr. Hurley is one
O'f 'the Com'missioners ,who hold the key
to the making available of money to the
hospital. Are we bo assume that the
secretary of the hospital would not be
courteous to the Commissi'oner? Such
a practi'ce is not customary in hospitals.
If anything, I thInk that the Hospitals
and Oharities Commission has t00 muc1~
power, but that is beside the point. Obviously, Dr. Hurley 'interviewed the
people who were concerned.

Thp. Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Wa's he
acting within the lawful 'Scope of his
duty.

The Hon. P. T. BYRNEs.-Yes, he acted
in (lIccordance with the Hospitals and
Charities Act.
The Hon. I. A SWINBURNE.-~-Dr.
Hurley acteC! under section 20 of that
Act.
The Hon. A. G. WAH.NER.-Apparently thE: doctor acted with full
authority, and he has a guod reputation
in Victoria. The Government saw fit
to re-appoint him a member of the Hosppitals and Charities Commission, and my
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contention is that he went to Kyneton
with a reasonably impartial mind. When
he returned, he made no reference to
what might be contained in draft reports, or other such matters; in effect,
he said, "There is nothing to do; it is
a lot of hooey." I ag,ree with him, on
the basis of the conduct of this matter.
Dr. Hurley, in his report of the 12th of
June, also referred to the fact that Dr.
Lincoln had, in substance, withdrawn his
charges. Is Dr. Hurley a liar? Are all
the members of the hospital committee
stupid? Did Dr. Hurley go to Kyneton
to tell lies?
There has been much tlalk about the
operation register and it has been ,implied that there was a secret register
whioh wa~ slYlY taken from the hospital
and a lovely new one put in its place.
What actuaHy happened was this: The
same old register remained; the only
difference now is that a few more lines
have been drawn and a few more facts
have been incorporated, which, perhaps,
should have been done before. However,
many private undertakings, which 'are
supposed to .keep books, do not always
comply with the striot letter of the law?
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-Would
you condone that?
The Hon. A. G. WAIRNER.-I would
not cOindone it; nevertheless, it happens
That is why inin my own business.
ternal and external auditors are employed.
Similarly, the Hospitals and
Charities Commission employs inspectorf.
to see that hospital records are kept up
to date. If everyone performed his task
properly there would be no need for
inspectors, auditors and such like. Is
there anything wrong with that situation? Is it necessary, in the case of the
Kyneton District Hospital, to have a
Obviously, the
Royal Commission?
Labour party desires that situation to
be brought about.
Mr. Fraser spoke of inefficiency at the
Kyneton hospital.
I read the departmental file carefully in an effort to ascertain whether there was any instance
of a patient having been improperly
treated, as a result of which treatment,
dea th ensued. However, I could find no
evidence of inefficiency at the hospital.
Session 1951-52.-[83]
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Apparently there is nothing wrong with
the medical service provided at that institution. There is only a local quarrel, and
a very petty one at that, in which the
quarrellers on the side which apparently
is being supported by the Labour party
are seeking to run for cover and to withdraw their charges immediately they are
approached.
The Hon. PAUL JONEs.-What about the
Government nominee on the hospital
committee, who is asking for an inquiry?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I shall
deal with that aspect now, because I know
that Mr. Paul Jones is particularly interested in it. Let us suppose that Mr. Paul
J ones was a member of the hospital
committee.
The Hon. ARTHUR SMITH.-I 'should
want an inquiry.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Too right.
Mr. Smith would want an inquiry, but
he did not want one at the beginning,
b~cause he did not think it was necessary.
The hospital committee did 110t ask for
an inquiry either until its fair name had
been dragged around Parliament and
through the newspapers. The members of
that committee now 'say, in effect, " Our
hospital has been besmirched to such an
extent that we, the committee, want an
inquiry."
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-Why not
give it to them?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I shall
answer that question.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.-Do you know
that the name McKenna is synonymous
with all that is good in Kyneton?
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That
may be true; I do not propose to indulge
in personalities. I only know that the
members of the committee did net
demand an inquiry until the other place
had discussed the matter and un til the
subject had been blazoned in every
Melbourne newspaper.
The Hon. F. M. THOMAS.-lt was
blazoned in the weekly papers first.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I shall not
argue about that aspect. I repeat that
an inquiry was not sought by the hospital committee until the Labour party
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had advertised this petty scandal in
every newspaper in the State and had
used the privilege of Parliament to do
so. The members of the committee, for
their self-protection said, in effect, " Give
us an inquiry." I suggest that it might
not be beyond the thoughts of members
of the Labour party that, by bringing the
,matter forward and advertising it
widely, the hospital committee would be
impelled to demand an inquiry.
The Hon. PAUL JONES.--Members of
·the hospital committee said they would
welcome an inquiry.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That was
after the Labour party had made it
necessary for them to try to protect their
good name.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-Repair the
wrong.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I shall support the Government.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-My
country, right or wrong.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-That is
not so. I am not always in favour of
steps taken by the Government.
The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-Do not
try to tell me that.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-I shall
not try to do so. In this instance, after
the matter had been investigated by the
Hospitals and Charities Commission, the
Government decided that it was a petty
local scandal which was being used for
publicity purposes and it took the view
that there should be no expenditure of
public money on a Royal Commission.
I think Cab'inet was guided, probably,
Members have
by another factor also.
only to reflect upon what happened in
Sydney when a Royal Commission was
appointed to investigate the liquor industry to realize that a Royal Commission appointed to ,investigate the
charges in relation to the Kyneton
District Hospital could easily become
a "circus," with every unfortunate
person who had been a pa tient
at the hospital being dragged forward to give evidence.
A witness
might be asked, "What did you say to
Willie Brown in the street on such and
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such a night about so and so?" or.
"What kind of operation did Mrs. A
have?" or, "What happened to Mrs B;
where did she have such an such an
operation; did she attend the hospital?"
Questions of that description could be
asked of witnesses and, instead of healing the breach, I suggest that an inquiry
would kindle a flame of scandal that
would not die down in Kyneton for 50
years. The Government representative
here said" No," and I think all honour is
due to the Government for saying, in
effect, "No, no, no; we will continue in
our attitude and will not give any more
publicity to the matter; we will not be
bulldozed into setting up a Royal Commission, as desired by the Labour
party." The attitude of the Government reveals a strong spirit which I am
very pleased to see.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY (Melbourne North Province).-It is rather
hard for me to begin after Mr. Warner
has spoken. I cannot help but think of
the scene in a poultry yard when a fox
gets in; it is all fowls, feathers and confusion.
That is how Mr. Warner
endeavoured to leave this matter in the
minds of members. I do not propose
to make any allegations-nor does the
party to which I belong-agairtst any
member of a noble profession. The
Labour party is not prepared to machine
gun its way into the headlines of the
newspapers by destroying the reputations of any people of Kyneton.
The Hon. G. S. McARTHUR.-You have
done that by accident, I suppose.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Members will be interested to hear what Mr.
McArthur has to say later. There is a
large departmental file which he might
commence to read. When the local
president of the British Medical Association-Dr. Lincoln-who is also, I
understand, an honorary surgeon at
the Royal Melbourne Hospital, ,saw
fit to describe the Kyneton District Hospital as -an abortion centre,
surely that allegation should be either
proved or withdrawn. How can the
residents of Kyneton have any faith in
the administration of their hospital
while a doctor who is still practising
there has said such a thing about it.
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The Hon. G. S. McARTHuR.-Dr.
Lincoln has withdrawn his statement.
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The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-The doctor
has withdrawn .it.

The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Wbat
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-Does
if he has done so? Does not the nature Mr. Warner think that it should be left at
of the allegation, which was made by a . tha t? Can any person make a charge
responsible person, call for an investiga- of that description on one day and get
tion? The fact that Dr. Lincoln has out of it on the next simply by saying
withdrawn his statement does not "I withdraw it "?
detract one whit from it. It may have
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-Where is the
been expedient for Dr. Lincoln to make
evidence of a withdrawal?
a withdrawal.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I am
The Hon. D. J. WALTERS.-It might
have been petty of Dr. Lincoln to make asking that even if the doctor did withdraw abjectly next day, should he be
his allegation in the first place.
allowed to continue at the hospital?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.Apparently, Mr. Walters desires to tell
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Is he conme that an allegation of abortion, which, tinuing there?
prior to the 1949 Act was a capital
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I do
crime, is a petty allegation. It strikes
not
know the parties concerned. I have
at the root of the administration of our
not
been approached by any of them,
hospitals, and I cannot think of anything more serious than an allegation of and I know nothing more about the
subject than I have read in the files.
that kind.
So far as I know, the doctor is still
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Why did the practising in Kyneton and is an honorary
doctor withdraw his aUegation?
medical officer at the hospital. I shall
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I do not deal with other aspects, because obknow, and it is not the function of a viously we cannot all cover the same
member of Parliament to inquire into ground. I shall now refer to what I
these things. I am not going to canvass consider to be a gross dereliction of duty
all the statements that have been made. on the part of the Hospitals and ChariI sincerely trust that there is not a jot ties Commission. That authority was
of truth in any of them. The people of set up by Parliament and clothed with
Kyneton, who are supporting the hos- extensive powers. The Commission has
pital, and without whose patronage and what Some textbooks have called the
charitable help the hospital would fall legislative powers of a Government Deto pieces, are entitled to have this matter partment.
put right. That is all we ask. The fair
In addition to having regulation-makname of Kyneton demands that these ing powers, the Commission almost has
allega'tions be withdrawn absolutely and the power 'Of the purse, which some
the doctor reprimanded or removed from people mistakenly think belongs 'solely
the hospital, or, if the statements are to Parliament. When these allegations
true, that appropriate action be taken. were made by Dr. Lincoln, it was the
The allegation relates to a criminal bounden statutory duty of the Commischarge, which is punishable by a heavy sion to conduct an inquiry on the highest
penalty under the criminal }'aw. I pur- level. Nothing could have be'en more
posely will not say anything about the serious than the charges he made. I
larceny charge, with which Mr. Fraser grant that at some later stage the dochas dealt thoroughly and carefully. I tor retracted. Section 20 of the Hospitals
suggest, however, that his arguments and Charities Act sets out the duties of
must have great weight with members. the Commission as to inquiries and inA doctor has described the Kyneton spections, but section 82 contains the
hospital as 'an abortion centre. We can- following interesting provision:not expect to have proper hospital ad82. (1) The Commission may at any time
ministration in that area while that state- make
or cause to be made such inquiries as
ment remains unchallenged.
it thinks fit as to any matter arising in the
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performance of any of the duties imposed
or in the exercise of any of the powers
conferred upon it.
(2) For the purposes of this Act the Commission shall have all the powers conferred
by seotions fourteen to sixteen of the Evidence Act 1928 upon a Board app'ointed by
the Governor in Council.
(3) For the purposes of any inquiry under
this Act the committee or managers and
the officers of any institution or benevolent
society shall permit the Commission to
have access to all books plans maps records
documents and things belong;ing to or in the
possession or control of the institution or
benevolent society.
(4) At every inquiry by the Commission
under this Act where evidence is to be
received and examined on oath or where
any formal charge against the C'ommittee
managers or officers of any institution or
benevolent society or any of ,them is to be
investigated the committee managers or
officers affected shall be entitled to be represented by counselor by some person
authorized in writing in that behalf.

Sections 14 to 16 of the Evidence Act
1928 contain wide powers relating to
Boards appointed and commISSIOns
issued by the Governor in Council.
Those sections provide, inter aUa14. It shall be la.wful for any Board appointed . . . . . to summon by writing
. . . . . any person whose evidence in the
judgment of :the ~aid Board . . . . . is
material to the subject matter of inquiry to
be made . . . . . and such person may be
required by such summons to bring before
such Board any documents in his custody
possession or control material to the subject
matter of inquiry. Such summons may be
served either by delivering the same to the
person required to attend or by leaving the
same at his usual place of abode.
15. Any member 'Of the Board may 'administer an oath to and may examine upon
oath any person so summoned . .
16. Every person who-(a) being served as aforesai'd with a
summons to attend the Board
fails without reasonable excuse to
attend as required or to produce
any documents in his custody
possession or control which he is
required by the summons to
produce;
(b)' h'appening to be present before the
Board and being required so to
to do refuses to be sworn or without lawful e~~use refuses or fails
to answer any question touching
the subjeot matter of inquiry or
to produce any document,
shan be liable to a penalty of not more than
Twenty pounds to be recovered /by any
person authorized by the Board before a
court of petty sessions.
The Hon. J. W. Galbally.
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That Act contains the widest possible
powers for the holding of an inquiry by
the Hospitals and Charities Commission.
It has power, under pain of punishment,
to summon people before the inquiry, to
procure documents, to administer the
oath, and to enable persons charged, &c.,
to be represented by counsel.
I have indicated the powers conferred
on the Hospitals and Charities Commission by an Act of Parliament. In this
case, a charge was made by a senior
medical officer at one of the hospitals,
and what did the Commission do about
it? Nothing. As I understand the file,
the Minister of Health had the greatest
difficulty in getting from the Hospitals
and Charities Commission some details
about this matter, despite the fact that
there is a section in the Act which
enjoins the Commission to give the
fullest information to the Minister. At
no stage does it appear that the Commission was prepared to exercise its
statutory power. I make this charge,
that the Hospitals and Charities Commission has been guilty of dereliction of
duty. It had before it a criminal charge
of the gravest possible character, and its
duty was to investigate that charge and
to deal with the offender.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Was that
before or after the withdrawal?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-At the
stage when the Commission was told
about this matter, there was no suggestion of withdrawal, as an examination
of the file wilJ disclose.
The Hon. A. M. FRASER.-I refuse to
accept the suggestion that there has been
a withdrawal.
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I am
allowing Mr. Warner that point. If the
Commission had acted as it ,should, and
as ,it is enjoined by Act of Parliament
so to do, then the whole matter could
have been overcome and the fair name
of Kyneton cleared. Before leaving this
allegation and embarking on a wider
field, let me say how much harm can
be done to the reputation of a man by
a casual remark in Parliament. In
the other place, the MinIster of Health
made a certain remark.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I
thought I had made that clear in my
introductory remarks. By way of .interjection, it has been said that there are
three members of the Hospitals and
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I with- Charities Commission, but I do not wish
draw that. It was said publicly by the to say nothIng about two of the
Minister of Health, I understand, that
members. It is the chairm'an who has
he was not very impressed with Dr. i,mposed his will on the hospitals comLincoln. It would appear that the only mittees. The problem of the erection of
information that the M'inister had about hospitals ,is a vexed one, because so much
Dr. Lincoln was what appeared on the
money is required.
files and a conversation he was purMedicine is an ever-developing, everported to have had with him. The
Minister damned the doctor with faint changing, science; the needs of to-day
praise. Without any proper examina- may nat be those of to-morrow. Hos:
tion or inquiry, the Minister of Health pitals built 50 or 100 years ago an~
was prepared to say that he was not shown to be completely inadequate for
very impressed by Dr. Lincoln. That modern conditions. Instead of erecting
might have a far-reaching and damaging m'assive structures. which are only a
monument to the chairman of the Hoseffect on Dr. Lincoln's reputation.
pitals and Charities Commission. I conThe Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Does he not tend that it would be far better to erect
deserve it?
buildings of a semi-permanent nature
The PRESIDENT.-Order! I ask Mr. which would be capable of assimHating
Galbally not to take any notice of that the changes in medical science. Arohiinterjection which, I think, was a very tectural'ly and functionally, a hospital
should be a thing of beauty, but a
improper one to have been made.
hospital depends for its efficiency on the
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I do medical staff, the nursing staff and its
not propose to traduce the reputation equipment, rather than on the physical
of any doctor at Kyneton, nor do I wish nature of the building. It is possible to
to point the finger of doom at the matron. have in the oom'munity the type of hosThe Kyneton question brings into sharp. pital it needs and that is most adaptable
relief the maladministration of the to the changes in medical science withHospitals and Charities Commission, and out going to the extravagant lengths to
it is with some aspects of that maladwhich the Hospital,s and Oharities 'Comministration that I now propose to deal. miss-ion has gone in the last two or three
It has been .pomted out that this Comyears.
mission, set up in 1948, was clothed with
The Hon. A. n, WARNER.-Now you
the widest powers. The effect of those
powers has been that the hospitals in are on Rafe ground.
Victoria, which for many years grew up
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-This
out of the charity of the people, both in matter should be made the subject of
money and lin service, have been largely the dosest scrutiny, because I have been
regimented and put under the control of informed that hospitals are being built
one man in the community who is to c0nform to a pattern laid down Iby
responsible to no one. He has imposed the Commission, and they all follow the
his will on those hospitals, and they are same lines of massive structures. I am
now 'being standardized to a pattern that glad that at least I have won over the
he has suggested.
former Minister of Housing on this subThe PRESIDENT.-I 'take it that Mr. ject. While tlhe Commission has been
GalbaHy i'S now dealing with the second embarking on this task of building these
part of the motion, which re1ates to the large structures, it has completely overadministration of the Hospitals and looked the fact that for 'some years
Charities Commission? It is only upon past 'Melbourne has' badly needed a new
that part that what he is now saying public maternity hospital. The Women's
Hospital was built to cater .for about
might be relevant.

The PRESIDENT (Sir Clifden Eager).
-Order! It would be out of order for
the honorable mf::mber to refer to the
debates in the ·Legislative Assembly.
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4,500 confinements a year. Last year
there were 6,000 confinements there, and
this year it is estimated uha t there will
'be 8,000.

, . The Australian Regional Council of
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists held a
meeting ·in August last. I submit that
that body must have some authority,
and must be considered to carry some
weigh't in the matters I propose to canvass. In the minutes of that O'rganiz'ation it is pointed out th'at patients at the
Women's /Hospital were being sent
home on the second or third day of the
puerperium-that is on the second
or third day a'fter the birth of the
child. It was decided that a copy
of a resolution passed in October,
1950,
should be forwarded to the
president of
the hospital.
That
resolution emphasized the danger to the
health of the mother ,in allowing her to
leave hospital in a period of less than
ten days a'rter the birth of the child.
It was stated that an adequate period
was fourteen day£, but in no circum'!:.tances was -it safe to allow the mother
to go home unti~ ten days had elapsed.
In Melbourne, at present, women are
'being sent home from the Women's
Hospital two or three days after the
confinement.
I suggest that those
women are the least able in the community to shoulder those hardships,
because in endeavouring to balance the
family budget a woman puts her own
needs last. The health of mothers is
being endangered by this action which
has been forced on the Women's Hospital
by, I suggest, the inadvertence, the
laziness, and the ineptitude of the Hospitals and Charities Commission in failing to point out the need ror a new
maternity hospital some years ago and
to ensure th'at some action was taken to
remedy the position.
There is a common complaint in pregnancy, which was hitherto very dangerous and sometimes fataL I refer to
a toxic condition of the kidneys.
Medical science has discovered that in
mid-pregnancy that condition can be
completely 'cured by a proper and
adequate diet of proteins-cheese, fish,
and meat-.and I say that in this community at this very moment there are
women who are unable' to afford that
The Hon. J. W. Galbally.
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diet which would r-id them of the terrible dangers .O'f mid-pregnancy when
they have that kidney condition.

It m:ight be said, "This is not the
function of the Hospitals and Charities
Com,mission," but it is interesting to
note that the reley;ant Act is very wide
and contains some ex:tremely wise statutory provisions. Sect,ion 18 of the Hospitals and Charities Act dealing with
the general functions of the Commission, states, inter alia,Subject to tMs Act it shall be the duty
of the Commissi,on from time to time to
make such inquiries as it thinks fit and to
report to the Minister as to-(a)

what charitable relief is required to
meet the need:s of the diseased,
infirm, incurable, poor, or destitute persons resident in Victoria
(including ch'ildren of
convaleS'cen t patients).

It wouiJ.d be interesting to ascertain
whether the Commis,sion has carried
out its statutory obl,igat'ion and furnished
the Minister with the information that
it is enjoined to supply by reason of
that section.
The Hon. G. L. CHANDLER.-Are you
saying that the Commission has not done
so?
The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.-I am
not saying whether it has done so or
not, but I point out that by Act of
Parliamen t the Commi'ssion is bound to
do these things, and that is why I say
that if women in the com,munity cannot
get the proper diet in mid-pregnancy to
cure this toxic kidney condition, it is
the duty of the Commission to point out
what every doctor at the Women's
Hospital knows, namely, that there are
very bad cases of malnutrition among
women patient's there.
In moving the second reading of the
Bill which became the Hospitals and
Charities Act, the late Sir Albert Dunstan
properly pointed out that there was to
be no charge for persons occupying
beds' in public wards. That expression of opinion was translated into
a section of the Act. The Commission
must be presumed to know the terms of
the Act under which it operates. Some
months ago it was suggested that public
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hospitals should charge fees, and in this
Chamber I asked the Minister representing the Minister of Health whether there
was any statutory power to charge fees.
The reply given was that the Minister
was seeking advice on the subject, that
the Law Department was being consulted,
and that it was hoped to give an answer.
That answer has never been forthcoming,
and I deplore that lack of candour on
the part of the Minister and the Hospitals
and Charities Commission, which sought
to confuse the people. The Commission
must know that there was no statutory
power to charge public patients.
Women attending the Women's Hospital are asked at present to pay fees,
although there is no power to charge.
I realize that the Government has it
in mind to amend the Act, but in truth
and in fact there is no lawful power at
present for this action to be taken and
those persons are being wrongly
charged. Women going to the hospi tal are being asked to join an
insurance benefit scheme, but no
benefit society will enrol a woman
when she becomes pregnant. I do not
suggest that an insurance scheme is a
proper approach to the matter, but I do
not propose to discuss that subject tonight.
Women already get the worst deal in
the community; they are " pack horses ",
so to speak. Mothers who go to the
Women's Hospital are now having their
health undermined, and there will be
8,000 this year who will be sent home
two or three days after the birth of the
child, despite the express warning given
by the highest medical authority in
Australia that it is unsafe for them to
leave hospital before a period of ten days
has elapsed. That is what the Hospital
and Charities Commission has done.
Our large public hospitals grew up in
the community-and we might well be
proud of them-without the protection
of any bureaucratic body, which is
what the Hospital and Charities Commission has developed into. It has
interposed itself between Parliament and
the people.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-Even
Mr. Warner would agree on that point.
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The Hon. J. W. GALBALLY.I hope so. Our great hospitals grew up
by the industry, the charity, and the
foresight of men who gave their time
to the development of those institutions.
The work they have done is on all foul'S
with what was carried out in England
for centuries when the care of the sick
was a Christian duty which was given
over to the Church, but with the suppression of the monasteries at the time of
the Reformation the WOI1k which had been
undertaken by the Christian church fell
away, and for 200 years or so in England
hospitals were simply lost. Then it
became the duty of the secular authorities
to build hospitals, and so on. In England
to-day, under the provisions of the
National Health Act, all hospital treatment is free.
Our hospitals grew up without the
protection, or the obstruction-as it noW
becomes-of this statutory body. At
St. Vincent's Hospital a casualty department was built about the turn of the
century, when Melbourne was not the
large city it is to-day and when sudden
death and mischance on the road were
not as common as they are unfortunately
at present. St. Vincent's Hospital, one
might also say, is in the heart of the city.
For twelve months that hospital has
'been begging the Hospitals and Charities
Commission to allow it to build a new
casualty department. The scenes in that
department beggar description. I do not
know whether members are familiar with
the scene in Gone with the Wind} where
the soldiers were brought into the improvised hospital in Georgia. A fair
comparison could be made between that
place and the casualty department in
St. Vincent"s hospital. I am also reminded of those 'Scenes that were made
famous in the Crimean War, which le.i.l
to the introduction of modern nursing
methods in Great Britain. The casualty
department in this hospital consists of
two small rooms into which the injured
people are brought and where they must
remain cheek by jowl until they are given
attention.
Public attention has been
drawn to these facts. However, the Hospitals and Charities Commi'ssion has not
permitted the hospital to build a new
casualty department. I can think of no
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more pressing need in the heart of a big
city than an adequate casualty department in a public hospital.
Of course, many indictments can be
made against the Hospitals and Charities
Commission, but I do not propose to canvass them all. I do nat know of all the
sins of that Commission and probably
I have only a superficial knowledge of
those about which I do know something.
As a result of the Commission's policy
the public hospitals of Victoria contain
beds which are now available only to
the acutely ill, by which I mean those
persons who need operative treatment.
I suggest that the problem of the care
of the chronically and helplessly sick is
neglected and that large numbers 'of
elderly people who need hospitalization
are left to die in rooms, without proper
care, or without any care. That is a
very urgent problem and it is made more
urgent and vital by the fact that the
number of old people in the community
is increasing. We are rapidly becoming
a race of old people, because with improvements in medical treatment and
advances in medical science the average
life of the individual is becoming longer.

Kyneton-an allegation of a grave criminal character-it should be either proved
or the person making the charge should
be reprimanded. The management of
a modern hospital is a real business performance. It is rated the fifth largest
type of business of the United States of
America and it involves in that country
an annual turnover of millions of dollars.
I suggest that the way in which the Hos'pitals and Charities Commission has dealt
with the management of Victorian hospitals shows a complete disregard for all
modern business practices.

The problem of those people who are
chronically and helplessly ill is urgent,
but it is being completely overlooked by
the Hospitals and Charities Commission.
The public hospitals are becoming places
in which doctors operatE on the acutely
ill, but people who need specialized care
and treatment over a period are totally
neglected. I do not intend any disrespect
for the medical profession and I do not
wish to be misquoted when I say that
public hospitals are becoming places
where the" guinea pig" is operated on
and where the people who do not need
operative treatment but Who are none
the less chronicaHy ill cannot get a bed.
That is in the nature O'f things due to
varIous shortages, and it is not in any
wayan indictment of the honorable profession which enjoys the confidence of
the community.

The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER (Doutta
Galla Province).-I do not propose to
traverse the ground so logically and
eloquently covered by my legal colleagues
in respect of the motion now before the
[House. I agree with the remarks of the
Leader of the Labour party as to the part
played by the hospitals in the general
community life of the people. For a long
period I had the privilege of representing
an electorate on the extreme edge of the
State, and I became fully conscious of
the part that the hospital scheme played
in the life of the community.

In order that our community shall
remain healthy and spiritually strong it
is vitally necessary that the medical profession be always kept on that high
pedestal. That is why, when an allega.tion is made by a medical officer at
The Hon. J. W. Galbally.

The question of hospitalization and
provision for the sick, which after all is
the first task of a Christian community,
should be dealt with on the highest level,
and I feel that in view of the crisis which
is on us the Government should make
an inquiry into these matters. No poss·ible harm could come of an investigation,
and it is idle for Mr. Warner to say that
it would be a waste of thousands of
pounds. I regard nothing spent on the
provision of proper facilities for the
health of the community D.S a waste of
money.

I share with my colleagues who have
spoken a degree of disquiet which is
felt not only inside this Parliament but
also outside when grave accusations are
made, not by irresponsible persons, but
by men occupying positions of very real
responsibility. I refer to the member~ of
the medical profession who are involved
in this matter and who have made allegations. As a result of those allegations
a deputation waited on the Minister of
Health and very properly he referred
the matter to the Hospitals and Charities
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Commission. Subsequently, the Commission delegated the task of inquiry to one
of its members. I do not know how deep
or how significant tha~ inquiry was, but
the person who made it was satisfied
from what was put to him that there was
no substance in the allegations that were
made by a highly responsible medical
man and that they could not be sustained.
The Whole community has been disturbed, and is still disturbed as
a result of these statements, yet
the Government adopts an extraordinary attitude by saying, in effect,
"Make your charges and we will then
conduct an inquiry." It has been suggested that the inquiry should be either
by a Royal Commission or a judicial tribunal, but if necessary an inquiry could
be made by a parliamentary Select Committee, as it would be quite proper and
competent for such a body to make an
investigation. In the history of this Parliament and of other Pavliaments scores
of inquiries have been made by Select
Comm'ittees when various questions have
been selected for investigation. The
Select Committees have been invested with power of interrogation of
witnesses on oath. That would not be
an expensive procedure, neither would it
be a cumbersome method, and it would
result in justice being done to all concerned. If nothing is done the result
can only 'be disquiet on the part of a
very large section of the community.
The Minister and the Government
surely do not overlook the fact that the
inquiry, if not sought in express terms,
is desired by the people who are most
interested. Only within the la'St few days
the committee of the Kyneton hospital, if
it has not expressly asked for the inquiry,
has at least desired it and would welcome it. Other organizations, diverse in
character, within the town of Kyneton,
are similarly desiring if not actually
seeking an inquiry into these allegations.
Despite these desires on the part of the
people most concerned the Government's
answer is "Make your charges and we
will then conduct an inquiry."
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-You think we
should go on a witch hunt?
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The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I do
not. Serious allegations have been made
and even the oratory of Mr. Warner will
not alter that fact. The statements have
not been made by an irresponsible
member of the community but by a
medical man who practised in the Kyneton hospital.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-He withdrew them.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I do
not think those allegations have been
withdrawn. There has been no expression or public withdrawal of the allegation he made. There is no question of a
witch hunt. It is very illogical and
a very vicious form of argument to put
to the House that this inquiry involves
a witch hunt. I do not think it does.
Members of the community are so disturbed as a result of this controversy
that they demand the holding of an
inquiry.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-You
would not suggest, of course, that the
demand for an inquiry was caused by the
publicity given to the matter by the
Labour party?
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-My
friend, Mr. Warner, is bringing in King
Charles's head, so to speak, by mentioning the possibility of the Labour party
seeking propaganda. In the first placp
the matter had nothing to do with the
policy of the Labour party, nor did it
involve Labour party agitation or
propaganda. It was a problem that
emerged as a result of allegations that
had been made by a medical practitioner,
and which were supported to some degree
by certain members of the hospital
committee.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-The Labour
party had sufficient courage to ventilate
the matter.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-This is
not a question of Labour party propaganda. The action taken by the party of
which I am a member, both in this House
and in another place, is justifiable, as is
revealed by a perusal of the departmental
file, on which there is abundant evidence
to justify the demand for holding an
inquiry. Mr. Warner ha5 spoken of
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. Labour party propaganda but he should
be the last person in the world to make
such a statement because there is some
very interesting Liberal party propaganda at the present time in relation
to a variety of matters. However, that
is beside the question. I reiterate that
the persons who are most vitally concerned are those who are served by the
Kyneton District Hospital. I do not know
that institution, nor am I particularly
well acquainted with the district. I do
know, however, as does every other
member of this House and every member
of another place, what has been alleged
in regard to the hospital.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-There have
been no allegations of inefficiency.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.-I do
not want to be diverted from my argument. Aliegations have been made in
bla'ck 'and white by a medical ffi'an and
certain af those allegations have been
denied by other medical men.
The Hon. A. G. WARNER.-Some of
those allegations have been proved to be
wrong.
The Hon. WILLIAM SLATER.The only way to satisfy the community
is to hold an independent inquiry. 1
am not wedded to the idea of any
particular form of inquiry, but I maintain that it must be fearless and independent. I suggest that it is within the
competency either of this House or of
both Houses of Parliament in this State
to appoint a Select Committee to undertake an inquiry. If it is felt that a
Select Committee would not be a proper
authority to make the requisite inquiries,
there shculd be no objection to the
appointment of a member of the judiciary
or a high ranking member of the
bar.
Without any witch hunting,
the person appointed to conduct the
inquiry, could, in my view, ma,ke, a
determination speedily.
Important issues are involved in this
controversy, and surely the Government should be moved by the weight of
public opinion. Seemingly, however, it is
satisfied to assume this attitude: Allegations have been made and they have been
answered 'by some one else; so far as we
are concerned that is the end of the
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matter. However, that does not solve
the problem. The minds of members of
the community are gravely disturbed as
a result of the allegations which have
been
made
and
which
remain
unanswered. Consequently, I appeal to
the Government to reconsider its decision. Possibly it is satisfied to rely on
the fact that it has the numbers and
will give no consideration to a matter
of great public importance. Without repeating the remarks that have been made
So ably by my legal colleagues in this
Chamber, I appeal to the Minister and
to Cabinet to reconsider the matter, not
from the aspect of party political propaganda but for the purpose of satisfying
the desires of the community.
The Hon. PAUL JONES (Doutta Galla
Province).-It goes without saying that,
in every district where there is a hospital, people are considerably concerned
as regards the good name of their hospital and the confidence of the community in it. That was the note on
which the Leader of the Labour party in
this Chamber submitted the motion for
the adjournment of the House, and I
agree entirely with his remarks. No
stone should be left unturned in an effort
to remove any stigma that may attach
to any hospital, whether it is located in
the metropolitan area or in a country
district.
I have listened to the speeches that
have been made this evening, but I have
not perused the departmental file. All
that I know about the case is what I
have heard to-night and what I have
read in the newspapers. I was impressed
by the remarks of Mr. Galbally who had
something to do with the famous " Whose
baby?" case in relation to the Kyne1:on
District Hospital some time ago, and the
thought occurred to me a few moments
ago, " Whose baby is this trouble now?"
After listening to Mr. Galbally's speech
I should say that this trouble is the
" baby" of the Hospitals and Charities
Commission, so to speak, which has
apparently fallen down on its job.
I agree with other speakers of the
party to which I belong that when the
serious allegations were first made, that
was the time when the Hospitals and
Charities Commission should have acted,
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but it failed to do so effectively, and now
the Government, apparently, is not prepared to take any steps in the matter.
After Mr. Coleman had spoken, the Minister of Public Works replied to the effect
that no specific charge had been made.
After hearing extracts read from
the file and listening to
other
speakers to-night, I have cdme to
the conclusion-and I think that
any fair-minded person will agree
wi th me----1ha t some very defini te
charges have been made by certain
people, who are .persons of substance.
Charges were made by Dr. Lincoln who
attends the Kyneton District Hospital
and is the local president of the British
Medical Association. When a serious
charge is made by a medical practitioner
such as he, it is up to the Government to
institute an inquiry. I understand that
when the allegations were first made,
the Minister of State Development
strongly favoured an inquiry, but later
he somersaulted-for what reason I do
not know---.;and now he does not want
an inquiry.
By a natural assodation of ideas,
when mention ;is made of ·Mt. Buffalo,
one immediately thinks of snow. Similarly, whenever the town of Kyneton is
mentioned, the name of 'McKenna alway,s
comes to my mind. I should say that the
McKenna name in Kyneton is, and
always has been, synonymous with all
that is good.
One member of the
McKenna family is a Government
nominee on the commi ttee of the
Kyneton Distroiot Hospital, and he asked
for an inquiry.
That was one valid
reason why tihe Government should have
taken action, but it railed to do so. Last,
but not least, the hospital committee has
stated that it would welcame an inquiry.
Members of. that committee have natified
the Hospitals and Charities Commissian
and the Minister of Health to that
effect, according to what I have read in
the press.
However, despite the fact
that the committee would welcome an
inquiry, the Government still refuses to
act. I ask: Why this hush hush policy?
Would it not be better far all concerned
to have the good name of the hospital
cleared once and for all? If the Gavernment refuses to act, the stigma will
remain and 'iliere will bea blemish on
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the reputation of m:any persons concerned. I sv.auld Hke a Select Committee, a judicial committee, or a Royal
Commission to be appointed.
Some yeans ago, when I was a member
af the Federoal Parliament, I was also
a member of a Select, Committee which
travelled interstate ·and took with it a
Hansard reporter. Every question and
answer was printed and published. To
the best of 'my recollection there were
same thousands of qtuestions and
answers, and the 'cost of conducting that
inqutry was cansiderable. (However, the
cost of an ,inquiry by a Select Commi ttee in this instance would not be
great. Sir James Kennedy referred to
the financial ,aspect, but ;my contention
is that, where the reputation of one" of
aur haspitals is at stake, there should
be no quibble about cast. Any money
expended in that directian would be well
If an inquiry is not instituted,
spent.
the matter will remain in the air, as it
were, and the charges will be neither
proved nor disproved. I appeal to the
Government to relent and to take the
broad view that it is in the best interests
of the com,munity to' hald an inquiry.
In my view, the ar.guments that have
been advanced aga-inst the holding of an
inquiry are particularly weak.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE (SauthEastern Provin·ce).~I approach this
subject with a reasonable background
of hospital administration, having been
Minister of Health in a previous Government for just an twa years.
I make
this observat,ion: If, during that time,
I had listened to disgruntled public
servants or to public informers, I could
have had a cantinuous inquiry running
for those two years. I have listened tonight to an effart to justify the need
for a public inquiry in regard to the
Kynetan District Hospital, ·and I was
amazed to' think that so much has
been made out of so little. Befare this
debate toak place I had not concerned
myself particularly about the Kyneton
hospital, Ibut since hearing the speeches
tha t have 'been made in this Chamber
to-night, I am satisfied that if I were
asked to adjudicate on the evidence that
has been tendered, I would say that a
satisfactary C8Jse has not been made out
in favaur of holding an inquiry.
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It is unfortunate that such grave
charges as have been made against the
adm'inistration of the Kyneton District
Hospital and of public hospitals generally
in Victoria should have received so much
publicity. We all know the type of
persons who are responsible for the
administration of country hospitals.
·They give of their best in the interests
of hospital administration, and I have
every reason to believe that the statemen ts made in this House concerning the
Kyneton hospi tal will shake their
confidence.
It is also unfortunate that the debate
should have taken the turn that it has,
and that a stigma should have been cast
upon the whole community of Kyneton.
The women O'f the district have, in my
opinion, been degraded by the continual
references to the fact that abortions
were carried out in the Kyneton hospital.
Anyone would think that the women
folk have no morals, and I feel sure
that they will resent the libels that
have been directed towards them. The
ethical standards of the medical and
nursing professions are also implicated.
Anyone knowing of those standards
would realize that the alleged practices
at the Kyneton hospital cou1d not occur.
If they did, it would be the duty of
Parliament to give the utmost protection
to the good name· and high ethical
standards of both those professions, and
if the confidence of the people in the
members of those wonderful professions
was lost, it would be the duty of the
Government to restore that confidence.
If the charges made in the House
to-night were only reasonably sustained, there would Ibe only one
answer-that the Government ought
to holl(} an inquiry.
Two charges
have been made, first, that some
person illicitly obtained and used
property belonging to the Kyneton District Hospital. 1f that is true, there is
no need to appoint a Royal Commission
to inquire into the allegations ·and to
punish the person responsible, because
action ,could be taken by the police. The
next question of moment raised related
to allegations of abortion. I wish to
direct attention to the fact that the chief
witness in this case, Dr. Lincoln, said,
" It could be genuine." After making a
charge, he then recanted and AAirl that
The Bon. C. P. Gartside.
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the cases could be genuine. He was not
game to face up to his original statement that abortion was illegally carried
out in the hospital. I a,m satisfied that
nothing abnormal occurred at the Kyneton hospital, and nothing has been said
to-night that would give any man of
reasonable judgment any sense of conviction that an inquiry ought to be held
into the conduct of that hospital.
I have the greatest confidence in the
members of both the nursing and medical professions. From my observations
and from information I have received, I
believe that the ethical standards of
those professions in Victoria are as high
as anywhere in the world. The evidence
that has been submitted to-night has
failed to establish a case for an inquiry.
When this matter was first mentioned, it
was suggested that a certain motion
would be submitted. That motion dealt
entirely with the Kyneton District Hospital, but in order to curry favour with
certain people and to try to win two or
three extra votes to-night a taU was
put on the motion, roping in the administration of the Hospitals and Charities
Commission.
The Hon. P. L. COLEMAN.-That was
to get the support of Mr. Warner.
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-If that
was the case, it was a dismal failure.
Tha t was nothing more nor less than
a red herring drawn across the trail because its object was to obtain support
for the motion. The name of Mr. McVilly
has been mentioned. For nearly two
years I was in close contact with Mr.
McVilly and with other members of the
Hospitals and Charities Commission. I
should like to give the House my opinion
of that gentleman because it is a little
different from that expressed by certain
honorable members. I consider that in
Mr. McViUy, the chairman of the Hospitals and Charities Commission, we have
one of the most efficient and keenest hospital administrators in the Commonwealth. From my personal experience,
I know that he is strong willed and
determined, which are two good characteristics of any administrator. Further,
he has always been reasonable and where
he found that his administration conflicted with the ideas of the Minister he
was always co-operative.
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The Hon. T. W. BRENNAN.-He took
his own way?
The Hon. C. P. GARTSIDE.-That is
not so. Mr. McVilly was always cooperative and desired to serve the people
according to the policy outlined by the
Minister and the Government of the
day. I do not know that any administrator could possess finer characteristics
than those. There has been an excellent
debate on this question, but I regret the
fact that the time of the House for one
whole evening has been taken up in
discussing a matter that should never
have been introduced in this House. I
intend to vote against the motion.
The Hon. D. P. J. FERGUSON
(South-western Province).-Like other
members of my party, I cannot understand the reason for the Government's
objection to an inquiry into the administration of the Kyneton District Hospital.
The public is demanding an inquiry into
that institution, but unfortunately the
Government seems to be as far out of
step with public opinion on this question
as it is on the matter of redistribution.
The motion submitted by Mr. Coleman
is a positive approach to a problem that
is causing concern throughout the State,
but the Government's reaction has been
negative. If there is nothing in the allegations that have been made, surely there
is nothing to be afraid of and nothing
to run away from. Let us have an
inquiry to clear the air. If what has
been said in favour of those who have
been mentioned in the course of this discussion is correct, as our opponents
would lead us to believe, why should the
Government be afraid to appoint a
committee to inquire into the affairs of
the Kyneton District hospital? I consider that the Labour party has made a
reasonable request which is in keeping
with public opinion, and little else remains to be said for the justice of conducting an inquiry to clear the good
names of those associated with the hospital.
This motion affords me an opportunity
to refer to a letter that I have received
form the town clerk of the City of
Geelong, written at the direction of the
council and directing my attention to
extracts from the report of the medical
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officer of health, Dr. D. Alan Kidd, for
the month of July, 1952. I have had
nothing to do with the preparation of
this letter and I take it that it is quite
authentic. I know of Dr. Kidd, who is
Reporting
held in high esteem.
to the council on the hospital bed
shortage, Dr. K1dd statedHOSPITAL BED SHORTAGE.

On several occasions I have commented
on the local hospit'al bed shortage, especially
the inadequacy of the maternity accommodation. Early in the year this shortage
of maternity beds was denied by the medical
superintendent, but a letter was sent out
by the hospital authorities this month
asking aU doctors to co-operate with the
authorities in allowing their cases to be
sent home within seven days, especially
during .the next three months, owing to the
acute shortage of beds and the excessive
bookings. The doctors who attended a
special meeting called to receive the letter
all agreed that mothers should remain under
adequate nur·sing attention for at least
fourteen days after childbirth, and this
"new order" was not one which should be
allowed to become a permanent thing. It
is really asking too much to expect the
mothers to go out in seven days and resume
the responsibilities in the house.
I feel that the completion of Baxter House
should be treated as a matter of extreme
urgency and not be allowed to drag on
indefinitely.
Also worth mentioning at the moment is
the general shortage of beds. The hospital
recently recorded a record number of cases
in hospital, but there is no place yet for
the aged who just need a little nursing
attention. Only last week a pensioner who
lived 15 miles out of Geelong, having been
pr.omised a bed and having arrived in by
ambulance, and after careful examination
at the hospital, had to be sent back to his
little hut to depend on the generosity and
goodwill of the neighbours, because a more
urgent case needed the bed. I had not seen
the case until two days af.ter his return to
his hut, and I found him lying on the floor,
unable to get himself back into bed.
Unless some urgent ste.p i,s taken to finish
the Old Folks' Home and to plan for I:10re
hospital beds, with the increasing aging
population, the position wiJI become chaotic.

The situation in Geelong is a grave
reflection on the administration of the
Hospitals and Charities Commission. I
know the manager of the Geelong and
District Hospital well, and some of the
members, and they are at their wits end
trying to accommodate and care for the
sick and needy in that city. To-day, they
fear from day to day that thz work on
Baxter House, the maternity hospital in
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course of erection, will remain for
an indefinite period in the same stage of
construction as the Old Folks' Home at
Geelong.
Care of the sick and the aged
must be considered by the Government.
It seems that the time is ripe for the
Government to investigate the administration of the Hospitals and Charities
Commission. It is all very fine to say
that the people are receiving the best
attention possible, simply because they
do not complain. The poor are only too
happy to accept 'any conditions when
indisposed; beggars cannot be choosers.
I am not castling a reflection on hospital
committees or hospitals themselves. I
realize that they are doing their best,
but, unfortunately, hospitals in Victoria
are denied finance, which has been cut
to the bone.
When the Labour party advocates the
establishment of a State lottery
with the object of subsidizing the cost
of hospitals, hypocrites run around the
country talking about the destruct/ion of
moral virtues. The Government ought
to examine methods of financing hospitals. The idea of going around with
the hat and only half providing for the
needs of the aged and the sick has
" whiskers" on it. I direct attention to
the urgent need of the sick and the aged
in Geelong and district. If an investigation is made of the administration of
the Hospitals and Charities Commission,
I consider that a complete inquiry should
be conducted into the reason why the
Old Folks' Home at Geelong has remained
in such an indefinite state as it is at
present. The same comment may be
applied to Baxter House. Although it
has been started only recently, the
residents of Geelong fear that this excellent proposed maternity accommodation
will De denied them.
Whilst the Old Folks' Home is at a
standstill many people are heartbroken,
declining further in health, living under
intolerable conditions, suffering all the
chills and ills of winter, and being
denied the proper care that it is the
responsibility of the Government to
provide. I appeal to the Government to
drop its childish political party attitude
in this matter and, in the interests of
The Hon. D. P. J. Ferguson.
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common justice, and in deference to the
wishes of the people, to accept the ,motion
submitted by the party to which I belong.
The Hon. A. J. BAILEY (Melbourne
West Province).-Much has been stated
in the debate about the Kyneton District
Hospital. I wish to state a few reasons
why I consider there should be an inquiry. Allegations have been made by
responsible persons from Kyneton-by
Dr. Lincoln, who is the president for the
district of the British Medical Association, and whose allegations are on the file;
and by Mr. McKenna, the Government
nominee on the hospital committee, who
has endeavoured for many months to
persuade the Hospitals and Charities
Commission to make an investigation,
but nothing has been done.
With the a/Irmg of these complaints in this House and elsewhere
a public outcry has begun. Cabinet has
received a report from Dr. Hurley, the
medical member of the Hospitals and
Charities Commission, who was sent to
investigate the allegations. According
to the file, he was not able to substantiate any of the charges. Nevertheless,
there was no suggestion that the charges
were false or had been 'proved to be
false, and until the allegations are adjudicated upon by an impartial committee,
such as a Select Committee, I consider
that there will always be the doubt in
the minds of people that there was some
substance in them.
With other members of my party, I do
not know whether these allegations are
true or not. Government members have
stated that Dr. Lincoln retracted his
allegations. I have the file containing the
report of statements made at the interview on Wednesday the 9th of April,
1952, with the Minister of Health at
which Dr. Lincoln is alleged to have
gone back on his allegations. At that
interview there were present, in addition to the Minister of Health, the
Government nominee on the committee
of management of the Kyneton District
Hospital, Mr. McKenna, and two other
members, Mr. Hartigan and Dr. Lincoln.
Mr. W. L. Rowe, Secretary of the Department of Health, was also present. Dr. Lincoln, in his opening remarks, stated. . . . the rot. set in several years ago
with the famous" baby" case.
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Much has been said to-night about that
case, and I do not intend to labour the
point. A little further on, Dr. Lincoln
statedThe hospital, through the district, has
now been called an abortion institute. That
has been going on for years. I can only
say that I have every reason to believe that
the rumours are correct, in fact in one case,
I can prove it.

Government members have made much
of the fact that later in Dr. Lincoln's
statement at this interview he retracted
his allegation. The statement in which
he is supposed to have retracted it was
as follows:On the hospital register at the hospital
I have a statement by Dr. Strange about the
abnormal number of dilatations and curettages patient operations at the hospital.
There are an abnormal number of these
patients at the hospital. They are all coming from one source. They could all be
genuine.

He went on to sayMatron Berry resigned from the hospital
for the same reason. Matron Arnold was
appointed two months ago. She had been
a night sister there.

He also said that when Matron
Arnold was a sister, a number of articles
were seized from her home by the police.
On the evidence presented in these files,
not on one occasion were articles seized
from her home, but on three occasionson the 1st of March, on the 13th of
April, and on the 30th of April. It was
also stated that Matron Strain gave no
permission for anybody to take any property from the hospital. It is no coincidence that on more than one occasion
these articles were removed. Why the
hospital committee did not lay a charge
is beyond my comprehension. Admit- tedly, if a person takes something from
his place of employment, it will be said
that he was tempted and that he did not
know any better, and in some cases it is
said, " Everybody does it, why should not
I?" But if the person is excused once,
and he repeats his action a second and
a third time, the matter becomes more
serious. I cannot understand why no
action was taken. I consider that the
committee
"whitewashed"
Matron
Arnold. In the cause of common justice
there should have been an inquiry. I
am reminded that Matron Arnold was
promoted, but I sincerely hope that
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she was not promoted on account of
her carelessness in having hospital property in her home.
The Hon. TREVOR HARVEy.-She was
promoted on account of her efficiency.
The Hon. A. J. BAILEY.-If the Minister calls pilfering efficiency, I do not.
Much was said by both Mr. Warner and
the Minister alb out the articles of property which were removed from the
hospital. They made light of it and said
that there were only three or four such
articles. Members of my party read the
list of the articles that were taken, but I
shall not labour that point. There were
many more than three or four articles.
If a wharf labourer is caught taking
a tin of sardines, he is fined £10, and his
offence is not soon forgotten. There
should not be a law for one section
of the people and a different law for
others; a manual worker should receive the same treatment as anyone else.
We all admire the work of the nurses and
matrons in the hospitals. Nevertheless,
they are only human and may at times
make mistakes. I am always prepared to
forgive a first offence, but if a person
commits the same offence a second and
a third time, justice should be done.
The Government has been very timid
in its approach to this question. It has
made much of the publicity given to the
matter, but I can say that my party does
not desire publicity; all it asks for is an
inquiry. If the charges are proved, some
purpose will have been served by holding
such an investigation. If the charges
are not substantiated, much good will
still have been done because the name
of the hospital will have been cleared,
and that is the main consideration. If it is
found that the allegations have been
justified, those who have taken part in
any illegal practices will be removed from
the precincts of the hospital and will
receive their just desserts.
Sir James Kennedy spoke highly of the
chairman of <the Hospitals and Charities
Commission and Mr. Gartside also
spoke very highly of him. I know very
little of Mr. McVilly's work. Recently
he was reappointed by the present
Government for a further term of office.
On looking through the file in connection
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with the appointment of hospital managers, which embraces hospital administration, it will be seen that Mr. Gartside,
when he was Minister of Health between
1949 and 1950, took certain action concerning the regulations tha t had been
promulgated for the appointment of
hospital secretaries and managers. He
realized that in respect of the senior
hospitals-those containing 301 beds or
more-there was a dearth of applicants
in Victoria for appointment as managers
and secretaries. He then drew up an
amendment of the regulation which
he submitted to the chairman of the
Hospitals and Charities Commission. He
did that, I take it, for the chairman's
perusal rather than for his approval.
Nothing came of it, but with a change of
Government the question was revived
some months later. The new Minister
made an investigation on the same lines
as did his predecessor, resulting from a
complaint concerning the Mount Royal
home for the aged. The secretary of that
institution was due to retire, and under
. the regulations the assistant secretary
was not eligible to fill the position.
At that time there were only nineteen
persons in the State qualified for the
position. It was necessary for them tl:'
be fully qualified in accordance with the
requirements of the Australian Institute
of Hospital Administrators. The proposed amendment was to include persons
who had qualified through the Victorian
Institute of Hospital Managers and Secretaries. Mr. McVilly did not agree with
the new proposal, and after many conferences and much correspondence he interviewed the secretary 'Of the Depart'ment
of Health-in the absence of the Minister, who was away ill-and offered
two alternatives, one of which was his
resignation. That was a serious step for
a man occupying Mr. McVil'ly's position
to take. He ,did not go ahead with the
res'ignation and the proposed amendment was not proceeded with by the
Minister.
Subsequently, Mr. McVilly was given
the privilege of drawing another draft
of the regulations, in which he included
applicants with lower qualifications that
were to be approved by the Commission.
In his wisdom, the Minister altered the
word" Commission" to "Minister," but
The Hon. A. J. Bailey.
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that still did not please Mr. McVilly,
who in a letter ,submitted six reasons
why he could not agree to the Minister's
suggestion.
I submit that the person
responsible for appointments-in cases
where applicants might not have certain
qualifications-should be the Minister,
but :Mr. McVilly proved himself-as
was !Stated by Sir James Kennedy-to
be the strong man, and he was able to
bounce the Minister and get his own
way. I suggest that the file should be
perused by all members of this House.
The investigation suggested \by my
party would do much good. The Government appears to be confident that the
charges made cannot be substantiated.
The management committee of the
Kyneton District Hospital has now also
made a plea 'for an investigation, although originaUy it was not keen for an
inquiry. Why t!he 'committee changed its
attitude I do not know.
However, on
this occasion I support its request for
an investigation.
In the interests of
justice, I urge the Government to give
the matter serious consideration. I am
sure that the people of Kyneton, and
indeed the people of Victoria, would
welcome a thorough investigation into
ali the points that have been raised.
The House divided on the motion forthe adjournment of the House (SirClifden Eager in the chair)Ayes
15
Noes
17
Majority
motion

against

the
2

AYES.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bailey
Brennan
Coleman
Ferguson
Fraser
Galbally
Jones

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Sheehy
Slater
Smith
Thomas
Mr. 'Dilley.
Tellers:

Mr. Arnott
(Ballarat) Mr. Jones
Mr. Rawson
(Doutta GallaL
NOES.

Mr. Byrnes
Mr. Cameron
Mr. Chandler
Sir Frank Clarke
Mr. Gartside
Mr. Harvey
Mr. Inchbold
Sir James Kennedy
Mr. McArthur
Mr. MacAulay

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

MacLeod
Swinburne
Tuckett
Walters
W,arner.
Tellers:

Mr. Grigg
Mr. Ludbrook.
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MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAMWAYS (FIRE BRIGADES
PAYMENTS) BllL.
This Bill was received f.rom the
Assembly and, on the motion of the
Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
Public Works). was read a first time.
HAIRDRESSERS REGISTRATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
TREVOR
HARVEY
(Minister
of
Labour), was read a first time.
PUBLIC SERVICE BILL.
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
r. A. SWINBURNE (Minister of
Housing), was read a first time.

.

HEALTH (MEAT SUPERVISION)
BILL.
'I'his BUI was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Han.
P. P. INCHBOLD (Minister of Education), was ;read a first time.
ADJOURNMENT.
The Hon. P. T. BYRNES (Minister of
PubUc Works) .-By leave, I moveThat the Council, .at its rising, adjourn
until Tuesday ne~t.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.24 p.m.
until Tuesday, September 30.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, September 23) 1952.

The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis)
took the chair at 4.21 p.m., and read the
prayer.
LICENSING ACT.
HOTELS: PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION:
COUNTRY LICENSING DISTRICTS.

Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill) asked the Chief Secretary1. What minimum number of rooms must

a hotel have available f·or the .public before
a licence may be obtained?
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2. What Victorian country towns have
three or more licensed hotels, giving the
number of hotels in, land the population of,
each such town?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The answers are1. Section 28 of the Licensing Act 1928
provides that in the City of Melbourne, an
hotel must have not less ,than six bedrooms
for public ac.commoda..tion. Elsewhere in
Victori-a, an hotel must have not less than
three bedrooms for public accommodation.
2. No rec.ords are kept by 'the Licensing
Court which would show the number of
Hcensed hotels in, or the population of particular towns. The records of ,the court
are based on U.censing districts.
The thirty-three country licensing districts are set out hereunder, together with
the number of hotels -in each and the number of electors enrolled for the corresponding electoral distr.ict:Licensing District.

Allendale
"
Ballaarat
..
Barwon
..
Benalla
..
Benambra
..
Bendigo
"
..
Borung
..
Dundas
Evelyn
"
Geelong
"
Gippsland East
Gippsland North
Gippsland South
Gippsland ,"Yest
Goulburn
"
Grant
"
Hampden
"
Korong
"
Mernda
"
Midlands
"
Mildura
"
Mornington
"
Murray Valley
Polwarth
"
Portland
"
Rainbow
"
Ripon
..
Rodney
"
Scoresby
"
..
Shepparton
Swan Hill
"
Warrnam bool "
Wonthaggi
"

..

..

..
..

..
..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
"

..
..
..

..

Number of
Hotels.

Electors
Enrolled .

49
56
22
35
36

15,938
21,581
17,560
13,695
14,022
23,500
13,944
15,449
18,941
21,539
13,650
18,242
19,022
16,500
14,423
18,700
14,807
12,744
18,346
15,255
14,333
20,481
16,431
15,323
15,483
12,353
15,379
14,664
20,842
16,961
14,174
14,952
15,529

7l

32
24
19
40
47
20
27
23
55
35
29
49
37
39
5
23
44
24
37
28
39
40
10

26
22
28
28

METROPOLITAN LICENSING DISTRICTS:
NUMBER OF HOTELS.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond) asked the
Chief Secretary1. What w.as the population ·of each
metropolitan licensing district when the
Licences Reduction Board held j,ts last formal sitting?
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State Electricity

2. How many hotels were -in each such
district at that d.ate?
3. What is the present population of each
such district?
4. How many hotels are now in each such
district?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).The answers areLicensing districts are the same as electoral districts for the Legislative Assembly.
As the honorable member is ·aware, the
boundaries of electoral districts were altered
in the year 1945, so that the districts of
1937 c.annot be compared wi·th those of 1952.
The population of licensing districts is not
recorded.
The thirty-two metropolitan licensing districts are set out hereunder, ·together with
the number of hotels in each :and the number of electors enToIled for the corresponding electoral district.
Licensing District.

Albert Park ..
Box Hill
..
..
Brighton
Brunswick
..
Camberwell
..
Carlton
..
Caulfield
..
Clifton Hill
..
Coburg
..
Collingwood ..
Uandenong
..
Elsternwick
..
Essendon
..
Footscray
..
Glen Iris
..
Hawthorn
"
Ivanhoe
..
Kew
..
Malvern
..
Melbourne
..
Mentone
"
Moonee Ponds
Northcote
..
Oakleigh
..
Port Melbourne
Prahran
..
Preston
..
Itichmond
..
:-It. Kilda
"
Runshine
..
Toorak
..
Williamstown ..

..
·.
..
·.
..
..
·.
..
..
"

..

..
..
..
.,
..
..
..

..
..
"

..

..
..
..
..
..
"

..
..
..
..

Number of
Hotels.

Electors
Bnrolled.

14
4
8
13

23,820
36,066
28,280
23,957
28,922
24,453
23,062
24,217
25,949
24,179
43,931
22,490
32,813
23,761
29,028
22,859
35,560
23,236
21,689
22,630
35,185
26,163
25,167
28,177
25,407
23,787
30,126
23,979
22,356
31,138
22,906
28,152

..

28
I

16
7
66
9
I

5
27
.,
9
4
3
6
147
7
9
4
4
57
17
5
40
9
6
14
26

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
SLAUGHTERED

BOBBY

CALVES:

DE-

STRUCTION OF CARCASSES.

Lieut.-Colonel HIPWORTH (Swan
Hill) asked the Minister of HealthIf he will introduce legislation, this ses-

sion,

to

provide that the earcasses of

Oommission.

slaughtered bobby calves, irrespective of
weight, should not be destroyed if classified
as "fit for human consumption"?

Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health) ,It is not the practice to' state Government policy in reply to questions on the
Notice Paper.
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION.
ISSUE OF ELECTRICAL MECHANICS'
PERMITS.

Mr. CORRIGAN (Port Melbourne)
asked the Minister in Charge of Electrical UndertakingsWhether any permits were issued by the
State Electricity Commission during the
past two and one-half years to unqualified
persons authorizing thejU to perform electrical installations; if so-(a) to whom ,they
were issued; and (b) why they were issued?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings). - The
answer isNo electrical mechanics' permits were
issued to persons who were unable to provide evidence that they have had experience in electrical wiring work for the period
specified in the regulations.
DISPOSAL OF EQUIPMENT.

For Mr. DON (Elsternwick) Mr. Reid
asked the Minister in Charge of Electrical U ndertakings1. Whether his attention has been drawn
to recent press statements concerning litiga.tion involving the sale of thirteen tractors
and three cranes by the State Ele.ctricity
Commission?
2. In respect of each such unit of equipment, what was:-(a) its make, type, and
capacity; (b) the date of purchase by the
Commission; (0) the purchase price; (d) its
condition at the time of sale by the Commission; (e) the date of sale; and <I) the
selling price?

Mr. DODGSHUN (Minister in Charge
of Electrical Undertakings). - The
answers are1. Yes.

State

Electricity
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Type.

Capacity.
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2.
nake.

Date of
Purchase.

Purchase Price.

£
Allis Chalmers

"

"

"
"

"

"
"

"
"

"
"
"
"
"
Cat~rpi11ar "
Intern~tional

..
..
..
"

"
"
"

..
..
..
"

"

Clark Mobile Crane

" Cran'~ less
Peters
tractor
..
Total

H.D.14 ..
H.D.14 ..
H.D.14 ..
H.D.14 ..
H.D.14 ..
H.D.14 ..
H.D.14 ..
H.D.14 ..
H.D.7
..
R.D.7
..
D.8
..
T.D.18 ..
Chev. 4 x 4

"

..

132
132
132
132
132
132
132
132
60
80
113
70

H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.
H.P.

..

22.2.49
23.2.50
16.1.47
20.9.46
8.5.46
23.11.46
29.8.47
15.5.45
15.5.49
4.2.39
16.5.49
8.10.47
31.8.50
31.8.50

..

8.1.48

..

..

Condition at the Time oj Sale.

With the exception of one item (RD.7.
tractor purchased in 1939) the whole of this
equipment was purchased second-hand ,by
the Commission when it was practically
impossible to obtain any plant of .this type
new or second-hand. When sold, all ·of the
machines, which had been worked to the
end of their useful lives and beyond, were
in very poor mechanical condition and any
further expenditure on repairs and reconditioning would not have been justified.
Some of the tractors had been "cannibalized" and vital parts were missing;
others had extensive breakages in engines
and track equipment and in one instance
the main transmission case was cracked
beyond repair.
The equipment had been offered for sale
by tender and the highest tender received
was accepted.
The next highest offer
totalled £2,469, the tenderer quoted specific
amounts for two of Ithe cranes and scrap
value of £10 lOs. per ton for the tractors.
The Commission has had to refrain from
making any public reference concerning the
published statements of valuation because of
litigation proceedings to which it was not
a party.
HOUSING COMMISSION.
FIN ANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS WITH
CONTRACTORS.

Mr. CORRIGAN (Port Melbourne)
asked the Minister of State Development,
for the Minister of HousingWhether certain ·contrac.tors and/or firms
engaged to carry out works for the Housing
Commission have been fin~nced by the Com-

3,172
3,375
1,860
2,482
1,954
2,213
2,482
2,482
2,500
1,535
3,125
1,588
900
900

8.

11
0
0
0
2
16
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Date of Sale.

Seiling
Price.

d.

8
0
0
0
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

992 7 11
with tractor

September, 1951

"
"
"
"
"
"
"

£2,850
the lot

"

"
"
"
"

"
"

31,561 18 0

mission; if so-(a) what amount has been so
loaned by the Commission since its inception; (b) what amount is still owing to
the Commission on such loans; (0) what contractors and/or firms were so financed; (d)
how much was loaned in each instance; and
(e) how much (if any) is still owed to the
Commission by each such contractor and/or
firm?
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Minister of State
Development).-The Minister of Housing has supplied the following answer:No.
REGULATION OF PRICES.
MOTOR TIRES: REDUCTION OF PRICE.

Mr. G. E. WHITE (Mentone) asked
the Minister in Charge of PricesWhether, in view of the recent decrease in
the price of rubber, any action has been
taken tow&rds effecting a reduction in the
price of motor tires?

Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Minister
in Charge of Prices) .-Following upon a
decrease in the price of rubber, the
maximum prices for motor tires were
reduced by 5 per cent. in May of this
year. The position is constantly being
kept under review by the Prices Commissioner.
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TOTALIZATOR (AMENDMENT) BILL.
The House went in to Committee of
Ways and Means.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Minister of State
Development) .-1 move-1. That the amount which shall be deducted as commission out of the moneys
paid into the totalizator in respect of each
race or division of a race shall be 12 per
centum of the money so paid into the
totalizator.
2. That the proportion of the amount so
deducted which shall be paid to the Treasurer of Victoria -and be carried to and form
part of the Consolidated Revenue shall be(a) where the racecourse on which the
race meeting is held is within a
radius of 20 miles from the post
office situate at the corner of
Bourke and Elizabeth streets in
the City of Melbourne-Sixty-six
and two-thirds per centum of the
amount so deducted; and
(b) where the racecourse on which the
race meeting is held is situate
elsewhere in Victoria-Twentyfive per centum of that amount.

The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House
and adopted.
Leave was given to Mr. R. T. White
(Minister of State Development) and Mr.
McDonald (Premier and Treasurer) to
bring in a Bill to carry out the resolution.
Mr. R. T. WhITE (Minister of State
Development) brought in a Bill to
amend section 8 of the Totalizator Act
1930, and moved that it be read a first
time.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a first time.
Mr. R. T. WHITE (Minister of State
Development).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to give effect
to the announcement made in the Budget
statement that it was proposed to introduce legislation to alter the statutory
deduction from moneys paid into the
totalizator and the allocation of the
deductions between the Government and
the clubs.
The principal Act was
enacted in the year 1930, and the totaliza tor was first used on a racecourse in
the metropolitan area towards the end of
the year 1931.
The turnover of the
machine for the first full year of operation in 1932-1933 was £1,680,000. For
the year 1951-52, tot'al turnover was
£11,334,000.

Bill.

The original Act provided for a deduction of 10 per cent. from all moneys paid
into the totalizator and that one-half of
the money so deducted should be paid to
Consolidated Revenue. As totalizators
were brought into use outside the metropolitan area, it was found that with the
limited turnover and the relatively high
cost of management, one half of the
commission was not sufficient to encourage country race clubs to use the
totalizator. Therefore, in the year 1934,
the law was amended to allocate threequarters of the commission to the clubs
and one-quarter to the Government.
That allocation stands to-day and is not
altered by this Bill.
In the year 1945, the Government of
the day saw fit to further amend the law
to provide that, in the metropolitan
area, the commission deducted from the
moneys paid into the totalizator should
be allocated 70 per cent. to the
Government and 30 per cent., to the
clubs.
Stated in another way, the
Government receives 7 per cent. of
all moneys paid into the totalizator and
the clubs 3 per cent.
Under this arrangement, with a turnover in the metropolitan area for the
year 1951-52 of £10,970,000, Consolidated
Revenue received £768,000 and the metropolitan racing clubs, £329,000. For the
same year, the turnover in the country
area was £360,000 from which Consolidated Revenue derived £9,000 and the
country clubs, £27,000.
Representations have been made to
the Government by the metropolitan racing clubs for a greater share of the totalizator receipts on the grounds that they
are responsible for the operational and
maintenance costs of the machine and
the maintenance of racecourses.
They
urge that they need increased revenue
to maintain racing stakes and the standard of racing generally. The Government realizes that a large amount of
revenue is derived from racegOeTS and
that assistance should be given to the
clubs to maintain as high a standard
of racing as is practicable. At the same
time, the financial position of the State
is such that no -action can be taken that
will result in a decrease of revenue. In
fact, more revenue is required. Taking
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these factors into consideration, the
Government has decided to bring down
legislation to increase the deduction from
moneys paid into the totalizator from
the present 10 per cent. to 12 per
cent. thereof. This is expected to yield
£224,000 a year. In the case of the
metropolitan area, it is proposed to
allocate the increased commISSIOn
equally between Consolidated Revenue
and the racing clubs. Thus, in future,
the Government's share of totalizator
investments will be 8 per cent. and
the clubs' share 4 per cent. thereof.
In the case of fue country area, the
Government will receive 3 per cent.
and the country clubs 9 per cent. in
place of the present 2! per cent., and 7~
per cent., respectively.
The following is a resume of the
clauses:Sub-clause (1) of clause 1 contains the
short title, and sub-clause (2) provides
that the Act will be brought into operation by proclamation as early as practicable. This is necessary as minor alterations will be required to the totalizators
which are geared to allow for a deduction of 10 per cent. and will need new
ratio gears to allow for a deduction of
12 per cent.
Section 8 of the principal Act provides
for the deduction of 10 per cent. of the
money paid into the totalizator and for
the allocation of the money so deducted
between Consolidated Revenue and the
racing clubs. In the case of the metropolitan area, it is shared in the ratio of
seven to three; in the country area the
proportion is one to three. Paragraph
(a) of clause 2 increases the deduction
from 10 per cent. to 12 per cent. of
the moneys paid into the totalizator. In
respect to the metropolitan area, paragraph (b) alters the allocation of the
12 per cent. deduction between Consolidated Revenue and the clubs so that it
will be shared in the ratio of two to one.
Stated in another way, 8 per cent. of the
money paid into the totalizator will go
to Consolidated Revenue, and 4 per cent.
thereof to the clubs. In the case of the
country area, under existing legislation
2! per cent. of the money paid into the
totalizator goes to Consolidated Revenue
and 7~ per cent. thereof to the country
clubs. This is in proportion of one to

1952.J
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three. In future, it is intended that 3
per cent. of the money paid into the
totalizator shall go to the Consolidated
Revenue and 9 per cent. thereof to the
club. This proportion is one to three, the
same as the existing law, so that no
alteration of the law is required in respect of the country area. As amended,
section 8 will read(1) Every club using a totalizator shall
deduct as commission out of the moneys
paid into the totalizator in respect of each
race or division of a race twelve per centum
of the money so paid into the totalizator.
(2) Every such club shall within fourteen
days after the holding of any race-meeting
whereat a totalizator is used by the club
pay(a) where the racecourse on which such
race-meeting is held is within a
radius of twenty miles from the
post office situate at the corner of
Bourke and Elizabeth-streets in the
city of Melbourne-sixty-six and
two thirds per centum; and
(b) where the racecourse on which such
race-meeting is held is situate elsewhere in Victoria-twenty-five per
centumof the amount so deducted to the Treasurer
of Victoria to be carried to and form part
of the Consolidated Revenue.

On the motion of Mr. CAIN (Leader of
the Opposition), the debate was adjourned
until Tuesday, September 30.
LAND TAX BILL.
The House went into Committee of
Ways and Means.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Ohief Seoreta,ry).r moveThat subject to the Land Tax Acts there
shall in the case of each owner of land
be charged levied collec,ted and paid for the
use of Her Majesty in aid of the consolidated
revenue for the year ending on the thirtyfirst day of December One thousand nine
hundred and fifty-'three ,a duty of ,land tax
upon land of one penny for every pound of
the unimproved value thereof as assessed
under the said Acts:
Provided that the minimum amount of ,tax
payable for the said year by any taxpayer
assessed under the Land Tax Acts shall be
Five shillings.

Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).I ask the Chief Secretary why the
accounting period ends on the 31st of
December instead of on the 30th June?
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I understand that the original Act
operated for the calendar year, and that
that practice has been continued.
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The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House and
adopted.
Leave was given to Mr. Dodgshun
(Chief Secretary) and Mr. McDonald
(Premier and Treasurer) to bring in a
Bill to carry out the resolution.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary)
brought in a Bill to declare the rate of
land tax for the year ending the 31st day
of December, 1953, and moved that it be
read a first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the
Bill was read a first time.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is the usual annual measure which
is required to declare the rate of land tax
for the year ending the 31st of December,
1953, and so enable the assessments to
be issued in accordance with the Land
Tax Act. As the rate of land tax is
imposed for one year only, it is necessary
to enact each year the rate to be applied
to the assessments. This Bill, therefore,
re-enacts the same rate as that which
applied last financial year.
The rate is a fiat one of one penny f,)r
every £1 of the taxable unimproved value
of the land. It is estimated that the
collections of land tax for the current
financial year will amount to £1,100,000.
No variation in the rate of taxation is
proposed, and as the Bill is purely a reenactment, it is hoped that the House will
be prepared to deal with it expeditiously.
Sir GEORGE KNox.-What is the amount
of the exemption?

Bill.

Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Opposition).
move--

-I

That the debate be now adjourned.

When the debate is resumed, I propose
to move an amendment to provide for an
increase in the amount of the exemption,
which at present is the sum of £250, apart
from agricultural and pastoral land.
Thousands of small home ownersThe SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-Order! The Leader of the Opposition
may not make a second-reading speech
at this juncture.
Mr. CAIN.-I understand that, Mr,
Speaker, but I merely wish to state that
thousands of small home owners are now
required to pay land tax, owing to
increased costs, whereas in past years
it was not anticipated that they would
have to pay it. I may have to ask the
House to give a direction before the Bill
is committed to accomplish what I
require. I raise the matter for your
edification, Mr. Speaker, and that of the
Government, to enable the matter to be
examined before I raise this' question
next week.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the d~bate was
adjourned until Tuesday, September 30.
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Ohief Searetary).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The principal Act was enacted in 1944
and came into full operation as from the
2nd of April, 1945. The purpose of the
Act was to provide for the better control of the prevention and suppression
of fires in the country area of Victoria.
The Act constituted the Country Fire
Authority of ten members representing
the Government, rural fire brigades, urban fire brigades, fire insurance companies, and municipal councils. The control of the prevention and suppression
of fires in the country was vested in the
new Authority, and the Country Fire
Brigades Board and Bush Fire Brigades
Committee were abolished.

Mr. DODGSHUN.-There is an exemption applying to rural lands of an unimproved value of less than the sum of
£3,000, with a sliding scale up to the sum
of £6,000.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-What is the exemption applying to suburban properties?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I understand that
the amount is £250. Concerning the fact
that the accounting period ends on the
31st of December, I point out that the
original measure has been re-enacted
In view of the fact that two organiza27 times and that the same period has tions-the Country Fire Brigades Board
. and the Bush Fire Brigades-had been
been covered on each occasion.
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At the 30th of June, 1952, the total
operating in the country area, the legislation provided for what might be called fleet of fire-fighting vehicles comprised
two arms of the service, namely, rural 519 self-propelled units and 188 trailer
brigades and urban brigades, each under units. Actually, this is the largest fleet
a Chief Officer. The principal Act was of vehicles owned by any fire authority
amended in 1946 to provide for the in Australia. In addition, about 100
setting up of regional and local advisory self-propelled water tank trucks are
committees, to establish a scheme of com- owned by brigades and maintained by
pensation for casual fire fighters, to the Country Fire Authority. It is hoped
amend some of the provisions of the that the foregoing outline of the enprincipal Act relating to fire suppression, deavours of the Authority over the last
and to relieve municipalities, occupiers eight years will give some indication of
of land and members of brigades from the enthusiasm with which that body
liability for loss or damage sustained by has proceeded to build up a fire-fighting
any other person as the result of carry- organization to serve the country area
ing out the provisions of the Act. The of Victoria.
1944 Act and the 1946 Act now constitute
The Bill now before the House conthe law under which the Country Fire
tains
a number of amendments which
Authority operates.
are considered both desirable and necesThe Authority encountered and over- sary in the light of experience gained
came many difficulties in the establish- over the last eight years. The first
ment of the new organization, and has amendment of importance is one prosuccessfully welded the two arms of the viding for one Chief Officer of all urban
service into a united efficient service. and rural brigades. As the organization
Some indication of the development and developed, co-ordination improved and
progress of the organization may be the division between the two arms of
obtained from the following particulars the fire-'figh ting forces became less
of brigades and equipment. In 1945, defined. At the same time, the disadthere were 185 urban brigades and 727 vantage of having two leaders in what
rural brigades. To-day there are 196 was really the 'One field of endeavour was
urban and 981 rural brigades. The num- accentuated. When the urban Chief
ber of volunteer firemen has increased Officer retired, that position was not
markedly. In 1945, there were 3,500 filled, but the duties attached thereto
men in urban brigades; to-day there are were performed by the rural Chief Officer,
nearly 5,000 officers and men. The rural and the progress since achieved by a
brigades have increased from an esti- united effort is already evident in the
mated 40,000 in 1945 to 81,000 officers fire-fighting service. There are, it is
and men to-day.
admitted, some volunteers who wish to
Strenuous efforts have been made to maintain the old order, but, on ihe whole,
build up the equipment of the brigades. the members of brigades are more
Since 1945, £228,775 has been expended interested in efficiency and progress than
on rolling stock comprising fire engines in partisanship.
for urban brigades and fire trucks and
Efficient administration with two Chief
trailers for rural brigades, together with
some transport vehicles. Upon new Officers became very difficult, and a good
appliances, equipment and machinery, case could be made out for all officers
apart from rolling stock, a further sum when visiting country centres to be free
of £115,000 has been expended. From to attend to any matter requiring attenthe foregoing expenditure, urban bri- tion, irrespective of whether it related
gades have acquired 43 additional units to a rural or urban brigade. It is not
such as fire engines and trailer fire proposed to go so far at the present
engines. The rural brigades have bene- time. With one Chief Offi'cer controlling
fited to the extent of 399 units such as the whole fire-fighting force, there will
self-propelled water tank trucks and still be a Deputy Chief Officer in charge
trailer water tank units with pumps. For of rural brigades and another Deputy
field officers, regional officers and others, Chief Officer in charge of urban brigades,
30 transport vehicles have been provided. and such Assistant Chief Officers as may
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be necessary. Thus the identity of each
of the two arms of the service will be
preserved.
Mr. GALVIN.-When the Chief Officer
is on leave, who will take his place?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-One of the deputies
would act for him in such a case.
Mr. GALVIN.-It could be the urban
deputy or the rural deputy who would
relieve the Chief Officer?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-I daresay each
within his own sphere would act for his
chief. That would not be a difficult
ma tter to overcome. The next amend·
ment of importance deals with personal
property, such as motor vehicles and
fire-fighting equipment, which has been
purchased or acquired by gift or otherwise by brigades and is not the .property
of the Country Fire Authority. From
time to time brigades propose to hand
over such property to the Authority, but
have no legal power to divest themselves
of it; nor would it be proper for the
Authority to purchase or accept as a
gift and expend funds upon property to
which it had a doubtful title. It is therefore .proposed to confer upon brigades
power to transfer any such property
gratuitously to the Authority, or to sell
or otherwise dispose of it, and devote
the proceeds to the purposes of the
brigade.
On the other hand, the
Authority is empowered to accept
or decline the transfer of any
property. When property is accepted
by the Authority, it will thereafter be
maintained and improved by the
Authority. I think honorable members
can see the reason for this. It is that,
naturaJly, the Authority would not want
to be placed in a position in which it
would have to take over dbso'lescent
equipment or equipment that had been
actually scrapped. Therefore, provision
i.s being made for the brigades to dispose of tihat property in either of these
ways.
The remaining amendments are aimed
at improving machinery provisions of
the law relating to the prevention of fire
and in the interests of public safety
generaUy. For instance, the provisions
of section 40 of the principal Act relate
to the 'conditions under which fires may
be lit in rural dish'icts during the
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summer period. In uIlban districts there
is much unoccupied 'I-and, and it has
been 'found tJhere i~ equal need tn control
the lighting of fires in the open air.
Power is also being conferred to contro'!
the use of fireworks during the summer
period. In one case a display was held
in the midst of dry grass on a hot
summer day.
Power is also being conferred to
direct an occupier of land to extinguish
any fire burning on his land when hazardous conditions develop suddenly before
or after the proclaimed summer period.
An obligation will be placed upon sawminers to maintain and use as directed
means of disposal of sawdust, bar-k, &c.
For some years, sawmillers have been
encouraged to set up their plants outside the forests, and these are often
established on the outsldrts of country
towns. Sometimes dumps of sawdust,
waste, &c., are aUowed to accumulate,
and they become a menace during the
summer time.
The intention is that
such waste shall be gradually disposed
of and not al'lowed to accumulate.
A prOVISIOn which land owners,
brigades, and country people generally·
who are interested in fire prevention
str-ongly support is that relating to the
regulation of the use O'f motor trucks,
tractors, and other !heat engines ,in connection with harvesting and other operations on the land.
It is believed that
one of the most serious fires last summer
commenced from a tractor.
Motor
vehides will be required to have effective exhaust systems, and tractors and
engines will be required to have spark
arrestors.
In addition, water spray
pumps will have to be carried.
On the motion of Mr. GALVIN
(Bendigo), the debate was adjourned
until Tuesday, September 30.'
POLICE OFFENCES (FIREARMS)
BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Ohief Seoreta-ry).r move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill relating to the discharge
of firearms on or across land used for
primary production, and for other purposes. This measure is wrongly called
by the press and by numbers of people
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"The Week-end Shooters Bill." It does
not apply only to week-end shooters,
because shooteros have been trespassing
on property for a consideralble time at
all periods of the day and the night,
whenher on the Sabbath or over the
week-end or on any other day of the
week. I have been told by people who
have been us'ing this term "week-end
shooters" that contacts they have made
were under the beHef that this proposed
legislation 'covered only week-end shooting. This Bill, I repeat, will cover all
shooting over land that is used for
primary production.
It will be recalled that in July las t
year a Bill was before this House designed to extend a measure of protection
to occupiers of land used for primary
production aga,inst the damage and loss
caused by the carele'ss and thoughtless
conduct of shooters and, on occasions,
the vandalism of these per-sons. At that
time, the feeling of the House appea,red
to be that legislation was justified, but
exception was taken to what was considered to be the undue stringency of
some of the provisions of the BiU. In
the meantime, the Department has been
inundated wit:hcomplcrints of vandalism
from various parts of the State, particularly' on the outskirts of the metropolitan area.
I might say that these complaints are
widespread. It is not only around the
metropolitan area that they have arisen;
they have come from as far north as
Swan Hill, as far east as Sale, and as far
west as Portland and the surrounding
district.
Mr. GALVIN.-Then is it true to say
that the complaints have come particularly from the outskirts of the metropolitan area?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-The vandalism is
probably greater within that area but
we have received complaints from widely
scattered districts throughout the State.
r propose to give honorable members one
or two examples of the letters we have
received. The Bill before the House last
year has, therefore, been reviewed in an
effort to make it more acceptable to the
House, while conferring on the police
sufficient power to enable offenders to
be brought to justice.
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It is no doubt within the knowledge
of honorable members, particularly those
representing country districts, that complaints by municipalities, organizations
and private persons of vandalism by persons trespassing upon private property
wi th firearms are both widespread and
justified. The Graziers' Association of
Victoria, the Australian Primary Producers' Union, the Chamber of Agriculture, the Municipal Association, the
wheatgrowers' organization, and many
municipal councils have made representations that action be taken to lessen the
menace of indiscriminate shooting.
Instances have been quoted of assaults
upon occupiers and their employees, the
maiming of valuable live stock, the puncturing of water tanks with rifle bullets,
using windmills as targets and other acts
of wanton vandalism. When warned to
leave, shooters defy and even threaten
land owners. I think honorable members
can quote cases that have come under
their own notice where owners, particularly in the summer period, have been
afraid to approach trespassers because
they have been threatened that their
property would be set on fire if they put
the trespassers off the property. Many
members of this House could quote
specific instances and give the names of
the persons so threatened. Several land
owners have told me of their own fears
because of this wilful trespass during
the summer period. Nobody who has
lived in the country, particularly in the
forest areas, can have a greater fear than
their fear of fire during that period.
The land owners' only remedy is to
request the assistance of the police, but
by the time they arrive the shooters have
left the property and the police are
powerless to act. In these days of motor
transport, a large area of the State is
accessible to shooting parties. Apart
from pure vandalism, damage is often
caused by careless and thoughtless conduct, such as intruding with dogs on
paddocks carrying lambing ewes which
take fright, with consequent heavy loss
to the owner. Many land owners are
only too willing to grant permission for
shooting provided the shooters confine
their shooting to specified parts of the
property. It seems most unjust that loss
and damage can be inflicted upon land
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owners and, incidentally, upon the community by loss of production, by the
thoughtless conduct or vandalism of the
few. I do not know many land owners
who would refuse permission to shoot
game on their properties to respectable
people who knew how to conduct themselves. Many townspeople have adopted
the practice of seeking permission to
enter a property before shooting over
it. If persons Hke their sport, surely
they should be prepared to try to obtain
the permission of land holders. Many
townspeople have made lifelong friends,
because they have approached owners of
country properties and sought permission
to shoot over them. Once that course
has been adopted, at almost any time
subsequently the townspeople can gain
access to the property.
The existing law on this subject is
contained in the Police Offences Act 1928
and the Game Act 1928. Paragraph (g)
of section 19 of the P.olice Offences Act
providesthat any personwilfully trespassing in any place and
neglecting or refusing to leave such
place after being warned to do so by
the owner or any person authorized by
or on behalf of the owner, or wilfully
committing any injury or damage to
any property (whether private or public)
not previously provided for in this Act,
the injury done being under the value
of Twenty poundsshall be liable to a penalty of not more than
Twenty pounds or imprisonment for not
more than three months. Nothing hereinbefore contained shall extend to any case
where the person offending acted under a
fair and reasonable supposition that he had
a right to do the act complained of nor to
any trespass (not being wilful and malicious)
committed in hunting or the pur,suit of game.

Sub-section (1) of section 206 of the
Act provides, inter alia) that-. . . no person shall make use of a pea
rifle, saloon gun or air gun on private
property without the consent of the owner
or occupier of such property.

Section 31 of the Game Act 1928 statesEvery person who wilfully trespasses on
any land not being Crown land in search or
pursuit of game or native game shaU on the
information of the owner or occupier of
such land be liable to a penalty of not more
than Ten pounds, and the fact that such
person has in his possession implements for
shooting or is accompanied by a dog or dogs
Mr. Dodgshun.

(Firearms) Bill.

shall be prima facie evidence of the purpose
of such trespass and that such trespass was
wilful.

At first glance, the existing law would
appear to be adequate to protect the
interests of property owners, but, in
practice, there are loopholes for evasion,
and no offence is committed until the
trespasser is warned by the occupier and
refuses to leave. In the case of section
31 of the Game Act, the onus is on the
occupier to initiate action. In attempting
to enforce his rights under the existing
law, the occupier of land is faced with
the practical difficulty that, by the time
he secures the attendance and assistance
of the police, the offender has left the
property and the police are powerless to
take action. Although it is clearly an
offence to make use of a pea rifle on
private property without the consent of
the owner or occupier, the land holder
can do nothing to enforce the law beyond
summoning the poHce who, unless the
offender is still shooting,are powerless
to act.
The operative section of this Bill makes
it an offence to use, discharge or have
in possession a firearm on any land used
for primary production, except with the
consent of the occupier. Stated another
way, a person desiring to shoot on land
used for primary production must first
obtain the consent of the owner or
occupier. The penalty for a first offence
is a fine of not more than £20 or imprisonment for not more than a month.
For a second or any subsequent offence,
the penalty is a fine of not more than
£50 or imprisonment for not more than
six months. The ancillary provisions
confer on the .police the power of search,
seizure of a firearm or ammunition and
arrest of the offender. The burden of
proof of consent of the occupier of land
is placed upon the person charged with
an offence.
In regard to the seizure of firearms,
varying provision is made to meet differing circumstances. If a weapon is seized,
but legal proceedings are not taken within
one month or, if taken, the court does
not convict or convicts only of a first
offence, the weapon shall be returned to
the owner. In the case of a second
offence, the court may order any firearm
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seized to be held by the police for not
less than twelve months, as the court
may direct. In the case of a third
offence, any weapon seized shall be forfeited. Where damage has been done by
an offender, the court is empowered to
award compensation not exceeding £50.
We believe that those penalties should
prove salutary if they are applied. A
man might offend on two occasions, but,
if he committed the same offence a third
time, he could be, in effect, declared an
habitual trespasser. For that reason, it
is considered that upon a third conviction
the gun or rifle and ammunition of a
trespasser should be confiscated.
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These powers are essential to enable
the law to be enforced. There is inevitably a lapse of time between the commission of an offence and the arrival of
the police, so that, without this power,
effective action cannot be taken if the
offender has left the property. Cases
have occurred where offences have been
committed, and the police have been
furnished with a good description of the
offenders and their motor cars, but, as
the offenders had left the property, no
effective action could be taken. It is
believed that once.it is realized that
shooters who do not obtain permission
from the occupier are liable to arrest,
punishment, and, lin some cases, forMr. CooK.-That is regardless of the feiture of firearms, offences of this
value of the gun?
nature will speedily cease.
Sub-section (4) of proposed new secMr. DODGSHUN.-That is so. I shall
now explain the clauses. Sub-clause (1) tion 223 places upon a person accused of
of clause 2 provides for a new division- an offence the burden of proof of consent
Division 6-Firearms-comprising three of the occupier of the land. There is
new sections to be inserted in the Police nothing unreasonable in requiring a perOffences Act 1928. Proposed new section son who claims to have consent to prove
222 defines "firearm" as any lethal that fact instead of the police having the
weapon from which a shot or bullet may difficult task of proving that consent was
be discharged. The definition is the same not granted.
The effect of new sub-section (5) has
as that contained in the Firearms Act.
"Primary production" is defined to in- already been explained in general terms.
clude all kinds of agricultural and horti- Paragraph (a) sets out the circumstances
cultural activity. This is necessary as in which a firearm or ammunition
the Bill applies not to shooting generally, seized will be returned to the owner;
but only to shooting on or over land used paragraph (b) provides that if the court
convicts any person of a second offence,
for primary production.
the court may order the firearm or amIn proposed new section 223 there is munition to be held by the police for
created the offence of shooting or having such period being not less that twelve
in possession a firearm on land used for months as the court directs; and paraprimary production, except with the con- graph (c) provides that if the court
sent of the occupier; the new section convicts any person of a third offence,
also contains ancillary. provisions for any firearm or ammunition seized shall
giving effect to the operative part of be forfeited to the Crown and may be
the section. Sub-section (1) of the pro- sold or otherwise disposed of.
posed new section prohibits shooting and
In new sub-section (6) it is provided
the carrying of firearms on land used for that when any firearm has been held by
primary production, except with the con- the police by order of the court, the owner
sent of the occupier; sub-section (2) fixes may within three months after the
the penalty for a first offence at a fine expiration of the period apply to the
of not more than £20 or imprisonment for court for the return of the firearm and
not more than one month. For a second the court may make or refuse to make
or subsequent offence, the penalty is an order for its return. If no appHcation
increased to a fine of not more than £50 is made for the return of the firearm
or imprisonment for not more than six or the court refuses to order its return,
months; sub-section (3) confers on the such firearm shall be forfeited to the
police the powers of search, seizure of Crown and may be sold or otherwise
disposed of.
firearms and of arrest.
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New sub-section (7) empowers the
court to award to any person who suffers
loss or damage compensation not exceeding £50.
Proposed new section 224 provides
tha t nothing in the foregoing provisions
shall limit or abridge any other civil or
criminal proceedings in relation to trespass, firearms or injury to persons or
proper.ty. Sub-cLause (2) of clause 2
is a machinery provision, inserting a
new heading in the principal Act.
To give examples of what is happening
I shall read to the House portions of
two letters that have been directed to
me. I shall not give the names of the
writers, but the letters are on the official
file and can be seen by any member.
The first is dated the 28th July of this
year.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-It is not a "Dorothy
Dix "?
Mr. DODGSHUN.-It may be, but I
shall read it as it is worded; I do not
know the gentleman concerned. The letter
reads:
I heard with delight on the roadio tonight
that the Government is again contemplating introducing legislation to curb the
activities of unauthorized shooters. I am a
manager of a property at . . . . owned by
.... and I could fill pages with descriptions
of vandalism and destruction being continually wrought by these armed larrikins.
During the ,two years I have been here, on
not one single week-end or holiday have we
been able to leave the property unprotected
from these destroye'rs. At times, as many as
twenty jump off the Saturday morning train,
and uhe prope,rty, stock, and improvements
are subjected to a hail of bullets for the day.
Only last Saturday la bullet struck the
ground within feet of myself and invesgatton showed the culprits to be two fourteen
year olds fiTing volleys at bottles erected
on my g.ateway posts.
We have recently lost two bullocks v,alued
at £100 which I really believe di,ed from the
result of rifle bullets. Volleys have been
fired through closed windows, windmill, and
insulators on our telephone. The property
is literally littered with broken bottles many
of which are deliberately smashed at gates
and gateways. It seems a matter of impossibiltty to cope with them and as soon as
they are moved from one position they
simply walk a10ng the roadway for a short
period and then re-enter the property. Some
time ago I had two f·encing contractors who
were working Saturdays in order to push
along with a big fencing job we had on hand
and they were literally shot off the job and
refused to work on Saturdays in fear of
their lives.
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I do not want to bore you with all this,
but when I heard to-night that there was
the possibility of some relief I could not
resist the opportunity to urge upon you
and your Government to pass this necessary
legislation.
It is all very well for some members to

treat the matter jocularly, but country
representatives
have
had
personal
experience of this trouble.
Primary.
producers lose hundreds of thousands of
pounds worth of property yearly, and
that loss could be obviated if some persons appreciated the rights of others.
Previously, When I was explaining a
similar Bill, I said that when one lives
in an enclosed area in the metropolis,
the land within the fence is sacrosanct,
but if one lives 20 miles outside the
city of Melbourne and is engaged in
primary production, his property is open
to anyone else to do what he likes on
it.
Just recently, a friend of mine living
adjacent to the metropolis told me that
some youths came to his property in
a car. He had two sows, one with eleven
and the other with fourteen suckers.
These youths promptly shot the two
sows. Then they went over the hill and
shot two other sows that were valued at
£25 each. All that damage was done
within five minutes. The purpose of the
Bill is to stop practices of that nature
and to safeguard the interests of primary
producers.
Honorable members must
admit
that
the
Commonwealth's
economic existence depends upon the
success of our primary producers, and
the measure, it is hoped, will protect
them from marauders of the type that
I have mentioned. I commend the Bill
to the House and ask members to place
it upon the statute-book as expeditiously
as is possible.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.
I would not attempt to seek an adjournment of the debate for twelve months.
I agree that it is an important measure
because it strikes at the very fundamentals of what we regard as British law.
In view of that fact, I suggest that the
debate should be adjourned for at least
a fortnight so that we will be able to
seek legal advice on the underlying principles of the Bill.
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,Mr. DODGSHUN (Chief Secretary).I ask that the debate be adjourned for
one week. If the honorable member for
Bendigo is not then prepared to proceed
with the debate the Government will
agree to its further adjournment.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until Tuesday, September
30.
MINERS' PHTHISIS (TREASURY
AlJLOWANCES) AMENDMENT BILL.
Mr. DODGSHUN (Ohief Soorenary).I move--That this Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to amend subsection (1) of section 2 of the Miners'
Phthisis (Treasury Allowances) Act of
1938 so as to increase the allowances paid
to persons suffering from miners'
phthisis. In the Budget speech, the
Treasurer stated that the rate of the
allowance would be raised to £100 from
its present limit of £78, and that the
increase would take effect from the 1st
of October, 1952. These allowances are
payable quarterly in advance.
The
number being paid in 1937 W8.'S 930, but
it has decreased steadily each year until
to-day, when the number is 370.
The increase which this Bill provides
U nm·arried men and
widowers win not benefit because any
additional payment to them would
simply mean that the pension Ibeing received by them from the Commonwealth
Social Services Department would be
reduced by a like amount. Married
men, however, will receive the fun
benefit of the in'crease. I commend the
Bill to the House and trust that it will
be afforded a speedy passage.
is £22 per annum.

On the motion of Mr. GALVIN
(Bendigo), the debate was adjourned
until next day.
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRkMWAYS (FIRE BRIGADES
PAYMENTS) BILL.
The delbate (adjourned from August
26) , on the motion of Sir Herbert
Hyland (Minister of Transport) for the
second reading of th:s Bill was resumed.

Mr. HAYES (Melbourne).-As the
title of theBil'1 discloses, this measure
relates to payments by the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways Board to
the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
Prior to 1916, several tramway systems
operated in the metropolitan area, and
when the lease of the ca:ble system of
the Melbourne Tramway and Omnibus
Company expired in that year, various
conferences were held between interested municipalities to amalgamate
an the systems. As no agreement was
reached, the Government took the
matter in hand and Parliament passed
the Me~bourne and Metropolitan Tramways Act 'Of 1918, which was later
supersE~ded by tlhe ,present Act.
When
the Minister of Transport was explaining the Bill, he pointed out that the Act
was amended for the purpose of making
the Melbourne and Metropo'litan Tramways Board responsible for paying to
the
Treasury
amounts
previously
contributed by it to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, the Queen's
Memorial Infectious Diseases Hospital,
and the Li'censing Equivalent Fund. The
Minister related 1Jbe history 'Of the legisIt is interesting to note how
lation.
Governments in those days easily obtained money, and this is demonstrated
in the f'Onowing extract from the speech
of the Mini,ster of TransportThe background to thi-s action was described by the late Honor.able ATlthur
Robinson-subsequently, Sir Arthur R·obinson----.in the Legisloative Council, as reported
in Hansard of .the 14th of August, 1918,
pages 637 to 644. At one ·of the c.onferences
with representatives .of the municipalities
pri.or to the inwoduction of ·the amending
Bill, he stated that he had saidI am prepared -to place the resP.onsibility Ifor these payments on the municipalities, 'and no.t .on the tramway
receipts, if you prefer .it that way. You
say ,that the amount should not be taken
from the tramway receipts. Will y.ou pay
them fTom the municipal receipts? The
Government is not going to pay them in
future.
When they saw the P.osLtion I took up
they consented to the proposal .of the
Government.

The contribution by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board in relation to the Metropolitan Fi,re Brigades
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Board has continued since the amend- than £4,000,000, which has been contriment of the Act. At that time the sum buted by tramway users for the purposes
of money which it was necessary to mentioned. However, that burden should
raise was limited, but during the inter- never have been imposed on the tramway
vening years it increased considerably. passengers.
Up till 1938 the Melbourne and MetroMr. BOLTE.-When your Government
politan Tramways Board was also contributing to the Licensing Equivalent was in office it had an opportunity to
Fund, but in that year the payment was relieve tramway passengers of the
discontinued, as it was considered that impost.
sufficient money had been collected for
Mr. HAYES.-The Minister said, in
the purpose of that fund. Since then effect, that this was an unfair tax on
the Board has continued to recoup the one section of the community-those who
State Treasury for its contributions to used the trams and buses. That is
the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board certainly so. I am anxious to know
and the Infectious Diseases Hospital. The whether the Government adopts the
amount of such contributions during the same attitude in respect of the tramway
1951-52 financial year were as follows:- systems controlled by the State Elec(a) Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board
tricity Commission in Ballarat, Bendigo,
-£242,573, (b) Infectious Diseases Hos- and Geelong, and intends to relieve the
pital-£60,540, making a total contri- public of the necessity of providing the
bution of £303,113. The total amounts money to offset the losses incurred on
provided by the Board under the relevant those systems. The honorable member
provisions of the legislation up to the for Hampden is interjecting, but I point
30th ,of June, 1952, are as follows:- out to him that he has no complaint as
(a) Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board
far as his area is concerned, because the
-£2,336,255, (b) Infectious Diseases tramway system operating in his district
Hospital- £1,274,618,
(c) Licensing . is "in the red." The payments made
Equivalent Fund-£435,2S1. The total by another section of the community
sum thus made available by the Board help to keep the tramway system in his
for those three purposes amounts to district in operation. I trust that mem£4,046,124, and this very large sum of bers of the Ministerial corner party will
money has been contributed by tramway take advantage of the present debate to
users in Melbourne. Doubtless, tramway make clear their attitude on this
passengers will be happy to be relieved question.
of these payments. I propose to say
There appeared recently in the metromore on that aspect at a later stage of
politan press an article headed" Underthe debate.
writers attack fire brigades Bill," which
During his second-reading speech the read' as follows:Minister of Transport made the following
The Stalte Government was planning to
statement:relieve itself of a responsibility to the people
in amending the Fire Brigades Act, the
If the tramways Board is not relieved of
this payment, it will have no option but to Fire and Accident Underwriters' Associaincrease fares even more than is now pro- tion declared in a statement yesterday.
posed. The Government is most anxious to
keep fares as low as practicable, and it is
The association said that the Government
this consideration that has largely dictated
was trying to free it-self of its current
its present decision.
£279,000 contribution to upkeep of the
The Minister then went on to submit Metropolitan Fire Brigade.
the proposition that the payments to
It proposed to pass this on to the insurthe Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board ance companies, but it had no right ~o say
and the infectious diseases hospital in- it was without financial responsibility for the
volved an unfair tax on one section of saving of life from fire at such places as
the community, and I quite agree with hospitals and public institutions.
his view. The outstanding point is that
Many of the fires attended by the brigade
over a period of years the respective last year were on uninsured GovernmentGovernments received a total of more owned property.
Mr. HaY63.

(
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In all English-speaking countries, except
Australia and New Zealand, fire brigades
were regarded as a public service, and ,their
cost was spread equitably over the whole
community.
In Victoria, the State Government,
municipal councils and insurance companies
shared the cost equally.
The proposed legislation would -impose
unfair .burdens on those prudent people who
had insured their property against fire.

Mr. NORMAN.-You now appear to be
speaking on behalf of property owners.
Mr. HAYES.-During recent weeks the
Leader of the Liberal party had many
opportunities to express his views
on certain questions, but he failed to do
so. The people have a right to present
their case to members of this Parliament for submission to the House, and
Whether I agree or disagree with the
views of certain members of the community I am quite prepared to put forward their side of the case. Apparently,
members of the Ministerial corner party
are satisfied to sit like dummies in this
House and not express any views on
certain subjects.
Mr. NORMAN.-Whose views are you
expressing?
Mr. HAYES.-In reply to the Leader
of the Liberal party I say that at least
I know where I am going. The Government is now taking action to relieve the
tramways Board of this contribution of
over £200,000 annually. While the Board
is being relieved of this liability it
appears to be foolishly spending money
in other directions. I refer to questions
recently asked in this House concerning
the purchase by the tramways Board
of a number of hostels. The acquisition
of those properties, together with the
cost of alterations, involved an outlay of
about £230,000. While the Board is to
be relieved of a liability of more than
£200,000 if this Bill is passed, it is spending more than that sum in the purchase
of hostels. In addition to the expenditure incurred in acquiring hostels, the
Board sent two of its officials-the
manager and the staff clerk-overseas for a period of twelve months. The
fares of those officers cost £2,459, their
board and residence involved an outlay
of £1,585, office accommodation £1,014,
and other expenses £963, or a total outlay
of £6,021.
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Mr. CAIN.-Did those officers visit the
United States of America?
Mr. HAYES.-They went all over the
world. I should say that there have not
been many trips by other departmental
officers like this one. I now wish to direct
the attention of the House to some facts
in relation to the purchase of the hostels.
First, I shall read the last paragraph of
a report submitted by the MeLbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board, which
was furnished in reply to a question
asked recently in this House. The paragraph reads as followsApart from improved services directly due
to migrant employees, it is estimated that,
at current rates of wages, they are now
saving the Board approximately £3,000 per
week (equal to some £150,000 per annum)
in reduction of overtime. These facts more
than justify the Board's action in recruiting
them and providing hostels for them. Far
from being censured, the Board should be
commended on its vigorous action in dealing
with a serious emergency, and congratulated on the success of its officers' efforts.

I take it that the reply was written by
those officers who made the trip overseas, because I do not think anyone else
in Victoria thinks that as a result of
that tour much improvement has been
made in the running of the tramways.
In my opinion it is altogether wrong that
a statement of that kind should be made
-that the bringing out of 800 migrants
has resulted in a saving of £150,000 per
annum. In fact, very few of those migrants are now working for the Board.
At the time the questions were asked in
this House on this matter, the hostels
were occupied by a total of ,only 112 persons, and I doubt whether that number
of persons are now accommodated in
those buildings.
An interesting fact is that on the 31st
of March, 1952, the Board purchased the
residence known as "Inveravon " as one
of these hostels, at a cost of £30,000.
Alterations to that building involved an
outlay of £4,150, but the hostel has never
been used; it is unoccupied.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-The building
has since been leased.
Mr. HAYES.-Apparently, the Minister
of Transport knew all about it, and if
he did he should have given the House
more information when he made his
second-reading speech on this Bill.
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However, he did not mention the fact I
have just brought to light and to which
I now direct the attention of the Minister.
" Inveravon " was purchased for £30,000,
but during the previous twelve months
the same building was sold for £18,000.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-It was purchased after a valuation had been made
by the Public Works Department.
Mr. HAYES.-I am not disputing that
pOint; I am merely directing attention to
the facts of the case. Apparently, the
points I am bringing out are upsetting
members on the Government side of the
House. I reiterate that while the tramways Board is being relieved of a liability
of approximately £200,000, it is at the
same time spending money like water in
other ways. In the face of those facts,
the Board suggests that the Government
and the people of Victoria should be
happy that there is in existence such a
wonderful body to manage the tramways. As I said previously, it has been
stated that the employment of the migrants has saved the Board £150,000 per
annum by the elimination of overtime,
but as far as I can gather the statement
is not correct, as very few of these
persons from overseas are working for
the Board. In fact, some of them never
commenced duty on the trams. I understand that at the present time there are
fewer than 100 of such people working
for the tramways Board.
Mr. NORMAN.-You are basing your
statement on the number of persons at
present accommodated in the hostels.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-You are overlooking the fact that many new tramway employees are not living in those
hostels.
Mr. HAYES.-I do not object to the
proposal to relieve the tramways Board
of its payment to the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board, but I disagree with the
action of the Government in increasing
the fares which many people have to
pay to enable them to reach our public
hospitals for treatment. It will be agreed
by the Minister that a large number of
people attend the public hospitals in the
metropolitan area. In many instances
those persons have to pay an additional
fare of 2d. in order to reach those
institutions. The tramways Board is
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unfair in not permitting these citizens to
travel to the hospitals at the fares as
they were before the increases took
place. For many years a concessional
fare applied within the city area, but
these people who can ill afford the
additional expense are now required to
pay a higher fare for the same journey.
Apparently, the Minister is in agreement
with that policy.
I have no hesitation in saying that as
the result of the raising of fares within
the metropolitan area, many tram and
bus passengers do not now pay any fare.
When the rates were 2d. or 3d. passengers bought tickets, but since the fares
have been raised to 4d. and 6d., they
evade payment. I do not agree that
people should be permitted to evade the
payment of a proper fare, but I know
that this practice is now increasing.
I am a frequent traveller on trams and
buses, and I have observed what is
happening. I suggest that the Minister
should take up the matter with the Board
and consider whether it is possible for
closer supervision to be exercised over
tram and bus passengers to ensure that
they pay their fares. During the period
of the war the tramways employed many
conductresses, and despite what is said
about the female employees, I have no
hesitation in saying that they perform
their duties in a competent manner.
The sitting was suspended at 6 p.m.
until 7.12 p.m.
Mr. TYACK (Hawthorn) .-1 commend the Government for introducing
a Bill to rid the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board and the tram
travelling public of the metropolis of the
responsibility of meeting the statutory
payments that have been made by the
Board to the Government from year to
year for the benefit of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board. We know that
Governments do not indulge in the
ordinary common-sense finance that we
follow in our affairs but adopt devious
methods of raising money. The statutory payments scheme that was evolved
by the Government of the day in 1918
\\ as, in my opinion, an example of a
Government trying to do in a hard way
a jab that could have been carried out
in a simple and straightforward fashion.
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In his second-reading speech, the
Minister of Transport explained that the
Governmen t of the day said, in effect, to
the municipalities, " If you do not provide
a certain sum of money for the benefit
of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board
the tramways Board will have to make
the payment and will have to raise the
necessary amount by adding something
to the fares of the people who use the
trams." Consequently, rather than meet
that charge, the municipalities were
happy to allow the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board to provide the
Government with the necessary funds to
assist to finance what were in any case
Government utilities-the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board, the Queen's Memorial Infectious Diseases Hospital and
the Licensing Equivalent Fund. Originally, it was estimated that contributions
amounting to £70,000 a year would be
required from the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board, but that
amount has been proved to be grossly
inadequate. The sum of £4,000,000 has
been provided by the Board in the course
of 33 years, an average of £122,000 a
year. Last year statutory payments
amounted to £199,000, and I understand
that for 1951-52 the payments win
amount to £303,000.
Those figures
illustrate how completely incorrect were
the original estimates when the tramways Board was saddled with those payments, and it is most desirable that the
Board should be relieved of them at the
earliest possible moment. This has been
a controversial issue for many years,
and I am pleased that 1:he Government seeks to relieve the tramways Board
and the tra'm travelling public of this
most unfair impost.
Recently tramway fares were increased and, needless to say, tramway
travellers have not been pleased. However, every other service and cost in the
community has risen and the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways Board must
also do something to try to cope with increasing expenditure. That is an added
reason why the Board should be relieved
of the statutory payments. An ordinary
working man paying a 6d. tram fare
and working five days a week for 50
weeks spends £12 lOs. a year on tram
Session 1951-52.-[84]
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fares, and, according to the 1951 figure,
4 per cent. or lOs. is for statutory payments. With the recent increases the
maximum fare is 9d., therefore a
working man paying that maximum fare
pays £18 15s. a year in tram fares, 15s.
of which is for statutory payments. Many
tramway users are paying anything from
lOs. to 15s. a year each to help provide
fire fighting services for other people who
may not use the tramways at all. We
must appreciate that thls impost is unfair
to the tramways Board ar.d the tramway
travellers, because obviously, like all
other charges, it must be added to the
cost. I realize that tramway fares had to
be increased, but had it not been for the
fact that the Government proposed to
relieve the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board of the statutory payments I believe that the charge for the
first secNon would have been not 4d.
but 5d.
I agree with the honorable member for
Melbourne, who complains about the high
cost of tram fares for the first section,
particularly because it represents a substantial impost on those persons who
desire to visit hospitals that are just
outside the city boundaries.
Mr. HAYEs.-That is the only complaint
I have to make about the increased fares.
Mr. TYACK.-I think that anything
that can be done to keep the fares to
those hospitals below 5d. should be done.
Accordingly, I am pleased to learn that,
by relieving the tramways Board of its
statutory payments, it will be possible
to retain the fare for the city sections
at 4d. instead of increasing it to 5d.
From time to time, in this House, members have criticized Government undertakings for increasing their charges even
when other undertakings were increasing
theirs. In recent years, I have noticed
that there has been more than a
reasonable amount of criticism of
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board, and I should like to inform
members th'at the Melbourne tramways
Board and its services compare favorably
with those in other States.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
The honorable member will be
out of order if he enters into a general
~rder!
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discussion of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board, but he will be
in order so long as he discusses the
financial aspect.
Mr. TYACK.-I have before me certain figures, but if I am not permitted. to
ci te them, I shall not do so. I am trymg
to indicate that the MeLbourne tramway
services are very efficient and compare
favorably with those in other parts of
the Commonwealth.
The SPEAKER.-So long as the honorable member confines his remarks to the
financial aspect, he will be in order.
Mr. TYACK.-I shall do so. I shall
not discuss the comparative charges imposed upon users of tramway services
i.n Melbourne and other States, but there
can be no doubt that the service pro"
vided in Melbourne, and its cost, compare very favorably with those of other
tramway undertakings in Australia. I
might say that the Melbourne tramway
services also compare favorably with
those outside the Commonwealth of Australia. In Melbourne we have not the
spectacle of a tram conductor standing
on the outside of a tram car, looking in,
t~ collect fares, as is the case in another
Sta teo
The Melbourne trams are
efficient and up-to-date and I should think
the employees generally are very pleased
to be working for the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board rather
than for some other tramway authority.
Mr. CAIN.-As an ex-member of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board, would you say that the collection
of fares in Melbourne is more efficient
than it is in Sydney?
Mr. TYACK.-In that regard, more is
now being done by the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board than was
done in former years. When I was a
member of the Board I suggested that
"honesty boxes" should be installed in
trams, but my suggestion was not taken
seriously at the time. Since I ceased to
be a member of the Board, I have been
pleased to note that "honesty boxes"
have been installed.
Mr. GALVIN.-They have not yielded
much revenue.
Mr. TYACK.-In my view, the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board must be re-
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garded as a public institution. The fire
brigade is as important as any other
undertaking in the State, and it should be
regarded more as a responsibility of the
Government than it is to-day. Members
are aware that the statutory payment
which was formerly made by the tramways Board will now be passed over to
the insurance companies.
Mr. CAIN.-YOU mean to the insurers.
No doubt,
Mr. TYACK.-Exactly.
members other than I have received all
sorts of correspondence on the matter.
I have been impressed by the arguments
that have been submitted by the insurance companies to the effect that they
are not responsible for fighting fires although they are interested to ensure that
fires are kept under proper control. For
that reason, I consider that the insurance
companies should accept some share of
the responsibility. All members will
probably admit that the fighting of fires
is not merely a matter of saving property. The most important aspect in
fighting a big conflagration, particularly
in the city area, is to save life. Life
must be saved at all costs. No matter
what the cost may be, that function is
well worth while.
Mr. CAIN.-For every person who is
killed as a result of a fire, there are
1,000 who are killed in road accidents.
Mr. TYACK.-That is another aspect,
and I am sure that, if I were to discuss
it, you, Mr. Speaker, would call me to
or.der.
The SPEAKER.-That is so.
Mr. TYACK.-It is freely admitted
that the first responsibility of the fire
brigade is to save life and limb. It is
contended also that the fire insurance
companies, which insure property,
should take some responsibility for
fighting fires.
However, consideration
is never given to the desirability of life
assurance companies, who are interested
in this rna tter from the life assurance aspect, making a contribution to
the oost of fighting fires.
That is an
example of wrong thinking with respect
to an important public matter. Life
assurance companies are interested as
muoh as are fire insurance companies in
ensuring that there shall be an efficient
fire protection service. I do not suggest.
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however, that life assurance societies
should be asked to contribute to the cost
of maintaining fire brigades, but I make
the point that it is mainly the Govern··
ment's responsibility to provide an
efficient fire-fighting servi'ce. The people,
as a whole, gain if fires are kept to a
minimum.
That leads me to another aspect
which concerns Government property.
As members are aware, there is a
considerable amount of Government
property that is not adequately covered
by insurance.
It will be readHy
understood that the bigger an organization is, the easier it will be for
it to carry its own insurance risks.
No doubt, the Government accepts
the position that it has so much
property in its charge that what it may
lose on one it more than makes up on
others. In this regard, I direct attention
to the report of the Auditor-General for
the year ended 30th June, 1951. Dealing
with the Bulldings ~ire Insurance Fund,
the Auditor-General states, inter aliaExcept in the event of a major loss by
fire such as OCCUTroo at .the Beechwor.th
Mental Hospbtal on 171th August last, an
available fund of £100,000 has been regarded as an adequate pl'ovision to be held
in this fund. The greatly increased cost of
replacements in recent years indicates a
need for a revision of .this figure.

The Auditor-General also statesFor the purpose of ensuring consistent
and co-oro.inated depal'tmellltal pollcy the
Government appl'oved in 1947 that the
Publtic Works Department should assume
directive contTlol ·in respect of the insurance
of Government property against fire.
A
committee was set up within .that Department ·8JIld detailed recommendations have
been made f·or the consideration of the
Government.
A revision of the 1910 Act, extending
over the whole subject, is desirable. The
contr:olling authority should be vested with
statutory powers, and have its dut-ies
defined.

Auditors are persons who clothe their
reports in very careful language because
they do not believe in over-painting a
Apparently, the Auditorpicture.
Genera:! is dissatisfied regarding the
insurance of Government property.
I
believe that Parliament should follow up
the report of the committee referred to
by the Auditor-General, whioh I believe
is a departmental one, and take heed of
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the comments of the Auditor-General
with the view of ensuring that Government property will be adequately insured against the possibility O'f loss
through fire.
It may be tha t if the
Government has an expert committee
to look into the matter, it will be necessary to take out additional insurance
cov·er on some Government properties.
My suggestion is that those properties
should be insured adequately so that
the Government will pay its proper
share toward the cost of maintaining
the fire brigade.
As is weH known, Government property is given the same attention by
the IMetropolitan Fire Brigades Board as
is any other property, despite the fact
that tJhe ordinary individual who insures
his property makes a contribution to the
cost of maintaining the fire brigade both
in his insurance premiums arid through
the rates he pays to his municipal
council from year to year.
Although
the Government is given the same ser~ice by the fire brigade as is the owner
of any other prO'perty, the Government
itself 'makes a very small contrtbution
indeed toward fire protection service.
Indeed, a:flter the passage of this
measure, that contribution will be
negligible. My belief is that the Government, like any other property owner,
should pay its share toward the cost of
maintaining the fire brigade.
Indeed,
the whole ques-tion of ·maintaining the
fire brigade should be a matter for very
careful constderation, and I appreciate
the fa'ct that the Government is taking
a step forward by wiping out the absur:d
statutory payments that have had to be
made by the tramways Board for onethird O'f a -century. The subject of tlhe
purchase of hostels by the tramways
Board has been mentioned. Am I permitted, Mr. Speaker, to discuss that
matter?
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-It can be referred to from the finance
angle only.
Mr. TYACK.-In recent years, all
Government Departments and instrumentalities have been beside themselves in
trying to obtain staff. The tramways
Board was not the only instrumentality
that sought employees .from overseas.
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With the great influx of immigrants all
Departments competed in an endeavour
to get the best class of worker for their
own purposes. They realized that the
immigrants should be given proper attention on arrival and, when necessary,
adequately accommodated. The tramways Board, other State Departments
and instrumentalities and private employers all endeavoured to obtain
additional staff.
After the disastrous tramway strike
of 1950, the Board found itself in a
parlous position and knew that it must
do something to obtain more labour. It
purchased certain buildings to use as
hostels to accommodate British migrants.
We can all be wise after an event, but
this is the only subject on which the
Board can justifiably be criticized. The
Government appreciates that at all costs
the tramway services have to be continued. The Board entered into the
scramble to buy properties, on a
rising market, and made the mistake of
not anticipating that conditions would
alter as quickly as they did. It is all
very well for members to sit back complacently and criticize the Board for
having made that mistake and for having
missed the market.
That error of
judgment was not confined to the tramways Board; it was shared by other
Government Departments and instrumentalities.
Mr.
CAIN. - The
Commonwealth
Government was as much in error as was
the tramways Board, and they both,
acted at the same time.
Mr. TYACK.--Government spending
generally has been a bad example to
private industry.
Mr. CAIN.-Members of the Board are
supposed to be private business men.
Mr. TYACK.-I shall deal more particularly with that aspect later. With the
exception of the chairm'an, the tramways
Board is a part-time body, but for 33
years it has been regarded as one of the
best-managed public utilIties in the State.
It is only in the last year or so that the
Board has laid itself open to criticism.
A public utility that operated successfully for 33 years and could be charged
only with having over-spent an amount
of £200,000 can justifiably claim that it
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has done a good job. Its activities are
far less open to criticism than are those
of certain State Departments. Since its
inception the Board has returned to the
State coffers an amount in excess of
£4,000,000. It is the man who does
nothing who never makes a mistake.
When the tramways Board attempted
to get additional employees, possibly it
over-bought on the property market,
which ultimately went against it. Other
Departments imported certain materials,
and it has been necessary for special
legisla non to be passed to permit those
Departments to dump those materials.
They all missed the market, because all
Governments and private enteI'lprise
generally failed to realize that the cycle
was on the turn. Instead of criticizing
the Board for one possible mistake in
its 33 years of existence, members should
mention the numerous activities of the
Board which redound to its credit.
A State instrumentality that can provide more than £4,000,000 to pay for the
upkeep of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board and the Queen's Memorial Infectious Diseases Hospital must be regarded
as a good utility. I wish we had more
Government Departments and instrumentalities that could provide money for
the benefit of the State. The tramways
Board is about the only Government
instrumentality that does make a profit,
and its credit balance would be greater
if it were relieved of all the unnecessary
payments that must be met. I commend
the Government for having introduced
the Bill, and I trust that it will be passed
without unnecessary delay.
Mr. CAIN (Leader of the Opposition).
-The honorable member for Hawthorn
should know something about this
problem, because for some time he was
a member of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board. I think he
occupied that position until his re-election
as the member for Hawthorn.
I
approach this problem from two angles.
I shall not complain about the proposal
contained in the Bill, because I can see
no adequate reason why tramway passengers should be called upon to pay for
the upkeep of the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board while railway users and
those who drive their own motor cars
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are exempt. I am one of two members
in this House who were here when the
original legislation was passed. The
plan was not formulated by the late Sir
Arthur Robinson; it was prepared by
the then Director of Finance in Victoria.
There were compromises on the original
plan, and it was only after long negotiations that the tramways Board was constituted and certain obligations were
placed on it.
Each year the Board was required to
provide a certain amount from its
revenue for the upkeep of certain other
instrumentalities.
Since then strong
representations have 'been made, particularly by employees of the Board, for
the removal of the unfair impost on
tramways users. Practically everyone
agreed on the justice of their claims, but
nobody was prepared to take a stand.
In 1939 the late Sir Albert Dunstan
removed from the Board the obligation
to make certain statutory payments to
the Queen's Memorial Infectious Diseases
Hospital, and the proposal of the
Government in this Bill is to relieve the
tramways Board of the responsibility of
paying approximately £280,000 annually
into Consolidated Revenue. The procedure is that the Board pays the money
to the Government, which, in turn, uses
that money to meet the Government's
contribution for the conduct of the main
fire-fighting authority in the metropolitan
area.
Over the years, the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board has done a reasonably
good job. It has had its setbacks, its
difficulties and strikes. The firemen have
been able to establish their right to a
40-hour working week, and as a result of
what has transpired over the years the
Board's costs have increased enormously.
It is now proposed that the obligation
to raise the £280,000 odd annually to
meet the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board's expenditure will be transferred
from the tramways Board to the fire
insurance companies. That contribution
will not come from the insurance companies; it will be paid by way of increased premium rates by insurers. The
plan has this advantage, that, instead of
the money being raised from a limited
number of tramway passengers, every
person in the community who insures his
0
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property against fire--and anyone with
sense takes that step-will contribute to
the fund from which the insurance companies will pay their share of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board's costs.
The Government does not win or lose
anything by this proposal, but it has
been inconsistent. I do not know if it
appreciates the extent of its inconsistency. When this proposition was
formulated, the plan was that the insurance companies in the metropolitan area
were required to pay two thirds of the
cost of the upkeep of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board, the remaining one
third to be met by metropolitan municipalities. No thought was given to
relieving the municipalities of their
obligation, despite the fact that
municipal costs have increased enormously. The Northcote City Council has
to pay annually about £5,000 to the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board. The
Melbourne City Council and the bigger
metropolitan municipalities have to pay
a much higher sum, and these payments
are a heavy drain on municipal finances.
Local councillors justifiably resent that
imposition. All municipal councils, both
in the city and in the country, are faced
with financial difficulties. They have
only one main method of raising finance,
and that is by municipal rates, the
revenue from which can only be increased
by raising valuations.
I remember that last year the honorable member· for Hawthorn and other
members of his party decried what they
termed the terrible impost that would be
levied on metropolitan ratepayers if a
Greater Melbourne Council were established. Urgent consideration must be
given to the ever increasing costs confronting municipalities. This Government will provide from ordinary revenue,
not from tramway revenue, an amount
of £180,000 annually for country municipalities towards their contribution
to fire-fighting services.
A metropoli tan resident who insures his property
against fire will contribute towards
the obligation to be placed on fire
insurance companies to meet two thirds
of the cost of running the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board, whereas a person
living outside the metropolitan area who
insures his property against fire will
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have to contribute towards only one
third of the dnsurance companies' obligation. That is a lopsided and foolish
policy.
The reasonable course for the Government to adopt would be to be consistent.
If it is good business to load insurance
companies within the metropolitan area
with two thirds of the cost of the upkeep
of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board,
then a similar impost on insurance business should be met by the companies.
The country fire brigades must be
adequately maintained to protect country
properties, and that can only be done
effectively by Government contribution.
The present Government has claimed
that the State is almost bankrupt. I
should say that in some Departments
the Government is bankrupt, but the
Government is prepared to carry the
responsibility
of providing
nearly
£200,000 annually for fire brigade purposes, instead of making it obligatory
for the insurance companies to carry
the full .two-thirds of the cost instead
of one-third.
That is my view on this proposal to
transfer the obligation from tramway
users to property insurers. This obligation on the insurance companies will not
be carried by the companies, but will be
transferred to those who insure properties with the companies, in the form of
increased premium rates.
A person
residing outside the metropolitan area is
not entitled to receive insurance cover at
a cheaper rate than is the metropolitan
resident. It is logical to make the charge
uniform throughout the State.
The
Government should not say to insurance
companies, "You carry the burden in
this area and we will carry it in the
other area."
I hope that view will be
adopted by this Government or by some
other sensible Government occupying the
Treasury bench next year, following an
election. .
. Mr. R. T. WHITE.-That is wishful
thinking! .
Mr. CAIN.-One is entitled to indulge
in wishful thinking. I do not envy the
Government its task but I feel that this
anomaly should be rectified in the near
future. ·1 now wish to discuss an aspect
concerning the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board. As the honorable member for Hawthorn rightly said,
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it is a public authority. It consists of
a chairman and five part-time members,
-one representing the employees' union,
two representing municipalities, and two
being business men. The honorable member for Hawthorn said that the members
of the Board have done a good job. I
do not condemn the members, but I
think the administrative work of the
Board is carried out largely by the
chairman and his officers. The Board
meets once a week, and so its members
cannot be expected to know everything·
that is occurring, the details must be
attended to by the chairman. The honorable member for Hawthorn admitted that
the Board has made mistakes. It has
made serious mistakes and it is time that
they were discussed in this House.
Therefore, I propose to tell the story
as I know it relating to the management
of the Board, which should not be allowed
to go unscathed. Twelve months ago it
decided to send two of its officers around
the world to recruit 1,000 men for its
staff.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That cost a lot of
money.
Mr. CAIN.--It did. I am not so much
worried abuut the cost as the foolishness
of the action of the Board. At the time
its officers were trying to recruit men on
the other side of the world, the State
was facing a financial crisis. In August
1951, the loan funds available to the
Government were restricted and 3,000 or
4,000 local men were thrown out of employment. Everyone then knew that
the honeymoon had ended. However,
this public utility sent officers abroad to
try to bring to this country more than
1,000 men who were offered conditions
that were not applicable to Australians.
If an applicant for employment came
from New South Wales, the Board did
not care where or how he lived. The
same position applied to applicants from
country areas. No hostel or other accommodation was made available for these
men who had to find their own accommodation. It was absurd for a public body
to offer men in other parts of the world
living conditions that it was not prepared
to make available for Australians. The
immigrants were Englishmen, Irishmen,
and Scotsmen of good types. They came
to Australia because they wanted to do
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so. I repeat that the Board provided for
these immigrants accommodation that
it was not prepared to make available
for men coming from Bendigo, Ballarat,
Geelong, or from any other part of
the State.
No public body can justify
differential treatment of that kind. Those
are the facts facing Parliament.
The Board spent £230,000 upon buying
and renovating hostels. I ask members
to work out the total cost to the Board
of bringing each immigrant to this State,
remembering that at that time many
Australians were seeking employment.
Australians who were engaged said to
the Board, " The hostels are vacant, what
about our occupying them?" but the
Board replied, " No, nothing doing." All
I can say is that if the manager had
been worth his salt he would not have
agreed to such a proposition. If the men
had been married foreigners such as those
recruited for the Railway Department
or for Commonwealth Departments and
who were housed in camps, the position
might have been justified, but single
men were offered this preferential treat·
ment. Most of them have now left the
employment of the Board. Departments
bring immigrants to the State, but they
seek other employment, and go away
from the Department conoerned.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
Order! The Leader of the Opposition is
going away from the subject matter of
the Bill.
Mr. CAIN.-I am discussing the financial responsibilities of the tramways
Board. My contention is that grave mismanagement resulted in a loss of more
than £200,000. No one in the community
could expect anything but a termination
of the conditions which prevailed in 1950,
when Australia's wool cheque was worth
more than. £600,000,000. When it dropped to £300,000,000, it was -impossible to
import the same quantity and value of
goods. That is the mistake that the
Commonwealth Government made despite the advice that it was given. For
that reason, members are justly entitled
to criticize the Board. If one wishes to
find' excuses for matters of this kind,
one should consult departmental experts
who will readily prepare excuses. Many
of them appear in replies furnished to
questions asked by members in this
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House. On the 31st of March last, when
the unemployed army in this State was
growing, and when members of the
Board knew that they could fill all gaps
in the service without having to pay
overtime, a property was purchased for
£30,000. The Board spent a further sum
of £4,000 on the property but it was
never occupied as a hostel. Similar
action was taken at that time by the
Education Department and other Dep~rt
ments, which were purchasing properties
all over the place--so much so that the
Premier publicly announced that no Department could purchase more properties
without the approval of the Minister concerned. I repeat that in March last, the
tramways Board paid £30,000 for a property that had been sold just previously
for £18,000. At the time of the purchase,
prices had fallen following the fall in
valuations. The honorable member for
Hawthorn described the Board as a wellmanaged institution, yet, at that stage
it purchased a property for £30,000 that
had been sold previously for £18,000!
That action is worthy of the most stringent criticism. The facts are befo-re
members and we should expose them to
the public.
I do not wish to tramp on the· corns
of the Board's chairman and manager,
but he is trampling on the corns
of the public when he says, Ie I
want fares increased from 4d. to 6d.
because I cannot make the service
pay." In matters of this kind, we should
consider the position most carefully, and
I do not propose to pull my punches. I
have no reason to criticize the chairman
of the Board but it is my duty to protect
the interests of the travelling public. The
reason for the purchase of properties was
stated in a departmental reply to be the
sa ving of overtime by the obtaining of
sufficient staff. Overtime is not worked
for the tramways Board unless trams are
running. In some public Departments
employees knock off in the daytime and
work overtime at night.
Mr. TYAcK.-The employees of the
Board have a six-day week.
Mr. CAIN.-That is the statutory
working week for inspectors and so on,
but traffic employees have a five-day
week. I do not think the excuse that
overtime would be saved was justified.
On the Board's showing, overtime to an
extent of £150,000 was saved, .but
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£234,000 was spent in the purchase of
hostels in whicfu to house British mIgrants. I think members are justified in
criticizing the approach of the Board to
this problem.
Under the Bill, the
Government is not doing more than to
transfer the obligation for the statutory
payment from tramway passengers to
insurers, and I agree that that should
be done. On the other hand, if it is
logical to expect that two-thirds of the
amount needed by the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board should he paid by insurari-ce companies, it is logical to say
that the companies should pay a similar
proportion for fire fighting services in
country districts and fuus save the
Government the expenditure of £180,000
for which it has budgeted this year. I
enter my emphatic protest against the
policy of the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Board in bringing immigrants
to this country, and the waste of public
furids on the purchase of hostels.
Mr. RYLAH (Kew).-I have been
greatly interested in what the Leader
of the Opposi,tion has said as to the possibility of relieving municipalities of the
payments they make to the Fire Brigades
Board. That is one of my pet hobbies
and I hope an occasion will arise in the
near future when we can go into the
matter and review the whole questicn
of fire brigade finances. The experiences
of the Leader of the Opposition in his
own municipality are common to those
of members throughout the State. The
problems of the municipalities are very
great and are not being in any way
relieved by the general breaking-up of
roads and other facilities the repair of
which has had to be postponed owing
to shortage of loan funds and finance
generally.
I do not think that either the LeCider
of the Opposition or the honorable
member for Melbourne has been
quite fair about the tramways Board and
its hostels. I would remind them that
the job of the tramways Board is to run
trams and buses dnd, to keep them on the
road the Board needs men and women
not only to staff them but also to maintain them behind the scenes. The tramways Board was faced with a crisis so
far as its available employees were concerned. There were several reasons for
this position.
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The tramways union, under certain
influences, organized a strike which
proved to be one of the most disastrous
in this State and resulted in many decent
employees leaving the service of the
Board. They decided that there was
no future in such a service if strik€~s of
this type were going to be organized for
purposes other than the ordinary purpose of a strike-the bettering of the
conditions of working people. There
was at the time employment offering in
other fields which did not involve shift
work and starting at four or five o'clock
in the morning and finishing at midnight
or later, and many employees left the
service of the Board for other employment. There was a third factor and,
perhaps, the most serious. That was the
over-working of the employees who
remained with the Board. A number
of employees, particularly those who
were reaching an older age, were cracking
up and many of them left the employment of the Board not because they
wanted to but because they could nut
stand the racket of working day and
night under conditions that, to say the
least of them, were very trying to their
nerve and health.
People who were interested in the
service of the Board were continually
being approached by persons who were
greatly concerned by this very considerable strain being imposed on their manpower resources. This applied not alone
to the driver of the tram or bus, who
was working longer hours with considerable overtime and under conditions
in which the roads were crowded and
there were motor vehicles all over the
the place. The trams themselves were
overcrowded. They were running late
and had to be short-shunted at various
sections. A driver never knew quite
when he went on to the job at the beginning of his day, when and where he would
finish.
The conductors were working
under conditions inside the vehicles in
which it was almost a day's work collecting fares on one particular run. I remember coming up to Parliament House
from the city by tram on one occasion
when that conductor collected 120 fares
between Spencer-street and Gisbornestreet.
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The employees were working under
those conditions all day long and many
of them were cracking up. The Board
was concerned about the position.
It
was
engaging
on
the
local
labour market a number of poor
types who would go to work one
day and stay away the next and the next
after that and return to work the fourth
day. The result was that the Board was
cancelling dozens of trams, and not only
at peak periods. I have, if honorable
members are interested, particulars as
to the running of the trams at this time
on the East Kew and Mont Albert lines;
the details shown would surprise them, 1
think. Peak trams were overloaded as
the result of cancellations because there
were not a sufficient number of employees
to staff them.
The job of the Board is to run trams
and buses, and in order to do that it
has had to provide staff. The Board has
a responsibility to provide trams and
buses to get people to and from work. It
would have been a major tragedy if the
tramways services had broken down.
They were so close to breaking down that
it was rather a miracle that, despite the
hard week-end and the loyal service of
the employees who carried on, the services did not break down in the circumstances.
So the Board had to take bold action,
but perhaps it was too late. It hung
on, hoping that the situation would right
itself. When it became desperate it sent
its manager overseas to engage the best
type of migrants available-British
migrants.
To
accommodate these
migrants it bought hostels and it
had to equip them.
Of course,
the Board bought on a rising market and
paid too much for what it bought. When
buying properties and repairing them, if
we ourselves had been in the same situation we would have had to do the same
as the Board did, or go without.
If the Board was at fault in providing
too much too late it was only committing
the faults that were being committed
in every other direction, both by semigovernmental Departments and private
businesses and individuals.
We all
believed-and Heaven knows why, but
it is easy for us to be wise after the
event-that what history has shown to
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have happened would not happen agairl.
We
all
thought
the
millennium
had arrived and that this peak
period of business and prosperity
would
continue
to
increase
the
demand for goods and services of all
kinds. We did not believe what we had
been told. We were all guilty of the
same fault. The Board knew it as well
as everybody else. Admittedly, it probably did too much too late, but it acquitted itself of its duties in providing trams
and buses to get people to and from work
when the situation was desperate.
The Board not only provided the staff
to equip its trams and buses; it provided
also the accommodation for the staff that
had been brought here from overseas.
It is easy to condemn. We should not
be hard on the Board. My only regret
is that the Board was forced to
spend money on hostels instead of
getting on with its real job of maintaining and extending the transport
services of Melbourne. I must say that
it is already getting on with the duplication of some of the tramway lines that
have been promised for a long time.
The Board's finances, by the relief
afforded it from this payment to the
Fire Brigades Board, will probably be
better than they have been over the last
twelve months, and with the labour
available to it we hope that it will be able
to "get cracking" in earnest now and
provide those services that are so greatly
in need in this commun!ty.
Mr. SHEPHERD (Sunshine) .-1 am
happy to join in this debate for many
more reasons than one. It is not long
since the members of the Liberal party
had much to say in opposition to the
tramwaymen. It does them good, I
feel sure, to remind them that those
people, as members of trade unions, play
a very great and capable part in the
development of the metropolitan area
and of this State as a whole. Times have
changed. 1 remember the previous Leader
of the Liberal party stating that he was
determined that grass should grow in
Collins-street after the tramways had
failed to run for a period of ten weeks.
He was not then so enthusiastic about
the tramwaymen as we are hearing from
members of his party now. I am happy
to see the change of front.
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It is true that the tramways Board,
in the early years of my life in this
Parliament, turned men away from its
service because they were not 5 feet ,1
inches in height and did not weigh a
certain, avoirdupois. For such reasons
they were not admitted to employment
as conductors.
Later, the Board
scavenged for employees before going
abroad for migrants. It endeavoured to
induce people to join the service who had
been written down previously by the
Board's own actions.
The whole and the real story in regard
to bringing tramway employees from
overseas will never be told in round
figures. If one deals only with hostels
it must be borne in mind that there are
other factors involved and nobody will
ever find out what all this cost. Like
the railways, the tramways train a man;
they issue him with an up-to-date
uniform, overcoat, and shirts, and in
many cases numbers of its employees
have worn their uniform for a short
period only. In hundreds of cases men
have come in to work for the Board and
have gone out of its service, and when
that occurs their uniforms must be
written down or written off; they must
be sold at a figure much below actual
cost or passed on to workers in the labouring sections of the Board's employment.
When honorable members look at the
very serviceable overcoat used by a tram
driver they should realize that in a few
months after issue that overcoat becomes a very second-hand article. That
is no reflection on the person who has
worn it in the circumstances of his
employment, but it would not be issued
to another driver and it would probably
be sold or passed on to another employee
in the service other than on the trams
themselves. That kind of thing must
have a 'detrimental effect on the financial
position of the tramways.
We can understand the Board wanting
to be relieved of its financial commitments. In that regard I would point out
tha t nothing will happen to the
Government as the result of this proposed
release of the tramways Board from one
of its obligations. The amount involved
has been paid by the people who ride on
Mr. Shepherd.
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the trams and buses, and now it is to be
transferred to the people of the metropolitan area directly and indirectly.
Strange to say, during the period of
adjournment since this measure was
brought down, little approach has been
made by the municipalities to Ministers
to have this whole matter cleaned up
once and for all. Every part of the
metropoli tan area is affected in some way
by the payments made to the Fire
Brigades Board, in some cases to the
extent of £60,000. That is the amount
that has had to be provided by the City
of Me~bourne and it has ranged down to
lesser amounts until we reach an area
like Keilor, located in what is now
familiarly known as the" Green Belt."
There is a line of demarcation in the
outer suburbs where there is a difference
in the ratio of payments by the insurance companies. Up to a certain point,
the companies are to carry two-thirds
and, beyond that, only one-third of the
cost of the fire brigades, but that has
been brought about by the Government
carrying one-third of the cost in country
areas. In the meantime, much correspondence has emanated from the underwriters; they have published numerous
pamphlets and have inserted advertisements in newspapers during recent
weeks, at some cost to themselves, telling
the people that the Government should
not withdraw its statutory payments
because that action will throw an extra
burden on to ,the people, who will have
to pay higher insurance premiums.
The Fire and Accident Underwriters'
Association of Victoria, in a letter written
over the signature of Mr. E. E. Vines,
the general secretary, estimates officially
that this year the insurance companies
will provide £559,986 toward the upkeep
of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
The Leader of the Opposition has indicated, at some length, what has brought
about the increased costs not only of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, but
of the Infectious Diseases Hospital Board,
and other bodies. He intimated that the
increased costs are due to the introduction of better working conditions, the
granting of reasonable hours, allowances
for long-service leave, and improved
rosters. Obviously, some one must pay
for those improvements.
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In the last hour or two, I have taken
the opportuni ty of perusing certain
papers, and I have found some
interesting items. In the Herald of
Saturday, the 13th of September, 1952,
an advertisement published on page 2 and
authorized by the Fire and Accident
Underwriters' Association of Victoria
tells the same story to residents in both
the metropolitan area and country districts. I daresay the Herald would claim
that its columns are read by country
people as well as by city dwellers.
It is claimed in the advertisement that
there is to be an alteration, not of the
enactmen t relating to the financing of
the tramways Board but of that relating
to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board,
to free the Government of its contribution of £279,000 for the year 1952-53
toward the cost of the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board. Of course, that advertisement misrepresents the situation because the Government is not freeing itself
of anything; it is merely transferring the
cost of administering the fire brigade
from one set of people to another, and
they happen to be the same people in
the main. We cannot do without fire
protection.
In another article published by the Fire
and Accident Underwriters' Association
of Victoria, in the form of a booklet,
which seems to be a regular issue, and
which has been posted to me at this
most opportune time, there are some interesting facts. I have before me issue
No. 7 of volume No.5. I have never
previously received a copy of this publication gratis. The most interesting
article is an editorial which is headed
" Playing with Fire," and from which I
shall now readFollowing last summer's shocking bushfires, insurance companies in Australia met
claims exceeding £2,000,000. This insurance loss could-and should-have been
greater. That may seem a strange thing
for this journal to say, but it is said as a
matter of duty to the public. Far too little
of the property destroyed was adequately
insured. And much of it was not insured
at all.

What applies in country districts applies
also in the ci tv area. There are far too
many persons ~ in the metropolitan area
who take too great a risk with regard to
covering their properties by insurance.
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Moreover, many people who think their
homes are covered adequately would be
surprised to learn that, in the event of
loss by fire they would not receive from
an insurance company a sum of money
which would enable them to rebuild their
home. The article also sta tesPerhaps it is just our Australian tendency
to put things off, or an over-readiness to
gamble with fate. Whatever the real reason, there are many in this country to-day
ready to admit that the, gamble was not
worth while.

That is significant. The association
claims that it has been endeavouring to
induce people to cover their properties
adequately. From statistics that I have
before me I have ascertained that the
insurance companies have been increasing their 'business to a large extent dur.ing the past four or five years-to such
an extent, in fact, that there should be
no necessity for them to pass on to the
public any of the extra cost of making,
payments to the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board, because they are doing
pretty well out of that class of insurance
at present.
'
I know that, in an effort to obtain
business, insurance companies make substantial rebates. Those companies that
are known as " tariff" companies offer,
without any quibble, rebates ranging
from 12! per cent. to 15 per cent. to
certain associa tions and even to co:operative societies. The" non-1ariff "
companies are prepared to go even further. As I heard it expressed recently
by a representative of a "tariff" com'"
pany, the" non-tariff" companies would
be regarded by trade unionists as " scab"
companies because they take (business
away from the" tariff" companies by
offering rebates as high as 35 per cent.
In an issue of the Australian Insurance
and Banking Record dated the 21st of
June, 1952, I was pleased to read on page
275 an article headed "Insurance Costs
and Fire Brigades, which states, inter
aliaThe following letter from Mr. W. H. P.
Sykes, secretary the Fire and Accident
Underwr.iters' Association of New South
Wales appeared in the Sydney MO?'ning
Herald on May 29 after it 'had been announced that buyers of war services homes
would be allowed a rebate of 66~ per cen t.
on insurance premiums in 1952-53, a total
saving of £100,000.
'
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I have no objection to that statement
nor to that line of business, but it is
fairly obvious to anyone who reads the
article that a company that can afford to
offer such a concession to some people
and still show a profit should at least be
able to offer the same concession to
others, instead of the rebates of 10 per
cent., 12 per cent., or 15 per cent. to
which I referred previously. The situation indicates that the fire insurance
companies are doing well out of the
business and should not have to pass on
to the pubHc the extra cost of payments
to the Metropolitan Fir~ Brigades Board.
The figures involved in the financing
of fire insurance in Australia are enormous. Members of this House should
know where they stand in regard to
those fire insurance companies that are
agitating about the legislation which is
now the subject of debate, and are
claiming that the Bill should not be
enacted; also, that if the measure is
passed, the insurance companies will have
to pass on the impost, and the people
must pay. If my memory serves me correctly, during the war period, when there
was compulsory insurance for war damage, the premium was negligible; the
average person, I think, paid about 8s.
annually, and it is remarkable to ascertain just how much money was amassed
by those small contributions, which were
collected by municipal councils.
Mr.CAIN.-Much of that money still
remains in the Commonwealth treasury.
. Mr. SHEPHERD.-I agree.
Mr. TOWERs.-Municipalities are still
acting as collecting agents for the insurance companies in regard to superannuation.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That i.s another aspect. Every cost which is inflicted on
municipalities will have to be met by
ratepayers, who will be called upon to
pay one-third of the contribution of
municipalities toward the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Boa'rd and the remaining
two-thirds must be paid by way of premiums for fire insurance, whereas, the
insurance companies themselves could
afford to carry the burden. According
to the Australasian Insurance and Banking Record the gross fire insurance
premiums, less re-insurances and returns,
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during the year 1949-50, were £4,681,000
in New South Wales and £3,897,000 in
Victoria, the total premiums for Australia being £12,343,000. All the business transacted by those insurance companies, which includes householders'
sprinkler
comprehensive
insurance,
leakage, loss of profits, hailstone damage,
marine insurance, employers' liability,
workmen's compensation and personal
accident, as well as many others, yielded
a premium revenue of £46,732,000 as
compared with a total expenditure
against claims or losses amounting to
£21,168,000. This means that the companies concerned made a surplus of
approximately £25,000,000 if premiums
and claims are the only items taken into
consideration.
Singularly enough, one item mentioned
in the publication, under the heading of
" Other Expenditure," is "Contributions
to Fire Brigades." For the whole of
Australia, the contribution for fire protection amounted to £1,037,000. During
that year-1949-50-the contribution
to fire brigades in New South Wales
was £538,000 as compared with £185,000
in Victoria. The Victorian figur.e, of
course, advanced to £242,000 last year.
It is obvious that if the" other expenditure" of £15,877,000 is added to the
gross claims figure of £21,168,000, there
is revealed a total outgoing of approximately £37,000,000, which discloses
a profit of approximately £9,500,000,
after allowing for commission, agents'
charges, expenses of ·management and
taxation. Thus, the insurance companies
are doing very well indeed, and, in the
circumstances, there is no need for them
to charge the insuring public for the
extra contributions they will be called
upon to make.
I admit that there may be some small
groups of companies that have not the
scope of the larger ones, but I point out
that if Parliament House were to be insured to-morrow with a particular fire
insurance company, it would not carry
the whole of the risk itself. It might
carry as much as 50 per cent. of that
risk, but it would split up the remainder
with, say, ten other companies so that
its liability would be smaller in the
event of a major fire, which might involve several properties. I desire to
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point out that the incidence of fires is
not as great as many persons might
think, despite the fact that an answer
to a question given in this Chamber last
month indicated that many calls are
received by the fire brigades. I admit
that there are hundreds of small fires
and many false alarms, but, when all
is said and done, the total expenditure
by insurance companies on claims and
losses during the year 1949-50 amounted
to only £2,429,000 as compared with
premium receipts of £12,343,000, revealing the enormous profit that is derived
from fire insurance.
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loosening up process, with a view to
blaming the Government for the tightening up that will follow. The process is
being carried on through the agents,
who are inducing insurers to increase their cover. For safety reasons,
that is important, but increased
premium rates will follow, as well as
higher percentage returns for agents.
There will still remain a good over-all
profit for the companies.

Mr. WHATELY.-Are you referring to
gross premiums?

Much of what has been said about the
finances of the tramways Board is true.
Whenever the Board is ex,pected to effect
are
eximprovements,
difficulties
perienced. The Boar.d is supposed to
have huge sums in reserve accounts, and
that is a subject on which the honorable
member for Moonee Ponds could have a
picnic. For years he has been saying
that the replacement, the depreciation
and other funds disclosed in the balance
sheets of the tramways Board are more
or less fictitious book entries, because
the Board has nothing in reserve. The
tramways Board has capital assets
worth miliJ:ions of pounds; it has a works
programme that would inV101ve the expenditure of millions of pounds, yet it
appealrs to the Government to be relleved of the payment of £278,000 annually towards the upkeep of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.

Mr. SHEPHERD.-Yes. In the case
of workers' compensation insurance, the
losses amount to 54.5 per cent. of the
premiums received. When I refer to
losses I mean claims against the insurance companies. In regard to motor
vehicles the losses amount to 6004 per
cent. of the premiums received. Some
items are much higher. For instance,
in the case of compulsory third-party
insurance, the loss amounts to 113.1 per
cent. of the premiums received. Losses
on marine insurance are 41.5 per cent. of
the premiums received. Other insurance,
which includes all ancillary items, shows
a loss of 37.8 per cent. on premiums
received. In the aggregate, the total
claims represent 45.3 per cent. of
premiums received. All the publicity
and propaganda issued by the fire
insurance companies has only one
end in view, to prepare insurers for
an increase in premium -a tes. It is a

It has been truly said that increased
fares drive customers away. It is not
many years since the city section on the
trams cost the passenger 1~d. When that
city sectional concession was abolished,
the number of passenger journeys
on the city section dropped by more
than 15,000,000.
No business can
be run on those lines, and I shall
cite a concrete example to demonstrate my point.
Side by side in
my electorate there is a tramways Board
bus and a t.ram route. The tram sections are lengthy, when compared with
the 4d. section in the city of Melbourne.
After years of agitation, the Footscray
tram sectional fare has remained at 4d.
Paralleling the tram there is a Board
bus route, which ha:ppens to run into
two secUons. For years the bus fare
was 2d. for the first section and 1d. for
the second, and passengers did not use
the tram, which charged 2~d. a section.

Mr. CAIN.-Fire insurance business is
much more profitable than is motor car
insurance.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-That is so. If I
were to cite the motor car insurance
figures relating to every State, they
would reveal that the companies concerned have all lost money on that
investment, whereas, in regard to fire
insurance and other types of insurance
that are less dangerous than fire, the
companies make a high percentage of
profit; so much so that the losses on fire
insurance represent only 19.7 per cent.
of the premiums received.
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At present, passengers ignore the bus,
refusing to pay 7d. for two sections, and
walk to the tramline where they can
cover the same distance for 4!d. In 1!he
city, many people are not using the tramcars and paying 4d. t'O travel from
Swanston-street to Spring-street. Previously, as a city .section, the fare was
l!d., but it was later raised to 2d. The
people are now walking, and we can expect the actual passenger journey
figures for next year to be reduced by
several millions.
Mr. CAIN.-Possi'bly the people are enjoying better health as the result of their
walking.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-They wiN, as long,
as they do not attempt to run uphill.
The tramways Board is running downhiN financially, and we desire to preserve that important, asset, which cannot .be frittered away. Increased tram
fares do not 'materially affect passengers from the outer suburbs, who pay
7d., 8d. or 9d. for the journey into the
city. In the main, they reside in areas
from which they must travel either by
tram or by train. Where there is oompetition over short journeys, every
effort should be made to render the tram
service attractive. There need only be
a slight recession for overtime to disappear, and the people' wi'll not have so
much spending cash as they have enjoyed over the last seven ·OT eight years.
When that occurs fewer people win pay
4d. to travel a single section on a tramcar.
The accounts of the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board have
never sa tiSified some people, because they
are far too complex. But to the man
wirth an analytical mind, such as the
honorable member flor Moonee P'Onds or
Mr. John Gent, a former town clerk of
the City of Footscray, it has always been
apparent that the figures were too complex to be genuine. Admittedly, they
are passed by an auditor, but the reserve money is never there when it is
wanted. The extension work necessary
on the tramways system cannot be done
now, because there is filO ready cash
available, although there is supposed to
be in existence a big depreciation fund
and the Board has money on investment.
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It is a good thing that a BiH of this
kind occasionally comes before the
House. 1t gives Opposition members
and members in the Ministerial corner
an opportunity to be criti'cal of a public
service. We have heard little from
members of the Country party on this
or any other measure of recent date. If
we are to engender confidence in public
service to-day, we must give value for
the money paid. That is not being done
on the railways, the tramways and
similar instrumen tali ties to-day. Opposition members support the Bill, but
we feel that the municipaHties are being
let down. They should be relieved of
, the statutory payments they are required
to make to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
It is the suburban property owner and
those who pay the rent who -indirectly
pay the municipal rates. They will be
caned upon to pay increased fire ins'llrance rates to enable the insurance companies to meet their obligations under
this measure. I trust that out of the
discussion on this Bill there will
arise a better appreciation of the existing situation and a different method of
approach when the subject matter is once
again being dealt with in this House.

Mr. SCULLY (Richmond).-I, too,
am pleased to see this Bill, because it
deals with a matter on which Labour
party members have been agitating for
some time. We b~ieved that its passage
would have removed the possibility of
increased tram fares. I recal'l on one
occasion asking the present Country
party Government if it were prepared to
relieve the Melbourne and MetropoUtan
Tramways Board of its statutory payment to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board in order to prevent the impending
fare increase at that time. Any fare increase on our tramway system invariably
hits the section of the community that
can least afford to meet increased expenditure.
I refer particularly to
pensioners and workers who receive the
basic wage or a little above it.
In the past, the cost of upkeep of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board was
met by the municipalities, the tramways
Board and the fire insurance companies
each paying one-third. In effect, the
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people paid the lot, tbecause they
get it in the neck all the time. They pay
in fares on the trams, on their insurance
premiums, and in municipal rates. The
cost comes back on to the people
and there is no escape from it.
Every tramway fare increase has
reacted unfairly on the section of the
community whom Opposition members
represent. It is our belief that the fire
insurance companies should pay for the
financing of the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board. These insurance companies make colossal profits, and it is
useless for them to claim that the passage
of this Bill must result in increased
premium rates.
The figures quoted by the honorable
member for Sunshine indicate beyond
doubt that there is no necessity for an
increase in premium rates. The cost can
be met out of the profits that the companies have been making for so long,
in that way relieving the people of some
of the burden with which they
have been saddled. The Opposi tion
had hoped that the passage of this Bill
would have been responsible for relieving tram users of some of their burden,
but unfortunately that will not be the
case. It seems strange that the Bill was
introduced almost immediately after the
Board had announced fare increases, and
not when the increases. were impending.
The burden has been added to by
shortening the tram sections. We now
see the sorry spectacle of pensioners
and others attending the Royal Melbourne, the Eye and Ear, the Women's
or St. Vincent's Hospitals being obliged
to pay 6d. to travel from the city to any
of those institutions. That added burden
of 4d. on each hospital visit is beyond
the means of many people to pay.
Persons on a fixed income find . it
extremely difficult to make ends meet,
without having added the burden of increased fares.
The time is long over-due for a
thorough investigation into the administration of the tramways Board. If it
cannot make the service pay, then it is
time that the control was altered and
some one placed in charge of the affairs
f)f the Board who can make a better fist
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of it. We have no objection to the purchase of the hostels for the housing of
immigrant employees. Staff members
of the Board were sent overseas on
various trips to secure employees,
but the Opposition has' never been
able to understand why the "white
elephant" line was constructed in
Latrobe-street, Melbourne. Some time
ago, by a question on notice, I asked
what was the cost of the construction
of the Latrobe-street tramway, and was
told" £213,227."
Sir GEORGE KNOX.-Why was that line
ever bui! t, and is it ever used?
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-That proposal
was considered by the Public Works
Committee, which recommended the construction of the line.
.
Mr. SCULLY.-I repeat the question
asked by the honorable member for
Scoresby-Why was the Latrobe-street
tram line ever constructed? In my
question on notice I also askedAt what intervals do trams run on the
line?

The reply 'wasWeek days.-Peak service, 8 minutes.
Off-peak service, 12 minutes. No service
after 6.1 ·p.m.
Saturdays.-12-minute service. No service after 1.13 p.m.
Sundays.-No service.

The third part of my question wasWhether this line is being run at a loss;
if so, what loss has been incurred to date?

The reply wasYes. Loss on operation to the 18th of
August, 1951-£2,833. Loss to the 18th of
August, 1951, including capital charges£4,160.
It is about time that some consideration

was given to the interests of people who
use the trams on other routes. They
have to meet the cost of maintaining
the" white-elephant" Latrobe-street line
by the payment of increased fares. I
should like to know the source of the
advice tendered to the Government
which resulted in its permitting the
Board to construct that line.
Mr. McDONALD (Premier and Treasurer).-The honorable member for
Melbourne was a member of the committee that advised the Government on
that proposal.
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Mr. SCULLY.-It is time that we
heard something from members of the
Country party on these matters. Since
the Labour party withdrew its support,
Government members have remained
silent, except for a few minor interjections.
The House has heard no
sensible contributions to the debates from
Government supporters for some time.
In the flnancial year 1949-50, the sum
of £156,726 was contributed by the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board, and in the year 1950-51 the sum
of £155,328. If the tramways Board is
to be relieved of the obligation of contributing a sum of that magnitude, why
was it necessary for tram fares to be
increased recently? The persons hardest
hit are those who can least afford it.
Mr. MoDoNALD (Premier and Treasurer) .-If you do not know why the
increase was necessary, you should not
be a member of this House.
Mr. SCULLY.-Apparently, the Premier witl admit that tram fares have
increased -in many cases by more than
100 per cent. and can smile about it.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.--'By how much
have costs increased? Be honest and
sta te the other side of the question, if
you can.
Mr. SCULLY. - An investigation
should be conducted into the administration of the tramways Board. Many increased costs could be absorbed by more
efficien t administration.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-The honorable
member for Richmond would reduce the
wages of tramw,-lYs employees to enable
cheaper fares to be fixed.
Mr. SCULLY.-Any attempt the Minister makes to interfere with the wages
of tramways employees will be defeated
by the Labour party.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-When they
read Hansard) they will ascertain who
are their friends.
Mr. SCULLY.-There could be more
efficient ad-ministration by the tramways
Board. Why has not the Government investigated the present administration?
Apparently the Government and honorable members supporting it are not
aware of these problems, and it is neces-

sary for the Opposition to remind them.
It is not only the Labour party but the

people who are also asking what the
Government is doing and why its members remain silent when these anomalies
exist. An explanation is required. The
Minister of Transport may not have
travelled on some of the all-night services, for which the fares charged have
been increased enormously, and they hit
only one section of the communitythose persons who must travel home
from work at times when the only transport available is an all-night tram service.
Those persons particularly demand an
explanation for the reason why the increases have been so substantial. Their
standard of living is affected. No matter
how humble may be their position in
life, they are entitled to a decenf standard
of living, and if tram fares are to get
out of hand, they must go without other
things.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-WHI not the
honorable member support a decent
standard of living for tramways employees without reducing their wages?
Mr. SCULLY.-The Minister of Transport is the only person who has mentioned anything about reducing wages.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-You have
hinted at it all along.
Mr. SCULLY.-If the Minister considers that there is any chance of reducing wages while the Labour party
is in Opposition, he should think
again. It should be possible to absorb
some of the increased. costs, without
" slugging" the working people who
have no means of -transport other than
trams. Residents of Richmond previously had to pay 3d. to travel into the
City of Melbourne, and even that sum
was excessive, but now they must pay
7d. They are entitled to ask whether
the tramways Board could not have
absorbed some of the increased costs
without passing them on to the public.
If the Minister of Transport will not
listen to or cannot interpret such a suggestion without saying that the wages of
the men should be reduced, he should
not occupy his position. At some stage
an explanation must be given, and the
people will have an opportunity when
they vote of expressing their indignation
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. at the failure of the Govemmen t to
investigate all the avenues I have
mentioned.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-It annoys me
when you indicate that you want to reduce the wages of men who are doing a
good job.
Mr. SCULLY.-I support the Bill, because it will remove from the tramways
Board the obligation of paying a large
sum of money, but some benefits should
be gained by the customers of the Board.
As far as members of the Labour party
are able to do. 50., as the Opposition, they
will insist that that is done, and they
will take every opportunity to try to
ensure that some concession is given to
the people who are paying too much for
transport.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
'C1ause 2 (.payment of Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board to Treasurer for Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board).
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Minister
of Transport).-It is only fair to the
tramways Board and to its employees
tha:t I should reply .to some of the
questions put to me to-night and some
statements that have been made. The
tramway system in. Melbourne is something to be proud of. Comparing it with
the system in the other States, I say that
it is absolutely outstanding in every
way. Despite statements that have been
made, I consider that the tramway employees in Melbourne are as good as, if
not better than, those in any other part
of Australia. It has been hinted that
they do not collect all the fares and are
not carrying out their duties as well as
they did during the war. I think they
are doing an excellent job in every way,
under difficult conditions.
Concerning the increase in fares, I
have information relating to fares
charged in the different tramway
systems throughout Australia.
The
latest figures applying in Queensland
have not been obtained, but in all other
cases it is safe to say that the fares in
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Melbourne are still the lowest in Australia. There is no need for me to say
more on that aspect. New South Wales
is really the only State that is comparable
with Victoria. The following item was
published in the Sydney Morning Herald
of the 22nd of August, 1952SWEEPING CUTS IN TRANSPORT.
FIVE

HUNDRED AND EIGHTY STAFF TO.
FEWER SERVICES.

GO.:

The Director of TransPo.rt and Highways,
Mr. R. Winso.r, last night anno.unced a drastic
transport economy campaign, invo.lving staff
dismissals and the elimination o.f some services.
Mr. Winso.r said that:
All married women (about 500) Wo.uld be
dismissed from the Department of Government Tram and Omnibus Services.
All employees in this Department above
the age of 65 (about 80) would be retired.
All competing and poorly patronized services and many all night services would be
discontinued.
These cuts will save about £500,000 a year,
according to. authoritative sources.

Mr. SHEPHERD.-Is it not intended to
take similar action in the Victorian Railways from next month?
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-No. A Bill
relating to the railways will be debated
later. In Melbourne, tramways employees are doing a good job, and I have
no apologies to make about the actions
of the Board. The step that the Government is taking in relieving the tramways
Board of a payment in respect of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and
transferring that obligation to the insurance companies could have been
taken by other Governments in years
gone by. The Labour party could have
done it, when it formed a Ministry; it
had the necessary numbers. The Country party has removed that load from
the tramways Board.
Mr. SHEPHERD.-The Country party
had twenty times more opportunities
than the Labour party.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-No. The
Country party has always been a
minority in this Parliament and members of the Labour party have "rubbed
in "
that fact;
nevertheless,
my
party has been able to adopt these
measures. The Labour party has not had
a majority in Parliament in the 23
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years during which I have been a
member of it, but it has had sufficient
support to enable it to make this change.
The Labour party occupi'ed the Treasury
bench for more than two years from
1945 to 1947, but it did not relieve the
Board of these payments.
Regarding the question of hostels, I
point out that it was necessary to
recruit men for the tramways Board.
When the Honorable Arthur Calwell,
M.H.R., was Minister for Immigration,
he performed an excellent job. More
men were required in Australia in those
days, because there was a shortage of
labour, and Mr. Calwell was responsible
for bringing an enormous number of
persons to this country. He rightly
laid down that before the tramways
Board or any other body could recruit
men from Great Britain and Ireland, it,
like other public bodies and private interests that similarly recruited staff, was
obliged
to
guarantee
prospective
applicants and the Commonwealth
Government that it would provide
accommodation for them.
When men were recruited overseas,
it was necessary to provide hostels for
them when they reached Victoria. That
policy was laid down by the Commonwealth Government, and the tramways
Board had to abide by it. Consequently,
it was necessary to "purchase buildings.
There has been a great cry because the
Board spent approximately the sum of
£204,000 on buildings, but I point out
that as a result the sum of £150,000 a
year was saved in overtime payments.
From comments that have been made,
one would think that these buildings
have vanished into thin air. They have
not.
"Warwick," in Malvern, was purchased on the 21st of December, 1950,
at a" cost of £21,104. The Board, through
its agent, has received an offer to lease
that property at a rental of £25 per
week, plus municipal and Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works rates.
That works out at a return of 5} per
cent. to 6 per cent., which is a good
result. This offer was the best figure
obtainable, and the Board decided to
grant a lease for a term of three years
from the 1st of October, 1952, and also
Sir Herbert Hyland.
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grant the lessees an option to purchase
the property on terms for £23,000. That
sum was nearly £2,000 more than was
paid for the building.
"Canterbury Mansions," Canterbury,
was purchased on the 9th of July, 1951,
at a total cost of £45,897. An offer has
been m,ade to lease that building for
the sum of £50 a week, plus municipal
and Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works rates. These buildings are not
being allowed to deteriorate. "Cavendish," Hawthorn, will be retained to
accommodate all migrant employees.
"Kyalite," Toorak-road, Toorak, has
been placed in the hands of the Board's
agent for sale, but failing the securing
of a purchaser, it will be leased.
" Inveravon,'" 31 Burnett-street, St.
Kilda, was the last property purchased.
It was leased for a term of three years
from the 25th of August, 1952, at a
rental of £40 per week. That property
cost the sum of £34,390. The lessees
were granted an option for a further
two years' tenancy, and an option to
purchase the property on terms for
£30,000 on condition that they exercised
the option to purchase before the
expiration of six months from the date
of the commencement of the lease. That
means that if the lessees exercise their
option, "Inveravon" will be sold at a
loss of £4,390, not £34,000, as has been
mentioned.
Mr. HAYEs.-Are the lessees the same
persons who owned it previously?
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-I do not
know. I understand that the previous
owners wished to re-purchase it. The
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board has representatives from the
different municipalities. There is one
from Essendon; a former member of
this House who represented St. Kilda,
Mr. Burnett Gray, is a member; and Mr.
J. O'Connor represents the union. The
members of the Board are doing an
excellent job, particularly when we consider that they receive only the small
salary of £250 a year. I think they B.re
entitled to a better deal in that regard,
because not many men would travel distances and sit as members at meetings
for £5 a day on only one day a week.
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The Leader of the Opposition said that
it is right that the insurance companies
should pay two-thirds of the cost of the
fire brigades ,in the country districts,
instead of the Government paying twothirds of that cost. The Government relieved country municipalities of one-third
of their liability because of their parlous
financial position. Although many country municipalities have levied the maximum rating, they are still experiencing
financial difficulties and therefore the
Government offers no apology for its
action.
At the proper time the Government
will doubtless consider whether the insurance companies should not pay twothirds of the cost of fire brigades in the
country as well as in the metropolitan
area. Like the honorable member for
Sunshine, I am shedding no tears over
the insurance companies particularly in
view of the figures whi'ch he quoted indicating their profits and dividends. If
those figures are correct, they are well
able to absorb the extra charge, despite
their publicity and prDpaganda to the
contrary.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I am surprised at the outburst at the Minister of
Transport on such a simple Bill.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-You were not
listening to what I said.
Mr. GALVIN.-I heard everything the
Minister said. If the Minister aHended
in this Chamber as diligently as I do, his
recDrd Df attendance would be much
better than it is.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-You are not in
this Chamber half your time.
Mr. GALVIN.-That statement is
false.
The Minister quoted certain
figures in relation to the purchase of
hostels by the MelbDurne and Metropolitan Tramways Board, but he did not
quote the final figures. He speaks in half
truths.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND (Minister
of Transport) .-Mr. Acting Chairman, I
take strong exceptiDn to' the remarks Df
the honorable member f.Dr Bendigo. On
a point ·of order, I ask that he withdraw
his statement. He is the greatest liar in
the House.
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The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr. Cook).
-The Minister has taken exception to
the wDrds Df the honDrable member, and
I ask him to' withdraw.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-I repeat
that the Minister stated half truths.
He has described me as a liar, yet he is
asking that I withdraw my expression
in reference to him.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.---:The expression was offensive and I ask that it be
withdrawn.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN.-I ask the
honorable member fDr Bendigo to withdraw.
Mr. GALVIN.-I withdraw, but I can
prove that he has stated half truths.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN.-I ask the
Minister Df TranspDrt alsO' to withdraw
the words he used in reference to the
honorable member for BendigO'.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-I withdraw.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-The Minister of Transport is well known as the
larrikin Minister.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-In that respect
I take second place only to you.
Mr. GALVIN.-In view of the Minister's attitude, we must make allowances
for him.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN.--Order!
The debate will proceed without interjection from members at the table or
elsewhere. I ask the honDrable member for Bendigo to address the Chair,
in which case I shall endeavour to
keep order on the other side of the
House.
Mr. GALVIN.-The Minister quoted
figures in rei a tiDn to the prDperty knDwn
as "Warwick," which he stated cost
£17,000 and which was supposed to return
interest. However, he did nDt also say
that a sum of £3,758 was spent in
alterations of that building, that furnishings cost £2,500, and that there has been
a loss of £4,889 Dn its DperatiDn, making
the total cost to the tramways Board
£28,147. He stated that the total expenditure on hostels purchased by the
Board was £204,000, but the actual cost
was £230,737. I join with the Minister
in paying a tribute to employees of the
tramways Board. Not long ago he was
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loud in his,..condemnation of that staff
and he was active in endeavouring to
have the Essential Services Act proclaimed and applied in respect of the supposedly disloyal tramway employees
whom he was prone to refer to as
" commos."
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-That is not
true.
Mr. GALVIN.-It is only too true. The
Labour party gave him the opportunity
of becoming Minister of Transport so
that he might be in a better position
to understand this fine body of men. It
was only his ignorance that caused him
previously to describe these employees
in the terms he used. I raise no objection to the discontinuance of this statutory payment by the tramways Board.
It is not logical that the tramways
should be loaded with a Habili ty of this
kind because its activities have no relation to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board. Members of this House feel that
the time is long overdue for a reconsideration of the management of the
tramways by' a Board of part-time
members.
It would also appear that the Board is
overstaffed if it could afford to send
overseas its two most senior officersMr. Francis Gerald Wraith and Mr.
William James Richards, one being the
manager and the other the staff
clerk. Those gentlemen were sent abroad
from the 25th of April, 1951, to the 6th
of March, 1952, on a recruiting mission
and from their point of view they were
rather successful.
They visited the
United States of America,
Eire,
France, Belgium and Switzerland. Then
they returned to the United States of
America and after visiting Canada came
It was a very fine tour but
home.
probably they could have been more
profitably employed in the head office of
the tramways Board in Melbourne.
The fares of those officers cost
£2,459 2s. 3d., their board and lodging
£1,585 12s. 9d., office accommodation
£1,014 12s., and incidental expenditure
£963 8s. 10d., making a total of
£5,922 15s. 10d. The sum total of their
trip was that 801 migrants were brought
to this country for employment by the

Tramways

tramways Board.
It is interesting to
point out that in less than one month
after they had commenced duty with the
Board, 235 of those migrants left their
employment. After they had been employed not longer that two months,
another 97 left the tramways service,
and within twelve months. another 449
had ceased employment with the Board.
Mr. TOWERS.-It could not have been.
the job it was supposed to be.
Mr. GALVIN.-No. Yet the Minister
endeavours to justify the purchase of the
hostels. The point I wish to make is
that, apparently, the Minister was not
conversant with the facts when he
endeavoured to justify the actions of the
Board. May I suggest that these hostels
that were purchased by the tramways
Boa'rd might be used for the purpose o.f
accommodating elderly people.
Frequently, the Government has expressed
its concern for the treatment of the aged
and if it is sincere an opportunity now
exists whereby, in co-operation with the
municipalities, it could make these hostels available as places of accommodation
for elderly people. If that were done
there would be no need to implement the
glorified proposal by Mr. McVilly, which
would cost £10,000 per bed to provide.
By use of these premises which were
purchased for the accommodation of the
migrants-who are not occupying them
-provision could be made for the accommoda tion of 200 or 300 elderly folk.
Instead of facing a cost of £8,000 or
£10,000 a bed, each person could be
accommodated for about £700 or £800.
The Minister should not be carried
away by the new style.
In answer to a question that I asked
in the House, the Minister supplied me
with a report by the Board on the employment of migrants, in which this
statement was madeBefore the Board could recruit them, it,
like other public bodies and private interests that similarly recruited staff, was
obliged to guarantee prospective applicants
and the Commonwealth Government that
it would provide accommodation for them.
To do so, it had to purchase hostel properties. It also undertook a comprehensive
survey of boarding establishments with a
view to placing migrants in private board.
Only limited success was achieved.
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These facts more than justify the Board's
action in recruiting them and providing
hostels for them. Far from being censured,
the Board should be commended on its
vigorous action in dealing with a serious
emergency and congratulated on the success
of its officers' efforts.

Mr. Wraith, the manager, and Mr.
Richards, the staff clerk, were the only
ones who did not know that migrants
were not needed to work on the tramways. As the Leader of the Labour
party has pointed out, at the time those
officers were recruiting men for the
tramways Board, the Government was
dismissing thousands from the State
Electricity Commission, the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission and other
bodies. The time for re-organization of
the administration of the tramways
Board is long overdue. The Board
should be composed of permanent
administrators. I would suggest that
there should be three, with a representative of the employees. An undertaking of this importance should not be
the plaything of a temporary administration. I hope that this Parliament
will be afforded an opportunity of considering legislation to amend the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board Act with a view to having a
permanent Board appointed.
It is
pleasant to hear the honorable member
for Kew eulogize the activities of the
Board. I have the greatest admiration
for the acrobatic attainments of the
members of the Ministerial corner
party. When they occupied seats in
opposition to this Government they
spoke of the imperfections of the Board.
That particularly applied to the honorable member for Kew and the honorable
member for Hawthorn.
However,
immediately they found themselves
.sitting behind the Government they extolled what they regarded as the Board's
virtues.
Mr;. NORMAN.-How did you bounce
over there?
Mr. GALVIN.-We did not bounce on
to the Opposition side of the House; we
The honorable
walked over here.
member for Glen Iris looks as though
he is likely to be bounced out.
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Mr. NORMAN. - You have your
troubles.
Mr. GALVIN.-J have none. I feel
that the honorable member for Kew
spoke with great feeling in support of
his newly-found friends. One might
ha ve imagined tha t he had been
occupying his present seat in the
Chamber for the last two years and
four months. I cannot comprehend how
those honorable members can change
their tune from week to week. The
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board needs a thorough re-organization.
The tramways are too important an
adjunct to the transport system, particularly in the metropolitan area, to be
the plaything of any part-time Board.
Parliament would not countenance such
a condition for the Railway Department,
the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the Country Roads Board or
the Forests Commission. When a fulltime tramways Board is appointed fewer
hardships will be inflicted on the
travelling public in the city and suburbs.
The honorable member for Hawthorn
made much play of the fact that the fare
for the first sections had not been in:"
creased. That is only part of the story,
because he did not mention that the
sections had been shortened. It is
almost the same as a butcher who had
been charging 2s. a pound for stewing
steak announcing that he would not put
up his price, and instead of doing so
selling the purchaser 10 ounces for 2s.
Thousands of country people come to
Melbourne as patients of various city
hospitals, and they have to pay extra
on account of the shortened tramway
section, and most of them can ill-afford
to do so. They travel on free railway
vouchers provided by the State, but
when they reach Melbourne they are
exploited by the tramways Board .
Mr. RYLAH.-Would you have preferred that 5d. was charged to housewives for the city sections?
Mr. GALVIN.-These things can be
done with greater elasticity. The tramways Board did not think of the
hospitals and their patients. I am sure
tha t the honorable member for Kew
would agree that it was wrong to impose
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an increased fare or to reduce the length
of the sections on those trips, and to
leave the suburban sections as they are.
Mr. RYLAH.-I am in favour o,f concessions being made to people visiting
hospitals.
Mr. GALVIN.-That is what I am
saying. I thought the honorable member had misunderstood the position.
Unlike his stony-hearted friends, the
Ministers, the honorable member would
do what he could for the unfortunate
sufferers concerned. Even now it is not
too late for the Minister of Transport
to see that the anomaly is rectified. I
appeal to him to make representations
to the Board to re-adjust the sections
on the hospital routes.
The clause was agreed to, as was
clause 3.
The Bill was reported to the House
without amendment, and passed through
its remaining stages.
HAIRDRESSERS REGISTRATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL.
The debate (adjourned from September
9), on the motion of Mr. Fulton (Minister of Health) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. HAYES (Melbourne).-Those who
were members of the House in 1936 will
recall that the Bill WhlCh subsequently
became the Hairdressers Registration
Act was introduced by myself as a
private member's Bill. At that time
certain days were provided for private
members' business, and opportunity was
taken to introduce Bills and ventilate
grievances. The Bill to which I have referred passed the second-reading stage
and was adopted by the Government of
the day, the Minister in charge of the
Bill at that time being the present Minister of Transport. Whatever the shortcomings of the Hairdressers Registration
Act may be, I do not think any hairdresser in the State would desire to revert
to the old system, which was a case of
"the survival of the fittest." In those
days anyone could call himself a hairdresser and establish a hairdressing business, with the result that the public
suffered. To-day there is altogether a
different story. Hairdressers' shops have
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improved, and the conditions of employees are very much better than they
were in those days; also hours of work
have been reduced. I do not think there
is any desire, either on the part of hairdressers or the public, to revert to the
old system.
We must ensure that the standards of
hairdressing that have been established
in Victoria are not broken dawn. During his second-reading speech, the Minister of Health said that the organization
responsible for the proper training of
hairdressers and the proper conduct of
hairdressing establishments was known
as the Hairdressers Registration Board
and it was authorized to register hairdressers, to hold examinations in the
various classes of hairdressing and
generally to supervise the practice of
hairdressing. He also stated:Since the Victorian legislation came into
force, other States, particularly New South
Wales, have established systems of registration and training. In recent times a number
of approaches have been made to the Government to have section 8 of the Hairdressers
Registration Act 1936 amended so that recognition may be given in this State to persons trained elsewhere in hairdressing to a
standard substantially equivalent to that of
Victoria.

I am doubtful whether in any other
State there is the same high standard of
efficiency in the hairdressing trade as
applies in Victoria. In my opinion, we
should not be prepared to give hairdressers coming from overseas. any advantage over Victorian hairdressers, but
I consider that would be possible under
this proposal. I realize that qualified
people coming from other States and
from overseas are faced with certain
difficulties, but when registration is being
considered we should ensure that there
is no loophole whereby a person from
outside Victoria can obtain any advantage over persons within the State. We
should endeavour to place all people on
the same footing.
The Hairdressers Registration Board
will decide who shall be registered without submitting themselves for an examination, and who must sit for 'an examina tion. I am opposed to registering a
person merely because he presents a
certificate of competency. In my opinion,
no great hardship would be involved if
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people coming from overseas or from
other States were required to submit
themselves for an examination equivalent
to that passed by every hairdresser in
Victoria. At present, before a person
can become registered as a hairdresser
he is required to undergo an apprenticeship of four years, after which he is
required to ,sit for an examination. However, the amendment proposed in clause
2 of the Bill will alter that practice because the Board will be enabled to register anyone who has been trained in
Victoria, anyone who has been trained
and is registered or en ti tIed to be registered in another State in Australia, or
anyone who has practised hairdressing
anywhere in the world. .That proposal
should be considered carefully, because
a high .st~dard of efficiency ,in hairdressing ha's been established in Victoria.
Although a person from overseas might
present a certificate as a hairdresser
there is no reason why he should receive
advantage over our Victorian apprentices, but· under the proposal contained
in the Bill that could happen. At present
a Victorian youth who desires to become
a hairdresser must be apprenticed for
four years or attend a training school for
a certain period. Therefore, I do not
think we should agree to preferential
treatment being given to people coming
from outside Victoria.
I would point out that the Government
has not been anxious to register doctors
or dentists with foreign quaHfications.
Although hairdressers may be' in a
different category, there is no reason
why overseas hairdressers should be
given preferential treatment. In 1928,
when dentists were registered, dental
mechanics who were working for dentists
were refused registration, and no opportunity has been given to those people
to sit for an examination. I realize
that the Hairdressers Registration Board
has sought the amendments contained in
the Bill, but I wish to point out to the
Government and to the Board that no
loophole should be left so that the
standard of hairdressing in Victoria
might be broken down. If the Minister
of Health is satisfied that the proposals
in ·the Bill will in no way interfere with
the present high standard, the Bill will
be accepted. I am given to understand
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that the Victorian-hairdressing trade supports the Bill. As long as the trade has
its eyes open and knows what it is
doing, that is all right, but it will be of
no use hairdressers coming to Parliament in five years' time and complaining that the hairdres'sing trade has been
overrun with unqualified people from
overseas.
Sir HERBERT HYLAND.-The Board will
have the right co register or to refuse
to register.
Mr. HAYES.-That is so, but applicants for registration will not necessarily have to sit for an examination.
Mr. BROSE.-You do not think the
Board would register incompetent
people?
Mr. HAYES.-It would be possible for
overseas people to put up all sorts of
stories about their quaUfications. The
Bill also proposes an increase in registration fees, and apparently there is no
objection to that proposal. The Board
has submitted a balance-sheet, which
indicates that losses have been sustained
in the last two or three years. I consider
that a bOdy of this kind should have
sufficient revenue to supervise hairdressing establishments and to conduct
examinations of hairdressers. Although
I have criticized the Bill, I shall
support. it.
However, I considered
that I should point out to all concerned
that in this Bill we are doing something
that we are n(lt prepared to do in regard
to other callings.
Mr. lVHATELY (Camberwell).-Jf
those who practiose hairdressing in its
various bran'ches are satisfied that people
coming from outside Victoria should be
given privileges in thIs State as hairdressers and they are satisfied to pay
higher fees, and if the purhUc win not
be injured by the BiU, I can see no
reason why members shou'ld object to it.
On the contrary, so far as the public is
concerned, it is quite possible-as the
honorable member for Melbourne saidthat since proper examinations had been
conducted hairdressing has benefited and
skHI has been increased, with better service to the pubHc. On rhe otheT hand,
it can truly be said that beauty is not
as important as health. If one goes to
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an unqualified practitioner of the tonsorial art, and the effects are bad, at
least one has the remedy of not going
to that man a second time. If one went
to an unqualified medical practitioner,
one might not have an opportunity of
visiting any other medical practitioner
subsequently. I pass that comment beCCiuse I am rather sceptical about introducing unnecessary 'Controls of the
public. I do not mind being fooled once,
but I do not allow mys~lf to be fooled
twice by the same person.
The Board is comprised of an independent chairman, who is a public
accountant, and six members of the industry, representing the male and female sections. Therefore, I think we
may take it for granted that any persons who are admitted automaticaUy because they have gained registration in
another State win meet our requirements, and any who come from overseas will be properly examined by the
Board if there is the slightest doubt
about their competence. It would be
surprising if the members of the Board
did not carry out their duty because the
remedy is left to them. Clause 2 of
the Bill prescribe;s that persons coming
from outside AustraUa who have practised hairdressing of the appropriate
class and have passed the examination
required by the Board shal~ be registered. An attractive feature of the Jegislation is that in 1936 it extended the interests of the Education Department in
seeing that educational institutions of
all sorts were properly conducted.
Years ago, there were many occasions
for complaint that teaching institutions
of one kind and another were exploiting
the public. For that reason, early in our
educational history, we had the compulsory registration of teachers, not
only for ordinary primary and secondary subjects, but aJlso for typing, shorthand writing and bookkeeping. Now
other technical subjects are covered.
Prior to the introduction of the principal Act in 1936,the Education Department exercised supervision over the
training of hairdres'sers. The Act prescribed that those who were conducting
training institutions sh'Ould be registered
and should pay a fee of £5 a year. For
Mr. Whately.
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any malpractice, training schools for
hairdressing would suffer the penalties
of the Act, which were as severe as a
maximum fine 'Of £50 for certain offences.
The Bill doubles the fee from £1 1s.
to £2 2s. At present, it is prescribed
that for principals, whether of scho'Ols
or of haLI-dressing estabUshments, there
shaU be paid a fee of £2 2s., plus a fee
of £1 1s. for registration, plus lOs. for
a certificate of registrati'On, and an
annual fee of £1 1s. to be paid in
January. If the annual fees are not paid
in January, there is a penalty of up to
£1 1s. in the case of the principals. The
employees in hairdressing businesses
were subject oniy to an examination fee,
and one registration fee of 5s. Now the
latter fee is to be repeated annually, and
employees wiU have to pay 5s. per
annum.
One advantage is that there
will be an up-to-date list of those WhD
are practising the trade in VictDria. It
will be as up-tD-date as the list of thDse
conducting hairdressing businesses or
training SChODls. If there is to be registration, we may as well have lists that
are up-to-date.
The reaSDn fDr the increase in the fees
is that the Board is finding difficulty in
paying its way, and the Minister explained that up to the 30th of June
last, the BDard had spent £1,801 more
than it had received. That is a considerable excess of expenditure over
revenue in one year. It was possible
only because the BDard had accumulated
funds which it had hoped tD devote tD
the imprDvement 'Of training methods in
the industry.
One wonders how the
deficit 'Occurred. Are surplus people
being emplDyed tD dD the work of inspecting Dr is it due tD the extra CDSt of
cDnducting examinatiDns? It is surprising tD find a loss 'Of £1,800 in a small
DrganizatiDn 'Of this sDrt. The industry
is tD bear the extra CDSt involved in the
Bill-the Government is not invDlvedand if the persDns cDncerned are happy
abDut the matter, members ShDuld rest
cDntent in the hDpe that we will nDW
nDt 'Only have good hairdressing but
there will be less time spent waiting in
hairdressing ShDpS.
In many establishments 'One finds that hairdressers will
u:e clippers and will cut the hair tD a
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line so that one appears to be wearing
a wig, or the hair will be left so long
that one cannot brush one's scalp. In
the future one may find artists in the
profession, as ladies seem to think is
the case at present.
Mr. O'CARROLL (Clifton Hil1).The honorable member for Camberwell
touched on a sore point with me when
he said that some barbers leave a man's
hair so long that he cannot brush his
scalp.
In my case, the reverse is the
position. I have suffered many indignities at the hands of hairdressers, and
therefore I am not happy in supporting
anything in their favour.
On one
occasion I was charged Is. 9d. for a haircut and I said to the man at the counter,
" You are charging me Is. 9d. which I
think is a large sum for sitting only
three minutes in the chair." His retort
was, "You can go back and sit in the
chair for a while."
I am concerned about the price
charged by hairdressers. A man with
hair so long that he cannot brush his
scalp should have to pay more than
a man who has only his scalp.
A barber spends three or four
minutes cutting my hair whereas
it will take him at least ten
minutes to cut an ordinary head of hair.
As honorable members know, I do not
follow the American fashion of long hair
but I think the Minister should have
commented on the high prices that are
being charged. In my case I consider
3s. 3d. is too much to pay for an operation that takes only three minutes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
PUBLIC SERVICE BILL.
The debate (adjourned from August
12), on the motion of Mr. Dodgshun
(Chief Secretary) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. CAIN (Northcote) .-This Bill
has been so long on the Notice Paper that
I had nearly forgotten all about it.
lt is very largely one that has been
remitted to the Government by the Public
Service Board.
In his second-reading
explanation of the Bill, the Minister
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pointed out that the Board had brought
under the notice of the Government that,
from time to ti-me, cases occurred where
an officer who had been charged with an
offence under the provi£ions of the Public
Service Act, had, in order to avoid the
consequences which would follow from
dismissal, resorted to the expedient of
either exeroising a right of election to
retire, if he was over 60 years of age,
or of resigning. By either action, the
officer immediately ceased to be an officer
of the Public Service and was thereby
removed from the jurisdiction of the
Board.
The Chie'f Secretary pointed out that
where such an officer avoided a charge
being heard against him by resorting to
retirement, either on the grounds of age
or of ill health, his superannuation rights
were totally unaffected, notwithstanding that the major portion of the pension
he would receive was contributed from
the Consolidated Revenue. That is, by
electing to retire, an officer who might
have been guilty of a most serious offence
was eligible to receive superannuation
benefits to which he would not have been
en ti tIed had he been charged and dismissed. The provisions of the Bill
sought, within reasonable lim;its, ,to prevent a continuation of this practice.
The Chief Secretary stated that
it was in the public interest that the
existing legislation shculd be tightened
so that officers would nut be able to avoid
just punishment in the form, at least, of
the sam~ disqualification from receiving
a pension which would have occurred if
they had not retired in order to avoid
facing a charge before the Board.
Briefly, the provision in clause 2 enabled
charges to be made against any person
who no longer was an officer but who at
the date of the alleged offence was an
officer, but such charges had to be made
within twelve months after the date on
which he ceased to be an officer. It
would be appreciated, said the Minister,
that there was a dual aspect involved
here--those cases where officers had
notice of the charge before electing to
retire and those where the facts enabling
a charge to be established were not discovered untH after the officer's retirement. Where the truth of the charge
against a person who was formerly an
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officer was admitted, or was found by the
Board to be proved, the Board, if the
nature of the offence so warranted, might
declare that such person should from
the date he ceased to be an officer be
deemed to have been dis'missed from the
Public Service. I think there ihave been
only one or two exceptional cases of this
kind in the Service.
The Chief' Secretary .proceeded to
explain that this clause gave similar
powers with the same effect in regard to
any person who, whHe an officer, committed a felony or ,infamous offence for
which he was convicted within twelve
months after ceasing to be an officer.
Under existing provisions of the Public
Service Act, any officer who was convicted of a felony or infamous offence
immediately forfeited his office and
thereupon Ilost any pension rights. Nothing in this 'clause~the Chief Secretary
pointed out-disturbed the existing law
which vested in the Minister the sole
discretion of determining whether or not
a charge should be referred to the Public
Service Board for investigation.
The entire objective of the amendment was to prevent persons guilty of
offences committed while they were
officers, from avoiding the effects of dismissal as imposed by existing legislation
and thereby enjoying the receipt of a
continuing pension from Government
funds.
The Chief 'Secretarycontinued that the
second amendment-that in clause 3related to section 62 of the Public Service
Act, which, inter alia} gave the 'Minister
administering any Department power in
cases of illness or other pressing necessity
to grant officers and employees extended
leave, not exceeding twelve months, on
such terms as might be fixed by regulations. This amendment removed the
restriction limiting the period of leave
to twelve months. The limitation of
the period to twelve mO!l1ths imposed by
the existing provjsion in the Act was not
consistent with the system of cumulative
s;ick leave introduced into the Public Service in 1933. Under this system, officers
were credited each year with eight days'
sick leave on full pay and eight days on
half-pay, such credits being cumulative.
Such accumulated credits were debited
with any sick leave granted.
Mr. Oain.

Bill.

This is what is calQed accumulated
leave which most officers build up if they
are wise. Any member of the Public
Service who is in good heaUh is foolish
if he does not accumUlate sick leave for
the difficul t days that may come with
illness in his later Ufe, so that it is the
practice among shrewd and careful men
in the Service to bui~d up this accumulation and not go off duty for 'a day or
two here and there. In the Railway Department there was at one time no provision for the accumulation of sick leave.
If an officer did not take his leave during
the current year he lost it, and that fact
tended to induce offiocers to absent themselves unnecessarily from duty.
Accumulated leave is something that
is of great advantage. I had an officer
employed in our office-Mr. Percy Dodds
-who, I believe, had accumulated sick
leave amounting to about four years.
He did not get anything for that, but
had he been in over a period of twelve
or eighteen months a few years before
his retirement he would have had some
protection.
Further exp1aining the Bill, ·the Chief
Secretary statedIt will be evident that an officer who has
from time to time been granted sick leave
for periods not exceeding twelve months
during ·Ms service may receive more
liberal treatment than an officer who has
not had recourse to any si.ck leave until
stricken with lengthy and perhaps mortal
illness towards the end of his service. In
the latter case, the grant of leave on pay
is restricted Iby the section to twelve
months, notwithstanding that the accumulated sick leave to his credit may exceed
twelve months.
Fortunately, oases where the inequitable
incidence of the provision restrictJing the
grant of sick leave occurs are infrequent,
but, unf.ol'!tunately, when they occur they
generally concern .officers with long service
who have f.ound it necessary on account of
serious illness Late in their careers to have
recourse to sick leave creeLi ts established
and unused over many years of service.

It can be appreciated that if a public

servant has accumulated, over twenty
years of service, leave mounting at the
,rate of eight days per annum, the fact
that there is a total of 160 days available to him at the end of those twenty
years is a very material advantage.
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The Minister continued that the regulations of the Governor in Council made
adequate provision to ensure that extended sick leave wa's granted only after
the Government Medical Officer had certified that such leave was necessary.
This procedure would not be affected by
the amendment. The amendment of section 62 automatically did away with the
necessity for vhe cognate provisions in
section 63 of the Public Service Act and
such provisions were, therefore, repealed by this Bill. The amendment of
sections 62 and 63 as proposed in the
Bill would have automatic application to
the Teaching Service because section 60
of the Teaching Service Act 1946 provided that _the provisions of sections 62
and 63 of the Public Service Act should
apply with respect to the Teaching Service.
Some difficulties occurred in 1946 when
the teachers were brought by an Act of
this Parliament under their own tribunal and there were certain provisions
which through the years had applied to
the Teaching Service but were not applicable when the teachers were hrough t
over. Amending legislation had to be
passed to overcome that condition. The
powers of the Governor in Council
to make regulations, as the Chief Secretary pointed out, are defined in section
74 of the Public Service Act. The point
has been raised that the existing regulations relating to conduct and discipline
are, perhaps, in some respects, of doubtful validity and this amendment to the
sp.'itJon is, in the circumsta~ces, d:sirable
t6 remove any con tentlons In the
matter. That last amendment ensures
that there shan be no doubt about their
validity.
In the circumstances I have no objection to this proposed amending legislation.
I believe it has advantages and we are
entitled, I think, to make such provisions
as are contained in the Bill. I trust
therefore that it will have a speedy passage. This Opposition, of course, by
nature and instinct is co-operative. In
this instance it is eager to help the
Government to have the amending Bill
placed on the statute-book.
Mr. NORMAN (Glen Iris).-The present me-asure has been adequately explained by the Chief Secretary in his
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second-reading speech and the Leader of
the Opposition has clearly outlined its
provisions and has concluded with the
assurance of Ute co-operation of the Opposition in having this measure passed.
There are only three amendments of consequence in the Bill. The first, as the
Minister stated, will deal solely With
matters -that can !be the subject of a very
serious cnar-ge in the Public Service. Any
member of the Service who can be
charged with a felony or offence which
leaves him liable to dismissal can be
dealt with. We are very happy to know
that instances of this nature are rare
in the Service.
We appreCiate the great service which
public officers render to the State. We
believe that permanent Public Service
officers covered by this type of measure
have a better approach to the service
of the people compared with some of the
newer branches developed during and
since the war. A person who is accused or
is found guilty of a felony and can avoid
the proper penalty provided should not
be in a position to receive the benefits
that would otherwise accrue by way of
superannuation and so on. I note that
a person declared under the provision,
although he will receive no further
payment of a pension, will be paid the
actuarial portion of his contribution to
the fund. I think that is just. The
State should not be required to contribute to a person who had been found
guil ty of a felony in the service
he was supposed to give to the State.
The second amendment relates to
cumulative sick leave. We agree with the
Leader of the Opposition that once that
principle has been established there
should not be an inducement to employees to take their sick leave every
year. If a man builds up a substantial
credit of sick leave, it seems to be wrong
to penalize him. There is no doubt that
private industry is suffering to some extent from the restriction of the accumulation of sick leave, which is an encouragement to certain unthinking employees to use it every year. We agree
with the idea of encouraging employees
fortunate enough not to need sick leave
to build it up.
The third amendment which appears
to be necessary is to clarify the powers
of the Governor in Council in regard
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to the making of regulations under the
Act. The Liberal and Country party
has no objection to that proposal. No
serious criticism has emanated from the
Public Service, and we join with the
other parties in hoping that the Ipeasure
will have a speedy passage.
Mr. SUTTON (Albert Park) .-I have
an uncomfortable feeling that there is
something not right about the Bill and
something that may establish a precedent with a danger. I do not relish the
idea of projecting certain provisions
beyond the twelve months of the time
of resignation of an officer from the
Service.
Under such a provision the
powers of the Permanent Head of a
Department or of the Public Service
Board could. be exercised aga'inst such
a person on grounds entirely apart from
the allegations of infamous conduct.
Yet, a common-sense conclusion impels
one to believe that power should be
given to the Authority to prosecute an
officer who is discovered to have appropriated public funds. I have no objection to the measure apart from stating
certain reasons for initial apprehensions
concerning it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
HEALTH (MEAT SUPERVISION)
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from September 9), on the motion of Mr. Fulton
(Minister of Health) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. SUTTON (Albert Park).-On the
face of it this important Bill should
be welcomed by all municipal councils
which
conduct
public
abattoirs.
Under the Health Act, subject to the
approval of the Governor in Council,
they are authorized to make by-laws
prescribing certain fees.
To expose
their ludicrous inadequacy in 1952, I
invite the attention of country members
to those fees, because they should have
some knowledge of the cost of killing
stock. The scales are as follows:For the use of a public abattoir
for slaughtering any£
(a) bull cow calf (other than
a bobby-calf> heifer ox
or steer
., 0

8.

d.

2 0
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£
bobby-calf goat kid lamb
or sheep
.. 0
(c) head of swine
..
.. 0
For examining any animal .. 0
For examining and branding any
carcass or meat derived from
any(a) bull cow, &c.
..
.. 0
(b) bobby-calf goat, &c.
.. 0
(c) swine
.. 0
For any certificate as to an
examination made by a meat
inspector
.. 0
For the slaughtering and dressing
by any slaughterman employed
by the council of any(a) bull cow, &c.
.. 1
(b) bobby-calf, &c.
.. 0
..
.. 0
( c) swine
For
the
delivery
from
the
abattoirs by any carter employed by the council of the
carcass of or meat derived
from any(a) bull cow, &c.
.. 0
(b) bobby-calf, &c.
.. 0
( c) s w i n e '
.. 0

8.

d.

(b)

0 6
1 0
2 6

1
0
1

0
6
0

2 6

0 0
2 6
5 0

5
0
1

0
6
6

The Bill proposes to alter the method of
prescribing the fees by authorizing the
Governor in Council to do so by order
published in the Government Gazette.
It contemplates an increase in the
present maximum fees and the inclusion
of charges for other services provided at
an abattoir, sucJ:t as chilling, laundry
facilities, &c.
The present schedule of fees is entirely
out of conformity with pressing needs.
Except for some variations introduced
by the amending Act passed in 1941,
giving a council power to employ its
own slaughtermen and to prescribe fees
therefore, and some other things, the
maximum up to which a council ma~w.tc
abattoir charges is the same as that
prescribed more than 30 years ago. It
is no wonder, therefore, that the principal public abattoirs-Melbourne and
South Melbourne-are losing money
"hand over fist" and their operations
are causing sharp concern to the councils.
In this general connection it is interesting to observe that the proposed
new method for prescribing abattoir fees
will be similar to that obtaining in respect of markets. Market dues are fixed
by councils by special order within the
limits set out by an order of the
Governor in Council.
The last order
made by the Governor in Council
regarding markets was in December.
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1950.
Prior to that time, councils
had to charge within the limits
prescribed in 1870-an order 80 years
old-so old that, as I am reminded by
the town clerk of South Melbourne,
whose council conducts a market and
an abattoirs, it contained a provision for
a stallage rent for the sale of kangaroo
carcasses.
I hope that the same farcical position
will not be allowed to arise as a result of
the passing of this Bill, and that provision will be inserted in any order or
regulation made by the Governor in
Council
for
an
expeditious
and
systematic review of abattoir fees in the
light of altered and improved methods
and changing times and conditionsagain not being unmindful of the fact
that the present scale was drawn up at
least 30 years ago.
It is hardly necessary to stress that
increased fees will be of enormous
financial assistance to the councils concerned.
The major proportion of
slaughtering in the metropolis is carried
on at four municipal abattoirs which,
being largely outmoded, are with possibly one exception-where special conditions operate-an economic burden on
the owners, towards whose finances no
contribution is made by the other
metropolitan municipalities.
The existing system of metropolitan
meat supply is most unsatisfactory. The
practice of providing space for individual
killers is one that has been passed down
from a much earlier period, when the
community was small and the methods
crude. It is general in Melbourne, and
is productive of inefficient operation and
unsanitary conditions.
Over the years the municipalities
affected have sought approval to make
structural improvements, but without
avail. Successive Ministers have stated
that the question of the removal of the
cattle sale yards and metropolitan
aba ttoirs from their existing locations is
a matter of policy for the Government in
office at the time, and that no assurance
can be given that they will remain where
they are when the time arrives for a
Government to make a decision. The
Health Commission repeatedly expressed
opposition to any improvements whatever until the whole problem of the
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industry has been settled.
About 40
years ago the Morrissey Board urged
the removal of the saleyards and abattoirs, but nothing was done about it.
Some years later the question was revived by the Town Planning Commission, which made a simi.Jar recommendation that has never been implemented.
The State Inland Meat Authority
operates outside a radius of 50 miles of
the city of Melbourne proper. It was
created by Parliament in 1942, but as
far as I know it has no definite policy.
Some 84 per cent. of the State's
slaughtering is done in the metropoiitan
area. As a palliative this Bin is acceptable, but the creation of a central meat
authority is urgently necessary to place
the metropolitan meat supply on a satisfactory basis f~om the aspect of a modern
system of meat hamMing and marketing,
hygiene and economics. The creation of
such an authority would facilitate the
establishment of the system on the
equitable basis that all receiving the
service would contribute to its cost.
While commending the Bill, I wou}d urge
the Minister to discuss with Cabinet this
major proposition that I have outUned,
with a view to adopting in Victoria the
more effective method operating in other
States.
Mr. WHATELY (Camberwell).-In reviewing this sm. on behalf of the
Liberal and Country party I concur with
previous speakers. I shall al'So refer to
the difficulties experienced at various
municipal abattoirs. The Minister of
Health said that nine rural abattoirs
and others in the metropaiitan area have
been experiencing financial difficulties
arising from the fact that certain fees
specified in the Fifth Schedule to the
principal Act are now found to be inadequate. That is one of the dangers
of putting too much detaiiJ into an Act
of Parliament. It is also an eXlplanation
of why 'in more recent times there has
been a tendency to a'llow Governments
to deal with matters subject to change
by the issue of regulations.
In some cases, members could weB
take exception to giving the Government
power to act by the issue of regulations
published in the Government Gazette)
but in this instance there is no such
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danger. It is possible that the fixing of
charges could safely be left in the
hands of munidpalities who conduct
the slaughter-yard activities. They would
not be so stupid as to try to defraud anybody, but would endeavour to
make the best use of their saleyards.
They would do everything necessary to
appea<l to producers from surrounding
districts to assist them to build up a gODd
business by providing service at a minimum fee. There is nD need tD abolish the
Fifth Schedule, or for the Minister to say,
" We will consult with YDU, and what we
think is' a fair scale 'Of oharges we will
gazette on YDur behalf." If the Government is prepared to allow all tlhose
charges enumerated in the Bill at the
various abattoirs thrDughDut the State,
then there wiN be no loss in it except the
loss of time.
The measure makes for greater elasticity. Formerly, when municipalities
objected t'O inadequate fees for certain
purposes, the Minister of Health wDuld
reply to their representations by saying, II 1 cannot aliter tihem without intrDducing an amending Bill in Parliament.
We will. leave them until we have a number of other more important items to
incorporate in an amending measure."
It is wise that the schedule of services,
which is somewhat old-fashiDned and
out 'Of date, together wi1!h the charges tD
be imposed for the respective services,
shouid be eliminated frDm the Act.
The second purpDse of the Bill is to
bring the positiDn up to date by permitting the fixation of charges for certain
services that have developed mDre recen tIy in connection with hygiene and
refrigeratiDn.
The bDdy in cDntrDI
of a t least 'One of the alba ttoirs in
the State is fearful that if these
new charges now to be legaUzed are subject to regulation by proclamation it
might find itself embarrassed, because it
is only tlhe charges that have been made
on the newer services rendered that have
enabled it tD pay its way. No Minister
'Of Health would desire a municipal
abattoirs to lose money. It will be necessary tD prescribe charges that are reaSDnable, and 1 have no doubt that the arrangement envisaged in the Bill will give
sa tisfaction to all concerned. .
Mr.
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Mr. DUNN (Geelong).-Tl}e honDrable member for Albert Park mentioned
a number of beasts that will CDme under
the control of the authority, including
goats, bulls, cows, calves, steers and
swine, but I see no reference in the Bill
tD
rabbits.
Any propDsitiDn that
would give the people better meat
at a lower cost is laudable, but I am
cDncerned because I believe rabbits
affected by myxDmatDsis are being
sDld to the public.
That may be
inimical to the health of the pe'Ople. 1
suggest that the GDvernment sh'Ould look
further at this measure tD see if prDvision cannot be made to bring rabbits
under cDntrol, with regular inspection
to protect the people from the sale of
rabbits affected by disease, the effects
of which may be serious.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).
-1 think the hDnDrable member fDr
GeelDng is departing from the purpose
of the Bill, which relates to the fixation
of charges for slaughtering. I do not
think there is any proposal that rabbits
shDuld be slaughtered at municipal
abattDirs.
Mr. DUNN.-Certain increased fees
are to be specified, and I notice that in
sub-clause (1) it is stated, inter aliar(1) This Act may be cited as the Health
(Meat Supervision) Act 1952.
I contend with respect, that rabbits
are meat.
The SPEAKER.-It is not the title of
the Bill that counts, it is the contents.
The pur-pose of the Bill is to amend sections 284 and 292 of, and to repeal the
Fifth Schedule to the Health Act 1928.
I shall not permit a discussion on the
general contrDI of meat in connection
wi th this Bill.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY (Barwon).May I go cl'Ose to irrelevancy, but not
quite, by suggesting that in relation to
sub-clause (1) 'Of clause 1 it might have
been desirable tD have provided in one
of the numerous Acts mentioned in the
side note to the sub-clause for the early
and com puIs Dry use 'Of the captive bDlt?
We could vary the fees and differentiate
between those which may be charged
where the present inhumane method of
slaughtering is used and where the
proper mDde"! humane methDd of killing
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with the captive bolt is employed. I
think the relevant clause is to be found
in one of the numerous Acts mentioned
in the marginal note, which cover the
various means by which abattoirs may
be administered.
The SPEAKER.-The relevancy of the
remarks ·of the honorable member for
Barwon would be covered by his suggested alteration of fees at abattoirs
where the captive bolt is in use. The
Bill deals definitely with certain fees,
but I do not think a general discussion
on the Health Act, or meat supervision,
should be permitted.
Sir THOMAS MALTBY.-I agree, and
unless the captive bolt method is applied the fees should be varied. By
adjusting fees the municipalities will
find themselves obliged to introduce the
captive-bolt system of slaughtering in
order that they m'ay collect the fees
necessary to run their abattoirs properly.
As the Bill does not make such a provision, I ask the Minister of Health, in
his reply to the various remarks of members during the second-reading debate,
to indicate what the Government's
attitude would be on that proposal and
whether it would be prepared to introduce subsequent legislation for the purpose.
Mr. GALVIN (Bendigo).-Members
are desirous of discussing various aspects
of the Health Act, but apparently you,
Mr. Speaker, fear that they will go
beyond the bounds of propriety. The BiB.
is important in that it fixes charges for
killing, inspecting and certain other
matters in connection with the slaughtering of animals for human consumption.
One of the worst features is the conduct of slaughtering operations in
areas where inspections are not compulsory. The honorable member for
Geelong is concerned about the possibility
of rabbits affected with myxomatosis
being made ·available for human consumption as a result of lack of inspection.
In many 'areas, lumpy-jawed
ca'ttle and sheep affected with tuberculosis are being killed for human consumption because the slaughtering yards
do not come within the provisions of the
Health Act.
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I think the time is opportune to bring
the whole of the State under the compulsory inspection sections of the
principal Act. Horses are being killed
in certain shires that do not come under
the provisions of th'e Act. Although it is
laid down that horse meat cannot be
sold for human consumption, it is logical
for one to be suspicious when one knows
that up to £50 a beast is being paid for
horses that are to be slaughtered. One
queries whether the meat will be used
only to feed dogs. The time is long
overdue for the declaration of the
whole of the State as a meat area. I
cannot understand members in the
Ministerial corner supporting this Bill
in view of their claim that they oppose
government by regulation. Apparently
they are slavishly following the Country
party Government because the Bill
provides for government by regulation.
Members in the Ministerial corner are
bowing before the altar of the Government, forgetting their previous criticism
of it. In fact, they are supporting a
measure that will abrogate the right of
this Parliament to include the maximum
charge in an Act. The Bill will permit
the Governor in Council by regulation
to set the rate; that could lead to
different charges operating in municipalities.
Some municipalities are finding it
almost impossible to carryon their
abattoirs under the present charges.
The Minister explained that in 1919 the
cost of supervision by the Me1bourne
City Council of its abattoirs was .09
of one penny a pound. The present
cost is one farthing a pound, an
increase of 200 per cent. I think it
is reasonable to provide for an increase
in the charges. I wish to know what
the Government intends to do in relation
to inland killing.
The SPEAKER (Sir Archie Michaelis).

-Order! The honorable member for
Bendigo is departing from the Bill,
which is designed to amend two sections
of the Act. I ask him to' observe my
ruling which is intended to protect the
rights of all members. Inland killing
is not a subject-matter of the Bill.
Mr. GALVIN.-All meat consumed in
the Bendigo area is killed and inspected
at the abattoirs of the Inland Meat
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Authority, and the supervision is carried
out by inspectors of the Commonwealth
Government and the State Government.
The point I wish to make is this: How
will the Bill operate in relation to killing
charges at the Bendigo works of the
Authority?
Mr. FULToN.-The Bill will not
operate there at all.
Mr. GALVIN.-I was concerned about
tha t aspect. I believe the charges there
are higher than in municipal abattoirs.
The Inland Meat Authority inspects the
meat; tripe and other edible offal are
prepared by the Authority, and carcasses
are taken from the works to retail shops
and hung there by its employees. Honorable members must realize the
advantage of that supervision, which
lends itself to cleanliness and the provision of meat of high quality. At other
abattoirs, the inspections provided by
the Act may be carried out, but the
supervision breaks down once the meat
leaves the abattoirs. One can see carcasses hanging over the backs of drays
that are partly covered by tarpaulins;
in the summer the vehicles are followed
by thousands of blow-flies. The Government should ensure that the high
standard attained at the abattoirs is
extended until the meat is sold to consumers. That can be done only by
requiring that meat is transported to
retail shops by means of enclosed
vehicles that are fly-proof. Some wholesale butchers adopt that practice, but
others do not. I trust that in the near
future all wholesale butchers in Melbourne will be forced to cart meat to
retail shops in such a way as to maintain the high standard of cleanliness set
by the State.
There is no possibility of meat being
contaminated in the way that it is
handled by the Inland Meat Authority,
and a practice that is good enough for
Bendigo should be equally good enough
for the metropolitan area. Despite the
added cost of killing, supervision, and
the carriage of meat to retail shops,
meat is cheaper in Bendigo than in the
metropolis. Therefore, certain wholesalers in the metropoHtan area should
be forced to adopt a rigid standard of
cleanlines's in the handling of meat. High
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standards are prescribed in relation to
milk and other foods, and I cannot understand why persons are allowed to throw
carcasses on a four-wheeled lorry, cover
the meat with a tarpaulin and cart i,t
in that way. Occasionally one sees dogs
snarling at a sheep's head that is hanging over the back of the vehicle, which
thousands of flies follow. I know that
the Commission of Public Health has
been interested in this matter, and I
trust that rigid supervision will be
enforced until meat reaches the hands of
consumers.
The· increased charges provided for
in the Bill will assist municipal
abattoirs that are still operating. The
time is opportune to amend one
or two other sections of the Act
in view of the fact that many municipal abattoirs are run in conjunction
with sale yards. At present a limit is
fixed on the selling charges of sheep and
so on. To a degree~ the Government
may be entitled to subsidize pr.imary producers, but I do not think municipalities
should be forced to do so with the sales
of lambs and sheep. I understand that
1 ~d. a head is the maximum charge that
a municipality may levy for the sale of
sheep, yet it may be forced to spend
between £50,000 and £60,000 to provide
sale yards of a certa in standard. The
selling charges ~hould be reviewed because 1 !d. a sheep was fixed when sheep
were selling for 9s. or 12s. each, but now
they are worth anything from £3 upwards, and so the low charge is unreasonable. I suggest that the Government
should give earnest consideration to that
aspect.
I do not think any other abattoirs in
the State excel those of the Inland Meat
Authority at Bendigo, and the standard
there set in the matter of inspections
and cleanliness should be observed in all
other abattoirs. That is the outcome
of the administration of sections of the
Health Act by officers of the Agriculture
Departmen t. We often hear cri ticism
of State enterprises, and I suggest that
honorable members should inspect what
the State has done "in Bendigo in conjunction with private enterprise at the
works of the Authority. Previously, the
muniCipal abattoirs had from sixteen to
twenty men employed. The co-operation
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of a number of private firms means that
more than 350 men are employed at the
present works. That is definite proof
of the benefits to be derived from
decentralization.
I repeat that the time is overdue for
a more rigid inspection of meat in localities th8Jt have not been dec,lared as meat
areas. In these days, it should not be
left to the good graces of local butchers
to decide whether meat is or is not fit lor
human
consumption.
Our
health
standards demand that all foodstuffs
should be inspected before they are
offered for sale for human consumption,
and that principle, if it Is good enough
for the larger towns and cities, is good
enough also for the smaller places
throughout the State. I think Maryborough is among those towns where
this dbes not obtain to-day. Surely the
people of that centre are as much entitled to consideration as are those of
any other place.
In the interests of the health of the
people millions of pounds have been and
are being spent on curative treatment.
Surely it is about time we spent a little
more on preventive measures. In conclusion, I would point out that some of
the outbreaks of disease which have
caused the State the outlay of a great
deal of money in respect of treatment
of sufferers have occurred in areas that
are outside the scope of the meat supervision provisions of the principal Act.
Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health)
(By Zeave).-The health of the people

is of great concern to the Government
and particularly to the Department of
Health. The views that have been
put forward by various members will
be examined. The consolidation of the
Health Acts, if that could have been
brought about, would have dealt with
many of the subjects that have been discussed by honorable members. Regulations have been gazetted making the
captive-bolt method of killing compulsory under certain conditions in all the
big abattoirs of the State.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
Sessio1i 1951-52.-[85]
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ADJOURNMENT.
FLOODING OF LAKE AT COLAC-HOSPlTAL
BED ACCOMMODATION AT G~ELONG-
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT:
MILK
LICENCES
FOX
SHops-EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT:
PASCOE VALE STATE
SCHOOL.

Sir ALBERT LIND
Lands).-I move-

(Minister

of

That the Houi;e, at its rising, adjourn
until 2 o'clock .to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.
Sir ALBERT LIND (Minister
Lands).-I move--

of

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. GUYE (Polwarth) .-I wish to
refer to the very serious flooding that
has occurred in the Colac district and
which has been referred to in the press
as "the creeping terror." What has
taken place amounts to a calamity to
the land owners concerned, and it is
developing into a national tragedy. The
cause of this flooding is the overflow
from the Colac lake. With the honorable member for Hampden and members
of the Colac council, I visited this area
last Friday week, and it was estimated
that 10,000 to 12,000 acres of probably
the richest dairying land in the State
was then under water. The area flooded
has since increased to 16,000 acres. A
factor in this tragic situation which
is adding to the worry and concern of
the people is that Lake Corangamite,
which is a little farther west of Lake
Colac, is at a level 1 foot higher and is
expected to burst its banks and flow into
Lake Colac on Thursday or Friday of
this week. If that happens I do not
know what will be the outcome, because
the water in Lake Corangamite is very
brackish.
This land which has been flooded is in
a different circumstance from any land
such as river flats where, when the flood
subsides, the water disappears. In this
case in the Western District, the flood
has developed into a large saucer-shaped
area and I am informed that in many
parts the only way in which the water
can be disposed of is by the process of
evaporation, which might continue over
a period of ten to twelve years, provided
there was no recurrence of heavy rains.
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The Minister of Water Supply has
agreed to receive a deputation from the
members of the Colac and Winchelsea
shire councils to consider the question
of a survey.
The land affected is part of the Barwon
river drainage area. The position is so
serious that I appeal to the Minister to
send as many of his engineers as he can
immediately to see if there is not some
way of mitigating the danger and
releasing some of this water. The water
must be turned into the Barwon river,
which, however, is at present in flood.
That method would probably cause
further flooding at Barwon Heads. The
problem of disposing of the water is
entirely one for engineers. I understand that there are no topographical
maps of that area. I earnestly appeal
to the Minister to have remedial
measures put in hand immediately.
Mr. CAIN.-For how long has this condi tion been going on?
Mr. GUYE.-For a few months, but it
is only during the last month or so that
the extent of the flooding has become so
apparent. Places that had never before
been flooded now have 10 to 12 feet of
water covering them.
I could cite
several cases of exceptional character.
I know the particulars of one case in
which an ex-serviceman bought a property under the single unit farm scheme.
He paid £53 an acre for the farm,
which consisted of 260-odd acres. The
man now hlas less than 60 acres left. I
urge the Minister in all the circumstances
to send his engineers to see if something
cannot be done to mitigate the damage.
Mr. CAIN.-Does not this thing go
beyond engineers? Is it not a matter
for experts?
Mr. GUYE.-Surely every effort that
can be made should be tried urgently.
Mr. DUNN (Geelong) .-1 wish to
bring before the Minister of Health a
matter of great concern not only to
Geelong but also to many other large
centres and smaller towns throughout
the State. I refer to the shortage of
hospital beds. The Geelong City Council has f.orwarded to me an excerpt from
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a report of the Medical Officer of Health,
Dr. Alan Kidd, for the month of July
last. In his report, Dr. Kidd statesHOSPITAL BED SHORTAGE.
On several occasions I have commented on
the local hospital bed shortage, especially
the inadequacy of the maternity accommodation. Early in the year this shortage
of maternity beds was denied by the medica.l ·superintendent, but a letter was sent out
by the hospital authorities this month asking
all doctors to co-operate with the authorities in allowin~ their cases to be sent home
within seven days, especially during the
next three months, owing to the acute
shortage of beds and the excessive bookings. The doctors who att:mded a special
meeting called to receive the letter all
agreed that mothers should remain under
adequate nursing attention for at least
fourteen days after child birth, and this
"new order" was not one which should be
allowed to become a permanent thing. It
is really asking too much to expect the
mothers to go out in seven days and resume
the responsibilities in the house.
I feel that the completion of Baxter House
should be treated as a matter of extreme
urgency and not be allowed to drag on
indefini tely.
Also worth mentioning at the moment is
the general shortage of beds. The hospital
recently recorded a record number of cases
in hospital, but there is no place yet for the
aged who just need a lit.tle nursing attention.
Only last week a pensioner who lived 15
miles out of Geelong, having been promised
a bed and having arrived in by ambulance,
and after careful examination at the hospital, had to be sent back to his little hut
to depend on the generosity and good will
of the neighbours, because a more urgent
case needed the bed. I had not seen the
case until two days after his return to his
hut and I found him lying on the floor-,
unable to get himself back into bed.
Unless some urgent step is taken to finish
the Old Folks Home and to plan for more
hospital beds, with the increasing agp.ing
population, the position will become
chaotic.

There is no more urgent matter facing
the Government to-day than the health
of the people and the care of the aged
and infirm, for which purposes construction of hospitals is necessary. No matter
what projects are envisaged, the Government should examine the possibility of
at least sa'lvaging some money to carry
out these works so that the people will
be able to obtain some of the amenities
to which they 'are entitled.
Brigadier TOVELL
(Brighton).I wish to direct attention to a racket
that has been rampant in the AgricuHure
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Department 'for a considerable time,
namely the issuing of licences or permits to shopkeepers to enable them to
sell milk. This system wa's established
apparently with the idea of ensuring
that vendors of milk should have
hygienic and suitable premises. However, it has developed into a controlled
monopoly in the hands of a few inspectOfiS. This is a serious matter to many
sman shop holders. Some three months
ago I made application to the Department, tihrough the Minister of Agriculture, for a milk licence for a shop at
Brighton which complies with all the
regulations required 'by the Department
of Health as regards cleanline.ss and so
on. This particular shop .is an excellent
buHding, has a good corner position, and
without any li'cence the proprietor is
permitted to sell bread, .sweets and ice
cream, and holds a licence, to which no
restrictions are attached, to sell tobacco.
After about three months' delay advice
has been received that the app'licaNon
for a milk licence has been refused, and
that shopkeeper, in effect, is deprived
of a means of livelihood, which is a
serious position for her.
Some time ago I applied for a similar
licence in respect of a shop in Hampton.
In t!hat calse the shop was adjacent t.o a
school, and, I understand, complied with
all the necessary requirements in regard
to deanliness. After considerable delay,
I was informed that there was a similar
shop within, I think, 60 feet, therefore
a second licence could not be granted.
I would point out t!hat the shop holding
the licence was acr.oss a very busy and
heavilly traffioked road. There was no
free milk at the time of which I speak,
and school chHdren who desired to purchase mUk had to cross through the
traffic to the shop on the opposite side
of the road because the shop adjacent
to the 'School was refused a licence to
sen milk Further, the right of the shopkeeper to earn a livelihood was interfered
with, and his general business was
seriously handicapped.
The honorable member for Dandenong
has infonned me of a case in McKinnon
where the honorable member was personally assured by a representative .of
the Milk Board that a licence would be
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issued to a shopkeeper provided that
certain alterations were made and refrigeration wa,s installed, and that conditions relating to health were complied
with, which was very reasonable. Work
was commenced, and while it was being
carried on an inspector visited the shop
and told the proprietress that because
she was selling smaUgoods in competition with another shop not far away a
licence to seH milk could nat be granted,
and tlhat work had to stop. All members can see the possibilities of this
racket. The case in which I am particularly interested is that in Brighton.
This mQrning I received a letter over the
signature of the Minister of Agriculture,
in which it was 'StatedFurther to my letter of the 15th of July
last, relative .to an application by M.rs.
Spargo of 168 Bay-street, Brighton, for
a milk shop licence, I have now to advise
that a report submitted by the Milk Board
shows th'a.t there are three licensed milk
shops in the area immediately adjacent to
the premises of the applicant, one on the
same side of Bay-street being only 109 yards
away. The Board is of opinion that the
public in this area have adequate facilities
for obtaining milk.

In my opinion, the last sentence has
nothing whatever to do with the case.
I consider that I am just as good a judge
as is the inspector of the Milk Boaro or
the AgricuHure Department. In this
case, because she cannot sell milk, the
proprietor's business i3 seriously prejudiced. She has the best shop of the four
that are mentioned in the Minister's
letter, and all facilities are available.
Further, the shop is situated on a corner
and serves a tremendous number of
customers. The other shop, t09 yards
away, is in the middle of a block, and
many people going to that shop have
to pass the corner position. What right
have these autocrats to establish a
monopoly to the detriment of citizens
who desire to T:1ake an honest living?
The proprietor of the shop to which I
refer sells bread, ice cream, soft drinks,
sweets, and cigarettes, but she loses a
great deal of trade simply because she is
not allowed to sell milk as the result of
some autocratic act by the Minister of
Agriculture through his minions.
I
protest most emphatically against a
monopoly of this kind being created by
the Agriculture Department.
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Mr. FEWSTER (Essendon) .-1 ask
that the matter I am about to mention
be brought to the notice of the Minister
of Public Works and that the necessary
work be carried to a satisfactory conclusion wit~out more delay. I wish to
refer to certain conditions that obtain
at the Pascoe Vale State School, No.
3081, which is at present attended by
approximately 900 children. The lack
of water supply at that school has been
causing considerable trouble for the past
twelve months. Representations have
been made for the ins,tallaltion of a new
water system, and it was understood that
the necessary work would have been
carried out during the last Christmas
vacation. During last summer, the head
teacher was obliged to roster the children
out of school at certain· periods so
that they might obtain a drink of
water and also that they might use
the lavatories. The water pressure was
so bad that the cisterns in the lavatories
could not be flushed, and the head
teacher, by means best known to himself, had to clear the pans. Requests
have been made for additional drinking
taps, and correspondence in reply states
that it is the opinion of the Depa'rtment
that no drinking taps can be installed
owing to the poor water pressure
available.
That situation is farcical, and it has
been in existence for a considerable time.
1 wonder whether there is anybody in
the Public Works Department charged
with 'a sense of responsibility to see
that work is carried out, or if the responsibility of those officers begins and ends
with the' dictation of letters for a Minister to sign. Correspondence and a
check of the file prove that on behalf of
this school repeated requests have been
made for correcting the position-all to
no avail. 1 should like the Government
to e~amine this matter without delay to
ensure that this intolerable situation
is ended.
It will soon be summer time again
and if nothing is done there will not be a
trickle of water coming out of the taps.
Surely the Department has enough funds
to restore a water supply. If the owner
afa private property, following an inspection by a representative of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works,
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was placed in a simHar situation, he
would be served by the Board with a
notlce sta Hng that wi thin a certain
period the water 8)'Btem must be replenished, and that if it were not placed
in order he would be proceeded against
by summons.
1 invite the Mini!ter of Health to
depute officers of hi'S Department to
make another inspection, as there is a
potential risk of danger to the school
children. I trust that the Government will
regard this as an urgent, serious matter.
Dilly dallying has been going on for too
long. Unless the matter is rectified,
when the summer comes there will not
be a drop of water for the children to
drink, let alone sufficient supplies with
which to flush the cisterns of the lavatories.
Mr. .BROSE (Minister of Water·
Supply).-In reply to the honorable
member for Polwarth, who mentioned
the overflow of the Colac lake, 1 wish
to state that recently 1 inspected this
area, and as 1 was born in the district 1
know something of it. 1 am pleased to
learn that at this late stage the people
are interested in doing something about
the matter. This year the lake probably
contains more water than it has for
many years, and the old lake overflows
into what we know as Lough Calvert and
into surrounding country, where there is
no outlet for water. A meeting was held
a fortnight ago, at which one of my officers attended. This is not a stream, .and it
is not a matter for the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission.
I have
written to the honorable member stating
that I will receive a deputation from representatives of that district nem Wednesday. Officers af the Commission will
then, no doubt, give valuable advice to
people who are now attempting to
achieve a practical solution of a grave
problem.
Mr. FULTON (Minister of Health).The honorable member for Geekmg
raised ·a matter concerning the hospital
situation in the City of Geelong. 1 assure
him that this is a problem which has,
for a considerable time, received the
attention of both the Hospitals and
Charities Commission and myself.
It
is not easy to solve, but I assure him that

